SALE 30 PART 1 - 11am SATURDAY 27th NOVEMBER 2021
COINS & BANKNOTES
Australian Coins & Collections
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1858 QV half sovereign from Sydney Mint. Vg
1866 QV sovereign from Sydney Mint. F
1871 QV sovereign from Sydney mint. VF
1872 QV sovereign from Melbourne mint. EF
1873 QV sovereign from Sydney mint. VF
1877 QV sovereign from Sydney Mint. VF
1878 QV sovereign from Sydney mint. VF
1885 QV sovereign from Melbourne mint. EF
1896 QV half sovereign from Melbourne mint. VF
1905 KEVII sovereign from Perth mint. VF
1908 KEVII half sovereign from Sydney mint. aVF
1910-1963 complete set of Florins incl commems. Majority are better than average. (55)
1911 KGV sovereign from Perth mint. EF
1915 KGV half sovereign from Sydney Mint. EF
1918 KGV sovereign from Melbourne mint. aUnc
1918 Shilling. Unc
1922 Shilling. Unc
1925 Shilling. Unc
1936 Half Penny to Florin set of 6. Unc, toned copper. (6)
1937 Crowns x 11. VF-EF (11)
1966 50c round coins x 66. (66)
1966 50c round coins x 150. Majority EF/VF. (150)
1982 $10 C/wealth Games x 4 & 1996 $5 Bradman plus 2012 $5 Perth Town Hall in ANDA wallet. (6 items)
1984 $1 "First Year of Issue" Proof coins x 5 in RAM cases plus 1988 $5 Bicentennial Poof coins x 2 & 1988 QEII
Holey dollar & Dump in silver in pres cases x 2. Also 1982 $10 C/wealth Games silver x 2 (12 items)
1987 ½oz Perth Mint Bullion Cast bar with left facing swan.
1987 $10 NSW State Proof coins x 2 in RAM cases plus another Unc in wallet & 1988 $10 Philips Landing
Bicentennial coins x 2 in RAM pouches. Also 1988 Parl House x 3 & 1992 $5 Year of Space x 4. Unc cond. (12 items)
1988 $2 Bicentennial silver Proofs x 4, 1989 $10 Queensland silver proof x 3 1997 $1 Old Parl House 1oz silver proof
in RAM boxes. Retail $480 (8 items)
1988 Bicentennial Coin & Note RAM grey folder with $2, $5 & $10 notes & Unc coins. Exc cond. Retails $175
1988 Bicentennial Coin & Note RAM grey luxury folder as above. Exc cond. Retails $175
1988 Masterpieces in Silver, Bicentennial Issues in RAM case/box. Retails $140
1989 $10 Qld x 2, 1990 $10 WA x 2, 1991 $10 Tasmania x 3 & 1992 $10 NT x 4 silver coins in RAM folders.
Excellent cond. Retail $275+ (11)
1989 Masterpieces in Silver x 2 sets. Usual case sticking to outer box but contents Unc. Retails $180ea (2)
1990 $10 Cockatoo Piedfort Silver & 1989 & 1989 $10 silver proof "Birds of Australia". Box damage, coins Unc
1990 Masterpieces in Silver "The Silver Dollars" x 2 in RAM packaging. VG Cond. Retail $180ea (2)
1991 $50 Koala ½oz Platinum coin in Perth Mint case.
1991 Masterpieces in Silver - "25th Anniv of Decimal Currency" x 2. Sets of 8 in RAM boxes. Retail $480+ (2)
1993 Masterpieces in Silver - The Explorers. Set of 5 in RAM packaging. Usual case damage due to sticking on outer
box but contents Unc. Retails $325
1999-2002 & 2004-2007 Baby Coin Sets in RAM folders. Exc cond. Retail $450+ (8)
2002 $1 Outback x 20 in bag looking Unc & 2018 $1 ANZAC 100 Years in unopened RAM bags of 10 x 2 plus 2018
$2 "Lest We Forget" coloured coins in 2 bags of 5 unopened. FV $60 (5 bags)
2005 $1 x 2 "Living Icons of Australia & New Zealand" 2 coin set in Perth Mint folders x 2. Most attractive. (2)
2018 50c coloured coin Ford Australia Heritage set 7 in original "Powered by Ford" tin. Exc cond. Retails $200+
2019 "Holden The Concept Cars" Pure Silver plated genuine Australian Pennies collection as produced by Downies.
COA numbered 1231 of 1969. Exc cond. Retail at $200+
2020 $2 75th Anniv End of WWII 2oz silver Antiqued coin in Perth Mint display case & packaging. Exc cond & limited
to 1945 with COA. Vendor purchased for $230.
2020 Qantas Centenary box set of 11 x $1 RAM coloured commem coins. Unopened in original RAM box. Incls the
$1 coloured copper coin to honour the origins of Qantas's iconic Kangaroo Symbol which was inspired by the
Australian Penny. Most attractive & an ideal Christmas gift!
1911-1963 range of Halfpennies in Dansco folder. Mixed cond. (55) plus more Copper in album with no obvious
highlights. Majority are Aust Pennys & Half Pennys with odd random others. Weighs 4.6kgs.
1977-2011 Rolls of 1977 50c SJ, 1982 50c Commonwealth Games, 1984 $1 Kangaroos, 1995 20c UN, 2005 20c
"Coming Home", 2005 50c WWII Remembrance, 2010 $1 Girl Guides Cent, 2010 20c ATO, 2011 Royal Wedding,
2011 20c Int Women's Day, 2011 20c Year of Volunteers, 2011 $1 CHOGM all in complete rolls with 2 of the latter
CHOGM. 50c SJ roll has been repaired by tape otherwise all fine & unopened. Total FV $134 (13)
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Australian Tokens & Medallions
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1858 1d Hide & De Cable. NEF
1860 G Hutton Ironmongers, Hobart Town. VF+
1865 John Pettigrew & Co. Ipswich Queensland. EF
1979 150th Anniv of WA Swan River Colony 24k gold medallion. 20.88g
1979 150th Anniv of WA Swan River Colony 24k gold medallion. 20.88g
2018 "225 Years of Sydney" complete set of 24 silvered base metal medallions in presentation case. Each with a
different Sydney scene. Singles on Ebay at $30 each & similar sold at Downies Auctions for $140+BP
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England 1872 Queen Victoria Gold half sovereign. gF
England 1883 QV half sovereign with shield reverse. VF+
England 1885 QV half sovereign. F
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England 1901 QV "Veiled Head" sovereign. aUnc
England 1907 KEVII sovereign. aEF
England 1910 KEVII half sovereign. EF
England 1913 KGV half sovereign. EF
England 1918 KGV half sovereign. EF
Marshall Islands 1993 $5, $10 & $50 Elvis Presley Commemorative boxed set of 3 with latter pure silver. Incls COA.
Mexico 1947 50 Peso - one of the few gold coins issued anywhere in the world in1947! 37.5g aUnc
New Zealand 1967, 1968, 1969 (x2) & 1970 Proof year sets, the latter commemorating the Royal Visit also x 2.
All in blue pres cases. Retail $360+ (6)
New Zealand 1973 & 1976 $1 Arms Unc, 1982 $1 Takahe silver proof, 1990 $5 Anzac Unc, 1995 $10 Gold
prospecting Unc & 2003 $5 Kokopu Unc x 2. All in pres cases. Retail $150+ (7)
New Zealand 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983 (x2) & 1988 (x2) Unc year sets in wallets. Retail $320+ (9)
New Zealand 1989 Commonwealth Games set of 4 x $1 Sports silver proof coins in RAM packaging x 2. Excellent
cond. Retail $150ea. (2)
New Zealand 1989 Proof Coin Sets of 5 to $1 Commonwealth Games in RAM packaging x 4. (Produced by RAM on
behalf of Reserve Bank of NZ) Exc cond. Retail $50ea. (4)
New Zealand 1989 Unc Coin sets x 2 & 1990 ditto plus 1991 $5 Rugby World Cup x 2 & 1993 Unc set. Also 2005 $1
King Kong commem. All in pres folders in exc cond. (7 items)
New Zealand 1990 commem set of 6 with $1 kiwi & 50c Endeavour & last $1 & $2 banknotes & first coin pair also in
pres pack. Also 1992 $5 Reserve Bank. All Unc. Retail $120+ (3 items)
New Zealand 1995 & 1996 Birds Proof Coin in pres cases. Exc cond. Retail $70 & $100 respectively. (2)
New Zealand 1997 $20 QEII 50th Golden Wedding Anniv. Silver with gold cameo proof coin in velvet pres box.
New Zealand 2001, 2002 x 3, 2003 x 2, 2004 x 2 & 2007 Unc sets in NZ Reserve Bank wallets. Retail $70ea (9)
New Zealand 2005 & 2006 Proof sets of 7 to $5 Penguin & $5 Falcon respectively. Exc cond. Retail $150ea (2)
Niue 2016 $10 50 Years of Aust Decimal Currency 5oz silver proof coin. Limited to 500 in "World Money Fair
Berlin" box. Exc cond. Retails $375
Singapore 1969 $150 "150th Anniversary Founding of Singapore" gold medallion. 22.79g
South Africa 1976 Krugerrand 22k 1oz gold coin. Unc
USA 1904 $20 Liberty Head. 33.4g EF
World Collection sorted in bags all annotated with contents noting Aust 1910-1961 range of Threepences in mixed
cond. (21) plus 1977 Jubilee crown sized commems from diff Commonwealth countries x 16.
World Collection Range of Crowns/Crown sized commems in pres cases. Countries incl Aust, Western Samoa, GB,
NZ, Falklands, TDC, IOM, Singapore & Cook Islands. (24)
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82 BC Denarius Serratus - Bust of Mercury. aVF
41-54 AD Claudius As. F
69-79 AD Vespasian - As Equity. aF
81-96 AD Domitian Dupondius Ceres. aF
138- 61 AD Antoninus Pius Drachma. F+
244-249 AD Philip I - Moesia
276-282 AD Probus Ant. NEF
305-308 AD Maximinus II Follis. GVF
308-324 AD Licinius Follis. VF
313-314 AD Constantine I Follis. EF+
996-1025 AD Constantine VIII "Bust of Christ".
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1968 $2 Phillips/Randall Prefix GEN470132/33 consecutive pair. Unc R83, Cat. $220 (2)
1972 $2 Phillips/Wheeler with HBC & GXL Prefix singles. aUnc R84, Cat. $110 (2)
1974 $2 Phillips/Wheeler Prefix HCR802525/26 consecutive pair. Unc R85, Cat. $220 (2)
1976 $2 Knight/Wheeler OCRB Prefix HQC436204/205 with centre threads in consec pair. Unc R86b, Cat. $300
1976 $2 Knight/Wheeler Gothic Prefix HNY024282/83 with centre threads in consec pair. Unc R86b, Cat. $400
1976 $2 Knight/Wheeler OCRB Prefix HUD151583/84 with side threads in consec pair. Unc R86c, Cat. $130 (2)
1979 $2 Knight/Stone Prefix JFC224101/02 consecutive pair & JUV059096 single. Unc R87, Cat. $105 (3)
1985 $2 Johnston/Fraser Last $2 Prefix KYG724890/909 consecutive run of 20 notes. aUnc R89, Cat. $140 (20)
1985 $2 Johnston/Fraser Last $2 Prefix LQG879648/49 consecutive pair. Unc R89L, Cat. $190 (2)
1985 $5 Johnston/Fraser OCRB Serial numbers x 5 incl QDU842782/83 consec pair. Unc R209a, Cat. $250 (5)
1985 $5 Johnston/Fraser Gothic Serial numbers x 6 incl QAH266813/16 consecutive numbers & QAB122218/19
consecutive pair. Unc R209b, Cat. $510 (6)
1990 $5 Fraser/Higgins Prefix QDK131116/19 consecutive run of 4 notes. Unc R212, Cat. $180 (4)
1991 $5 Fraser/Cole Prefix QLG984392/93 consecutive pair. Unc R213, Cat. $70 (2)
1991 $5 Fraser/Cole Last Paper Prefix QPG840586 single. Unc R213L, Cat. $120
1992 $5 Last paper/first Polymer Unc pair in pres folders with consecutive numbered notes for QNF461768/69 &
AA31004047/48 & "7 JULY 1992" red imprint. Exc cond. Retail $70ea. (2)
1997 $5 "Thirtieth Anniversary" Deluxe Unc Paper/Polymer Note folder with 3 generations of notes. Each with
"First Issued" dated imprint. 1967 note prefixed "QNB", 1992 "EA 93" & "AA 95". Exc Unc cond. Retails $130
2001 $5 Centenary of Federation set of 6 State ANDA folders. All numbered "1675" with state serial numbers.
Exc cond. Retail $250 (6)
2007 $5 Stevens/Henry First Signature Prefix BA07537173/74 & normal BM07532204/05 consecutive pairs. Unc
R221a/aF, Cat. $80 (4)
2007 $5 Macfarlane/Henry First Year Prefix BA06636866 & Last Signature Prefix HB06698711 & normal CK06631217
& CK06631221 singles. All Unc R221d/dF/dL, Cat. $85 (4)
2008 $5 Stevens/Henry First Year Prefix BA08782416 & 2012 $5 Stevens/Parkinson First Signature Prefix
BA12207773 singles. Unc R221bF & R222aF, Cat. $100 (2)
2008 $5 Stevens/Henry Last Signature Prefix HB08928100/01 consecutive pair & HB08928175 single. Unc
R221bL, Cat. $255 (3)
2013 $5 Stevens/Parkinson First Year Prefix BA13647878/79 & Last Year Prefix EA13645878/79 consecutive pairs.
Unc R222bF/bL, Cat. $120 (4)
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2016 $5 Stevens/Fraser First Prefix AA160342060/61 & Last Prefix EJ161388490/91 consecutive pairs. Unc
R224F/L, Cat. $90 (4)
1966 $10 Coombs/Wilson Commonwealth Prefix SAD 538360/61 consecutive pair. Unc R301, Cat. $260 (2)
1968 $10 Phillips/Randall Commonwealth First Signature Prefix SFR 782934 single. F R303F, Cat. $120
1974 $10 Phillips/Wheeler Commonwealth Prefix STS 101030/31 consecutive pair. Unc R305, Cat. $240 (2)
1974 $10 Phillips/Wheeler Prefix TDF 143036 single. Unc R305, Cat. $325
1974 $10 Phillips/Randall Commonwealth Prefix SHF 991324/25 consecutive pair. Unc R305, Cat. $400 (2)
1988 $10 Fraser/Johnston in commem RBA folder x 7. Incls two consecutive number pairs. Retail $40ea (7)
1991 $10 Fraser/Higgins with Plate Letter "M" Prefix UZY 450173/74 consecutive pair. Unc R312, Cat. $130
1991 $10 Fraser/Cole with Plate Letter "M" Prefix MHT 807542/43 consecutive pair. Unc R313a, Cat. $120 (2)
1994 $10 Fraser/Evans First Year Prefix Grey Dobell (Circulation Issue) AA94006444/45 consecutively numbered
pair. Unc R316bi, Cat. $580 (2)
1993 $10 Last paper note/first Polymer Unc pair in embossed Note Printing Australia folder. Consecutive numbered
pairs with MRR997221/222 & AA93001120/21 serial numbers & "1st NOVEMBER 1993" imprint in black on latter.
Excellent cond. Retail $150ea. (2)
1993 $10 ditto but consecutive numbered pairs with MQC996735/36 & BE93000303/04 serial numbers & "1st
NOVEMBER 1993" imprint in red. (2)
1993 $10 Fraser/Evans Normal Prefix Blue Dobell JD93772649 single. Unc R316a, Cat. $70
1993 $10 Fraser/Evans First Polymer & First Signature Blue Dobell Prefix AA93001549. Unc R316aF, Cat. $125
2002 $10 Macfarlane/Henry First Signature Prefix AA02020913 & AA02020916 singles. Unc R320aF, Cat. $120
2002 $10 Macfarlane/Henry Last Year Prefix GL02966952/53 consec number pair. Unc R320aL, Cat. $150 (2)
1996 $10 Macfarlane/Evans First Signature Prefix (Circulation Issue) AA96852587/88 consecutively numbered pair.
Unc R318aF, Cat. $480 (2)
1997 $10 Macfarlane/Evans First Year Prefix (Circulation Issue) AA97790767/68 consecutively numbered pair.
Unc R318bF, Cat. $550 (2)
1998 $10 Macfarlane/Evans First Year Prefix (Circulation Issue) AA98162620/21 consecutively numbered pair.
Unc R318cF, Cat. $200 (2)
1998 $10 Fraser/Johnston & $10 Evans/Macfarlane notes ovptd "26 JANUARY 1988" & consecutively numbered
AB98001424/25 in 10th Anniv of Aust Polymer Notes Deluxe presentation folders x 2. No. 425 & 426 of 1500. Ex
cond. Retail $120ea (2)
1998 $10 Fraser/Johnston & $10 Evans/Macfarlane ditto but consec numbers AB98001751/52. Retail $120ea
2003 $10 Macfarlane/Henry First Year Prefix AA03034781/82 consec number pair. Unc R320bF, Cat. $110 (2)
2003 $10 Macfarlane/Henry Last Year Prefix DF03504663 & DF03507227 singles. Unc R320bL, Cat. $130 (2)
2006 $10 Macfarlane/Henry Normal Prefix Nos AH06942764 & DB06979974 & AA06979773 First Year Prefix single
plus AA06945189/90 consecutive pair. All Unc. R320c/F, Cat. $205 (5)
2007 $10 Stevens/Henry First Signature Prefix AA07043193/95 consec numbered. Unc R321aF, Cat. $195 (3)
2008 $10 Stevens/Henry First Year Prefix AA08520156 single. Unc R321bF, Cat. $100
2008 $10 Stevens/Henry Last Signature Prefix DF08528896 single. Unc R321bL, Cat. $110
2013 $10 Stevens/Parkinson First Year Prefix AA13575978/79 & Last Signature Prefix DF13593578/79 consecutive
numbered pairs. Unc R322bF/bL, Cat. $140 (4)
2015 $10 Stevens/Fraser First signature prefix AA15665973 single. Unc R323F, Cat. $175
2015 $10 Stevens/Fraser Last signature prefix DF15880177 single. Unc R323L, Cat. $195
2017 $10 Lowe/Fraser First & Last signature prefix AA171602340/41 & EA171824269/70 consecutively numbered
pairs. Unc R326F/L, Cat. $120 (4)
2017 $10 Lowe/Fraser Last Signature Prefix EA172808668/30 consec numbered trio. Unc R326L, Cat. $90 (3)
1966 $20 Coomb/Wilson $20 Prefix XAB991486/87 consecutive pair. Unc R401, Cat. $300 (2)
1966 $20 Coomb/Wilson $20 Prefix XAG021525/26 consecutive pair. Unc R401, Cat. $300, vendor
paid $250 from Downies. (2)
1989 $20 Phillips/Fraser Prefix EXE662665/66 consecutive pair. Unc R411, Cat. $360 (2)
1989 $20 Fraser/Higgins Prefix RBD647288/89 consecutive pair. Unc R412, Cat. $300 (2)
1991 $20 Fraser/Cole Prefix RLV864598/99 consecutive pair. Unc R413, Cat. $240 (2)
1993 $20 Fraser/Cole ovptd "80TH ANNIVERSARY First Commonwealth Note 1913-1993" in red with special serial
number M005435 also in red. Attractively presented in "Note Printing Australia" folder. Retails $190
1993 $20 Fraser/Cole ditto but with serial number M005429. Retails $190
1993 $20 Fraser/Evans Prefix AAA004697/98 consecutive pair. Unc R415i, Cat. $400 (2)
1994 $20 Fraser/Evans Normal Prefix AF94990715/16 consecutive pair. Unc R416a, Cat. $200 (2)
1995 $20 Fraser/Evans First Year Prefix (Circulation) AA95262443/44 consec pair. Unc R416bF, Cat. $850 (2)
1996 $20 Fraser/Evans Last Signature Prefix DA96293827. Unc R416cL, Cat. $700
1997 $20 Macfarlane/Evans First Signature Prefix (Circulation issue) AA97156680/81 consecutive pair.
Unc R418aF, Cat. $400 (2)
1996 $20 Fraser/Evans First Year Prefix (Circulation issue) AA96360566 & AA96360568 singles. Unc
R418cF, Cat. $850 (2)
1998 $20 Macfarlane/Evans First Year Prefix (Circulation issue) AA98929597 & AA98929603 singles.
Unc R418bF, Cat. $370 (2)
2003 $20 Macfarlane/Henry First Year Prefix AA03044664/65 consecutive pair & DA03218651 & DA03218654 normal
prefix singles. All Unc R420b/bF, Cat. $370 (4)
2003 $20 Macfarlane/Henry First Signature Prefix AA02004946/47 & KM02994162/63 normal modified prefix
consecutive pairs. All Unc R420a/aF, Cat. $340 (4)
2005 $20 Macfarlane/Henry First Year Prefix AA05969116/17 & GB05705765/66 normal prefix consecutive pairs.
All Unc R420c/cF, Cat. $280 (4)
2006 $20 Macfarlane/Henry First Year Prefix AA06578964 & BK06412610 & BK06412745 singles.
All Unc R420d/dF, Cat. $160
2007 $20 Stevens/Henry First Year Prefix AA07653865/66 consecutive pair & AA07687765 single.
Unc R421aF, Cat. $225 (3)
2008 $20 Stevens/Henry First Year Prefix AA08970108 & Last Year Prefix JC08715821 singles. Unc
R421bF/bL, Cat. $205 (2)
2010 $20 Stevens/Henry First Year Prefix AA10410235, AA10479332 & AA10572313 singles. Unc
R421cF, Cat. $240 (3)
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2010 $20 Stevens/Parkinson Last Signature Prefix DA10583813 single. Unc R421cL, Cat. $85
2010 $20 Stevens/Parkinson First Signature Prefix AA13657278/79 consecutive pair plus AA13223598 &
AA13223687 singles. Unc R422aF, Cat. $440 (4)
2010 $20 Stevens/Parkinson Last Signature & Series Prefix DA13652478/79 consecutive pair. Unc
R422aL, Cat. $270 (2)
2019 $20 Lowe/Gaetjens First Wattle Series Prefix AA190571244/45 consecutive pair. Unc R427F, Cat. $80 (2)
2019 $20 Lowe/Gaetjens Last Prefix EA190572894/95 consecutive pair. Unc R427L, Cat. $70 (2)
1983 $50 Johnston/Fraser with serial number YLK858594. VF R508, Cat. $160
1985 $50 Johnston/Fraser Gothic serial number YPQ612440. VF R509a, Cat. $175
1989 $50 Phillips/Fraser with Plate Letters YYD938489/90 consec numbered pair. Unc R511, Cat. $450 (2)
1990 $50 Fraser/Higgins with Plate Letters YYV080344/45 consec numbered pair. Unc R512, Cat. $750 (2)
1991 $50 Fraser/Cole with Plate Letters WEH590725/26 consecutively numbered pair Unc R513a, Cat. $500 (2)
1993 $50 Fraser/Evans Prefix WZZ999609/10 consecutively numbered pair. Unc R515ii, Cat. $650 (2)
1995 $50 Fraser/Evans First Polymer Prefix AA95417593 & 595 singles. Unc R516aF, Cat. $1200 (2)
1996 $50 Fraser/Evans First Year Prefix (Circulation) AA96903805 & 807 singles. Unc R516bF, Cat. $1650 (2)
1997 $50 Macfarlane/Evans First Signature Prefix (Circulation Issue) AA97403026 & 029 singles. Unc
R518aF, Cat. $1000 (2)
1998 $50 Macfarlane/Evans First Year Prefix (Circulation Issue) AA98781615/16 consecutively numbered pair. Unc
R518bF, Cat. $850 (2)
1999 $50 Macfarlane/Evans First Year Prefix AA99802931/32 consecutively numbered pair. Unc
R518cF, Cat. $720 (2)
1999 $50 Macfarlane/Evans Last Signature Prefix PE99967295/96 consecutively numbered pair. Unc
R518cL, Cat. $800 (2)
2003 $50 Macfarlane/Henry Last Year Prefix DA03074435/36 consecutively numbered pair. Unc
R520aL, Cat. $500 (2)
2003 $50 Macfarlane/Henry First Signature Prefix AA03049730 & 732 numbered singles. Unc
R520aF, Cat. $450 (2)
2004 $50 Macfarlane/Henry First Year Prefix AA04025791/92 consecutively numbered pair. Unc
R520bF, Cat. $320 (2)
2004 $50 Macfarlane/Henry Last Year Prefix GB04573910/11 consecutively numbered pair. Unc
R520bL, Cat. $700 (2)
2005 $50 Macfarlane/Henry First Year Prefix AA05175154 & 157 numbered singles. Unc R520cF, Cat. $270 (2)
2005 $50 Macfarlane/Henry Last Year Prefix JC05305084/85 consec numbered. Unc R520cL, Cat. $300 (2)
2006 $50 Macfarlane/Henry First Year Prefix AA06383238 plus Normal Prefix EM06714755 singles. Unc R520d/dF,
Cat. $295 (2)
2007 $50 Stevens/Henry First Signature Prefix AA07173890/91 consecutively numbered pair. Unc
R521aF, Cat. $400 (2)
2007 $50 Stevens/Henry Normal Prefix consecutively numbered pair for CB07824926/27 & Last Year Prefix
DA07824283 single. Unc R521a/aL, Cat. $430 (3)
2008 $50 Stevens/Henry First Year Prefix AA08654981 & Last Year Prefix MD08989174 singles. Unc R521bF/bL,
Cat. $315 (2)
2009 $50 Stevens/Henry First Year Prefix AA09574611/12 consecutively numbered pair. Unc
R521cF, Cat. $240 (2)
2009 $50 Stevens/Henry Last Year Prefix SF09614611/12 consecutively numbered pair. Unc
R521cL, Cat. $240 (2)
2010 $50 Stevens/Henry First Year Prefix AA10412313 & Last Year Prefix GB10752513 Unc R521dF/dL Cat $240 (2)
2011 $50 Stevens/Henry First Year Prefix AA11574623 & Last Year Prefix JC11808623. Unc R521eF/eL Cat $240 (2)
2012 $50 Stevens/Parkinson First Year Prefix AA12707172/73 consecutively numbered pair plus Last Year Prefix
GB12932673 single. Unc R522aF/aL, Cat. $375 (3)
2013 $50 Stevens/Parkinson First Year Prefix AA13646678/79 consec numbered. Unc R522bF, Cat. $240 (2)
2013 $50 Stevens/Parkinson Last Year Prefix JC13967478/79 consecu numbered. Unc R522bL, Cat. $240 (2)
2014 $50 Stevens/Parkinson polymer note with bold Doctor blade type flaw cutting across Edith Cowan portrait.
Smeared black ink carried across to far right of note. Striking effect.
2018 $50 Lowe/Fraser Last signature prefix IB181930197/98 consec numbered pair. Unc R526L, Cat. $240 (2)
2018 $50 Lowe/Fraser First signature prefix AA184425744/45 consec numbered pair. Unc R526F, Cat. $170 (2)
2018 $50 Lowe/Fraser EA180730190/91 consecutively numbered pair. Unc R526, Cat. $130 (2)
1984 $100 Johnston/Stone x 2 with ZAB012303 & ZAS951424 serial numbers. VF/EF R608, Cat. $330 (2)
1985 $100 Johnston/Fraser with serial number ZBN665484. EF R508, Cat. $185
1990 $100 Fraser/Higgins ZEN347892/93 consecutive numbered pair. Unc R612, Cat. $700 (2)
1992 $100 Fraser/Cole First Signature Prefix ZHG139555/56 consec numbered pair. Unc R613, Cat. $720 (2)
1992 $100 Fraser/Cole Last Paper Prefix ZLD151981 & ZLD153312 singles. Unc R613L, Cat. $800 (2)
1996 $100 Fraser/Evans First Polymer & First Signature Prefix AA96921387 & AA96931087 singles. Both Unc
R616F, Cat. $1050 (2)
1998 $100 Evans/Macfarlane First Prefix (Circulation Issue) AA98920907 & 910 singles. Unc R616F, Cat. $1700 (2)
1999 $100 Evans/Macfarlane First Prefix (Circulation Issue) AA99913060/61 Consecutively numbered pair. Unc
R618bF, Cat. $600 (2)
2010 $100 Stevens/Henry First Year Prefix AA10297835 & AA10626313 singles. Unc R621bF, Cat. $440 (2)
2008 $100 Stevens/Henry First Signature Prefix AA08240080 & AA08991654 singles Unc R621aF Cat. $500 (2)
2008 $100 Stevens/Henry Last Year Prefix EL08599578. Unc R621aL, Cat. $250
2010 & 2011 $100 x 2 Stevens/Henry Last Years Prefixes for EL10989113 & EL11955323. Unc
R621bL & R621cL, Cat. $440 (2)
2011 $100 Stevens/Henry First Year Prefix AA11620323 single. Unc R621caF, Cat. $220
2013 $100 Stevens/Parkinson First Signature Prefix AA13356578/79 consec pair. Unc R622aF, Cat. $400 (2)
2013 $100 Stevens/Parkinson Last Year Prefix EL13945578/79 consec numbered. Unc R622aL, Cat. $440 (2)
2014 $100 Stevens/Parkinson First Signature Prefix AA14945513 single. Unc R622bF, Cat. $275
2014 $100 Stevens/Parkinson Normal Prefix GL14102888/89 consec numbered pair. Unc R622b, Cat. $330 (2)
2017 $100 Lowe/Fraser First Signature Prefix AA17383533 single. Unc R625F, Cat. $250
2021 $100 Lowe/Kennedy from Wattle Series with red poppies. Prefix BC202199732 single. Unc
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World Banknotes & Collections
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Germany 1922-1923 Inflation notes with 2mk, 100,000mk x 2, 500,000mk, 5 million mk & 10 million mk values plus a
Polish 1979 banknote denominated as $0.10. All circulated but interesting social history items. (7)
New Zealand 1992 $5 Edmund Hillary uncut block of 4 notes in Reserve Bank of NZ pres folder. Serial numbers
AA009104/AA13604. Unc
World Collection Range on Hagner pages noting New Zealand, Russia, Canada, Swaziland, USA, Argentina,
Thailand, India & "Hell" (made in Hong Kong). Attractive group of 29 PTSA $5 each by vendor plus folder with USA $1
strip of 4 uncut Specimen format.
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Medals
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1990's Rotary International Paul Harris Fellow award medal & lapel pin set in burgundy velvet pres case.
2019 Macquarie Mint ICC Cricket World Cup set of 10 Silver Medal Collection with colour print. Each with COA & in
presentation folder. Most attractive for the fan of cricket! Exc cond. Retails $400+
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BOX LOTS
Box Lots are open to ROOM BIDDERS ONLY & must be collected on the day
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"Balance of Consignment" lot with World in 1950's Globe album of mainly used, Aust used with some KGV in predecimals & GB with KGV KGVI to 5/-, old-time springback album with Europe noting Netherlands back to 1864 used &
Hungary to 1870's issues. Also volume of South America noting a variety of surcharges & ovpts used with pickings in
the SG Cat. £5-£10 range. Ireland 1970's MLH & FDC's plus booklets from same period, Germany incls States &
Occupation issues, USA with 1848 3c imperf through to later MUH/MLH sets noting a selection of Officials at the back.
Aust Territories incls 1950's-1970's AAT, Christmas Is, PNG & Norfolk Is MUH, MLH & used. Finally a volume of
British Commonwealth with QV to QEII with pickings in MLH & F/U such as Nyasaland KGVI blocks of 4 to 1/- etc plus
covers noting3 x 1934-1937 Tonga Tin Can mail covers. A quality "box lot" with viewing recomended. (1000s)
Accumulations of Australia & GB plus various countries in old stock album. Best is the smallest part of the lot - a mini
Stamp Collector's Album with GB 1924 BEE & 1925 (1d only) MLH, 1929 UPU to 2½d MUH, 1935 Silver Jubilee x 2
sets MLH, 1948 £1 RSW MLH & 1951 Festival of Britain to £1 MUH plus other KGVI defins & commems incl sideways
& inverted wmks. The last page with KGV control number singles to 2d. Also noted "Numeral Cancellations of the
British Empire" reference book, boxes & tin of Aust postcards, on/off paper WA cancels, slogan pieces & a stockbook
of Swiss 1960's-1970's used. An "entertaining" lot!
Various material as donated to the Cancer Council on our road trips. Incls Aust 1976-1989 complete FDC's presented
in 14 Philatelic International albums for each year with the covers written up & mounted noting vals to $10 Painting &
Gardens plus PSE's etc (100s). Also Nauru 1935-1992 MUH incl M/S's, PNG 1970's-1999 MUH sets in 2 stockbooks
with vals to K5 & imprint blocks. Approx 200 1980's-1990's AP FDC's in 2 Cumberland albums with odd NZ FDC
interspersed. Also a Train - Railway collection with numerous MUH & sets all arranged on Hagners plus an album of
train related covers. (100s). This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the Cancer Council..
Zimbabwe collection of stamps & covers on leaves individually protected in binder with main value in internal
Registered letters of early 1990's with labels of various small places (11), 1994 taxed (in Zimbabwe) covers from USA
(5 covers), 1997 Railways maxicards x 8 FDI cancelled, triangular postcards (6) featuring wild animals before mounted
stamps & covers to 2000 plus few PD's. Postally used sets with odd corner fault but an attractive range incl 1980
defins to $2 on FDC. Also Cinderellas & maxicards/postcards in binder with mainly 1985-1999 issues incl some FDC's
but value in Rhodesia/Zimbabwe 1976-1997. Noted 1980 Rhodesia "1 unit" petrol ration ticket blocks of 4 (one in
green, one in red & yellow) & a 1965 Rhodesia 2/6d "Independence" FDC. Incls 1980-1999 FDC’s with info inserts
plus commercial airmail covers & aerogrammes to WA. All protected individually in sleeves housed in binder. Also
Australia early decimals heavily duplicated used, PSE's with a variety of FDI pmks, Christmas seals, Anti-TB etc &
fundraising for Slow Learning Children's Group cinderellas & Spain 1976-1995 used noting MUH M/S's (28). (100s)
Mixed lot being balance of consignment noting the China 8f "Whole Country is Red" along with other high cat issues
from this period in pres folder but unfortunately all reproductions!! Does incl the Expo 2010 China Stamp collection in
pres folder. Others countries sorted in envs & in stockbooks with majority used. Noted a 2018 SG GB Concise cat
(Hardback) in vg cond, Aust 1970's-1980's FDC's x 360+ with some AAT Base pmkd sets & exhib sets incl 1984
Ausipex silks, original 1928 (4th Feb) "The Illustrated London News", PNG "Orchids" - First Personalised Stamps x 2
sheets of 12 x K1 vals, shoebox of useful pickings incl Wattyl Paints $2 Promo phonecard in folder, Concession S/A
pane, Aust pre-dec F/U, early postcards, Stamp Exhib gutters, Aust 1914 6d engraved Kookaburra sound used, etc.
Also noted China 1999 50th Anniv of People's Republic - Ethnic Groups sheet of 56 MUH (Cat. £55), AAT 1957-1970
MUH sets incl 2 x 1966 Defins (retail at $75/set). Finally 1997 Bradman $5 PNC's x 4 & on a single stockcard noticed
1913 1st wmk 2d kangaroo with wmk inverted used plus WA 1861 2d blue with clear cut perfs & BN "21" obliterator,
1864/79 6d indigo violet perf. 12½ with light indistinct BN "9" & 1885/93 1/- pale olive green MLH highlighting further
potential with time! (1000s)
Crate containing 3 large Chinese stockbooks with one of Poland & others random countries, smaller stockbooks & 2
peg albums with sparse & common "schoolboy" collections plus a quantity of 1970-1980's FDCs of Australia &
Territories. Most interesting item is a 1938 USA cover posted on board USS Trenton to Kansas with matching Guam
machine cancel. Could be useful for re-sale at club auctions? (100s)
A New Zealand flavoured "box lot" with FDC's, Framas on Official FDI & commercially used covers, Flight covers with
a useful cross section of first flights (STC NZ$800+), NZ 2000's issues used on paper, odd new issue MUH in packet
or pres pack e.g. 2011 Royal Wedding (FV NZ$15) & 1970's-1980's commercial mail with a mix of pmks & cachets.
Noted KGV/VI bundleware purchased on "Trade Me" for NZ$50. Potential! (1000s)
Deceased estate lot in Storage King Packing Box "as received" & due to time restrictions sold "as is". Noted PNG
1980's FDC's, old time albums with Aust Vic Cent to 1/- & AIF set to 6d used, random countries in albums plus covers
of all periods incl a stunning Northam 20 JE 33 bold cds tying 2d SJ to a Perth addressed cover. GB 1970's-1980's
FDC's plus more loose stamps. Even 1990 $5 Anzac Coin amongst more packets. Enjoy! (1000s)
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Aust Pictorial pmks on covers from all States in 2 lever arch files, 1988 37¢ Expo pmkd cover collection (63) & Great
Britain in "PW" stockbook noting 1841 1d red imperfs (4), 1934 1d photogravure X35 & Y36 control blocks of 6 &
1873/80 6d grey pl.15 wmk "spray of rose" (Cat. £80) plus many commercially used decimal commems & a few
Regionals. Also Aust 1975-1982 decimal mix of MUH gutter strips of 10 & blocks of 4 plus sets (FV $65+), 1950's
slogans on piece with a few KGVI imprint pairs & blocks. Aust heavily dupl used from a page of KGVI 3d blues to 1988
with largely low value commems & KGVI defins but incls a double page of USA in the middle plus some letter rate
Aust late 1980's, a page of SP Morocco & a range of used British Africa with a few useful 1940's covers to Australia
from Fiji, Austria, Czechoslovakia, NZ, Egypt, India, USA & Germany plus USA 1929 & 1934 FFC's & Canada 1928 to
Chicago with boxed "Golden Jubilee flight" cachet with superbly ostentatious copperplate script! A diverse lot! (1000s)
World accumulation in various stockbooks & on Hagner pages with majority appearing common but a wide cross
section of countries. Majority used but some MUH sets noted in the PNG & Fiji albums plus Norfolk Is Butterflies to $2
in corner blocks of 4 & Samoa 1970's-1980's on Seven Seas hingeless pages. Also various commem covers for
Stamp Week & Stamp Shows Hagners plus album of Cup-pex covers. Also Hutt River MUH sets & a few multiples &
an album of Nauru 1980's packs. Another album of Hagners with Tuvalu incl FDC's, odd gutters, imprint blocks,
Officials & booklets. Final album with Aust Packs in APW album (FV $15+) incl 1970 Selected Issues & 1971 Xmas.
Large packing box crammed with New Zealand material noting 1967-1983 MUH & used, random ranges on Hagners
with QV to QEII pickings incl 3 Chalons on Auction card that was sold for $40 with a cat. value of £92, various
remnants of NZ collections that have been picked over for the collectors primary collection, A couple of retired dealers
lots with one purchased for $75 containing QEII MUH imprint blocks & another lot annotated & priced on Hagners incl
KGVI shades. Loose used on/off piece sighting a $20 Mt Cook unused. Also a NZ Banknote Catalogue with a history
of the NZ Reserve bank that collector paid $50 for off Ebay. A couple of "odds" such as the 1977 QEII Silver Jubilee
C/wealth Society cover collection with 52 FDC's. Also contains Seven Seas pages & a folder with M/S's incl some
Exhib types with a total FV of $800+ ($770+). If you collect NZ or have been thinking of NZ as a new collecting field,
this lot should be viewed! (1000s)
Australia stamps off paper x 10,000's in large shallow tub. All periods & vals noting kangaroos & KGV through to
recent decimals incl Int Post high vals & CTO commems. Incls AAT & Territories. Useful for bagging up & re-sale or
club auction lots etc. (10,000s)
Massive moving box with numerous shoeboxes of mainly Australian used decimals sorted in envs plus some 1980's
FDC's incl Framas. Noted a detailed study on leaves of the 1966 1c QEII plus even more decimals off paper sorted in
stockbooks & a bundle of 1980's Maxicards. Some World also sorted by country in envs with majority appearing to be
QEII Commonwealth but another shoebox has Europe with some complete booklets. Another box with GB Machins &
high val Castles used. Odd Aust Int Post & Concessional issues on commercially used envs. (10,000s)
Ex-auction lots from a wide range of countries in small box. Noted Spain 1929 Exhibition Airs 10¢ to 4p MLH
(SG 516/20), Iceland 1934 Airs MLH (20a thinned), Bahamas 1942 Landfall to 1/- MLH, Australia KGV (12) CTO
to 5d all diff, India 1952 Poets MLH, France 1957 Airs incl 1000f pair used, Tonga 1968 surcharges to £2 MUH,
Greenland 1958 defins used, the 5k on cover, South Africa 1936 Jipex M/S MLH, Albania 1922/24 set to 2f MLH, Fr.
Colonies MLH pre-WWII Pictorials & Sweden 1987/89 high value Airmail MUH & used plus a few covers incl GB 1969
high vals on FDC, Ross Dep 1967 set with shade of 2¢ MUH. Also pre-1950 American exhibition cinderellas, Ethiopia,
Germany, Singapore & more. Careful inspection will repay time spent. (100s)
Great Britain Commem & FDI cover collection with Benham silk types (approx. 50%), Cotswold, Royal Mail & other
cover manufactures for local events & commemorations. Many diff pmks & cachets. Usual high standards in the
Benham designs & all in exc unaddressed cond. Stored in a most attractive "designer" box! Great for a re-seller or
Ebayer opening at only 20c each. (approx. 1000)
Large plastic tub with over 500 Great Britain FDC's from the 1980's-2000's incl Benham silk covers plus GB
fine
used housed in 3 SG & Royal Mail Hingeless albums with the majority containing QEII to 2008. Also noted a bag of
world coins. (100s)
A diverse box lot with Aust pre-decimal FDC's incl WCS Certified Mail with 10d QEII on Gower addressed cover, 1958
"Queen's Hotel Durlacher Street Geraldton" printed env with 4d QEII toed by Geraldton slogan, some early decimal
covers before the usual 1970's-1980's FDC's (100+) with some MUH on album pages, Aust States 1980's PSE's with
commem pictorial pmks incl some WA noting 1979 "DAMAGED BY SEA WATER" cachet on Parmelia Yacht Race
cover, 1968-1971 Postal Strike cinderella stamps, used decimals in quantity with vals to $10 plus smattering of other
countries in another couple of albums noting China 1973 Revolutionary Ballet set of 4 MUH (SG 2516/19, Cat. £70).
Also Russia 1970's used sets on pages & several Seven Seas one-country album pages with MLH/CTO incl
Paraguay, Ajman, Cuba, Liberia etc. Also album of GB & Hong Kong FDC's. Various other "schoolboy" collections in
old-time albums & more world off paper sorted in envs. Even 6 Canadian banknotes totalling C$11! (1000s)
Aust pre-decimal commercial envs noting 1962 Kalgoorlie "Special Delivery" cover & 2 x 1951 "Around Australia" flight
covers, shoebox of GB Channel Islands with MUH & packs incl Guernsey £5 Asterix Prestige Booklet etc, GB KGV off
paper sorted in envs, PNG 1952-1960 used duplicated sorted in envs & a stockbook partially filled with 1930's
commems all with central cds pmks of mainly Victoria. Also a SG New Imperial Vol. 1 album in good cond that would
sell for $100+ if empty but instead filled with 1000's of Aust decimals used. Another range of pre-decimal Aust used
extensively researched for flaws & annotated accordingly representing 100's of hours of study. Finally a box of modern
Aust on paper incl Int Post. (10,000s)
Rhodesia/Zimbabwe postmarks & covers incl Taxed, Military, "Official Free" & metered mail on 13 Hagners, Western
Australia basic postmark collection mounted on "Sunday Times" leaves. Also large envelope of Malta 1960's-1980's
FDC's x 50, mostly Sovereign Military Order & Malta used heavily duplicated with 1000's to sort. Strength in 19702000 with very few pre-1950. Great Britain & USA used in large Lighthouse & Prinz stockbooks respectively with
mostly decimals to post-2000 incl defins, commems & Regionals in the GB & USA in rough issue date order which
may reward a pre-1940 "specialist"! (1000s)
1978-2001 Australian FDC's x 1600+ with a variety of FDI pmks incl cds & pictorial types. Noted M/S's, S/A's, Int
Post, Framas, booklet panes & AAT. Massive original cost from PO. Ideal for the re-seller. (1600+)
A large donation lot with various collections given on our road trips & valuation days. Incls stockbooks of Aust incl
some KGV & world selections, majority used, a couple of 1945 Philippines "VICTORY COMMONWEALTH" FDC's
(worn cond), Aust b&w Postcards & Photographic Booklets unused, Aust used incl common pre-decimal, Seven Seas
Thematic colls for Birds & Flowers, Animals, Olympics etc., album of misc. covers incl Aust pre-dec FDC's noting 5/Dampier x 2 etc, early decimals written up on pages good to F/U noting AAT 1996 to $1 Mock Sun F/U, NZ "Olympics"
Limited edition folder with colour separation set of 5 MUH & imperf/perf M/S (retails at $150+), Aust decimal
bundleware representing both 1000's of stamps & hours of soaking & sorting!! Hours
of entertainment! This lot is
being sold commission free with all funds going to the RSPCA, so please bid generously.
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5 albums mostly used from late c19 to 1970's incl one album of 1900-1950 Europe & North America with others in
4 Chinese stockbooks with USA, Malaysia, French Colonies, Pakistan, Philippines, Iran, Iraq & Italy plus some
thematic M/S's along with 1983 WCY presentation book. (1000s)
Mixed group with UK 1977 QEII Silver Jubilee coll incl commem covers from tour of England, NI, Scotland & Wales
(34), Aust used in stockbook with vals to $5, Aust pres packs x 80+ in 2 APW albums (FV $100+), 1976-1979 WWF
cover collection all with insert cards (150), Europe used range in "old time" springback album with some F/U earlies
noting France from 1862, Belgium from 1869 etc. Other countries mixed mint & used in stockbooks. Aust 1980's1990's FDC's with joint issues & AAT plus the 1988 Expo postmark collection in matching album (64). A fun "hot day"
summer sort indoors!!
Large open Steggles chicken box!! with largely 1950's-1980's G.B. & Australia with lesser quantities of DDR, NZ &
KUT. Strong in mixed FDC's both addressed/unaddressed, the former incls c30 large 1967-1973 "Sigma" FDC's. The
GB similar plus a few 1980's commem sets in PO packs. Aust incls A4 sleeve with 1971 Christmas pane of 25, 19681970 booklets (3) & a Flight block of 15 plus some defin birds all MUH. Bundle of Hutt River FDC's, GB Lundy 1DE 35
cover with ½p, 2p, 6p, 9p & 12p Puffins addressed to Bideford plus a few 1850's KUT incl KGVI 15¢ black & green &
25¢ black & red x 9 MUH of each. The usual 1981 Royal Wedding album x 2 (one with stamps). Finally, a small
envelope with GB QV in very mixed cond incl flimsy to Buenos Aires bearing 1/- with messy obliterator. (100s)
Imperial stockbook of NZ Registration labels with many Provisionals in m/s or h/s's, NZ KGV to QEII used & MLH
ranges noting 1953 QEII on horseback set of 4 to 10/- MLH plus other low value late KGVI & early QEII in blocks of 4,
QEII early Health issues in MUH sheets, 1930's-1950's Airmail covers x 5 with various cachets. More part collections
& "studies" of various issues on pages ex local club auctions etc & KGVI on stockcards noting QEII pre-decimals to
10/-. Also incls modern NZ used on paper with many F/U & shoebox crammed with off paper early QEII sorted in bags
plus another with 1975-2000 FDC's noting some KGVI 1937-1945 early types. Finally an empty NZ Davo Binder with
slipcase & Lighthouse quality stockbook with MUH/MLH Health M/S's plus many 1990's-2000's MUH still in new issue
packets incl odd FDC's. Must be at least FV NZ$250 in new issues. The 2019 ACS & Len Jury Catalogues will keep
you up to date. An ideal lot for the NZ dabbler!!
World Wildlife Fund (WWF) MUH sets of 4 with matching FDC's in 15 binders with slipcases. All different with a variety
of animals represented. It consists of 150 MUH sets of 4 with 600 matching covers plus a write up for each issue with
photos. A high quality product originally costing the vendor $4000+ (600 stamps & covers)
Large box of Aust commercial mail with a smaller box of "Return to Sender" & Taxed covers with a variety of pmks &
cachets (approx. 300) with a smaller box of 1940's-1950's WA Company envs with mixed red Paid frankings & stamps
noting old Perth businesses! Also a shoebox of oversized envs incoming to WA from GB, Canada & USA, the latter
with US$10.95 & US$14.00 high vals. Incls some Aust high vals usefully pmkd for F/U. A further box with DL env of
local origin with mixed S/A frankings etc. Hours of entertainment! (100s)
World off paper with a good cross section of periods & countries incl some CTO sheets & large multiples. Ideal for
a packet maker or on-seller. Weighs 3.1kgs (10,000s)
Former dealer remnants incl small stockbook with Aust 1937-1965 MUH blocks of mainly imprints, PNG 1992 Year
pack, GB KGVI/QEII MLH/used odds, display titled "Around the World in 80 Stamps" MLH incl PNG 10/- Map ovptd
"SPECIMEN", remnant collection of Spain 1867-1960s on leaves. Noted Kuwait 1973 birds set of 32, Bahrain falconry
blocks MUH, Canada dupl from QV with some better incl 1928 $1 Parliament F/U, Yugoslavia early accumulation &
1960's-1970's used Malaysia & Singapore plus PW stockbook with loose Japan between pages (100s) & 4 other
stockbooks with untidy world ranges noting PNG 1970-1988 MUH duplication. (1000s)
USA 1940-1960's MUH sheets & singles incl multiples plus 1000's of used sorted into packets, 1950's Canada FDC's,
United Nations FDC's from 1950's to early 1960's (100+) & France in Plumridge & Co Stamp Auctioneers London
folders. Also GB QEII pre decimal FDC's, various world covers & postcards, Switzerland, Spain, Liechtenstein,
France, Andorra, Luxembourg & Monaco mid 1960's in blocks/sheets MUH & some Algeria with duplication. Finally
used World sorted into packets (1000s) & some New Zealand MUH decimals. Leftovers from a hoard belonging to a
former 1960's Perth stamp dealer. (1000s)
World used arranged in 11 stockbooks with some MUH noting China 1986 Cranes M/S MUH (Cat. £12), odd KGVI
used to 2/6d & Tasmania revenues to 10/- in the Aust book amongst others. Also Hong Kong to $20 QEII x 3, a Seven
Seas Flowers & Birds album, 1970's/80's FDC's incl some AAT Base pmkd & a WA Shield Cricket signed by Ian
Brayshaw (240+) & an album of GB FDC & commem covers noting "POSTING DELAYED BY THE POST OFFICE
STRIKE 1970" cachet on Machin cover. Also 1966-1980 Seven Seas H/less album with used pickings to $10. (100s)
Aust 1966-2019 FDC's noting 2000 Int Post to $10, 2013 $10 Kangaroo & Map Prestige types x 2, 2018 $1 Winx &
2019 Wildflowers (approx. 500). Australia & a smattering of other countries used in a couple stockbooks & on/off
paper in bags noting a couple of pages of KGV 2d's on piece, some with Vic cds cancels. On paper appears to be
mostly 1990's with off paper sorted by country. Also some Poland MUH sets noting 1968 Flowers to 8z+4Z, 1969 Folk
Sculptures, 1984 Flowers to 27z & Animals to 65z Cat. £8, £5, £7 & £6 respectively & M/S's with an additional cat.
£22. Also some AAT Packs (FV $8) & Aust pre-decimal used in Lighthouse stockbooks & "The Jackey" Loose leaf
album & a Premier Globe album with more Aust & World used. (1000s)
Large plastic tub with containing various stockbook with accumulations of USA, Zimbabwe (2 vols), Spain, Canada incl
1980's-2000 in glassines with booklets, M/S's, blocks etc, folders with aerogrammes of Aust & Territories MUH, CTO &
commercially used. Also GB travelling PO covers (QEII) & 1830's "Free" letters, fronts used by MP's, US 1940's naval
ship covers with special cachets & AAT & Christmas Island used in peg album. Aust incls KGV used in quantity to 1/4d
(2 of the latter) Massive quantity. (1000s)
Display books of 1990's Germany used, 1960's-1970's DDR on stockcard, 1940's-1960's Middle East M/S's MLH,
Hungary 1970's imperf M/S's & commem pairs, strips & imperf MUH/MLH plus another display book & small stockbook
of common Switzerland plus stockpages of 1960's-1980's Swiss MUH/MLH/MNG with duplication to 1f. Also
Equatorial Guinea thematics, used Hungary 1950's-1980's commems, some Central America M/S's & ditto for
Bulgaria, Russia & Croatia. Finally smatterings of Belgium MUH & USA noting an 1884 Retail Liquor Dealer License
receipt! A diverse & interesting lot.
World with Aust & NZ "balance of consignment" incl some covers. Off paper randomly arranged on Hagners plus
a folder of old album pages with pre-decimal Aust noting kangaroos to 5/- & KGV to 5d with some "OS: perfins plus
NZ QV to KGVI incl Officials. Incls some Aust States appearing common used interspersed with more Australia. Also
a bag of coins looking like "leftover holiday money". Album with a few NZ FDC's & a 2011 Navy PNC complete this
mixed lot. (1000s)
Great Britain "box lot" with Stanley Gibbons/Royal Mail hingeless albums with majority used from an 1840 1d black
(useful space filler) through to the 1990's. Also a stockbook of pre-decimal MUH/MLH & used issues. The 350+
Benham Silk covers would easily of cost original buyer £800+ ($1440) A very conservative reserve.
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Stamps & covers semi-sorted into display sleeves, Hagners & stockcards. Noted Austria 1961-1989 FDC's (58),
Australia & other countries FDC's plus commem covers (100s). Incls some WA low vals used & World postcards with
mix of b&w & colour with old & recent (100+). Also flight covers with some signed & noted France 1954 1000f Air used
plus Mauritius Self Govt ovpts to 10r MLH, etc. The vast assortments of covers suggests inspection is likely to reward.
Reserve is conservative! (1000s)
World used heavily duplicated on Hagners & in bags of glassines. A quick look indicated fairly common but you be
the judge! (1000s)
Quality lot with substantial Great Britain decimal FDC's & MUH sets to 1990's priced & packaged for sale by former
part-time dealer, previous AAT auction lot of duplicated MUH/used noting 1966 $1 Mock Sun (2) & pre-decimal to 2/3d
(5 MUH), untidy Canada etc in 3 small stockbooks plus Australia used odds on page noting 1/- "OS" lyrebird good
used & some KGV low vals. Also noted NWPI 3d strip (SG 109a/b/c) MLH & few other New Guinea/NWPI, Indonesia
unissued Vienna printings. Also useful range of 1930's Tuva with various album pages of remnants & odd priced sets
incl Russia 1938 (SG 769/72) MLH & a few covers . Useful for re-seller. (1000s)
Australia decimal postmarks on piece filling large plastic bag, another bag with "2nd" grade used on paper noting
small quantity of uncancelled with more in boxes, ice cream tubs on/off paper & a smattering of world plus many 100's
of commercial covers of Aust pre-2000 decimals - a collectors clean-out! (1000s)
Large "Storage King" box crammed with various albums of World & Aust, packets of stamps, mixed Commem & FDC's
plus empty binders etc etc. As donated at stamp shows by past collectors & the latest box lot vendor - recycling at its
best! (1000s) This lot is being sold commission free with all funds going to the Cancer Council.
Another "Balance of consignment" lot with various packets & albums of common used on/off paper with a few MUH
sets noted. Incls Aust & Territories with Christmas Is & PNG 1960's-1980's in quantity plus FDC's. Also some Aust
Post commem covers with the usual 1980's Aust FDC's in quantity (150+) & more "packet" stamps in Chinese
stockbooks. Mixed cond. (1000s)
World A-Z in 18 black leaved German stockbooks. All appearing common with very few sets or items catalogued at
over £2 but neatly laid out with space to expand. 50% of reserve accounts for the quality stockbooks. (100s)
Plastic tub housing covers in "one per side" cover albums noting Australia & Territories 1970's-2005 unaddressed
FDC's plus GB addressed, Nauru, Solomon Is & a few others. Also 9 Brooke Bond teacard albums on different themes
incl Birds, Butterflies etc with incomplete sets. Incls 1970's-1980's South Africa, Homelands, SWA & Lesotho
unaddressed FDCs/cards (70+) of high thematic content. Also basic MLH/used Australia in VST album. Heavy lot room bidders only.
Great Britain stamps & covers sorted as follows; 1990-2010 FDC's x 136, Chinese stockbook of Machins, PDs &
Regionals, "Importa" stockbook of dupl commems used from 1935 (average used) before stockbook of used part sets
to 2004. Also Millennium sets complete MLH or used, QV-QEII range of perfins on Hagner, 1929-2008 sets (172) in 2
cover albums with mainly used noting KEVII 5/-, KGV 2/6d to 10/- & later high vals used plus 1977 £1-£5 MUH on
Hagners. A good lot. (1000s)
Green suitcase (in very good cond!!) filled with 2010-2020 world commercial mail addressed to WA with many large
envs having an array of mixed frankings. Source countries incl Great Britain, Italy, USA, Greece & Hong Kong. Noted
2 Registered covers from GB with 18 x 1st Class defins uncancelled (FV £15.30) Incls domestic mail with a few useful
for Aust high vals F/U. (100s)
Australia 1942-1985 used in massive quantities sorted in envs & looking untouched since presumably completed 35
years ago. Potential in the pre-decimals with literally 1000's to sort & check for pmks, varieties.
World stamps off paper in shallow tub with an excellent range of different countries, periods & vals noting KGVI
Commonwealth to 1/- & GB QEII vals to £5. Hours of entertainment with potential for "that find"! (10,000s)
Retired circuit sheets with Commonwealth MLH & F/U pickings, album of thematics incl Ships, Marine Life,
Monuments etc mixed MLH & used with flowers in their own album plus envelopes containing clear mount strips with
unused "as new" quadrille pages. Also GB used sorted in small envs & World mixed in small stockbooks & schoolboy
album plus a couple of springbacks. All in a old time suitcase full of character in itself!! (1000s)
As a result of the increased number of box lots and the logistics of storing these and delivering them to the
auction venue, we have had to simply list them by lot number below. We have NOT sighted the contents as
they are being delivered by the respective vendors on the auction day. On the basis all box lots need to be
paid for and collected on the day, we rely on the bidder to have viewed these before bidding. Those box lots
with extended descriptions have all been viewed by the describers here at Ace Stamp Auctions & thus we can
vouch for the contents. Thank you
277-291 – all opening at $30
Very late lot so not checked in detail but noted Aust 1912-1965 pre-dec used incl £1 Robes F/U plus some FDC's,
1966-1978 in peg album with mixed MUH/MLH & used noting S&M gutter, 1971 Christmas block of 9, etc plus later
1991-1997 used, 1970's-1990's Aust FDC's noting better earlier with 1971 Christmas block of 7 & 1972 Beef set
(500+), China with 1980's MUH sets (appear low cat issues) plus a stockcard duplicated others, 1987 Cup-pex cover
coll, 1977 Test Cricket Medallion & stamp cover, retired club circuit sheets with Aust, Territories & Europe, packets of
random stamps with some MUH in small s/book, Aust decimal used & world thematics in another 2 stockbooks. Noted
1983 "Operation Deep Freeze" cachet completed in m/s by the Captain of "The Largest Ship to Visit Antarctica" cover
pmkd McMurdo Station. More on paper world & Aust incl high vals. Odd misc. incl 2 x $10 HKSBC banknotes etc. A
fun sort with potential. (1000s)
Another late lot hence consigned to the "Box Lot" section but otherwise had potential for one country vols. Contains
World A-Z Countries in "old time" albums with quantities of GB (QEII only), NZ, India plus States, France & Colonies
plus 2 albums of QEII Coronation, MLH with some plate number selvedge singles. Majority of pages annotated with
issues back to the 1870's. Mainly used but some MLH & odd cover. Incls small album with env fronts with WWI
Censor marks, "Opened by Censor" seals on cover, Custom Duty markings & Telegram forms. Noted some 1940's
Irish Free State Airmail fronts from Dublin to Sydney. Pickings dotted through the pages such as New Caledonia 1964
defins in MUH blocks of 4 up to 10f vals. (Cat. £66). A worthwhile box lot worthy of viewing! (1000s)
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A very, very late lot thus last of the box lots!! No time to study the contents but brief summary as follows. Aust in
Seven Seas album with used kangaroos to 2/- (10) & KGV to 5d (20) before commems incl Sturt MLH, 6d AIF F/U &
2/3d commems. 1952 Aust to South Africa Qantas first flight covers plus intermediates (12), Sweden 1966-1984
booklet panes on covers neatly tied by Kista cds's with an STC £250+ (31), various covers, cards & pieces noting
early material of Japan, GB, France, Russia, Ethiopia from 1944 x 3 incl 1 censored to England, Spain with censor
mark of Jerez de la Frontera, the border with Gibraltar plus another "Passed Censor" on postcard to Durban, GB KGVI
2d orange postcard & QEII 4d blue lettercard both unused, 1951 Festival of Britain FDC & special pictorial cachet on
piece plus 1924 BEE MLH on old time album leaves also noting Rhodesia Admirals to 10d MH on same group of 100+
pages, South Africa MUH decimals in multiples, club auction lots on cards & in packets etc, Thematic aircraft/aviation
MUH sets on Hagners, 1890 Penny Post 50th Anniv envelope unused, bundles of Aust FDC's (100s), smaller box of
1980's Aust on paper appearing all with WA pmks. Also Germany used on pages & 150+ West Germany 1980's FDC's
in exc unaddressed cond & another album of World/Aust covers plus folder of pages crammed with used issues incl
some NZ Officials etc. Well worth viewing! (1000s)
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Austria 1918-1945 used on Hagners with valuable card/cover range incl 1918 Airs on cover to Krakau, 1936 Skiing
set on unaddressed FDC, 1937 Doctors set on 6.12.37 Stamp Day cover & 1935 Heroes on Stamp Duty Regd FDC.
Off cover stamps incl 1937 Doctors, 1930 Anti-TB Fund & 1935 Airs to 10s. A fine lot with cat. £2000+ & premiums for
"on cover" items. (70 cards/covers plus 135 stamps)
Belgium Attractive group of MLH items on Hagners incl 1905 2f, 1925 75th Anniv of Belgian stamps, 1928 Orval,
1929 & 1931 Anti-TB, 1949 Portraits, 1950 Heysel M/S (2 ovptd), 1952 UPU 40f & 10f (Cat. £180), 1953 Red Cross &
1954 9f Bruges Restoration plus "Malmedy" ovpts on 1f to 10f. Also a few useful mint no gum & other ovpts. Free of
toning & generally very lightly hinged. Total cat. £1250 not incl 16 unused (111 + 2 M/S's)
Belgium Fine used range on Hagner noting 1910 charity set of 8 plus 1911 "CHARLEROI" ovpts, 1952 Brussels
Congress set of 12, King Albert memorial charity set of 3 & 10f Malmedy & Eupen ovpts (the former with several
nibbled perfs at top). Attractive lot. Cat. £600+ (33)
Belgium MUH, MLH & CTO range on noting 1938 Charity set, 1940 & 1941 M/S's MUH both perf & imperf, a few
other charity sets to 1954 MLH/used & 1941 Railway set of 24 MLH. Fine cond. Cat. £500+ (76 + 5 M/S)
Brazil 1854-1947 Mint & used on Brazilian album leaves in Portuguese noting 1854 30r blue (no gum), 1880's issues
used, 1891/97 values to 700r MLH & to 2000r used, 1900 400th Anniv set MLH & used, 1906 Congress MLH & used
& portraits (400r rusty) plus well represented defins with wmk changes. Also 1931 Revolution top value MUH (Cat.
£50), 1932 Paulista Constitution complete used (Cat. £180) before a moderate later range to 1947 plus some circuit
sheet remnants & Hagners with later material not counted in total. Odd items stained, but most of the mint are
surprisingly fresh & estimate is very conservative. (100s)
Brunei MLH & used selection on 35 Hagners with a good range of "River Scenes" to $5 mainly MLH incl 1922 ovpts to
10¢ plus 50¢. Later types to $5 with 1952 used, 1964/72 glazed papers to 50¢ MUH & dollar values all plate 1. Later
defins to $10 MLH (3 sets) before 1960's-1970's commems MLH & used. Not in strict issue date order but a clean lot
to 1995. (150 "river scenes", & approx. 600 others)
Canada 1859-1956 MLH & used on leaves & Hagners. Noted 1859/64 to 17¢ used (1¢ unused), "large Queens" to
15¢ with 6 shades of latter, "small Queens" to 8¢ incl many duplicates, 1893 20¢ x 3 & 50¢ x 2, 1897 to 5¢, 1897/98 &
1898/1902 with dupl of lower vals. KEVII to 20¢ x 3 plus faulty 50¢, 1908 Quebec mixed MLH/used to 20¢ & KGV with
1912/21 coils MLH/used x 6, 1922/31 3¢ carmine imperf pair MUH before various KGV "heads" to 10¢ MUH/MLH &
1927 Confed MLH. Also 1928/29 to $1 mixed MLH/MH/used with 50¢ "bluenose" fresh MLH. Later comprehensive incl
coils with many MUH while "back of the book" contains MLH & used in mixed cond with only common "OHMS" & "G"
ovpts. Mixed cond in places but conservative reserve. (100s)
Canada 1991-1998 MUH, MLH & used in SG "Utile" album incl booklets, sheetlets & M/S's MUH with blocks & sets
MLH & early 1990's mostly used. Face value of booklets & MUH is approx. C$120 ($130) (100s)
Canada Collector's duplicated mainly used or unused without gum with odd better noting plenty of KGV/VI incl Special
Delivery used, many with cds's. 1000’s of QEII heavily dupl in rough date order. Mixed cond. (1000s)
Canada & Newfoundland Lighthouse stockbook with duplicated issues noting 1859 1¢ used (Cat. £50), 1911/22 50¢
grey-black MH (Cat. £140), 1922/31 7¢ F/U & 1932/33 4¢ used (Cat. £15). Later common with majority used. (1000s)
Canada, New Brunswick & Newfoundland 1860-1947 on Hagner & printed leaves noting New Brunswick 1¢ to
12½¢ mint + 1¢ & 5¢ used plus extra 12½¢. Newfoundland incls 1860 3d green triangular MLH (Cat. £110), 1868 3¢
vermilion used (Cat. £100), 1937 "Long" Coronation to 48¢ MLH, 1941/43 to 48c MLH. Mixed cond.
Canada Provinces New Brunswick MLH/used to 17¢, Nova Scotia incl 3d F/U (SG 3) to 12½¢, Prince Edward Is
2d, 3d (2 ea), 4d, 1¢ & 6¢ (2 ea), 2¢ & 4¢. Newfoundland contains an excellent range from imperf 1d (SG 1), 3d
MLH/used, 4d (SG 18), 5d (SG 13) & 6½d (SG 21) with 1865 onwards in mixed cond but with 1866 13¢ yellow
MLH (Cat. £130), 24¢ (SG 21 x 2 MLH) before the usual used range with barred obliterators. Also 1898 set to 60¢
MLH (Cat. £324) plus part set incl 24¢ & 60¢ used, 1910 set to 15¢ incl perfs & "a" numbers, 1920 surcharges incl
both setting of 3¢ on 15¢ (SG 144/7, Cat. £310), 1919 to 36¢ MLH plus low values used with useful duplication.
Finally 1923 scenes MLH (Cat. £180), 1928/29 Publicity to 30¢ MLH with both DLR & Perkins Bacon sets plus
some extras MLH/used, 1931 no wmk Airs MUH (Cat. £85+) & a simplified later range with some duplication.
Inspection recommended to assess variable cond but essentially a good lot with Newfoundland cat. £2000 alone
before other Provinces. (100s)
Ceylon 1866-1964 basic used range mounted on notebook leaves. No scarce items but annotation with Cat. numbers
& values consisting of QV to 75¢ (64), KEVII to 50¢ (37), KGV (99) to 1¢ incl Silver Jubilee & KGVI to 5r (2) incl most
perfs plus post-war incl "small Ceylon" to 5r. Mostly good used. (266)
China Old style Cumberland album - musty & picked over but extensive surcharges on "Martyrs" & "Sun Yat Sen"
types MLH with some used. Nothing of scarcity sighted but patient checking may yield rewards in Provinces &
Occupation issues. "Census" figures on inside page show collector had counted up his stamps on many occasions last entry being 2394!
China 1949-60 mounted range on leaves with many loose & in envs. Appears only odd minor pickings but noted India
KGVI defins folder with MUH set to $1. Possible "finds" with time & care! (100s)
China Post 1975 accumulation of covers, packs, MUH, etc noting 1980 paintings of Qi Baishi MUH (Cat. £80), Guilin
landscapes MUH (Cat. £30) & most other 1979-1983 sets on Hagners with M/S's incl 1981 Jinling (MS 3158, Cat.
£120), 1982 Iris, Congress, Birds, etc plus a few Thailand & Hong Kong incl 1984 Jockey Clubs & 1985 Dragon Boat
Festival M/S plus various packs noting 1987 defins to $50 & some 1977-1987 commem sets in packs. A clean lot with
some 1980's PRC sets CTO on cards. (c250 stamps, c10 M/S's)
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China 1990's Stamp Promotion cinderella M/S's x 100. Perforated but not gummed & all different designs. Apparently
sent out to standing order customers as gifts. (100)
China 1990's MUH sets incl M/S' with some pre-1950 worth checking for locals incl pages of Wuhu, Tientsin (mostly
reprints/forgeries), Manchukuo (few commems) & 1945-1949 interesting range but no guarantees & sold "as is” (100s)
China 1996-2000 yearbooks. 5 books containing 488 stamps & 25 M/S's. All fine MUH & a great opportunity to
purchase these issues in a single lot. SG Cat. £1000+ (5 books)
China 2001-2005 yearbooks containing 411 stamps & 35 M/S's & 2 booklets. All fresh MUH SG Cat. £1480 (5 books)
China 2006-2010 yearbooks complete with 367 stamps, 43 M/S's & 1 stamp booklet. All fine MUH & a difficult period
to source. SG Cat. £1450 (5 books)
China "Balance of Consignment" on over 40 Hagners in binder starting with set of 9 Unc notes (face value ¥176)
with 6 others on 2nd Hagner before modern 1990's MUH stamps & M/S's with light duplication. Some pre-WWII MLH
& used in no particular order but useful pickings noting 1912 Yuan Shih-Kai used set to $1 (Cat. £130+), SYS types
with ovpts, PD's, Parcel Post, Provincials & PRC defins mainly used. Noted 1999 Year of the Rabbit pair x 28 MUH
(Cat. £250+). Effort required by the purchaser to sort especially in 1930's-1940's issues but should be rewarded at
this reserve! (1000+)
China Mainly used in 3 stockbooks with value in pre-1930 odds to $1 "China Imperial Post" (ditto with vertical ovpt,
both types mixed), 1912 Revolution/Republic odds to 20¢, 1913/33 Hall of Classics $1, $2 (2 ea), $5 (2), $10 rosymauve & green & $20 blue & plum, 1936 "New Life" to $1 & 1939 Flags & Map SG 501/04 MUH (Cat. £16+). Nothing
of great value thereafter with mint surcharges predominantly through the late 1940's. All in Cat. order with Manchukuo
included. PRC earlies are mainly reprints while the collection stops at 1993 with only a few 1990's on Hagners. The
Cultural Revolution period is conspicuously absent! (1000+)
China Range on stockcard, Hagners (30+) & leaves. All periods to 1966 with a few later (no Cultural Revolution)
incl 1999 50y M/S's x3 used with faults. Very mixed cond. As reflected in reserve. (100s)
China MUH Mint without gum as issued accumulation on approx. 40 Hagners. Starts with good range of 1980-2000
M/S's incl 1995 Table Tennis (Cat. £36) & 50y Deng Xiaoping M/S's x 5 (SG MS4455, Cat. £50 ea) plus many sets
with useful duplication to x 4. No Cultural Revolution items but pickings in the range of 1940's-1960's incl reprints of
early 1950's. Clean throughout noting several publicity M/S's with no postal validity. Excellent lot.
China-Taiwan MLH/unused/used arranged in cat. order in quality stockbook. Noted 1947 60th b'day set MLH
(Cat. £18) with good later coverage of mainly used incl 1979 Sung Dynasty M/S (Cat. £20) & lots of commem &
thematic sets cat. in the £5 range. Useful clean lot. (1100+)
Cook Islands 1893-1967 MLH & used with a good range of Torea & Queen Makea Takau MLH/used with various
perfs & wmks incl 1902 1/- (SG 36) MUH with BPA cert. Ovpts on NZ to 1/- incl both perfs of 2½d, 1920 pictorials,
1924/27 marginal MLH, 1931 surcharge with & without wmk, 1932 to 1/-, 1936 2/- & 3/- Admirals ovptd Cook Islands
MLH plus 1937 used & 1938 1/- MLH, 2/- & 3/- used. Also 1944/46 to 6d used with 1/-, 2/- & 3/- MLH & used,
thereafter all used incl FDC with 22/4/66 Airmail ovpts. Finally 1967 decimal currency ovpts to $1 only & 1967/71
to $10 without fluorescent security markings. Lovely clean collection. Cat. £1250+ (198)
Cook Islands (Aitutaki, Penrhyn) plus Niue. Comprehensive MUH/MLH collection with varieties all attractively
written up on hinged leaves. Aitutaki incls 1903 to 1/- with 3 shades in all vals, 1909 to 1/-, 1915 6d & 1/- & 1917
surface printed to 3d & recess to 1/- incl 3d vertical pair plus 1920 pictorials x 2, 1924 set MLH, ½d & 1d in F/U blocks.
Penrhyn 1902 incl blocks showing broken "N" on 1d, 1903 3d (2), 6d, 1/- (3 ea) plus broken "P" in 3d, 1914 x 3 shades
for each with 1917 in both perfs to 1/- (excl 6d perf. 14x13½), 1917/20 normal & close settings of ovpt & 1920
pictorials x3. Also 1927 blocks of ½d & 1d plus singles to 2½d. Niue 1902 2½d (7) with ink varieties, ½ & 1d shades &
spaced "VE" variety (3) in pair with normal, 1d with missing stop after "Peni" (6) & spaced "De" & noted 1903 1/"Tahae" flaw (SG 15, Cat. £650) plus 5 shades of normal. 1911 KEVII x 4 of 6d incl unlisted variety "tiny stop after
Niue", 1915 2½d deep blue x 6, KGV incl 3d vertical pair & pl. 18 upper left marginal block with both perfs in single
sets of 4. 1918 "Long Tom" QV 2/- (3), 2/6d (2) & 5/- plus DLR 5/- (2), 10/- & £1 & Cowan 5/-, 10/- & £1. 1920
pictorials x 4 sets, 1925 to 4d, 1927/28 2/- deep (5) & light (3) blue, 1931 2d surcharge x 11 with minor ovpt varieties &
ditto in marginal block of 18. Also 1932 no wmk to 1/-, upper margin 2d block with double horizontal perfs at top (SG
57a, Cat. £140) with only 16 known of which 11 show top margin. Finally 1932/36 single NZ & star to 1/- (3) incl
shades & 1940 reprints, 1935 Silver Jubilee with ovpt varieties, 1938 1/- (1), 2/- (2), 3/-, 1941 Arms 2/6d, £1 single
wmk, 2/6d (6), 5/-, 10/-, £1 multiple wmk plus 1944 pictorials incl paper & gum changes, 1950 to 3/- (2 sets) & 1967 5/pale yellowish green x 2 marginal MUH shades. Fine throughout & cat. £2000+ for Niue alone. Impressive assembly!
Denmark, DWI & Iceland Pre-1930 oddments on illust album leaves in very mixed cond. Incls reasonable used
examples of Denmark 1864/65 8sk & 16sk (Cat. £370), DWI 1855/67 4¢ rose (very close margins) with other sound
used Iceland (modest) & Danish 1875 4, 5 & 8ö Officials. Should be viewed if your collecting field. (64)
Egypt 1866-1952 MUH, MLH & used on Hagners & album leaves incl 1866 vals x 10 MLH/used, 1867 complete
MLH/used, 1872/74 litho/typo mix MLH/used, 1879 5p & 10p surcharges MLH & used before a good used range on
leaves incl 1933 Railway & Aviation Congress sets, Airs complete, 1934 UPU to 200m & 1953 "bars" obliterating King
Farouk's portrait to £E1. MUH/MLH on Hagners incls 1925 Geographical, Agricultural Expo plus surcharges, 1927
Airs, 1926-1938 with various Congress & Expo sets, mostly x 2 incl 1935 Geographical & 1933 Airs MUH with 2 sets.
Finally 1934 UPU to 200m & 1952 ovptd "King of Egypt and the Sudan" SG 373/91 (excl 377) MUH, Cat. £125. A
lovely fresh lot. Cat. £1300+ (100s + 5 M/S's)
Egypt 1923-1970 mainly MLH flagged with SG cat. numbers & values totalling of £282. Fine throughout. (177)
Fiji 1871/77 "C.R." & "V.R." ovpts on "C.R." values. MLH & used group on stockcard comprising 1d & 3d with perf
faults, 1872 2¢ fine mint, 6¢ soiled (MLH), 12¢ used with missing lower left corner, 1874 "V.R." type 5 ovpt 2¢ on
1d used (perf faults, type 6 well centred (pulled perf at top) used, 1876/77 ovpt types with 1d grey blue MLH, dull blue,
6d (spacefiller), laid paper 1d blue MLH, 2d on 2d yellow green & 6d carmine rose plus 4d on 3d mauve (pulled
corner) all used. These issues are notorious for perf faults. Cat. £1600+ (14)
Fiji 1876-1966 used on black leaves noting 1876/77 "V.R." on 6d laid paper (SG 38, Cat. £38), 1878/99 1d, 2d & 4d,
1881/99 1/- all used & 1891/98 5d perf. 10 MLH before a few KEVII & KGV to 1/- used. Also KGVI 1938/55 with 21
vals incl 10/- & £1, UPU F/U, 1959 to 10/- & 1962 4/- & 5/-. Mostly lightly used. Cat. £200+
Fiji KGV accumulation on Hagners & album page plus 9 covers of the 1920's. 1912/23 MLH with ½d (8), ½d (5), 1d
(6), 2d, 2½d (3 ea), 3d (2), 4d, 5d, 1/- (3), 2/6d & 5/- (2 ea) mainly fine, used vals to 5/-, 1d reds (c250 plus c80 KEVII),
2d block CA (65) & 1922/27 script wmk to 2/6d, plus odd MCA Die II. Also odd block of low vals, used script wmk to 5/noting 2d x 80, 1918 War Stamp ovpt MLH & used (2 MLH, 3 used) & 1918 Postage Dues MLH ovptd "SPECIMEN"
(Cat. £160) & 1935 Silver Jubilee MLH & used. The 9 covers are franked with 2d for ordinary mail to Australia. (100s)
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Fiji Heavily duplicated with only a few pre-KGV noting some KGV to 1/- MLH/used plus "R" (fiscal) ovpt on 5/-. KGVI
sorted by perf & Dies (some faults), 1949 UPU x 10 MUH/MLH & a QEII range incl 1959/63 2/6d MUH (Cat. £9).
Average later mixed MUH/used with some early 1980's sets MUH. (100s)
France "Devon" peg album with mainly used from 1849 to 1977 noting 1849 10¢ & 20¢ (2), 1870 imperf 1¢, 2¢ (2) &
4¢, 1900 2f perfd "SG", 1922 War Orphan 50¢, 1f & 5f MLH, 1927 Airs MLH, 1928 Sinking Fund 1f50 blue (part gum),
1928 set of 3 (hinge thins), 1930 1f50 "Smile of Reims" MLH, 1936 "Banknote" Air used (repaired), 10f South America
flight & 1937 Museums Fund pair (machine cancelled) plus most other 1930's commems MLH/used incl 1940 20f on
50f MLH, 1949 Airs to 1000f used & a good range of Charity sets through the 1940's, 1950's & 1960's
MLH/unused/used with patchy later but noting 1975 Arphila M/S MUH. Mostly good to fine after 1900 with some faulty
earlier. A useful lot if a little untidy. (100s)
France 1970's-1990's commems duplicated used with some MLH/CTO loose M/S's & booklets between pages. Incls
some modern Rhodesia & South Africa to 1980s used near back. Chaotic & in mixed cond. (1000s)
France MUH & MLH mixture from 1930's with light dupl & some with gum disturbance in pre-1950. Mostly from 1960
to recent with value in MUH post-2000 issues e.g. 2004 Athens Olympics M/S's (2), Tour de France M/S, "Colours of
Marianne" M/S pair, "European Capitals" M/S Athens, Berlin, Luxembourg, 2005 Verne & "Living France" series 2 (2),
3-8 (excl 6) plus a page of UNESCO issues. Haphazard but useful. (100s & 17 M/S's)
France The main country in this group with 1989 MUH mainly commems on leaves (38) plus a range of "back of the
book" & fiscals on Hagners noting Anit-Bolshevik Legion set of 5 (2 sets), UNESCO, Council of Europe etc & PO
Training stamps "Sams Valeur" set of 7 small & 11 large MUH. Also WWI Joffre cinderellas in 5 colours with some odd
others noting Cameroon 1960 UN imperf set of 3 & 2 other imperfs, Togo 500f Air CTO & a few Memel. Very mixed
cond in the used items & cinderellas but an enjoyable sort at this reserve. (100s)
France - Colonies Arranged in alphabetical order in 2 stockbooks. Mixed mint & used with a lot of colourful CTO postIndependence issues but pickings in colonial period used. Noted Cameroon 500f Kapsikis, Fr. West Africa to 500f,
Ivory Coast 500f & Senegal birds to 200f plus 1969 mint tete-beche pairs to 100f. A clean lot.
FSAT 1966-2010 range of 30 covers posted from various locations in the French Antarctic Territory incl Registered
covers incl one from Alfre-Faure to Western Australia (1978) plus 21 souvenir, expedition types & postcards from 1966
to 2003. Also a private philatelic cover (1993) to Norway & 9 items with FDI cancels. Fine cond & an attractive lot with
a total cat. of £400+ for F/U stamps alone. (30)
Germany 1870's-1950's mainly used with duplication on retired dealers ex-approval sheets. Noted 1934 3dm Air &
25pf Colonisers plus other pickings on odd vals but very few sets. Generally fine. (1300+)
Germany 1871-1945 MLH & used with main value in used though earlies are often faulty. The following are sound;
1mk & 2mk "Reichspost" ovpts on Bavaria to 20mk, 1934 Airs to 3Dm & 1936 Olympics plus 1937-44 range with 1936
"Brown Ribbon" M/S CTO & 3 diff Hitler M/S's all MUH. Incls P.O.'s in China (4) & Morocco (3) all used. (100s)
Germany 1947-1994 on Lindner "dual" leaves in 4 ring binder. Common 1947/48 "Zones" with better "West" incl 1955
Charity set MLH & part sets in early 1950's with better from 1960 incl 6 booklets. Mostly MUH Charity sets, defins incl
Famous Women "Bundspost" (26) to 500pf & Tourist Sights to 640pf (27). No M/S's otherwise over 90% complete with
most 1980's-1990's MUH. (100s)
Germany 1991-2001 Lighthouse hingeless leaves in Schaubek binder. 1991-1993 appears complete both MUH &
used, thereafter only used to 2000 plus some 2001. Incls all M/S's but not all Framas. Clean throughout & very few
cancels are not cds. (c1100 + 50 M/S's + 2 booklets)
Germany Used range on leaves with a few States while later incl Danzig & Lithuanian Occ of Memel. Some useful
1930's sets & odd pickings later to 1950's. No M/S's, "zones" or DDR. Majority good to fine. (100s)
Germany Approx 200 large & 300 small covers from 1952 to mid-1960's. The best coverage is DDR with useful
varietynoting complete sets & M/S's. Some are cards & fronts but sighted several Censored & many Registered.
"West" & Berlin is more heavily duplicated with commercial mail & no full sets. A fun lot at this reserve! (100s)
Germany Post-WWII zones & DDR duplicated in large Schaubek stock album. Many multiples especially to 1960's
DDR with very few "blocked" vals noted. Clean lot worth picking over at this reserve. (100s)
Germany-Allied Occ 1946 "numerals" to 1rm & Pictorials to 5mk all fine used plus perf & imperf "Numerals" MUH
M/S's. Also full ovpt on 2pf, 8pf, 12pf & 25pf vals plus single of 10pf cycling & "Helft Berlin!" MUH. Total cat. £700+
(54 + 2 M/S's)
Germany-Berlin 1948-59 MLH on 3 Hagners with "BERLIN" ovpts in black to 5dm, Goethe set & Pictorials to 5dm
plus ERP, Orchestra, Lortzing, Beethoven plus all 3 bells sets. Later incls 70pf hunting lodge. A clean lot. Cat. £3000
for MUH. (109)
Germany-Berlin 1949-1987 MUH on stockcards & Hagners noting 1952 Olympics, 1954 hunting lodge, 1955
Furtwangler & 1956/63 defins to 3dm plus a wide range of later Charities & commems incl Heinemann x 16 vals to
2dm. Cat. £800 (c350)
Germany-DDR 1949-1965 MLH in SG "Utile" album. A few 1950/51 "stuck down" which unfortunately incls 1951 12pf
& 24pf China Friendship. No M/S's but stamps appear complete simplified excl couple of 1954 Famous People (12pf,
24pf) defins. A clean lot with a conservative reserve. STC £3500+ as MUH.
Germany-DDR 1967-1979 in Schaubek binder appearing complete incl sheetlets & M/S's with over 90% used or CTO
plus a few MUH sheetlets. (1200+)
Great Britain 1782-1850 stampless entires x 22 plus a 1870 mourning cover to Qld with 6d (SG 109) mauve tied by
Luton 482 duplex (Cat. £140 on cover). All with destinations within the British Isles incl to a law firm at Lincoln's Inn,
London noting an 1850 from Bombay to London with oval India h/s in red & m/s via Marseilles. An interesting range of
postmarkings & examples of copperplate handwriting all presented in a display book. (23)
Great Britain Pre-stamp letters x 3 of 1824 with "War Office On His Majesty's Service" Official stationery signed &
handstamped "Free 24 MR 1824" in red to Darlington, 1841 Kingscourt to Dublin with boxed "PAID OC 11 M 1841" in
red & 1842 local cover to Wellingborough before QV 1d reds on cover x 9 imperf & 6 perfd plus 1873 colourless
embossed PSE London-Pimlico & 1882 cover to Northumberland with 1d lilac tied by boxed strike "HX MR 3 82" for
Hexham. Housed in Lindner sleeves & well worth inspecting for the wide range of postmarks. Incls imperf pair on 1854
mourning cover to Sydney NSW with all other items used within England,Scotland (20)
Great Britain QV 1854/79 1d reds (stars in upper corners, letters all positions). A lifetime collection of cancellations
of British Isles strikes written up on leaves in 3 "Favourite" Philatelic Albums plus SG Specialised QV (1963 ed)
catalogue. Cond of the stamps varies from poor to fine as the main focus is the quality of the cancels. At 20
stamps/page, the total comes to 3880 stamps. A wonderful opportunity to add to your Penny Reds! (3880)
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Great Britain Useful lot of 59 covers & cards in old style cover album starting with 1859 handwritten receipt with
signed 1d lilac on blue fiscal attached followed by 9 mourning covers 1880-1882 with internal use & neat duplex
strikes, 1893 to USA with 2½d tied by Boyle cds & 11 more to addressed USA in the 1886-1899 period using various
frankings with 2½d per cover plus others to Germany, France & Switzerland with a KEVII wrapper from W.H. Smith &
son. Also KEVII formular registered letter from Hastings to London, 1922 2d PSE uprated by 1d to Germany, an
Airmail KGVI to Australia bearing 2/6d, 1d & 3d tied by machine cancel plus 2 other covers to Australia with tax
markings. Finally 1960 to Australia with 7d Wilding, readdressed 3 times amongst other items of interest. Mixed cond,
so should be viewed but well worth reserve.
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Great Britain QV-1966 MUH, MLH & used on 24 Hagners. QV generally in poor used cond with vals to 5/-, KEVII
average used but attractive 5/- with 1903 cds & KGV to 10/- x 3 (one soiled) all used plus 1925 pair MLH. KGVI
MLH/used with £1 RSW MUH (aged gum) before QEII commems complete simplified. No early phosphors, QEII defins
or PD's. Useful pickings at this reserve. (100s)
Great Britain Queen Victoria surface printed used range with dupl in mixed cond but the following are good used. 6d
lilac "no hyphen" x 5, with hyphen x 7, 1/- green "small uncoloured corner letters" (2), 10d, 1/- "large uncoloured corner
letters" (2 cds), 8d, 6d grey plates 17 & 18, 1/- brown & 1/- green Telegraph (rounded corner) plus 1883 "lilac &
greens" in true colours to 5d before 2/6d to 10/- & 1887 vals to 1/- duplicated with at least one good example of each.
View to access but conservative reserve. (228)
Great Britain 1840-1900 collection on leaves incl 1840 1d black (2 margins), 1841/43 imperf 1d reds (c40), 2d blue
(14, incl pair & strip of 3), perf. 16 1d (5), 2d (3), perf. 14 1d (2), 2d (4), 1857 1d perf. 14 (13), perf. 16, 1861 1d SG 42
(2), 1858/79 2d blue (14 incl 3 duplex pieces), 1870 ½d (11), 1½d (3), surface printed incl 1855/57 4d (7), 1856 6d
lilac (7 incl wmk inverted), 1/- green, 1862/64 4d (5), 6d, 9d, 1/-, 1865 3d, 4d (14),
6d with hyphen, 1867/80 3d (2),
6d (8), 9d (2), 1/- (14), 1867/83 5/- pl. 1, 1873/80 2½d wmk orb (5 plates), blue pl.18, 6d pl.17 (SG 147, Cat. £180
F/U), 1/- pl.8 & 4d sage-green plus 1880-83 crown wmk 2½d (plates 22, 23 - 2 ea) & 6d on 6d F/U. Also 1880/81
½d (4), 1d (24), 2d (3), 5d (2), 1881 1d lilac 14 dots in corner x 3, one with m/s cancel & 16 dots (34). 1883/84 2/6d x
2, heavy used, 5/- good used & 10/- pulled top right corner perf. Finally "lilac & green" incl 1½d (2), 2d, 2½d (5), 3d (2),
5d (2), 6d (2, poor) & 1/- (washed out) before 1887 duplicated range of shades to 1/- & ditto for 1900 ½d x 9 used &
MLH block of 4. High cat. but mixed condition in places reflected in reserve. (100s)
Great Britain 1840-1951 MUH, MLH &used on leaves from 1840 1d black (close margins on all sides), 1841 1d red
imperfs (2), perfd incl letters in all four corners with 90 different Plate numbers (some faulty) before later QV noting
1880/83 3d plate 21 good used (Cat. £100) plus about 20 others to 1/- in mixed cond. Basic KEVII to 2/6d (damaged)
with better KGV incl simple cypher wmk to 1/- used (excl 2½d) & block cypher to 1/- MLH (excl 2d, 3d). Also BEE 1924
& 1925 used with 1924 1d MLH, 1929 UPU to 2½d in blocks of 6 (5 MUH on each block), 1934 to 1/- MLH (excl 1½d),
Silver Jubilee MLH & used, KGVI MLH to £1 incl all colours excl 2/6d brown & 10/- dark blue & 1948 RSW MUH. Also
1951 Festival 2/6d to £1 MLH & 1948/49 commems in MUH/MLH blocks of 4 various 1937-42 to £1 used. Noted
Morocco Agencies mixed MLH/used on one page (19). Despite poor to average quality of used, the mint are lightly
hinged (Cat. £670) & reserve is conservative. (100s)
Great Britain 1840-1970 recess printed used range plus 1847 embossed cut to shape incl 10d x2. Commences with
1840 1d blacks x7 with margins varying from 2 to 4, 1841 1d red imperfs (14) & 2d blue, perf 14 & 16 "stars in corners"
x 14 (odd faulty), 1858 plate numbers x 243 arranged in plate letter order, not numbers & 2d blue x 12, some trimmed
plus 1870 ½d x 4 & 1½d x 2. Cond varies, but mostly good to fine. (300+)
Great Britain 1840-1999 range of MUH/MLH & used commencing with 3 margin 1840 1d black & 1d red plate
numbers noting 6d mauve & 1/- green embossed pair, 1883/84 lilac & greens good to F/U with true colours, KEVII to
5/- & Seahorses to 10/- used, 1948 £1 Silver Wedding, 1989 Greetings booklet with exc perfs & Machins to £5. MLH &
used to 1990 before used to 1999 but 1988 & 1990's Castle defins MUH & also 1993 £10 FDC. Incls QEII Regionals
MUH/MLH & used & 1990's booklets (MLH on back covers). Useful pickings at this reserve. FV £400+ Conservative
reserve. ($760+)
Great Britain 1841-1961 MLH & used range on 14 Hagners & Vario sheets noting 1841 1d imperfs (9), perfd 16 (2),
perfd 14 x 21 in various shades, 1858 Plates 76 to 216 x 56 with light duplication. Also 2d (1841) imperf (3), perfd 16
(2), perfd 14 (3) before SG 45 with plates 7, 8, 9 (3), 12 & 15 & an 1840 1d black (2 margins) plus a few surface
printed to 2/6d mixed MLH & used (some faulty). Common KEVII/KGV/KEVIII with odd better KGVI incl 1951 Festival
high vals & RSW MUH noting lower vals with inverted & sideways wmks plus some QEII MUH/MLH incl 1964
Shakespeare Official & plain addressed FDC's. Cond varies & reflected in reserve. (c400)
Great Britain Covers incl 1852 Manchester local with 1d imperf (no margins) on blued paper, 1851 long envelope
Sunderland-Alnwick with BN"76" tying RA/RB 1d imperf pair, perfs 1d red on covers identified by Plate numbers for 80
(2), 95 (2), 120, 135, 149, 158, 171, 179, 186, 195, 196 & 209. Rose-red & lake-red shades mixed, as is cond. Pl. 120
item is a front only. Each in individual env with description. (16)
Great Britain 1887-1966 used with duplication of low val defins in 2 SG Senator vols. Odd better incl KEVII 5/-, 1961
POSB 1/6d x 35 used & Wilding phosphors to 1/- MUH. Pre-QEII with perfins & pmk interest. (1000s)
Great Britain 1902-1970 used collection on leaves in red SG Windsor binder with average used KEVII to 5/-, KGV
likewise to 10/- (2) before commems incl 1924 & 1925 BEE, KGVI to £1 incl 1939/48 & RSW & 1951. Solid QEII range
with wmk changes & most phosphors. Sideways & inverted wmks mounted from KGV to QEII in that format for quick
identification, there being no write-up. Clean lot but pmks vary with mix of cds & slogans. (100s)
Great Britain 1930's-1970's Machin coils in mostly MUH strips (a few used) in small stockbook. Comprises multi-value
pre-decimal strips before a wide range of horizontal & vertical decimal strips, some "flagged" with notes about
misplaced bands, PVA gum, "ex Reader's Digest promotion" etc with vals to 16p in strips of 4. Also noted KGVI A37
control block of 6 (1d red) plus similar control blocks ovptd Tangier & Morocco Agencies (Spanish currency, the latter
5¢ to 25¢), QV Army Official ovpts MLH incl both ½d, 2½d & 6d. Noted "A25" (Malta) on 3d (SG 92, pl 4) & 4d (SG 94,
pl 9), KGV with both wmks to 1/- MLH, 1934 to 3d & odd singles with control numbers plus KEVII "A36" control blocks
of 6. Plenty of value in the last few pages! (100s)
Great Britain 1948-1952 range of KGVI & QEII FDC's on plain covers pmkd Turriff, Aberdeen with some Registered.
Hand addressed & unfortunately originally sellotaped into exercise book. Stamps avoided but covers with tape
remains. A great shame especially as covers are SG catalogued at nearly £1000! Noted an interesting "Abdication
Day 11th December 1936 King Edward VIII" endorsed cover with set of 4 KEVIII with London Registered cancels but
similar faults. (14)
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Great Britain 1953-1967 MUH/used commems in SG Senator album with Coronation FDC, various ovpts on sets,
Airletters mint & used plus ovpt for 1957 Parliamentary Conf., Scout Jamboree FDC with set & blocks of 2½d showing
cylinder numbers 4 & 5, similar in blocks for 1958 incl minor varieties. Noted 1960 Europa plate blocks, POSB with
both machine blocks & 3d lower block of 12 (2x6) incl later with some covers, blocks with annotated flaws & colour
shifts. The 1961-1964 phosphor commems are MLH with others appearing MUH. Some better varieties seen incl
NPY 3d with "Lake in Scotland" variety (SG 632b, Cat. £150), 1965 1/6d ITU with horizontal shift of black wording
"overprinted" onto date & value, 1967 9d EFTA "new blue omitted", ditto with brown omitted resulting in white rail
trucks, these catalogue at £140 & £95 respectively. Magnificent collection rarely seen in such detail. (100s + 20
covers & airletters)
Great Britain 1953-1967 study on leaves in binder of the process involved in the transition to phosphor usage on
defins & commems. Incls 1971 cover with special slogan postmark used for one day only, "10 Years of Auto LetterFacing" commemorating the first official use of the machine. Stamps start with the Naphthaday graphitelin experiment
incl a strip of ½d on cover, the change of wmk & phos/graphite plus later phosphors mostly MUH. Page illustrating the
various errors in positioning of graphite lines on 1d, first phosphor booklet panes, identified "green" & "blue"
phosphors, changes of band width & errors on commems (e.g. offset of phosphor on reverse). Useful reference!
Great Britain 1971-1997 used with 99% complete on leaves in Schaubek binder. A clean lot all neatly mounted in
catalogue order, the Machins kept together & incl all "large" 1977 types to £5. Majority with cds examples being a mix
of postally used & FDI cancels. Incls all M/S's with some x 2. (100s)
Great Britain 1972-1990 gutter pairs with 134 different sets housed in "as new" Prinz 64 page stockbook. Incls a
full list available by request. Fine MUH & Cat. nearly £300. FV £200+ (A$375)
Great Britain 1980's-2007 range of issues incl the later hard to source commems plus Machins & S/A booklets. All
fine MUH with useful duplication. Conveniently packaged for individual face values i.e. 300 x 1st Class etc. with list of
contents available by request. Reserved at less than half the total FV £5000 (A$9250+) (100s)
Great Britain 1992-2000 FDC's (typed addressed) in 4 Cumberland albums. Very good coverage incl M/S's, blocks &
Regionals. Appears all different & mainly in date order. Useful for F/U from this period. (220+)
Great Britain 2000-2015 Machins with security slots as sides MUH/used plus commems in large Lighthouse
stockbook with black leaves. Light dupl with about 1400 diff incl c140 Machins to £2.15 mixed MUH/used & approx. 40
M/S's & booklet panes nearly all used. Cancels vary with the collection missing CTO "pseudo used" items but over
50% with cds cancels. Very little missing to 2008 & progressively more gaps thereafter.
Great Britain KEVII b&w & colour group of postcards in old-time Hawid album. All used with a lovely variety of duplex
strikes incl several unusual noting Minster/K49, Mumbles/K3, Heburn/K2, Ramsey/J60, East Cowton/J39,
Willesborough/H41, Pooklington/H50, Seaton/H22, Duffield/G32, Tyne-Dock South Shields/E8(9), Harrington/D58,
Chislehurst/D05, Saltburn by the Sea/B94, Corsham/005, Saxmundham/690, Merstham/513, Wye/431 (x2),
Fordingbridge/304, Faversham/301, Broseley/268, Barton Under Meedwood/217 & Forest Gate S.O./29 amongst
others. Mostly buildings or scenery & in good to fine cond. Difficult to find with such a variety of duplexes. (42)
Great Britain KGV to QEII Perfin range in quality 64 page Prinz stockbook covering only 23 pages but with many
different. Majority used & annotated incl some ovpts for "Prudential", "Selfridges", "Southern Electricity Board" etc.
Perfins incl "AMF", "B&Co", "B&H", "BTH", "D&Co", "C.U""DUFF", "H LTD", "JD &Co", "R&D HMC", "T.P.&Co",
"WBC", "WILLS" & "WFL" plus many more with 200+ different with some duplicated. An excellent starter lot or for
further research by specialist. (100s)
Great Britain KGV to QEII Wilding defins in album starting with 7 x Levant low vals ovptd on KGV MLH, 2 pages of
KGV/VI Morocco Agencies (toning), GB KEVII "A36" control blocks, part booklet (1/4d of 2/-), inverted wmks (1d
used), KGVI vertical plate strips of 3 of 9d, 10d, 11d, 2/6d booklet with panes of KGVI & QEII. Also a very
comprehensive Wildings assembly of booklets, panes, cylinder numbers etc incl graphite, phosphor graphite &
multiple wmk phosphor types. Well written up with all vals to 1/6d incl inverted & sideways wmks & finishing with GPO
"British Postage Stamps" sheet of the first regionals. Incls a couple of covers. (100s)
Great Britain "Back of the book", PD's, Officials & Revenues plus some modern used in Lighthouse black leaved
stockbook. Range of PD's pre-1970 to 5/- & decimal sets to £5, a few Wilding inverted & sideways wmks, Machin low
value coil strips & booklet panes plus 5 MUH M/S's. Also "Greetings" 19p strip of 5 as trio & pair MUH, 1991 blocks of
4 & 6 from booklet cancelled FDI before extensive Regionals. Officials incl "I.R. Official" 6d grey & some other useful
incl KEVII 1d "Board of Education" & then a further 21 MUH M/S's incl "Celebrating Scotland" x 4 & Kew Gardens x 2.
Careful viewing required, as in no particular order. (100's + 26 M/S's)
Great Britain MUH/used defins incl multiples, covers & Postal Stationery on Hagners in binder. Noted 1832 pre-stamp
front & QV covers x 8, 6 postcards (one unused), Newspaper Wrappers with 4 x QV & a KEVII, KEVII receipt (1/"Contract Note" affixed) plus 1901, 1905 & 1906 covers to Perth WA. 1836 mourning entire to Bury St Edmonds &
various Forces Mail covers/cards (5), KEVII (4), KGV (2) unused cards noting KGVI Forces letter with & without 1½d
imprint. Also Hagners with Machin pre-decimal singles, coil strips, booklet panes, plate number blocks of 6 & ditto for
decimal vals to 26p (25) plus a few decimal PDs used to £5 with 2 of each type. Some used QEII high vals on last
Hagner. Conservative reserve.
Great Britain QEII blocks, gutters, panes & other multiples in large Lighthouse 3 strip stockbook noting Machin "no
loop" £1 plates 10-13A (5 of latter) & Corner blocks, 1977 £1, £2 & £5 plate blocks x 2 ea, 1970-1972 10p to 50p
decimal plate blocks (3 of 10p, 7 of 50p & 13 of 20p with nearly all diff plate numbers & a good Cinderella range of
1950-1985 exhibition M/S’s plus various Machin regional low val blocks of 6. Also Wildings booklet panes incl inverted
wmks, decimal booklets from 10p to £2.20, "HC" private perfin MUH blocks of 1p, 2½p, 3p, 3½p & 5p with single 2½p
on piece tied by Blackpool & Accrington machine cancel. Finally 1967 no wmk Castles in Plate blocks, sundry Machin
blocks to 75p & some used. Untidy but conservative reserve & clean with potential for a plate number specialist (100s)
Heligoland 1897-1904 group of 13 coloured Postcards partially written up on leaves. A very attractive group with
majority addressed to Glasgow, Larne Ireland & Lowestoft, each using 5pf x 2 defins of Germany. Two cards with
violet "Auf hoher See" cachets, one with Larne Harbour receival cds. Scarce & difficult group. (13)
Hong Kong 1862-2016 used in stockbook. Useful QV incl 96¢ CC wmk, surcharges incl 7¢, 14¢, 20¢ in both colours
& ditto for 50¢ & $1. KEVII 1903 to 12¢, 1907/11 to $1, KGV 1912/21 to 50¢, 1921/37 to $3 & 1935 Silver Jubilee. Also
KGVI to $10 (no green & violet) (23), 1941 to $1 & 1948 RSW plus a solid QE range to 1999 with patchy later. Mixed
cds & machine cancels. Incls 18 M/S's mainly CTO. Cat. c£1500 (100s)
Hong Kong A few KGV to 1970's mainly in sets with 3 M/S's incl 1975 Festivals (SG MS344). Incls better MUH/MLH
commem sets. Total Cat. £860+ (approx. 160)
Hungary 1945-1961 used/CTO 99.9% complete collection in large black-leaved Lighthouse stockbook with nearly all
issues x 2 incl M/S's (no 1950 UPU) incl Chain Bridges & Roosevelt. Odd imperf set incl 1958 Expo & TV Service M/S
(perf x 2 & imperf). Superb lot with a cat. value of £6000+ (c2000)
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Hungary 1961-1972 used/CTO complete with nearly all having 3 or 4 sets of each. No M/S’s. Neatly arranged in
catalogue order in another quality Lighthouse padded 64 black page stockbook. (3000+)
India 1854-1948 plus States & Pakistan MLH & used with 1854 ½a blue Die I (6), Die II, Die III (2), 1a red Die I (5),
Die II (3), Die III, 2a green (5), 4a indigo & red (2, one cut square), 1855 blue glazed paper 4a & 8a, 1856/64 with
shades (no wmk, 32) to 8a & 1865 elephants head wmk (25) to 8a & 1866 "Postage" types ovpt on 6a (Cat. £ 150 &
£250) plus later QV to 5r complete used with extra shades of most before 1882/95 MLH to 1r plus 5r all once hinged.
KEVII used to 25r (latter with violet cds & 15r x 2 with Telegraph cds), 1911 to 25 r (2 of all rupee vals with mixed
postal & telegraph cds's) & to 2R MLH incl shades to 12a & "Rs" error on ½p slate. Also 1926 to 25r used, 1929 Airs
MLH & used, 1931 Delhi & 1935 Silver Jubilee used before 1937 to 25r used plus 1r, 15r MLH & 1941/47 MLH noting
a 1948 FFC Bombay to London. Also Pakistan ovpts to 25r MLH, India Officials used with a 1867-1939 range (76) &
States with little obvious value (117). See separate lots for "back of the book" volume incl Scinde Dawk & 1854
Specimens. Cat. £6000+ with viewing highly recommended. (100s)
India QV-1960 on leaves with used QV to 5R, KEVII to 5R, KGV single wmk to 10A & multiple wmk to 25R plus 1931
set of 6 MLH & 1948 Gandhi to 10R F/U. Comprehensive later noting a range of Officials incl 1909 25R ovptd "OHMS"
(Telegraph cancel, Cat. £60). Also Zanzibar incl 1936 SJ used. A clean lot, good to fine throughout. Cat. £400+ (100s)
India Useful "back of the book" & States in Sectional Imperial Album for issues to KGV starting with 1866 small
"Service" ovpt on 8a MLH (SG O5, Cat. £55), on 4a green used, corner damage (SG O13), ½a fiscal ovptd Service
Postage in green used, repaired at right (SG O19) & 1867/73 large "Service" ½a to 8½ with shades & dies used with
solid later mostly used incl 1907 10R green & carmine, 1912 to 5R, 1900 CEF to 1R used (½a, 8a MLH), 1904/14 to
1R MLH & 1908/09 & 1914, IEF MLH (½a, 1a used). Convention States with Chamba (82) incl 3p QV ovpt Inverted
MLH (SG 23a, Cat. £110), Faridkot (17) incl QV 1r slate used (SG 15, Cat. £450), Gwalior (72), Jind (42), Nabha (39)
& Patiala (74) incl 1884 ½a to 4a ovpts in red MLH (Cat. £292) plus 1a ovpt in red & black (SG 11a, Cat. £32) followed
by sparse Native States oddments in alphabetical order (400+). Possibly high catalogued "finds" with time. Generally
neatly hinged & free of toning despite age. (100s)
Indonesia 1950's to 1980's MUH accumulation with duplication of up to 6-8 sets of each. Also most M/S's for the
same period with similar dupl plus a range of complete sheets, part sheets & large blocks noting 1964 transport etc.
Also the 1964 defin set of 12 in complete sheets of 100 stamps (SG 997/1008, Cat. £340). Incls 1964-1985 FDC's with
light duplication but useful for thematic. Cond is generally fine to very fine with only the odd fault tone spot etc. Another
lot useful to re-sellers or ideal if you want to start with a new collecting field! SG cat. val is a massive £12,000+ (1000s)
Indonesia 1951-1973 range of MUH/MLH issues on Hagners with majority in sets incl M/S's. STC £720 (approx. 550)
Indonesia 1958-1985 FDC's accumulation. From April 1976 to April 1985 all covers have a printed sequence number
from 23 to 169 with all numbers complete. Prior to No. 23 there is a brown, unnumbered range of official PO FDC's
from 9th April 1958 to 10th Nov 1973 (44). Many of the covers have a "Philately Bulletin" insert. From the "Bulletin",
FDC of 20th Dec 1968, the printing details of each stamp are given incl the quantity of each stamp issued. Surprisingly
the number of each stamp issued is very low ranging from 800,000 to 2 million. This helps to explain the steady
SG cat. value of these issues. One also has to ask how few in number of each FDC were produced? High cat. val for
the used stamps. Cond of unnumbered covers is fair to fine. Most "numbered" covers are unaddressed & in very good
to very fine cond. (190+)
Israel 1948-1990 arranged in catalogue order. No tabs for the first few years which are mixed MUH/MLH & used.
From 1955 majority are MUH with tabs. Incls over 20 M/S's from El Al airlines to 1990 plus over 1000 stamps so very
close to complete but missing high cat items. A clean lot. (100s)
Italy 1863-1954 used with many fine examples. Very strong in 1920's-1950's sets & high values incl 1925 Holy
Year (Cat. £190), 1926/28 Airs (7, Cat. £375), 1928 & 1930 National Défense sets of 4 Cat. £400 & £300 respectively.
Also 1929 Montecasino (Cat. £350), 1930 5l Fe-piaci (Cat. £160), Virgil set of 13 (Cat. £1200), 1932 Dante set of 19
(Cat. £1200), Garibaldi set of 17 (Cat. £650), Fascist March 10th Anniv set of 20 (Cat. £600), 1934 Annexation (excl
21 + 1l25 air express), 1934 Military Medal set of 20 (Cat. £475) & 1935 Bellini (Cat. £700) plus 1936 Horace (Cat.
£750), 1937 Child Welfare (excl 5l & 3l slate blue) & 1937 Augustus set of 15 (Cat. £550). Finally Famous Italians
(Cat. £275), 1938 Proclamation (Cat. £250) & a near complete post-WWII selection noting 1949 Roman Republic,
1950 Radio & 1951 Milan Fair. Majority of these 1920's-1930's high cat sets appear genuinely used & not CTO.
Cat. £9000+ (c900 stamps)
Italy Untidy used lot in black leaved stitched stockbook. Odd single items in the £5-£10 range noted but in no
particular order with very few complete sets. Odd MUH incl 2001 World Formula 1 Championship M/S, 2002 World
Cup pair, 2003 Flight Centenary M/S & Telephone M/S plus a few "back of the book" incl GNR ovpts, Venezia Giulia,
etc. Cond varies but viewing recommended at this reserve. (1000+)
Japan 1937-1965 MUH/MLH on stockpages incl some 1940's M/S's with 1947 Railway, 1947/48 Exhib & 1950 UPU,
1937 Togo booklet (SB 21a, Cat. £45), 1949 athletics block MUH & portraits (12 of 18) plus 1950 UPU x 2 MLH &
1952 10y nurse x 2 MUH (gum creases). Also 1953 1sc Shima Nat Park M/S MUH with folder, 1951, 1953 & 1954
athletics pairs, 1955 Philatelic Week (4) & 1956 (2) & 1961 Flowers MUH. Also a range of New Year Lottery M/S's & a
few others. Majority fine. (c270 + 33 M/S's & booklet)
Japan 1958-2002 MUH/MLH/used commems on leaves in SG binder with most issues both MLH & used to 1990, then
MUH or used (some both) with M/S's & from 1998 sheetlets of 10. The latter with a total FV of c¥14000 (+). Fine
throughout with most used having cds cancels. Sakura "C274-1805" range about 90% complete plus dups. (1500+)
Japan 1970-1985 virtually complete incl M/S's in quality Schaubek hingeless album. MUH & used in approx. equal
quantities. 1977 Centenary M/S is toned but all others look fine. (100s)
Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika 1934-1956 covers incl 40¢ KGVI formular registered letter uprated with QEII 1/- x 3,
50¢ & 30¢, 3 other reg'd covers & mixed Airmail/ordinary mail to Europe. Noted South Africa KGV defins on 1921 (2) &
1924 machine-cancelled covers to private address in Wales. KUT covers are mostly to GB business addresses with
odd one to Denmark & Germany. Cond varies but mostly good & in protective glassines. (25)
Korea-North & South Separated in 2 stockbooks. After 10 "Empire" types there are a few pre-1950 South
MLH/unused with useful early 1950's used. Pickings incl 1952 President MUH & used, 1956 55h violet blue used,
1953 & 1957 defins 500 & 1000h used, 1969 Red Cross M/S MUH (bends), 1964 Olympics set of 5 sheetlets used,
World's Fair M/S CTO (Cat. £75), 1966 fishes x 3 M/S's MUH plus other late 1960's M/S's CTO. Also 1974 fruits with 6
M/S's MLH & numbered 5-10. Used average range of stamps to 1994. North is less well-covered & without high cat.
items. with best sighted being the 1958 IGY & 1959 Soviet Moon Rocket sets CTO & 1960 Cosmic Rocket Flight pair
CTO before usual 1960's sets & some colourful 1980's M/S CTO. (100s)
Lebanon & Syria Used range in 2 stockbooks in catalogue order. Good coverage to 1960's before reducing to 2001.
Nothing scarce but a good basis for expansion. Incls a few Latakia, Alaouites & Ciolicia. (100s)
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Liechtenstein Opens with a range of MLH (some with disturbed gum) before a separate run of used from the first 10h
issue to 2007. Main val in M/S's incl 1936 Exhibition used (light corner stain) & MUH (feint toning), 1946 Vaduz Exhib
MLH (sweated) & 1949 5th Exhib MLH plus 1962-1972 & 1974 (10f x 4) MUH. Also useful commem sets of late 1980's
MUH with Officials & PD's MLH. Used with a few sets & odd pickings in singles noting 1962 Europa CTO sheetlet of
20. Also FDC album with 81 diff unadd1980-1991 FDC's 1all in fine cond. (100's & 82 covers)
Luxembourg & Andorra 2 stockbooks & an FDC album. with main value in black leaved stockbook of used from
1870's with many Charity sets & part sets. Patchy commem range to 2011 while second stockbook with MLH in fresh
cond but no "big ticket" items. The FDC album has 92 1984-1991 unaddressed FDC's appearing all different with sets,
singles, booklet panes & 1990 "Dynasty" M/S. Andorra mainly used. (100s incl c150 diff)
Monaco 1984-1993 MUH complete collection (bar a couple of booklet stamps & odd commem) in Schaubek hingeless
album incl all M/S's noting 1984-1992 Europa (SG MS1650, MS1737, MS1780, MS1820, MS1872, MS1949, MS1985
& MS2041 Cat. £370) & high vals to 30f (SG 1525, Cat. £19). Many useful thematics & fresh. Total SG Cat. £2000++
Monaco MLH 7 used in catalogue order from 1885 in Lighthouse stockbook. Reasonable range to 1930's before 1939
Games, 1940's-1950's part sets, 1959 flowers to 100f, 1962 birds to 1f MLH & 1967 cars complete MLH plus a solid
later range noting 1982 Europa sheetlet F/U. Attractive used incomplete to 2007. Conservative reserve. (700+)
Nepal Range on leaves in "New Age" album. starting with 1886/98 1a blue & 2a brown before 1917/20 ½a black pair
& 1928 1a ultramarine with mixed MLH & used later to 1981 noting vals to 5r. A good starter lot. (100+)
Netherlands 1852-1990 MLH/used in "Invicta" album with useful pickings incl 1864 15¢, 1867 to 25¢, 1906 Charity
postally used & 1924 plus most later welfare sets MLH &/or used. Also 1928 Olympics MUH, 1932 Tourist
Propaganda 6¢, 7½¢ & 12½¢ used & 1933 Seamen's Fund with solid thereafter incl some sets both MLH & used.
Noted 1946 5g used, 1950 Bombed Churches used with 5¢ MLH & a few Official FDCs from 1952 with ITEP set MLH,
1956 Rembrandt MLH before F/U & MLH to 1990. No M/S's or PD's. (1000+, 12 FDC's)
Netherlands 1852-1999 MLH & used on leaves. Cat. values reported on each page & pencilled at base of sheets.
Odd items have been removed after calculating however well worth reserve with cond generally above average with
good to fine used. (1000+)
Netherlands 1852-1999 patchy MLH & used in 2 Davo hingeless albums with some overlap of years appearing in
both vols. Noted better item incl 1983 Seaman set used, 1934 Charity, 1950 "Summer Series" & "Bombed Churches"
charity sets MLH. Also 1956 Rembrandt etchings used & a few 1970's-1980’s covers & sheetlets but main value is in
the albums themselves. Cond varies. (100s)
Netherlands 1854-2001 used on leaves & Hagner. Average to 1910 before better with 1913 to 5g (excl 25¢ & 2½g),
good charities sets from 1924 incl 1932 Tourist Propaganda, 1933 Seamans Fund & defins incl 1940 numerals to
100¢ (excl 40¢), 1946 to 10g & 1949 ditto. No 1951 Airs or M/S's with patchy coverage from 1970. Majority fine cds
examples & well worth reserve. (100s)
Netherlands Indies 1936 commercial covers to Singapore with one registered & another with original letter in
Chinese enclosed plus a Registered (Batavia Centrum label) airmail to USA with mixed 90¢ franking front & back &
oval New York Reg receival. Then by surface mail to San Anselmo, California. Good cond. (3)
New Zealand Davo albums Vol I to III with slipcases with used. First vol incls Smiling Boys lightly used with machine
cancels, QEII to 10/- blue F/U & Defins to £1 & $2 before vol 2 covering 1996-2010 that is near complete & largely
CTO. The last vol incls 1961-2010 M/S's with majority neatly CTO & virtually complete for the alter difficult years.
Massive retail with viewing recommended. (1000s in 3 vols)
New Zealand 1855-1967 in "Premier" leaves in binder with slipcase. Impressive page of imperf Chalons with 1d (SG
8, 33, 35), 2d (SG 5, 38a), 3d (SG 40), 6d (SG 13, 15, 41-43), 1/- (SG 20a) before perfd Chalons 1d to 1/- incl both 4d
colours, all presentable examples. 1874 set used to 5/-, 1882 to 1/- MLH (to 3d MUH), 1898 Pictorials perf. 12-16 to
5/- MLH (5d MUH), 1906 Christchurch MLH, 1907 Officials to 1/- used, 2/- & 5/- MLH, KEVII to 1/- plus Officials &
1913 Auckland Exhib all MLH & KGV recess to 1/- MLH plus 4d yellow & 8d blue used. Officials mixed MLH & used,
1920 Victory MLH (1/- also used), 1925 Dunedin, 1926 Admirals plus Officials MLH, 1931/35 Airmails & 1935
Pictorials & Officials. Also Silver Jubilee, 1938/52 to 3/- & Officials to 2/- with 1940 Centennial & Officials plus later
complete as per leaves to 1967 incl 1954/61 Officials & 1958/61 error of surcharge all MLH. Odd one also used incl
1960 £1. Clean throughout. Cat. £6000+ (400)
New Zealand 1855-1988 Seven Seas standard album with modest MLH/used noting 4 perfd Chalons (mixed cond),
1874 4d, 1898 to 5/- mixed cond (latter a fiscal cancel), 1920 to 1/- used, 1925 Dunedin MLH, 1931 Airs MLH, 1934 7d
Trans-Tasman F/U & Healths (excl Smiling Boys), 1935 ord & Official sets & 6d Silver Jubilee F/U plus KGVI Officials
to 2/-, ditto 1940 Centennial. Also 1953 to 10/-, 1960 to £1, 1967/69 to both $2 MLH/used, Arms to $10 used plus a
few Health M/S's from 1965 (incl 1969 Cook) with a solid run to 1978, then many gaps. Incls a few Govt Life & Ross
Dep with pre-decimal Arms mainly fiscally used to £2 (excl 8/-, 12/6d, 25/- to 35/-). Mixed cond but priced to sell!
New Zealand 1857-1985 used range in springback binder with useful Chalons in respectable cond incl 1857/63 6d
pale brown no wmk, 1862/64 star wmk 6d brown in 5 shades, 1/- roulette 7 (SG 56, Cat. £900), 6d black-brown on
pelure paper (SG 85, Cat. £300), 1864 "NZ" wmk 1d carmine vermilion (Cat. £350) & 6d red-brown (3 margins, Cat.
£700) plus perfd selection incl 1871/73 1d brown perf. 10x12½, perf. 12½ worn plate x 2, 1864/71 perf. 12½ 1d in 2
shades, 3d (3), 4d rose, 4d yellow (4), 6d brown (7) & 1/- green (2) with later incl 1874/78 sorted by perfs to 1/- noting
4d (3), 5/- damaged, 1882/97 SSF x 43 sorted by perfs. Also 1898 Pictorials (no 9d or 2/-) with 5/- fiscal embossed
cancel overstruck with 1899 postal cds, 1899 perf. 11 to 1/- (6d green, 9d & 1/- all x 2) & 5/- fiscally used plus later
issues sorted by perf & wmk, missing Christchurch (1d present with Little River cds) & Auckland Exhibitions but later
incl 1931 Airs, 1935 Silver Jubilee, 1940 Centennial & Officials, 1953 to 10/- before well covered Govt Life Insurance
from 1891/98 set to 1/-. Finally a good range of Officials incl QV 2/- blue fiscal & Arms types to £1 incl 15/- mostly with
straight line or cds cancels Generally good to fine (1000+)
New Zealand 1898-1967 MUH/MLH neatly presented on leaves in 4 ring binder. Noted 1898 simplified (14) to 5/(latter light crease) plus 2/- & 5/- ovptd "Official". 1907/08 birds (3), 6d bright carmine pink Official (blunt corner), KGV
to 1/-, 1920 Victory (6d used), KGV Officials incl 8d, 1935 pictorials (3/- creased) & ovpts to 2/- plus Silver Jubilee &
KGVI set, ditto ovpts. Also 1940 Centennial & ovpts, 1953 to 10/- & QEII Officials to 3/- noting 2d error of surcharge on
"stars" 1½d. Health M/S's are simplified with 1960 to £1. No Exhibitions, Admirals, Smiling Boys or 1931-1934 Airmails
but otherwise comprehensive & clean throughout. Cat. £2500+ (379 & 20 M/S's)
New Zealand 1899-1989 in "Premier" albums in 2 vols with value in Healths from 1929 MLH complete to 1964 & 1931
& 1940 sets used. Thereafter mostly used plus 1980-1989 M/S's MUH noting useful "back of the book" with 1899 PD's
to 2/- mixed MLH/used & later sorted by paper, perf & wmk. Also Govt Life mainly used noting 1891 to 1/-, 1905/13 to
6d MLH/used before later MLH/used (1967-1981 all MLH) & KEVII Land 1908 ovpt in green F/U. Finally 1911 Victoria
Land 1d x 3 MUH & Ross Dep 1957-1982 sets MUH/MLH. Vol 2 covers 1967-1989 complete in mixed MUH, MLH &
used excl Healths & 1969 Cook M/S. Excellent lot with few faults. (100s)
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New Zealand 1935 Pictorials study written up on Frank Godden leaves in 4 ring binder with slipcase. CP numbers
shown & comprehensive with catalogue vals shown in pencil totalling NZ$2600+ (A$2400+) for the used on leaves.
Hagners follow with MUH/MLH & used sorted by wmk with a total of 4 used & 5 MUH/MLH simplified sets plus
duplications by face value MLH/used incl Officials MLH & used. Inspection will delight the specialist. Cond good to
fine with mixed cds & machine cancels. Massive cat. value. (694 incl 109 Officials)
New Zealand 1935 Pictorials with MLH & used remnants on exhibition pages comprising 1½d perf. 13½x14 block
used & single with retouch, perf. 14x13½ (3) with flaws annotated, 2½d MLH & used blocks plus a MLH pair with
upward shift of vignette & 5 others with alignment variations of vignette plus perf. 13¾x13½ 3d in two shades. 3d
MUH/MLH block perf 14x13½ & 4 singles with retouches, two more ovptd "Official" & ditto for 4d perf. 12½. 5d perf.
13½x14 with 3 shades incl one small spur on left "5d". 6d perf. 13½x14 (4) & perf. 12½ (3) plus 2 ovptd (early printing
MLH, other used), 8d perf. 12½ (6) & perf. 14x14½ with shades & varieties & perf. 14x13½ in 2 shades. 9d perf.
14x14½ (pair mult wmk) & 2 others, one with centre panel out of alignment. 2/- ovptd "Official" x 3 with minor varieties
& 3/- perf. 14-13x13½ x 2 used plus perf. 14¼x13½ & 13¼x13½ x 3 all used. Cat. $1255. Previously sold in Ace
Auctions Sale No. 24 for $550. (71)
New Zealand 1935-1941 Pictorials study on 42 Hagners with "flagged" annotations starting with basic single wmk set
MUH (2/- is Plate 1 but MLH), multiple wmk to 3/- MUH (excl 1½d, 2½d & 9d), Plate 4A 2d & reversed "3" on 2½d, 2/perf. 14x13½ marginal block with top right unit showing "Cook" variety & 9d & 3/- blocks (latter with perf faults). A
detailed study of MUH, MLH 7 used in face value order follows noting 1d FDC (1-5-35) with block of 4 & 1½d with wmk
inverted & reversed (SG £40, CP NZ$55) plus a good range of all vals to 3/- incl shades, perf changes & interesting
cancels (e.g. Travelling PO, etc) with Officials on the final 7 Hagners. Some machine cancels but overall good to fine
throughout. Comprises 26 singles & 5 blocks of 4 MUH/MLH with remainder used with 493 (+ 80 Officials) & FDC.
Conservative reserve.
New Hebrides Pre-1950 part sets in stockbook with later useful incl 1957 & 1963 to 5f. French New Hebrides incls
1965 ITU pair F/U (Cat. £48), ovpts to 500 FNH, Vanuatu from maps & into second stockbook with stamps & M/S's all
CTO & very close to complete through to 2010. Excellent thematics & most attractive. (100s)
New Zealand 1953-1984 MUH in Seven Seas hingeless album. Complete simplified to 1993 (1957 Health M/S with
sideways wmk only). Incls 1954 Officials & 1958 2d on 1½d surcharge error. 1984 pages all present but only 2 of the
sets & 3 M/S's. Fine throughout. (500+)
New Zealand 1960-1981 MUH Pictorial blocks etc in Imperial black leaved large stockbook with slipcase. Noted 1960
to £1 in blocks of 4, 6 or more (3/- sepia x 3 single only), Counter Coil pairs to 1/9d (16), 1967 Plate & imprint blocks to
7¢, 30¢ block of 8, 50¢ Falls imprint blocks of 6 & 8, $1 blocks of 8 & 4 & $2 magenta blocks of 10 & 4 plus various
low val flaws in positional blocks. Also booklet panes, 1969 $2 mult x 10, 1970 imprint blocks of 10 to 8¢ with higher
vals in blocks of 6 & 1971 blocks of low vals. Enormous face value & all fine.
New Zealand 1967-2019 FDC's in 9 "as new" Lighthouse FDC albums, 4 with matching slipcases. High degree of
completeness in the later issues incl high vals, commem M/S's, Exhib M/S's & Ross Dep. Very high FV in the later
issues with a considerable retail price if you can even find them! Retail on albums alone is $400+ (700+)
New Zealand 1981-1990 MUH selection with sets & over 20 M/S's in "New Age" binder. Main value follows with predecimal Arms to 10/- incl 3/6d & 5/6d surcharges MLH. 12 in all noting QV 5/- "Long Tom" with vertical Official ovpt
MLH (SG O83, Cat. £90) plus useful PD's, Govt Life from 1948 to 1980 & Ross Dep with 8 diff sets.
New Zealand 2000 Millennium, 2010 Matariki - Kites, 2011 Kapa Haka & "Hei Matau" plus 2014 Matariki pres packs
all containing the sets of 6, M/S & FDC's. Issue price of NZ$130 ($125) (5 packs)
New Zealand 2009-2016 Customised Advertising Labels (CALs) FDC's with Wanganui cds's & FV's up to NZ$12 per
cover. First we have seen of this promotion by NZ Post commenced in 2004. 22 unaddressed FDC's plus another for
the "Pink Beetle Post" signed by artist & author Tim Chadwick. Also a 2019 MUH block of 4 commemorating "The End
of an ERA CALs 2004-2019". All in exc cond. (23)
New Zealand Seven Seas albums x 3 with slipcases. Pre-QEII is a modest mounted range on standard pages with
QEII to 2001 on hingeless leaves with value in MUH Health M/S's from 1957 complete simplified. Stamps mostly used
incl 1954 to 10/-, 1960 to £1 with many CTO later to end of 1st volume (1987) while second volume with gaps & more
CTO but some MUH to 1995. Final volume 1996-2001 about 80% complete MUH incl M/S's & booklets. (1000s)
New Zealand Large Posthorn stockbook with black leaves starting with 6d blue Chalon (SG 135) before ½d
Newspaper & SSF issues "flagged" with SG cat. numbers & perfs, Pictorials to 8d with later untidy & in mixed
condition but a few better incls 1946 3d "completed rudder" MUH (SG 671a, Cat. £19). Heavy dupl to 1980's then
sparse to 2003. Noted a few PD's, Govt Life & covers at the back. (1000s)
New Zealand MLH & used accumulation on 60+ Hagners, part Hagners & stockcards. About 60% are 1967-1990
used with earlier modest pickings incl 1935 Airs, 1940 Centennial & 1954 to 10/- plus Healths from 1935. Later 1990's
Cinderella issues incl M/S's. Cond varies but pickings with care. (c1000 stamps)
New Zealand Various oddments on leaves & Hagners noting QV 1½d letter card unused, a few 1980-1990 M/S's incl
1990 Health, KGV MUH Official ovpts incl 8d, 9d & 1/- plus 6 diff surface printed. Also 1920 Victory MUH/MLH, 1928
Exhibition MUH, 1929 & 1932 Health MUH, 1931 5d on 3d & 1934 7d Trans Tasman Airs, 1935 Airs MUH (6d evenly
toned) & Pictorials simplified to 3/-. Finally 1947-1981 Govt Life sets & Ross Dep from 1957 to 1988 all MUH plus NZ
1985-1990 commems & M/S's MUH on Seven Seas hingeless leaves. Additional large stockbook with heavily
duplicated used QEII, a 1967 defin set on FDC & 3 early postcards (100s)
New Zealand MLH & used in "Collector de Luxe" peg album starting with 9 imperf & 8 perfd Chalons, the former incl
no wmk 6d pale brown (SG 14, Cat. £325) with 4 close margins & large star wmk 6d black-brown (SG 41, Cat. £140)
with 3 margins & 2d black Hausberg imperf pair, 2nd sideface range to 1/- incl "Adson" & 1898 Pictorials to 9d plus
fiscally used 5/-. 1907/08 "small birds" incl 3d MLH, used & 6d used with 3 of each, 1906 Christchurch Exhib ½d & 1d
x 2 ea F/U, KEVII to 1/- used & 8d MLH before KGV recess to 1/- MLH & used with x 2 of some vals. Also 2/- Admiral
MLH, 1920 Victory 6d & 1/- F/U, 1925 Dunedin MLH, 1929 & 1930 Healths used & 1931 Airs & ovpts used plus 1935
Airs F/U & Silver Jubilee MUH before a good KGVI range incl 1940 Centennial used & Arms range to £2 incl 30/- cds.
Finally QEII 1954 to 10/- used & Officials, PD's & Express with a few MLH M/S's noting 1959, 1960 & 1973. A clean lot
well worth reserve. (1000+)
New Zealand Oddments with majority used arranged on Hagners from 1857/63 6d pale brown, no wmk with 3
margins lightly used, 1862/64 6d black-brown, wmk large star with 4 close margins, 10 x perfd Chalons to 1/- &
1907/08 small 3d, 6d & 1/- birds plus a few KGV incl 2d yellow engraved used (SG 432, Cat. £60). Also Express
Delivery bicolours with 3 different perfs, a few Govt Life monocolours to 2d used & 1947/63 set MUH noting a few
1935 defins incl 2/- MLH ovptd "Official", 1953 2/6d & 10/- QEII on horseback fine MUH. Some low value KGV defins
not counted in reserve. (c100)
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New Zealand Framas Range of MUH & covers in binder with slipcase housing 27 Hagners. Covers all 5 issues from
1984 (trial issue) to 1990 (Māori design). Approx 150 labels MUH & used plus 20 FDC's. Noted Trial issue with "00.00"
label plus 2 more for the second "Map" issue with later imperf blank "Map" Frama paper strip plus a useful list of
commissioning dates for offices
New Zealand Selection comprising 1909 KEVII defins to 1/- MLH (Cat. £165), 1920 Victory MLH (Cat. £60) & Healths
from 1929 incl Smiling Boys MLH & then complete to 1980. MUH from 1944 to 1980. Cat. £500+ (128)
New Zealand & Tokelau Islands 1983-1992 FDC's in 2 Cumberland albums. Appear all different lot with vals to $10
Kiwi & many commem sets of 4 or 6. Clean throughout & useful to re-seller. (c100)
New Zealand MLH & used in cat. order with duplication from imperf Chalons (7) to 1960. Noted perfd Chalons to 1/incl 4d rose, yellow, 6d red-brown, black-brown, blue, 1/- in 3 shades & lower vals (total perfd: 28), 1874/78 3d, 4d (2),
6d & 1/- (3 of ea), SSF (66 to 1/- incl 8d x2), 1898 Pictorials incl shades of 3d, 5d, 6d, 8d, 1/-, 2/- & 5/- (2, one fiscal),
2/- ovptd Official & 1d Universal no wmk & wmkd perf. 11 blocks MUH/MLH plus KEVII noting 2 perf vertical pair of 8d
Official & a 6d single all MLH. Also KGV MLH/used recess to 1/- incl block of 4d in 2 perfs, 9d sage & yellowish olive
MLH, Officials incl 3d inverted wmk MLH, 8d MLH, 9d used & 1/- pair used, 1926/27 Admirals incl 2/- dark blue with
inverted wmk & blue ovptd "Official". Finally 3/- mauve x 2 all MLH, good MLH/used 1935 Pictorials to 3/- incl Official
ovpts to 2/- (2), defins from KGVI incl Officials (both 2/- upright & inverted wmks normal & Official), 1953 to 10/- incl
white paper to 1/9d, 1960 to £1 & from 2/6d to £1 both MLH & used. Back page has 1920 Victory & 1925 Dunedin
Exhib sets MLH, these being the only non-defins in the lot. Hingeing varies on mint, but very few faults facially &
conservative reserve. (100s)
North Borneo 1886-1961 range with 1886 10¢ MLH, 1891/92 6¢ on 8¢ yellow-green & 1892 1¢ on 5¢ slate MLH
before extensive Pictorials & ovpts mainly CTO to $10 (SG 145). Also 1904/05 "4 cents" surcharges MLH with 7 vals
to $1, 1911 25¢, 50¢ & $1 MLH, 1916 surcharges used, 1918 Red Cross surcharges x 13 vals to 24¢ & Malayer
Borneo Exhib x 9 to 50¢ all MLH plus some PD ovpts (15) incl 4 MLH to 18¢. Also odd KGVI/QEII incl 1956 to $1.
Mostly fine. (150)
Philippines MLH & used from Spanish colonial period to 2012 in thick stockbook. Incls Jap Occ with good late 1940's
to early 1950's sets with later c90% complete. Mostly used plus a few fiscals, Telegraphs & Officials. Mainly fine with
over 1500 stamps incl a few se-tenant blocks & M/S's.
Qatar MVLH group of sets comprising 1961 Defins to 10r, 1965 Scouts, ITU & ovpts, 1965 Fishes set of 17 imperf &
1966 Games plus Gold & Silver Coinage freeforms. All fine. SG 27/37, 54/112, Cat. £260 as MUH. (69)
Romania Accum on 80+ Vario sheets in 2 binders (one a Lighthouse padded in "as new" cond). Enormous quantity
of common material from late 1860's to 1990's in no particular order. Good luck trying to reconstitute sets with related
items on different pages. Well over 1000 diff plus 100's of duplicates, generally CTO or (pre-1900) postally used.
Mainly CTO but odd MUH set incl 1993 dinosaurs in block of 4 & 1945 Patriotic Defence Fund with 10 of 12 values,
Cat. £8.75 ea. (100s)
Russia 1879-1995 largely CTO on album leaves in protector sleeves housed in 2 ring binders. Sparse to 1950 with
stronger later representation but without any "big ticket" items. All have SG Cat. numbers pencilled below. No M/S's
but overall, a useful starter lot. (100s)
Russia 1970-1979 sets appearing to be complete incl M/S's in Schaubek hingeless album. Mixed MUH/CTO as are
the 83 M/S's which incl all those which appeared with ovpts through this period from SG 3777 to SG 4954. The 1980
Olympic publicity 1 rouble issues are all MUH. Nearly 120 issues per year! (100s)
Russia 1990-2001 mixed MUH & used/CTO incl M/S's with some earlier noting 1977 pre-Olympic publicity 1r + 50k
charity stamps MUH. Useful thematics in sets. A clean lot with post-1990 largely MUH. STC £400+ (100s)
Russia Massive quantity on 70+ Hagners with the Tsarist period well worth checking & later 1990's MUH sets incl
M/S's & sheetlets up to 2000 Polar Explorers. A quick scan revealed 1991-1998 sets cat. at £200+ e.g. 1992 defins
to 500r MUH. Incls a few other odd countries which supplement the thematic content. (1000s)
Samoa 1877-1988 MLH near complete. Missing "Long Tom" ovpts on NZ & 1932 Arms missing £1. Clean lot from
1877 "Express" reprints, incl ovpts on NZ, 1921 Huts & 1926/27 Admirals with later missing $4 bird & few others.
Useful starter lot. (100s + 30 M/S's)
San Marino Used group with 1892 5¢ on 20¢ in 2 ovpts types, 1932 GPO to 1l25, 1933 75¢ on 2l75, 1929/35 20l
(Cat. £425), 1949 UPU 200l imperf (Cat. £29), 1951 1000l Air (Cat. £600) & 1950 500l Air (Cat. £170) plus a couple
of others. Also 1948 cover with ovpts (E372/75, Cat. £160). All fine. Cat. £1500+ (14 + cover)
San Marino & Vatican in 2 stockbooks. The former to 1990 is a colourful mix of MLH & used short sets & oddments
(c460) with no high cat. value issues but Vatican is better with issues to 2015. Lightly duplicated with c1000 stamps
mixed MLH/used & mostly fine. Useful packings at this reserve. (approx. 1500)
Southern Rhodesia/Zimbabwe "Rhodesia Railways" labels x 33 diff, KGVI receipts (10), Zimbabwe "Certificate of
Posting" receipts (4) & 1976 commercial receipts using multiples of $1 revenue, 1953-1955 C.L. DeBeer Ltd &
other1940-1948 Mining Company receipts incl QQ Mines Ltd receipts re Barclays Bank Que Que. Also Surface
Mail/Surface Mail etiquettes with odd cinderella & postcard to 1999. Unusual. (c90 items)
South Africa- Provinces Lighthouse stockbook with Cape of Good Hope triangulars 1d x 3, 4d x 4, 6d & 1/- in
average cond before perfd issues to 5/- with light dupl incl QV revenues to 10/- (9) plus 1d ovptd "G" & KEVII to 5/-.
Noted Natal QV 5/- fiscally used & a few other QV postally used to 1/- with KEVII incl 2/6d & 5/-. Finally OFS MLH &
used range to 5/- & Transvaal MLH/used incl £5 reprint & others to 10/- with PD's to 6d. (100s)
Spain 1922-1946 MLH & used odds on album leaves noting 1930 Columbus Ships triangulars used, 1931 1st National
Philatelic Exhib 10¢ & 15¢ imperfs MLH, Ferdin & Isabella 15¢ to 1p MLH, 1937 Compestella MLH, 1938 150th Anniv
of US Constitution used & 1938 Defence of Madrid plus 7 NOV 1938 ovpt MLH. Also 1939 Airs to 4p MLH, 1945 10p
Marato Air pair MUH & 1946 Day of the Race set of 3 in MUH strips. Useful lot. (168)
Spain Range on leaves comprising used from imperfs to 1980 in mixed cond with a few MLH incl 1926 Catacombs to
25¢ (12), 1930 Goya to 1p & 1916 Parliament Official set of 8. A 2second collection from 1973-1979 is near complete
MUH incl M/S's on Lighthouse Hingeless leaves. (100s)
Spain & France Accum in large disintegrating Lighthouse stockbook starting with Hagner of modern MUH plus loose
"Euro" period sets, singles & sheetlets with €50+ face value before untidy MLH & used in random order incl a few
covers & Framas with France interspersed incl some useful earlies & 1930's post-war noting a few MUH before more
Spain & more France (incl FSAT) loose inside back cover. Chaotic but estimate is conservative & will definitely reward
the patient sorter! (1000s)
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Sudan Range on leaves with 1897 1m, 2m & 3m written up with study of different types illustrated in vertical
MUH/MLH strips of 6, blocks of 4 & 2 singles for each value. Used range from different source showing 1897 set
of forgeries before 1898 to 2pi, 1902/21 to 10pi & an incomplete later range with some MLH incl 1931/37 Airs to
10pi x 11 missing 4½pi) plus ovpts before Gordon to 10p MLH & Air surcharges for 1935 & 1938 MLH with 8 of 10
vals. Also 1948 to 50pi used, 1950 Airs MLH, 1951 to 50pi mixed MLH/used & most commems to 1968 MLH plus
1956 regd FDC, postcard to England with "Shilluck Warriors" photo & a few "SG" ovpts & other "back of the book".
Mostly fine. (294, 1 pc, 3 covers)
Switzerland Duplicated range on leaves & Hagners. Mostly used from 1839 pre-stamp entire Lugano-Cevio, 1850
10Rp imperf (cut into) with BPA cert. (1976), 2½, 5, 10Rp & 15¢ Spiro reproductions, 1852 15Rp x 2 (genuine),
1854/62 imperfs with 5r pair + 4 singles, 10r (12), 15r (9), 20r (4), 40r (5) & 1862 2¢ to 1fr (latter MLH, others with
some in mixed cond.). Also 1867/78 similar to 50¢ & 1881/82 changed colours MLH/used before later numeral &
Standing Helvetia types with shades & sorted by perf & wmk. Finally 3 diff 5¢ postcards, Tell types incl tete beche (3
diff), 1928/31 10f green with later defins to 1963 & a few 1958/88 charity sets on cover. (100's + covers & postcards)
Switzerland 1854-1960 MLH & used with some duplication in Davo album. Noted 1855/62 imperfs used to 40r x 13
(fair to good used), 1862 types to 1f MLH/used incl 60¢ (Cat. £225), 1881 MLH/used incl 50¢ used (Cat. £65) & 1900
UPU MLH plus a solid range of Standing Helvetia's to 3f, Pictorial defins to 10f green used, 1939 trilinguals MUH/MLH
with extras & most Pro Patria & Pro Juventute MUH/MLH. (100s)
Switzerland 1854-2000 MUH, MLH & used on printed leaves in Abria & Schaubek binders. Average to 1920 before a
very good coverage of Pro Juventute incl 1955 set on FDC, Pro Patria, 1935-1938 Airs with later "Pro Aero" CTO.
Mostly used/CTO to 1986 then more MUH to 2000 with some gaps & M/S's from 1938 incl 1948 IMABA MUH, 1955
Lausanne MLH, 1959 NABAG CTO & 1960 Pro Patria MUH plus 9 later to 1987 CTO or MUH Incls odd booklet (100s)
Switzerland 1862-1960 MUH, MLH & used remnants on plain leaves in old German springback. Duplicated & missing
significant items thus priced to clear! (100s)
Switzerland 1912-1934 covers x 9 incl 2 registered, one of which (1918) has been censored. All bearing tete-beche
pairs, most with other extra franking. Highlight is the censored cover bearing 1908/40 25¢ pair (Cat. £200 used plus
premium on cover). Other pairs with a total cat. value of c£150 + premium on covers.
Switzerland 1923-1963 Airmail selection with majority MUH on 2 Hagners incl 1923 to 1f MLH, F/U (2) & grilled gum
(5) to 1f, 1932 set of 3 & surcharges, Pro Aero 1941 & 1947-1949, 1963 & 1941 set used plus 1948 "a" numbers MLH.
A clean lot. SG Cat. £365 for post-1940 + Scott US$235 for earlier (50)
Switzerland 1936-1956 Pro Patria complete fine used/CTO. The 1938 is on ordinary ungrilled paper . (72)
Switzerland 1936-1960 Pro Patria complete MUH/MLH on Hagners, the 1938 with grilled gum (elusive thus).
Fine throughout. (96)
Thailand 1993-2004 range of commem M/S's incl Parrots, Butterflies, Insects, Dinosaurs & Flowers plus 1989 "Pillar
Box" booklet. All fresh MUH. Also some commems on commercial covers useful for F/U not incl in cat. value of £120+
(18 M/S's & 13 covers/cards)
Tunisia 1888-1945 MLH/used on old French leaves with 1908/26 incl most MLH to 5f, 1916 Red Cross surcharges
excl surcharged 75¢ & 5f, 1918 ditto before 1923 AFF Charity surcharges to 25¢ on 2f with all MLH. Also 1926/41
MLH (excl 1f25) to 20f, 1931 MLH/used to 5f, 1938 50th Anniv to 3f MLH, 1944 "Trees & Mosque" to 20f & 1945 vals
to 100f MLH plus Parcel Post 1906 & 1926 sets mixed MLH/used to 5f with a few PD's to 3f MLH. Clean throughout &
cat. £600+ (354)
Turkey Mainly used in 2 stockbooks incl useful "back of the book". Good general range with pickings but not many
complete sets of significance. Noted 1958 "towns" complete before a general range to 2010. (100s)
USA 1851-2001 with used to 1925 before mixed MLH & used later. Useful earlies in above average cond noting 1857
to 30¢, 1861 to 90¢ (top perfs cut off), 1869 to 15¢, 1890/94 to both 90¢, 1890 "no triangles" to 30¢ & 1894 "triangles"
to $1, 1892 & 1898 Pictorials to 50¢, 1910/11 to $5 & commems near complete to 1958. Airs missing only high value
Zeppelins & with 1918 & 1923 sets x 2 each used plus Special Deliveries, Parcel Post & a few other "back of the
book". Also 1927-1941 Airs MUH incl 1927 Lindbergh booklet pane. Cat. £1500+ (100s)
USA 1990's-2010 MUH accumulation in 2 files with a face value of US$500+ (A$690). Noted S/A sheetlets with
excellent thematic potential for re-sale. Fine cond. (1000s)
USA 19th century fair to good used selection on Hagner noting 90¢ Washington imperf, 1869 15¢ & 24¢ bicolours
(SG 121, 122) & a few perfd to 30¢ Franklin x 2 incl distinct shades of the 24¢ Washington. Impressive cat. value
but should be viewed to assess condition reflected in reserve. Cat. £1500+ (18)
USA Two standard Davo albums with mounts added. Sparse range in very mixed cond with 1893 Columbian to 50¢
(8¢ & 15¢ well centred unused, 30¢ used & 50¢ unused with faults), useful sheetlets incl 1933 Chicago (MLH) 1¢ & 3¢
(the former with tear at lower right), 1934 1¢ Trans-Mississippi, 1940 Famous Americans MLH (5 sets of 5 plus 2 sets
of 5 used), 1943 flags MLH & 1982 birds & flowers sheets of 50 MUH x 2. Second Vol covers 1987-1094 & is well
represented with many MUH se-tenant blocks, strips & M/S's plus Airmails. Incls "back of the book" common range
with odd departmental Officials incl 1873 90¢ Treasury & other vals to 15¢ plus PPC's from 1910 & 1926 with 2
different of each. Also noted "Shanghai China" ovpts on Washington 4¢, 10¢ & 12¢ MLH with hinge remnants but
frontally fresh (Cat. £210+) & a page of Ohio sales tax receipts. Respectable collection with majority MLH &
commercially used. (1000s)
Vietnam-North & Unified Also incls NLF issues used on c50 Hagners in binder. Helpfully annotated with small "flags"
showing year of issue & catalogue numbers. Nothing scarce sighted with many gaps pre-1960 but a useful lot to build
on or re-purpose the Hagners! (c1000)
Antarctica 1934-1992 range of research & expedition commem covers from Japan, NZ, Ross Dependencies, South
Africa, South America, USA & Russia. A diverse range with many diff pmks & cachets noting 1934 Byrd 2nd
expedition cover & b&w ppc with "Little America", 1967 Scott Base, 1974 & 1975 Dog Sled Mail, 1975 Operation
Icecube, 1976 Vanda Station Airmail cover to Czechoslovakia & a Korean Antarctic research program from Chile to
NZ. Majority in fine cond & all in sleeves. Wonderful assortment with conservative reserve. (100+)
Antarctica Various related items incl BAT 1972 QEII Silver Wedding FDC, 1975 cover Graham Land to Belgium,
1975 Tourist Expedition to France, 1978 Adelaide Island & Graham Island PPC's to England, 1984 Joint Service
Expedition Wasp helicopter flight cover, 1984 British Antarctic survey cover to England, 1985 HMS Endurance cover
& Survey covers from 1999 & 2000 to France & 2002 Quark Expedition plus 6 different unused postcards. Very good
condition. (17 items)
Baltic States MLH 7 used in 2 slim stockbooks. Good coverage of basic issues pre-1940 with post-1990 from Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuania & Central Lithuania. Noted better Estonia incl first imperf set of 4 MLH, 1938 Centenary MUH plus
used set (excl 15s) & Latvia with pickings in pre-1940 MLH/used noting attractive 1990's-2000's issues. Generally fine
with light duplication. (100s)
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British Africa QV to 1952 MLH & used with many highlights, especially in the MLH which are mostly once hinged & in
excellent cond. There are many short sets besides the scarcer high vals mentioned here. KUT 1935 10/- KGV F/U,
Gambia "Cameos" to 1/- MLH/used (21), KGVI to 10/- & RSW £1 F/U, Gold Coast 1938 & 1948 used sets to 10/- RSW
F/U, Nigeria KGV Pictorials to 5/- & RSW F/U & Nyasaland KGVI to £1 F/U, RSW & 1951 60th Anniv set F/U. Also
Northern Rhodesia KGV to 10/- (excl 5/- & 7/6d) used, KGVI to 10/- & RSW 20/- F/U before Sierra Leone 1859 no
wmk 6d reddish lilac MLH (Cat. £70) & 28 other QV to 1/- with 1933 Wilberforce to 5/- (regd cds), KGVI to £1 & RSW
F/U. South Africa - Griqualand 1877/78 "G" ovpts used to 5/- (9 diff) & South Africa 1930's commems in used/CTO
bilingual pairs incl Silver Jubilee in MLH vertical pairs, 1937 Coronation in F/U blocks & War Effort & "bantam" sets
complete MLH. Finally Swaziland KGV to 2/6d MLH & 1948 RSW MLH. All countries have 1935, 1937, 1946 & 1949
omnibus sets MLH or used. Some QV/KGV average used but generally good to F/U or MLH. Total cat. £3000+ (100s)
British Commonwealth 5 albums noting NZ Chalons (seconds) & early higher vals, South Africa with bilingual pairs,
Revenues, Officials & PD's etc. Extensive PNG, Aust Territories & Pacific Islands. Also some Victoria postmarks.
Many MUH/MLH in the Pacific Islands. Clearance reserve!! (1000s)
British Commonwealth A-N countries to 1952 MLH & used on album leaves. Noted Burma 1937 to 12a MLH (Cat.
£45), 1938 to 1R MUH/MLH with other defin sets to 1R MUH/MLH, Canada used in mixed cond incl 1899 20a,
1897/98 to 10¢, 1928/29 50¢ & $1 F/U, ditto 1930/31 & 1942 6¢ Air F/U. Cyprus ovpt on QV 1d red plates 201, 208,
215, 217/8 MLH (pl. 208 used) (Cat. £160), 1881 ½d pl. 205 MLH (Cat. £80), 1882 "½" on ½p emerald used (Cat.
£75), CA wmk (SG 25, Cat. £9), 1886 "½" 6mm apart used (SG 27, Cat. £70) & 8mm apart (SG 29, Cat. £17) plus
later QV to 6pi used. KEVII (6) to 2pi used, KGV (21) to 6p, 1928 50th Anniv to 18pi used, 1934 45pi & KGVI to 90pi
with RSW £1 used. Eire "Rialtas" to 1/- MLH/used, "Saorstat" to 5/- MLH/used, 1922/34 to 1/- MLH & 1937 to 10/used. Also Falkland Deps RSW MLH/used & UPU used, Gibraltar 1856 "G" obliterator on 6d lilac, "A26" on 2½d rosy
mauve piece, QV issues mixed MLH/used to 1p bistre & 1/- bistre & carmine (both used), KEVII MLH/used to 2/-, KGV
MLH/used to 10/-, Silver Jubilee used, KGVI to £1 (excl 10/-) used & RSW £1 used. Hong Kong QV MLH/used low
vals in mixed cond, plus 1890 2c Stamp Duty MLH (Cat. £200, but black spot on one bottom perf) before later modest
but incls 1941 set F/U & $10 RSW used. Finally, Maldives 1933 to 1r used (Cat. £140), Malta short sets used & RSW
£1 F/U, Mauritius with a good range incl high Cat. QV to 5/- (mostly good MLH/used) with 1878 surcharges (2¢, 2r50
MLH, others used), 1887 2¢ on 13¢ F/U (Cat. £120) & badge types to 18¢ before KGV 1921/24 2r50 & 5r used (Cat.
£128) & RSW 10r both MLH & used & 1950 Pictorials to 10r F/U. Incls modest range of NZ. Well worth reserve. (100s)
British Commonwealth A-V countries MLH & used with many sets having both in Lighthouse stockbook. 1935-1970's
with many better defins incl Bermuda KGVI 10/- perf. 13 (SG 119e) MUH, Barbados 1950 $2.40, QEII script set used
& MLH $1.20 & $2.40 (2 ea), British Guiana 1st QEII to $5 MLH, Jamaica KGVI duplicated to 2/- & 5/- MLH, 1956 £1
used & 1964/68 to £1 MUH. Also St Kitts QEII to $4.80 MLH, St Lucia to $2.50 used, Trinidad & Tobago KGVI to
$4.80 used & QEII to both $4.80 MLH, Bahamas 1964 ovpts to £1 MUH, 1965 to £1 & KGVI 4d to 8d pictorial blocks
of 6 MUH. Finally Sierra Leone KGVI to £1 F/U plus a good range of omnibus issues incl RSW x 3 used & Bermuda
1935 Silver Jubilee MUH. Also incls a few MUH M/S's. (100s)
British Commonwealth KGVI short sets MLH with many used odd vals plus some earlier useful too & worth
checking. Starts with GB 1d black stuck onto backing paper to provide margins before a basic range to 1951 in very
mixed cond. Mint are mainly lightly hinged but odd stained top perf. Still a good buy at this reserve. (100s)
British Commonwealth MLH & good to fine used range in 10 SG Senator volumes covering a variety of countries incl
Aden, Antigua, Ascension, Bahamas, Barbados, Basutoland with Lesotho ovpts to R1, Bechuanaland & Botswana
birds to R2 plus British Solomon Is incl 1956 to £1 MLH, surcharges to $2 in both wmk types MLH & 1968 to $1 MUH
before Brunei, Canada used plus later MLH to 1967, Cape of Good Hope, Cayman Is, Ceylon & Cook Is from 1965 to
5/- with Airmail/ovpts, Churchill all MLH & SP Games sheetlets of 12. Also Cyprus, Dominica, Falkland Is 1955 set &
1960 birds to 1/- MUH & 1968 flowers to £1 MUH. Fed Malay States, Fiji incl 1960's with £1 black & orange x 2 MLH,
1968 to £1 & 1970 to $2 MUH. Continues with Gibraltar incl 1960 to 5/- MUH/MLH, 1967 ships to £1 MUH, Gilbert &
Ellice 1965 to £1 MLH, 1968 to $2 MUH, Gold Coast, Ghana comprehensive incl 1965 New Currency to C2.40 on £1
MLH, Grenada & Grenadines, Guernsey, Hong Kong, India & States, Ireland, Jap Occ of Malaya, Jamaica, Jersey,
Johore, Kedah, Kelantan, KUT, Kuwait, Labuan noting 1904 "4 cents" surcharges set of 9 MLH (Cat. £190). Another
volume with Leewards Is, Malacca, BM & Malaya, Malayan Fed, Malaysia, Maldives, Malta with several sets to 1/-,
1930 to 2/6d & Silver Jubilee MLH, Mauritius incl KEVII to 2R50, 1953 ditto MLH, 1965 to 2R50 MLH & 1967 ovpts to
10R MUH before Montserrat, Morocco Agencies, Natal & Nevis. Negri Sembilan, Newfoundland, New Hebrides, NSW,
New Zealand (few only), Nigeria, Niue, North Borneo with pickings in MLH pre-1930, Sabah ovpts to $10 MLH,
Northern Nigeria KEVII to 2/6d MLH & 10/- (SG 18), KGV to 1/- MLH & Silver Jubilee MLH plus Zambia while
Nyasaland incls a few earlies & KGV 1934 set MLH, 1963 to £1 MLH, 1964 & Malawi defins to 2/6d MLH with
commems to 1966. Finally O.F.S., Pakistan, Palestine, Penang, Perak, Perlis, Pitcairn, PNG noting 1966/67 butterflies
in large blocks to 50¢ MUH (26 of latter) & 1966 SPC x 46, Queensland, Rhodesia, Rhodesia & Nyasaland, Sarawak,
Selangor, Seychelles (incl Silver Jubilee set) & extensive Sierra Leone with 1960's freeforms plus Somaliland,
Singapore (incl 1962 to £5 MLH), South Africa, South Aust, South Georgia to 2/6d MLH, Southern Cameroons,
Southern Nigeria & S. Rhodesia incl 1965 ovpts to £1 MLH. Continues with S.W. Africa, Straits, St Helena incl QEII to
£1 MUH/MLH, St Kitts KGV to 2/-, St Lucia, St Vincent, Sudan, Sungei Ujong & Swaziland. Also KUT incl Tanganyika
1922/24 giraffes to 75¢ MLH, Tasmania incl 6d imperf, Tobago x 10 with QV to 6d, Tokelau, Tonga, Transvaal,
Trenganu, Trinidad, Tristan, Turks & Caicos noting 1900/04 to 1/- & 1967 to £1 MLH plus Uganda (lots loose),
Victoria, Virgin Is, WA, Zanzibar incl both 1964 ovptd sets to 20/- & Zululand to 1/- MLH. On the whole the collection is
well presented with majority annotated but some vols with stamps loose between pages so please be careful when
viewing. 1935 Silver Jubilee MLH sets are usually present while KGVI to QEII defins are mainly to 2/- or the local
currency. Pre-1935 are generally modest with post-1970 likewise. (1000s)
British Commonwealth KGVI era cover accumulation with many useful noted incl Australia 1946 & 1947 sets imprint
blocks (reg'd), 3d KGVI on HMA Ships (handstamp) with dumb obliterator, 1d WA revenue used for postage & taxed
5d, 1942 HM Ship "Passed by Censor" GB to WA via USA plus 3 similar covers with GB 2/6d brown & 1/- x 2 to WA
via N. Atlantic & Pacific (Oct 1941) (2), USA 1940 to WA with "Passed by Naval Censor", 1945 USA to WA Airmail
using 20¢ & 50¢ airs, NZ 1945 Peace set regd to WA & various Hong Kong, NZ, Egypt, Palestine, S. Africa, Ceylon,
India Censored Forces & Company Mail & all to similar WA addresses with Industrial Extracts & Plaimar the
commercial ones. Mixed cond with odd front only & some with torn flaps but incls 40+ Censored covers & others with
redirection markings etc. Well worth reserve with viewing recommended. (c230 items incl similar period b&w &
coloured postcards)
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British Commonwealth 1935 Silver Jubilee complete MUH/MLH on Hagners. Odd colour changeling/sulphuretting
appearance namely Fiji 1½d, New Guinea & Papua sets, NZ 6d & St Helena 1½d. Egypt is fine MUH with an
additional NZ set in MUH imprint blocks plus 11 diff sets of 4 used incl Hong Kong, Malta & NZ plus 5 single items
with shifted vignette add weight to the value together with GB 1½d block with stitched selvedge from booklet.
Largely fine. Cat. £1800+ (300+)
British Commonwealth 1937 Coronation complete mixed MUH/MLH on Hagners. Occasional split perf & 1½d
Antigua faulty otherwise fine. Cat. £200 if fine MUH. (202)
British Commonwealth 1948 RSW complete on Hagners & mostly MUH incl Hong Kong or MVLH incl a MUH/MLH
vertical pair of 20/- Northern Rhodesia. Fresh & attractive throughout. Cat. £2250 (138)
British Commonwealth 1949 UPU omnibus fine used range (excl 1/- Aden) with the Bahawalpur in CTO pairs
incl Officials. Apart from a couple all are very fine. SG Cat. £700 used (307 - no Ceylon)
British Commonwealth 1937 Coronation complete used with South & S.W. Africa in bilingual pairs, the latter set with
line cancels. Balance of the lot F/U with cds strikes. GB is 1½d pair, others singles or bilingual pairs. Cat. £275 (203)
British Commonwealth 1946 Victory complete (excl perf varieties) in both MLH (Cat. £65) & fine used cond (Cat.
£95). Also 1953 Coronation set MLH (Cat. £150 as MUH) & fine used (Cat. £100). The GB set registered FDC. (540)
British Commonwealth MUH, MLH & used on Hagners & small album pages in display book. Odd better noted incl
Bermuda KGVI 10/- (rounded corner) & Straits Settlements KGV 1936 to $5 used & 1946 Victory omnibus (82) MLH
plus GB in mixed cond with assorted low value KGVI/QEII MLH Pictorials on last few Hagners noting NZ 1946 3d
Victory block of 4 with "completed tail rudder" variety on one. Also India 1999-2001 MUH on one Hagner. Overall, a
wide range in variable condition with basic pickings. (1000+)
British West Indies QV to KGVI MLH & used collected in the 1950's the majority of the MLH being once-hinged
examples only while some on a selvedge count as MUH. The following highlights are by no means exhaustive, as an
inspection will reveal. Bahamas 1938 to 5/- lilac & blue F/U (SG 156), 1942 Landfall to £1, 1948 Tercentenary to £1,
RSW £1 all used, Barbados Britannia MLH 1d blued paper imperf (Cat. £60), white paper imperf 1d blue shades used
(Cat. £60, £75), 6d pale rose-red used (Cat. £120) with 1/- black shades (Cat. £75, £110) & perfd (odd trimmed) to 1/used with 1861/70 (11) & 1875/81 (12) plus 1882 set used. Also 1906 Nelson x 7 plus 1907 2½d MCA, all used.
Bermuda KGV 10/- script wmk F/U, KGVI 2/- (3), 2/6d (2) & 5/- to £1 with 1 of each MLH & RSW £1 MLH. British
Guiana 1888/89 "dull purples" to 72¢ used, RSW $3 F/U, British Honduras QV no wmk set of 4 (one 1d faulty, 1/- used
stained), CC wmk perf. 12½ green & deep green used plus perf. 14 to 1/- (excl 6d), CA with both 1d colours, 4d, bisect
of 1d rose on piece, 1888/91 to 50¢ on 1/- grey MLH (6¢ on 3d F/U), 1932 Relief Fund MLH, 1938 to $5 F/U, 1948
RSW & 1950 set to 10/- MLH. Dominica RSW F/U, Grenada with both KGV heads wmks to 5/-, RSW MLH, 1951 to
$2.50 MLH & 1908 10/- MLH (Cat. £160) while Jamaica incls KGV script Pictorials to 5/- used & RSW F/U. Leewards
RSW F/U, St Lucia QV (40), 1891 MLH to 10/- & 1936 to 10/- MLH plus KGVI to £1 MLH, RSW MLH & 1949 to $4.80
MLH. Trinidad & Tobago 1935/37 to 72¢ used & RSW used with Turks & Caicos KGVI to 2/- MLH incls both 6d & 1/colours. All countries have the Silver Jubilee sets MLH with some also used. Viewing will impress. Cat. £5,000++
Europe Group of previously unsold auction lots comprising Germany 1938/44 duplicated MUH on Hagner incl 1939
National Day 6pf + 19pf Hitler x 6, 1954/60 Heuss to 3DM MLH, 1946 Stadt Aschaffenburg 10pf + 40pf dull green
sheetlet of 25 MUH, DDR 1950 Debria M/S F/U with Zwickau 19.2.51 cds (Cat. £225) & Netherlands 1956 Europa
pair MUH (Cat. £75). (66+ sheets of 25 & M/S)
Europe Covers & Postcards with Great Britain QV "stars" perfd fronts (2) & cover with later incl some loose stamps,
covers to Italy & Switzerland, Postcards of Belgium (9), France (2), Denmark (3), Czech (2), Germany (14),
Luxembourg (7), Netherlands (3) & Switzerland, mostly used from late 1890's to 1930's with some German post-WWII.
Individually enveloped. (50, plus loose stamps)
Europe Mixed group with France 1956-1966 Red Cross booklets (11), Serbia 1905 & 1911 sets MLH with 1866 20p &
1867 1p & 2p Prince Michael plus Austria on Vario Sheet with useful 1950's MUH. Also Sweden early 17ö, 1976 50th
Anniv of First Flight Australia to Pacific Is to Aust commem covers with violet cachet (set of 6). Odd others incl range
of pre-1930 Germany noting 1912 10pf Rhein & Marx semi-official Air MLH. Also some "ring ins" with Aust 1931
Kingsford Smith 2d plate blocks 1-8 complete (aged gum on most) & PNG 1966 & 1969 defin sets on unaddressed
FDC's. Cond varies but useful to re-seller. (100s)
Europe WWI-WWII oddments, covers & sets plus a few 1950's Israel on stockleaves noting Austrian Military Post dupl
to 10k & 1958 Russia 40k 40th Anniv coloured PPC featuring soldier. Interesting covers incl Poland 1919 ovptd set on
1 Gen Govt Warschau ovptd Germania to 60pf. WWII issues incl Croatia MLH/used (c80) plus Legionnaires M/S both
perf & imperf plus a few Austria Airs to 1935 10s before Liechtenstein 1950's sports with 2 diff sets & 1938 Iceland &
Guatemala M/S's plus some Canada & others. (100s)
Foreign Pre-1950 in old binder with the best being Germany & States noting 1871 shields (6 small, 11 large) plus
"2½" & "9" (latter MNG), 1922 Charity pair MLH & used, 1924 Airs to 300pf MLH, 1928 Arms MLH, 1930/31 Welfare
Fund MLH & 1935 Ostropa sheet used but gum has stained to large degree. Also 1936 Olympics MLH, 1937 Hitler
imperf M/S with 20/4/37 Pictorial cachet & perfd M/S MLH & another rouletted used, ditto with ovptd panels MLH.
1936 & 1937 Brown Band of Germany M/S CTO, 1937 Winter Relief MLH set of 8 before a solid MLH & used range
to 1945. Other European countries with few highlights but many 100's noting some Ethiopia, French Colonies &
Netherlands Indies. (1000+)
Malayan QV to KGVI MLH & used on leaves from large British Commonwealth collection. Straits Settlements incl
1867 ovpts on India (excl 24¢) MLH/used in mixed cond but cat. £1570, 1867/72 to 96¢ used with both of latter perf.
12½ & perf. 14 (Cat. £280), 1879 7¢ on 32¢ MLH x 2, one with corner fault, 1880 "10" surcharges with 3 different
settings (2 used, 1 MNG), 1880/81 10¢ on 6¢ x 2, on 12¢ also x 2 & on 30¢ all used. Also 1882 5¢ "CC" wmk MLH
(Cat. £120), 10¢ used (Cat. £80), 1883 "Two Cents" surcharges x 5, one a used perfin & 4 MNG - one with wide "N"
(Cat. £350 as MLH), 1885 3¢ on 5¢ blue MLH (minor faults), 1902 KEVII $5 (fiscal cancel), 1921/33 script wmk $25
postally used, 1936/37 & 1937/41 sets to $5 used. Jap Occ range MLH & used with 26 Pictorials plus others mounted
with state issues as appropriate. British PO's in Siam "B" ovpt on 2¢ CC wmk with 2 partial "Bangkok" cds's (SG 2,
Cat. £1600), wmk CA 2¢ pale rose used, 4¢ pale brown MLH & 10¢ slate used. Average State range but all have
the UPU sets F/U. Only Singapore & Selangor incl RSW with both being good used. Excluding the Bangkok, the total
catalogue value of this lot is £3000++ Reserve allows for variable cond.
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Pacific Islands Collection presented in Simplex binder starting with NSW 1d "Sydney View" (creased) with
explanatory write up about design, then NZ page of 2d blue Chalons with 3 imperf, 5 perf & 2 x 6d blue perf. 12½ incl
attractive deep blue large star wmk imperf. Two pages of postal fiscal "Arms" type incl £3 with crisp registered cancel
& 30/- with illegible postal cancel while others are mainly "Stamp Duties" & "Inland Revenue" cds types to £100 incl
11/-, 22/-, 35/- & 12 values from £6 to £100. Collection proper is from 1967 to 1970 with Arms to $10 both line & comb
perfs, Pictorials to $2 incl both Geysers, Niue 1950 & 1967 to 30¢ plus Arms line & comb perfs sets & emergency
"rough perf 11" marginal set of 14. Also Ross Dep 1957 (incl both 8d shades) & 1967 all MUH, Fiji KGVI to £1 incl all
shades, perfs & dies (34), the 1937-1949 "omnibus" types, QEII 1954 to £1, 1961 to £1 before later wmk changes incl
4/- sideways (1967), 1968 to £1, 1969 to $2 & all commems to 1971 plus Hagners with used singles/multiples to $5
architecture. Finally Tokelau complete to 1970, Norfolk Is incl 1953 5/- imprint pair with 6½d on reg cover before solid
to 1985 (no 2/8d Local Govt), Christmas Is (Indian Ocean!) with 1958 MUH & 1963 on cover to $1 & Cocos Is 1963 &
1969 MUH plus latter set on 3 WCS FDC's. Nearly all mint are MUH. (100s)
Pacific & World Range in Lighthouse stockbook starting with Samoa MLH ovpts on NZ KEVII to 1/-, Victory set, 2/Admirals (deep & pale blue) all fine incl 2½d & 3d KGV 2 perf pairs, Tonga pre-1968 with useful MLH/unused/used on
2 double pages with 1886/88 set used & 3 vals MLH, 1891 4d surcharge used, 1892 6d yellow orange MLH & set to
1/- MLH/unused plus various surcharges incl 2½d on 8d mauve pair with "no stop" variety on one & 1895 set MLH.
Also 1896 "Half Penny" surcharges (4 MLH/mint), 1897 Pictorials to 5/- MLH plus 2/- to 5/- F/U, 1920/35 to 1/- MLH
plus a few used. Also 1923/24 "Two Pence" surcharges MLH & 6 vals used before 1938 & 1942/49 sets MLH, 1953 to
£1 MLH, 1962 Emancipation & 1966 Tupou College sets F/U, the latter set also MLH. Finally, 1893 Officials to 8d
MLH, Surcharges set with disturbed gum/hinge remnants. Additional useful (at the end of album) incl 18971/- & 2/6d
Prince of Wales Hospital Fund, a few pre-1900 forgeries & GB 1887 10d MLH plus a few pre-1920 Italy & States,
Norway 3sk Arms x 2 used & Denmark 48sk (pulled perf at right). An "arresting" mix with many not often seen! (100s)
World A-K Foreign countries in 1936 SG New Ideal album. Clean collection with very few sets but does incl Nyassa
1911 "República" ovpts complete MLH (12) plus a good mint or used range of other República ovpts from Portugal &
Colonies. Noted inserted 1903 page of Venezuela state of Guayana showing steamship with 14 vals to 1g MLH or
used with highly catalogued but likely reprints or forgeries. Some items have been removed but many 100's remain &
would be a challenge to expand these pre-1940 issues.
World A-U countries used with duplication in over-filled "Collector de Luxe" peg album. Huge quantity but largely
common. Most value in first half of thick Lighthouse stockbook starting with Bermuda QV to early QEII with KGV
pictorials to 1/6d & Silver Jubilee set all MLH, KGVI used low vals, QEII 1953 to 1/-, 1962 to 2/6d, BAT defins to 2/6d
MUH, Churchill MLH, Br. Guiana QEII MLH script to 36¢ & block wmk to 72¢, 1966 ovpts to $5 & a few British
Honduras incl KGV Belize Relief Fund MLH & Silver Jubilee MUH, animals to $5 MUH plus BIOT (excl "a" numbers) to
10R, Br. Postal Agencies in Eastern Arabia to 5/- MLH & NZ used with heavy dupl in KGV-KGVI, 1960 to 5/- MLH,
1961-1963 Health M/S pairs MUH, 1967 to $2 MLH, Govt Life surcharges MUH & 1963 2½d MUH. A most enjoyable
sort to be be had! (1000s)
World QV to KGV period in "Strand", "ETA" & "Rowland Hill" junior albums. Thousands of stamps in mixed cond with
very few sets but a few "gap filling" pickings in the £5-£10 range seen on a quick flick through. (100s)
World "balance of consignment" material comprising old black leaved collection of common China 1920's-early
1950's with a few Japan & Korea, Germany 1937 Hitler's Birthday M/S with 20.4.37 cancel, rouletted MS 637 MLH
in selvedge & slightly adhering to Hagner at top while another Hagner with duplicated on paper Hindenburg 3pf
(block), 5pf & 12pf defins with various cancels. Also 2 early USA & China covers, Heligoland MLH stamps (105) &
newspaper labels (6) on leaves & Hagners, stockcard & page with 8 used & in mixed cond so probably genuine.
Also Postal Stationery imperf impressions x 7 with all on well written up on pages making no claims as to reprints or
forgeries & sold "as is".
World 1841-1903 range of earlies with majority used noting Great Britain 1841 1d imperfs (3), 2d, page titled "The
Americas" with Central & South imperfs/perfs before a good US range incl 1893 Columbia good used set to 50¢,
Canada 1893 20¢ & 50¢, Japan 1871 500m blue-green & Neth Indies 1864 10c imperf with 4 margins on small
piece. Also Sweden 1855 4sk, Hungary 1871 25k, Luxembourg 1852 10¢, Austria 1850 2sk black, Poland SG 1
pale rose & pale blue with useful Italian States (6), Portugal 1853 25a Queen Maria F/U, Belgium 10¢ "epaulettes"
& Germany to 2r with States from imperfs. Some cancellation interest & cond is mostly well above average for pre1900. Cat. £2000+ (c500)
World Range illustrating philatelic terms & varieties in springback binder. Topics incl perforations, missing colours,
doctor blade flaws, slogans, printing processes, non-standard papers (incl Guernsey ½d & 1d pairs on bluish French
banknote paper), "jumped" perfs, zigzag roulettes, transit marks on cover & pre-paid h/s's incl Lord Chamberlain
(1936). Also a few pages of GB QV types in mixed cond some with wing margins, an 1887 taxed cover, KGVI
censored covers, ovpts & perfins for Official use. Also noted "back of the stamp" advertising, stamp show covers,
freeforms & some NZ health/charity issues incl 1931 Smiling Boys F/U. Truly absorbing!
World 1991-1999 range of stamp & coins PNC's with a selection of issues & matching/relevant coins. Majority
produced by PhilSwiss in the 1990's with attractive artwork & country embossed in gold on the cover plus an info
insert card. Incls Scotland with 24p QEII Regional pmkd Edinburgh & £1 coin. All in exc cond. (30)
World 2 "old time" illustrated albums in very mixed cond but noting Bahamas KGVI to 1/- MLH (8 vals), GB 1889 9d
QV used & 1948 £1 RSW MLH in the "Strand" album. The "Geographia Royal" album contains Aust States, France
noting 1849 15¢ & Germany to 1940. Several need a good soak to maximise their potential!
World 2003 Chinese Lunar New Year boxed collection comprising of 40 MUH stamps from 19 different countries &
featuring 12 traditional Chinese Papercut Lunar artworks. Limited edition & most attractive.
World Selection of countries on 50+ Hagners. Starts with page of WA used in very mixed cond before several pages
of mainly used Aust kangaroos to 2/- & KGV to 1/4d with many F/U incl small "OS" perfins. Later pages with China,
Singapore Orchids joint issue M/S's (5), Tokelau crabs, some common thematics CTO & Solomons M/S's x3. Also St
Vincent (4), South Africa strips, Pitcairn, PNG & Canada Year of the Tiger sheet of 25. Noted a few old Singapore &
China banknotes. Serendipity lot!
World Disorganised range on approx. 50 Hagners in binder. Lots of thematics CTO with main value in Russia pre1950 heavily overlapped amongst other countries. Not many complete sets but plenty of useful e.g. 1927 Graf
Zeppelin flight to Moscow 40k MLH (Cat. £65). Every page packed so leave time to view! (1000s)
World Lovely old-time Seaf album with wide range of pre-1914 in typically mixed cond. Useful Australian colonies with
occasional pickings elsewhere noting USA 1901 4¢ Auto & 1902 $1 Farragut. (100s)
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World Majority of the issues from mid to late 1800's noting Great Britain 1883 "lilac & greens" with 1½d to 3d fine with
higher vals washed (no 9d), a lovely 2/6d with "West Strand B.O." cds & good used 5/- before KEVII to 5/- & a few
1860's-1870's with vals to 2/- (17). France incls 1849 20¢ black, 25¢, Napoleon 5¢ to 80¢ imperfs, perfd Ceres,
Napoleon & P&C range to 2f. Norway SG 1 before 7 other skilling vals & later Posthorns before Swedish 4sk & a good
later range to 5k PO with most F/U. Denmark & Finland useful, the latter incl 20p blue serpentine roulette F/U. Austria
with 1850 2k black & others to 2g, Hungary incls 1871 15k while Switzerland 10r "Rayon II" is F/U with 5 imperf
Strubeli incl 40r yellow-green. Also Italy & States with pickings, Portugal incl 1853 25r Queen Maria, Spain from 1850
6¢ black & 21 other imperfs to 2r. Greece with 30 imperfs while Bulgaria & Romania are worth checking before Serbia
(44), Russia (44) & various Mediterranean. Finally Turkey, Africa, India, other Asia, Australasia, Lombardy & Venetia
plus Bosnia & Herzegovina. Good cond & well above average for this period. Cat. £2000++ (100s)
World on leaves in 2 thick Grafton binders with a scattered range of France, Germany noting 1955 Nightingale 40pf
charity pair F/U, Norway 1sk & 4sk Posthorns "V" ovpts to 5k MLH (20) MLH to 5k, others MLH/used to 1970,
Rumania, San Marino & Sweden with a few useful pre-1930 MLH before common pre-1950 China & later Taiwan
used. Also noting Belgium 1935 Queen Astrid set of 8 MLH, Denmark MLH early odds to 100ö with largely European
oddments in first half of second vol. Some British Commonwealth in second part with Gibraltar & Malaysia, States,
Singapore & North Borneo oddments noting Negri Sembilan 1957 $5 F/U. Rather sparse layout in places & cond
varies but good pickings at this reserve. (100s)
World Plus Australia range of covers & cards noting Poland 1919 Poznan Provisionals (4 vals) on regd business
cover, 1974 Rose Bay-Lord Howe Island -Rose Bay "Last Flying Boat Mail", Papua 1937 Regd cover with "Guinea
Airways Ltd" h/s plus many other 1930's flight covers with later to 1970's incl 1930 Fiji Airlines Labasa to Suva flown
cover. Also 1997 $5 Bradman PNC, 1921 1d NSW Stamp Duty pairs on 2 "Arthur Leplastrier & Co receipts, 1948 Aust
to Canada flight cover, 1930's commercial covers with various SA cds pmks, 1925 "First Overnight Flight New York to
Chicago" cacheted Air Mail cover. Even a French 1864 ship mail cover with London receival cds in red to complete
this diverse lot. Mostly good to fine. (60)
World 1953-1994 covers incl both Airmail & ordinary post with Aust 1958 Qantas "Round the World" flight franked with
2/- x 2 & 1/-, a few Malaysia & other Australia circa 1970 with main value in Hong Kong noting 1953 Coronation
internal Registered FDC's, 1963 FFH, 1968 shipping, CNY, ditto 1970, 1971 Jubilee, 1985 new buildings x 6 FDC's &
1994 Police Force FDCs x 4. Mostly fine. (65)
World Random accumulation overlapping on 36 Hagners. Sighted Labuan "Crowns" to $1 MUH/MLH, Sarawak QEII
$5 MLH & used, 1950's China (some reprints) incl gymnastics se-tenant blocks & a few Italy 1920's-1930's used
commems. Very few full sets but should keep the purchaser occupied for some time sorting the wheat from the chaff!
World Postal History Selection in old style cover album starting with 1937 Coronation sets on covers from Fiji, Cook Is
(Reg'd) & Niue, 1946 Peace sets on Cook Is & Niue FDC's, 1949 UPU FDC of Fiji with "Cession Day" h/s, 1953 Royal
Visit & 1954 Health sets, 1953 Coronation Day Qantas to London before earlier material with a GB 1941 censored
cover to USA, QV 1872 1d red cover, 1890 mourning & 1892 uprated 1d lettercard to Melbourne with 1½d affixed.
Also 1900 ½d PSE to Melbourne with 1881 1d x 2 added, 1899 2d reg'd env to Germany with additional 2½d Jubilee,
a "Budget" letter card to Melbourne with 2½d QV, 1897 & 1898 1d Lettercards both with superb Melrose cds's to
Melbourne & Territet, Switzerland, 1904 2d KGV reg'd formular letter to Switzerland with 1d pair additional franking,
KGV 1d letter card (H & G A6) with early use of machine cancel from Liverpool to London. Gilbert & Ellice 1966
stampless Official reg'd env to England, Malta 1897 2½d to Melbourne, NSW 1895 2d blue tied by Junee cds to St
Kilda plus similar with ½d pair & 1d, NSW 1896 wrapper ½d impressed + extra ½d affixed, Sydney 1896 both to St
Kilda, 1896 Qld Perkins & Co illustrated env with 2d QV & 1904 SA (Mt Barker) to St Kilda, 1896 (2d) St Kilda locally
addressed, 1898 taxed (25¢) Melbourne to Ireland (1d x2 & ½d franking), unused uprated NZ letter card bearing
impressed 1d Admiral & similar affixed, both with diagonal "HALFPENNY" surcharge in fine cond, Victoria front with
clear Melbourne JU 23 05 duplex tying 4d x2 (damaged) & finally a Tsarist 7k PSE with additional 3k on flap & 16.9.01
Melbourne receival mark on reverse. A fascinating & diverse lot. (33)
World range on leaves in binder noting a few Aitutaki 1902/21 MLH (6), odds in Australia with KGV 4½d Cr/A MLH,
1953 Food strips MLH before used common to mid-1970's. Also Niue odds incl ovpt on NZ Arms 2/6d & 5/- MLH with
10/- used & NZ QV/1973 incl KGVI 1½d purple brown MLH before a good range of Hong Kong noting KGVI MLH/used
defins to $10 with both $5 used, 1941 Centenary MLH/used, 1949 UPU used, 1962 to $20 MLH, 1963 FFH & Red
Cross, 1965 ITU & 1966 Churchill used plus 1967 & 1968 CNY MLH & used, 1968 Shipping MLH with a few later incl
1971-72 CNY used. Patchy lot, but well worth reserve. (100s)
World Ranges on leaves & Hagners incl GB regionals singles & blocks to 1971, useful Jersey incl first Postage Dues
MUH (Cat. £35), Ships thematics noting Guernsey & IOM to 1988 MUH/used, Brighton 1946 Philatelic Congress folder
with 4 MUH cinderella M/S's, France 1949 1000f Paris used, NZ $20 Mt Cook MUH, Rhodesia & Nyasaland 1954 £1
MLH, Germany 1928 2mk & 4mk zeppelins used, omnibus 1946 Victory incomplete (136), 1938 RSW low value blocks
of 4 MUH (48 diff) & 1953 Coronation (59). Also Australia PD's on leaves noting 1902/04 5/- x 2 F/U, bicolours to 5/used & QEII pre-decimal used on leaves to 5/- incl 2/3d commems. Very diverse & well worth reserve. (100s)
World Scott "International" album with numerous issues & countries in mixed cond noting odd better incl Canada 1859
5¢ beaver F/U, Br. Guiana KGV & KGVI 60¢, 48¢ black & Australia KGV to 1/4d (17). An "project" album in terms of
sorting & checking. Weight suggests room bidders only would be a good idea! (1000s)
World stamps & cover accumulation on 38 Hagners in binder with page of 1952/58 PNG to 2/- MUH/MLH (inside front
cover) before lots of tightly overlapping duplicated from many countries but overwhelmingly "packet material". Some
better noted incl AAT 1966 to $1 F/U, NZ QV 2/- long fiscal ovptd "Official" average used with thereafter nearly all Aust
used decimals with considerable dupl of letter rate issues. (1000s)
World Various covers, cards, stamps & cinderellas written up as a "reference" collection with examples of surcharges,
Red Cross, place names, slogans on cover, triangulars, GB 1937 Coronation cinderella set, Postage Dues,
"Greetings" cover, Censored mail & special cachets noting a Guthrie "Posted in Antarctica" cover. Incls Great Britain
1840 Mulready 1d letter sheet with Nov 1840 Salisbury cancel & price list from a grocery firm (Cat. £500), 1825/26
franked wrappers, GB 1d 1861/62 covers with Pearson Hill parallel motion machine cancels, 1878 ManchesterLondon cover supporting the Turks in Turko-Russian war of 1878-88 & New Zealand 7d "Faith in Australia" fine used.
A fascinating & diverse range being the work of a very observant collector! (100s)
Airmails 1931-1991 incl former Aust-Netherlands Indies regd cover (Adelaide) to Malaya, 2 x 1930's registered, 2 x
England-Australia, a 1937 Field PO cover before helicopter & hovercraft mail plus 1970's balloon covers x 7. Noted
some signed incl 1957 40th Anniv of Carey's Adelaide-Gawler flight. Also 1979 Wallis & Foutuna experimental flight x
3 covers with different adhesives on each plus 1991 similar with Samoa adhesives & 1955 Cocos-Melbourne (2), 1934
1/6d Hermes pair on cover to England with one item showing "extra island of west of Java". A diverse range with
viewing highly recommended. (65 covers)
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Airmails Interesting selection noting Swiss 1931, 1946 & 1947 to USA, the last-mentioned posted at Davos Platz with
Swiss franking of 1f10 plus USA 5¢ air! Others incl 1931 England to Aust First Experimental Flight with 1/4d paid by
1½d x 10 & 1d, Qantas FFC Brisbane to Honolulu (AAMC 1492), 1966 Cook 1¢ Experimental Flight by Polynesian
Airlines Rarotonga to Penrhyn to Tahiti to Rarotonga signed by pilots, NZ 1959 40th Anniv of First Official Airmail,
1934 First Trans-Tasman (AAMC 360), Trinidad 1950 Pan Am FFC Post of Spain to New York, Belgian Pan Am FFCs
(3) & a few others incl another 1934 NZ AAMC cover NZ to Sydney franked with 1930 & 1932-1933 Healths (Cat. £99
alone) plus 7d Trans-Tasman & 3 diff 1d issues. Well worth viewing. (16)
Cinderellas 1900's to 1950's, noting GB 1932 Brighton Congress, 1951 Festival of Britain (set of 10), 1953 Posterstamps on card titles "Historic Palaces", Jethou & Sark carriage labels & foreign Red Cross labels from 1908 US incl
French, German, Norwegian & others plus 1913 Paris Exhib "10s" labels (2) & 1909 Anvers Exposition Internationale
pair. Lovely group with inspection recommended. (90 pieces)
Fiscals, Postal Stationery Cut-outs & Registration Labels Pre-1950 accumulation in old time ring binder with Great
Britain, Ireland, India & NZ plus odd cover with registration labels from Ireland. Also incls instructional markings,
machine cancels on piece, WWI Censor pieces & Field Service postcard (1916) re-addressed to Dublin with Field
P.O.2 Aust LH BDE 26 MR 16 cds & 6 AP 16 receival mark of Bray. Also noted NZ 1915 ½d Auckland Provincial
Wounded Fund label. Main interest likely to be in QV-KGV cancels & fiscals. (100s)
Postage Dues Andorra 1931-1985 MUH/MLH Cat. £90 (33), Austria (49 odds incl 3 F/U blocks) Cat. £24,
Luxembourg (35) Cat. £130, Monaco 1980 & 1985 sets MUH Cat. £28, Poland 1919-1980 incl 14 "groszy" ovpts &
1950-1980 sets complete (81). Also New Hebrides 1925 used (8), 1953 & 1957 mixed English/French sets of 5 MLH &
PNG 1960 2nd Postal Charges set of 8 in 31/8/66 CTO blocks. Total Cat. £196 (18 + 8 blocks) All neatly displayed on
Hagners. Cat. £600+ (222)
Postage Dues Excellent range of sets from Algeria (10), Chad (21), Gabon (22), Madagascar (30), Mauritania (11),
Middle Congo (26), Niger (22), Reunion (32) noting 1889/92 50¢ imperf used, Senegal (27), Somali Coast (47 +
Obock ovpt), Togo (58), Tunisia (32), Ubangi (20), Upper Volta (20). Also Bohemia & Moravia 1939 MLH complete to
20k with used to 2k, Lebanon 1924 set of 5 MLH, Netherlands Indies 1946 CofA wmk set MUH (excl 25¢), New
Caledonia 1906-48 MUH/MLH range (24, Cat. £28) & Philippines 1899 ovpts on USA (no gum) & 1928 set of 7 MLH.
Majority fine & difficult group to replicate. Total cat. £1100+
Postcards European group with both b&w & colour in old style album with majority from the 1930's noting
odd
1920's. Consists of Belgium (8), France (30 incl 1931 International Colonial Expo x 2), Germany (5), Italy (9),
Netherlands, Spain (4) & Switzerland (10). All used mostly to Belgium & UK with some slogan cancels. Most fine. (66)
Postcards Great Britain 1904-1916 b&w & colour scenic plus "lifestyle" postcards with mixed used & unused in large
contemporary album with corner "slits" to mount each card. Cond varies with odd corner crease or break but overall
appearance is good & a serious attempt has been made to arrange all in English, Welsh, Scottish, Irish county order.
A quick sampling showed majority to be used with KEVII stamps but one WA adhesive was seen on a British scene so
with patience could reveal more of interest. Inspection will delight. (385)
Postcards Unused black &white group featuring reproductions of works by PM Lampel (Wikipedia article included),
showing subjects such as "Javanese Gardener", "Balinese Boy", Young Javanese type", "Javanese kitchen",
"Javanese cook", "Old Javanese woman" etc. Minor spotting on some cards. None are dated & all bear the description
"From the exhibition Types of India" by PM Lampel on reverse. Lampel was a German playwright, narrator & painter
who lived from 1894 to 1965. His works were banned when the Nazis came to power in 1938. (12)
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Kangaroos Accumulation in 9 stockbooks & Hagner sheets consisting ½d green (690), 2d grey 1st wmk (286), 2d
grey 3rd wmk (256), 2½d indigo 1st wmk (58), 2½ indigo 3rd wmk (144), 9d violet, Die II, 3rd wmk (116), 9d violet
Die IIB 3rd wmk (94), 9d violet SMW (232), 9d violet CofA (858) & 2/- brown 3rd wmk (145). All used with cancels
ranging greatly from "roadkill" to fine used. Must be viewed to assess but a realistic reserve. (880)
Kangaroos 1d red off paper in small box. Unchecked by us but a quick look suggests majority are good to fine used
with mixed slogan & cds pmks. A "summer afternoon sort"! (1000s)
Kangaroos Used accumulation with all vals from ½d to £1 grey, but not all wmks represented. Unchecked for
varieties, so on quick inspection better incl 4d yellow-orange, 5d x 2, 2/- brown x 4, 5/- x 6 incl CofA CTO, 10/& £1 CofA cds examples. (c180)
Kangaroos Assorted used all with annotated varieties comprising 2d (12), 2½d (4), 6d dull blue, 9d violet (6),
1/- perfined "OS", 2/- (23) & 5/- also perfined "OS". Latter 3rd wmk CTO with others in mixed cond & various
wmks. ACSC $2500+ (48)
Kangaroos Off paper quantity in tin. Vendor has sorted for varieties but the cond is generally above average with
many neat cds examples to 2/-. No 4d or 5d vals sighted in quick rummage but noted multiples & “OS" perfins. (100s)
Kangaroos Used selection on/off paper in Ritmeester cigar box. Contains values from ½d to 2/- noting 3d
3rd wmk Die II. Mixed cond, but incls perfins & pairs with a mix of cds & machine cancels. Possibly unchecked
for varieties. (300+)
Kangaroos Commercial mail with 1st wmk 1d reds Die II & Die IIA on "The National Bank of Tasmania Limited"
addressed postcards x 2, 2½d indigo on 2 separate covers to USA & CofA wmk 9d violet pair on cover to Cornwall & a
Wingham NSW regd env to NZ plus 2/- maroon (redrawn) on 2 covers to USA one in a pair & another with 6d
kookaburra. Variable to good cond. (8)
Kangaroos Group incl 1d red Die I (MLH) & 2½d indigo 1st wmk MLH, 3rd wmk 2d grey MLH (corner crease), 1/SMW Die IIb with "small white flaw in shading below "A" of AUSTRALIA" uncatalogued flaw MH & an evenly toned
gum 6d chestnut, CofA wmk MLH. All reasonably well centred. ACSC Cat. $480 (5)
Kangaroos Used off paper in biscuit tin with ½d green, numerous 1d reds plus 6d chestnut, 9d violet & 2/- maroon
also in quantity. May be worth sorting but possibly already checked as no obvious varieties or shades. Noted odd "OS"
perfin & privately perfined plus some multiples. (100s)
Kangaroos Huge accumulation on over 40 double sided Vario leaves in padded binder. Noted 3rd wmk 2/- brown (21)
& 5/- before many 100's of 6d chestnut & blue shades. Also 9d, 1/-, 4d (52) & 5d (46) plus 100's of 1d & 3d with lowest
qty being about 50 of 2½d. Good percentage of cds strikes & potential for "finds". (c3000)
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Kangaroos in 32-page stockbook, page 142 kangaroos to 5/- CofA (F/used) range of wmks & printings - 11 have
inverted wmks, all stamps are used some F/used, others very heavily cancelled. KGV most values & printings to
5d yellow brown good-F/used. Other pre-decimals sets usually used without top values (no Robes), used to very
good used Arms set. 5/- cattle (MLH). Decimals mixed mint & used from 1966 to 1988 incl frames. Postage dues
broken range D8-D33 incl 5/- incomplete at base (unused with adherence on back) & F/used 5/- on CR/NSW wmk
paper with design at base complete. Pages at the back hold accumulation of good used to V/F/used KGV heads. 2d
brown (22), 4½d violet (18), 1d green (80), 1½d red (80), page perf OS, OS/NSW & a few OS ovpts. Note fine used
1d green Die II. Please inspect.
Kangaroos Used range to 5/- on 2 Hagners sorted by wmk. A few good to F/U incl 4d (2) & CofA 5/- with most others
only average incl a few "OS" perfins. Many with faults but may repay close inspection for varieties. (88)
Kangaroos Mixed wmk accumulation with vals to 2/- consisting ½d (8) incl inverted wmk & perf "OS", 1d incl all Dies,
inverted wmk pair & several varieties (20), 2d grey (19) incl 1st wmk with 2 pairs, inverted wmk & one large "OS", 2nd
wmk (2), 3rd wmk (9) - 3 pairs & perf "OS", 2½d indigo (13), 2x 1st wmk, 1x 2nd wmk, 10x 3rd wmk, 3d olive 1st wmk
(17) incl small "OS" & large "OS" x3. 3rd wmk x 10 incl Die II perf "OS", 4d orange (7) with 2 perfined large "OS" & 6d
blue 1st wmk x 6 incl large "OS" pair. Also 2nd wmk (5) incl 2 perf OS before 3rd wmk x 11 6d brown, 3rd wmk (21)
SMW (4), 9d 1st wmk (4), 2nd wmk (4), 3rd wmk (16) incl block of 4. Finally, CofA wmk (5) 1/- green, 1st wmk (3), 2nd
wmk (5), 3rd wmk (9) & SMW (5) 2/- brown (8) all poor examples. 2/- maroon x 15 incl 2/- CofA block of 4. Mixed cond
with used to fine used. Conservative reserve. (approx. 200)
Kangaroos & KGV Accumulation of mainly KGV plus some kangaroos used on stockcards & loose on/off paper in old
Nabisco biscuit tin. Noted 1/4d vals but predominantly ½d to 2d vals with a mix of cds & machine cancels. Noted "OS"
perfins plus odd private types. (100s)
Kangaroos & KGV Used on covers with some in combination with other pre-decimals (57) plus an 95 additional predecimal commercially used covers noting Censored, Registered & Overseas destinations plus KGVI "David Jones"
embossed stationery. Many roughly opened, but pickings with inspection recommended. (150+)
Kangaroos & KGV Hagner album with ½d, 1d, 2d & 9d kangaroos perfined large "OS" kangaroos & small "OS" with
vals to 2/- brown & maroon all good to F/U (10) plus additional OS/NSW 2d, 9d & 1/- used. Kangaroos consist ½d
green (8), 1d red (56), 2d grey (28), 2½d indigo (26), 3d olive (37), 4d orange (5), 5d chestnut (4), 6d blue (16), 6d
chestnut (23), 9d violet (25), 1/- green (22), 2/- brown (12), 5/- black & yellow (8) & 2/- maroon (26). KGV with all vals
to 1/4d (15) incl SM Perf. 14 & Perf. 14 "OS" both fine postally used. Randomly assigned to 6 Hagner sheets, the cond
varies from good used to F/U. View to assess as may contain some surprises!
Kangaroos & KGV MUH/MLH/MH range with a Hagner page of kangaroos noting vals to 2/- maroon with 11 x CofA
wmk & 1½d green x 5 (3 perfined small "OS"), 2d grey x 2 MH & perf "OS" 2½d x3, one with "LIA" retouch & 4d
orange well centred MH. Most have minor faults. Larger quantity of KGV incl 2d red (SW) MUH, pair 5d brown SMW,
1/4d CofA MLH (centred left), 3d blue A/B pair SMW perf. 13½x12½ MVLH, 4d olive CofA MUH pair & MH single with
"kangaroos tongue out" variety, 3d blue Die I with "retouch back of emu's head" MLH & a well centred 5d brown CofA
with "8 wattles" at left MLH. Also 1d green CofA wmk imprint block of 4 & 8. Many other varieties with most annotated.
Inspection recommended. (200)
Kangaroos & KGV Bundleware in large cake tin with majority being KGV. Much bundleware incl KGV 1d greens & 2d
reds with loose 1½d reds in profusion. Lesser quantities of other low values. Incls "OS" perfins & many cds examples.
Time & patience may be rewarded! (1000+)
Kangaroos & KGV Oddments in large black leaved Davo stockbook. Main value in kangaroos noting 9d 1st wmk
MLH (light toning), 3rd wmk 5/- x 10 used with some cds & KGV vals to 1/4d used with a range of 4d shades etc. Also
some later Aust commems incl 1/- Anzac used & a few 2/3d commems before common decimal to 1970s, then basic
NZ, Europe, Venezuela, Morocco mixed mint & used. Huge quantity which should be fun to sort. (1000s)
Kangaroos & KGV Plus some States & Territories sorted in envs annotated with contents. Noted 1d red kangaroos &
1d, 1½d & 2d KGV plus envs for each State & also Cocos Island. (1000s)
Kangaroos, KGV & 1914-1965 A rather disorganised range on Seven Seas hingeless pages & Hagners noting
kangaroos perfined large & small "OS", as well as numerous KGV also perf "OS" with many fine used. Later pages to
1965 have most spaces occupied with. Kookaburra M/S MLH (creased), no 5/- SHB but fine MUH Robes set on thick
paper, Arms set F/U plus Navigators set of 8 MUH except for £1 white paper which is F/U. Mixed MUH, MLH & used
but conservative reserve with viewing recommend to assess the kangaroos & KGV. (approx. 230 roos & 260 KGV)
KGV 1½ red annotated Die I collection on attractive DIY computer generated pages in lever arch file. Set out in 2 parts
with Plate flaws & Qld postmarks. The first section has been sub-divided into flaws in the following areas on the
stamps; Postage, left value tablet, value band, right value tablet & the bottom frame. There are approx. 490 stamps in
this section. Numerous stamps have been plated with several more that could be plated but there are a number with
varieties so minor that they would be extremely difficult to plate. We did not see any crackled plate varieties. Very
good used to fine used cond well above average. Stamps with Qld postmarks contain nearly 50 TPO's most of which
are only partial incl TPO N2 NC, TPO No.4 NOR, TPO No.5 SWR, Gayndar R.5 & Darr Creek R.O. plus useful
location types incl Bell, Biggenden, Blackall, Brigalow, Camboon, Cimella, Chinchilla, Clermont, Comumboola, Dalby,
Darr Creek etc. Allow time for viewing as over 850.
KGV 1½d red in 16 marked envs mostly marked to signify that the contents are Die II stamps. Unchecked by us.
Quick look reveals many F/U & some multiples (approx. 2000+)
KGV 1½d red with mostly Die II Small Mult wmks. Note on box states "Not checked". Possibly useful for research with
postmark potential. Majority appear good to fine used. (1000s)
KGV 1d green selection on annotated pages with over 300 good to fine used examples with some minor varieties but
in need of further plating with most appearing to be CofA wmk. (300+)
KGV 1d red Die II range on annotated pages with 81 used copies incl Die II/I pair fine used. No rough paper examples
& no substitute cliches 1914-1918 dated copies but a good opportunity for further plating & shade identification.
Majority good to fine used. (81)
KGV 1d red range on old-time extensively annotated pages with over 800 stamps incl 24 pairs. Many have useful
dates from 1914-1922. At a glance no rough paper stamps were seen but possible postmark & shade interest for the
specialist. Good to fine used. (800+)
KGV 1d red shades used filling a large Wintermans cigar box. Majority off paper with mixed cds & machine cancels
noting some perfins. Seek & ye may find! (100s)
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KGV 1d red single wmk collection on annotated DIY leaves. The stamps are roughly sorted as smooth or rough
papers. Dated copies have further been sorted into colour groups - not always accurately. Approx 25 stamps have
been listed as having major plate flaws listed in ACSC & a further 40 stamps have been identified as having minor
plate flaws. A page with 12 x Die II's has an attractive example of the Die II sub cliche. Described by the vendor as
having 527 stamps ranging from (damaged) used to fine used with most in the good to F/U category. Allow time for
viewing. (750+)
KGV 1d red varieties & shades plus postmarks on annotated pages. Consists of varieties for Pane 1 (1), Pane 5 (1),
Pane 6 (1), Pane 7 (3) & Pane 8 (112) incl 8-13/14 pair with 8.14 "thin one penny" (16) & 8.25 "N-Y join" (3) (112).
Some varieties are questionable & need to be checked. Also shades & varieties in 1914-1916 period with 36 stamps.
Postmarks on approx. 200 but only a minority of clear complete strikes however noted Victorian numeral cancels for
Morwell in m/s, 717 (Sprintfield - rated "SS"), 509 (Raglan - rated "S"), 808 (Upper Thornton - rated "RR") & 1874
(Macclesfield rated "S"). Overall the majority good to fine used with useful duplication which closer inspection may
reward. (approx. 350 in total)
KGV 1d reds accumulation with over 700 varieties in 2 albums. Varieties are mainly described by Plate numbers but
some only have a light pencilled "X" on back to help locate varieties. Incls major & minor varieties plus very minor left
& right plate varieties with the odd good shade. No pre-substitute or substitute cliches. Most are very good to fine used
with some useful duplication of varieties. Viewing recommended. (700+)
KGV 1d reds MUH/MLH/MH selection on Hagner with Engraved types x 3 in lighter shades, one with retouched upper
frame, smooth paper shades, 2 with inverted wmks & one with "RA" joined variety. LMW x 2 examples, one with "white
scratch behind kangaroo" variety (ACSC 74(4)p, Cat. $325) MLH centred right. Also Die III x 3 with 2 centred low &
varying degrees of paper adherence on back & 1 with inverted wmk but centred high & MH with light creases (ACSC
75a, Cat. $250). Cond varies in hingeing & 2 with tone spots however all with fresh frontal appearance. Conservative
reserve. Total cat. $1000+ (12)
KGV 1d reds x 11 with 4 on smooth paper with 1918 Southern Cross cds's & 7 on rough paper with a range of 19181922 cds with all perfined "OS". All have grossly misplaced perfs on 2 sides at either the top or bottom frame with left
or right side frames. All are fine postally used. A rarely seen lot. (11)
KGV 1d greens in shoebox. Unchecked by us with most appearing to be good to fine used with the odd "throw away"
wmk, postmark & variety potential. Happy hunting! (1000s)
KGV 2d red-brown plateable flaws not listed in ACSC but identified by vendor incl single wmk with 15 different
varieties & SMW perf. 14 in both shades 91A & 98C fine used plus 1 variety also F/U plus Die II SMW perf. 13½x12½
in 6 shades plus 2 "OS" shades. 12 used with "x" on back to show perceived varieties. Approx half Fine used. (38 of
which 4 are perf "OS")
KGV 3d blue & 4½d violet on annotated DIY computer generated pages with 3d blue single wmk Die I x 75 incl 2
perfined "OS", 57 x "OS/NSW", 3 perfined "OS" with dry ink & 2 perf OS/NSW with dry ink & 2 more for "OS/NSW".
Noted ACSC varieties 114h (OS/NSW) & 114h without perfin (Total 75). 3d blue single wmk Die Ia x 22 type A & a
type B. (24 incl retouch ACSC 105 (3,4)h). 3d blue SMW perf. 14 Die IA, type A21 (11 normal, 1 perf "OS" & 15 perf
"OS/NSW"), type B 3 x "OS/NSW" plus 3 varieties for ACSC 106 (3, 4) i, d & h. 3d blue SMW Die 1A perf. 13½x12½,
Die Id type A x 12 normal & 2 perfined "OS" plus type B x 6 normal & another perf "OS" with ACSC 10 (3) e & j
varieties. Finally 3d blue SMW Die II perf. 13½x12½ x 33 incl 9 x perfined "OS" with a dry ink variety & a few minor
varieties not listed in ACSC. 3d blue CofA wmk x 88 with 13 perfined "G/NSW" & "OS" ovptd CTO ACSC 109K & l
varieties plus 4½d violet single wmk x 24 good to F/U with ACSC 118p, 118va & 118t varieties. Beautifully presented.
KGV 4d & 5d vals on computer generated DIY pages consisting of 4d orange x 86 incl 12 x 4d lemon incl line through
4d variety. Other varieties incl "vertical scratch behind emu", "dented lower left corner" & "vertical scratch crown to
Kings head". 4d violet x 12 flaws noting ACSC 111(1)i, 111(2)f plus 3 lesser flaws not listed in ACSC before 4d blue x
27 mostly good to F/U incl pale milky blue perfined "OS" & 4d olive single wmk x 35 & single SMW perf.14 followed by
SMW perf. 13½x12½ x 38 & CofA wmk x 145 of which approx. a third are perfined "OS/NSW" incl a SMW ovptd "OS".
Finally 5d chestnut single wmk SLP x 12 with 2 perfined "OS", SMW perf. 13½x12½ x 22 plus 4 "OS" before CofA
wmk x 330. Majority are good to fine used with numerous annotated varieties, many not listed in ACSC. Careful
viewing recommended. (650+)
KGV Accum on 28 Hagner sheets. Each stamp or group is accompanied by annotated notes with the presentation
very cluttered & an accurate description is limited by time which you will need lots of to do this lot justice. Appears to
be good to fine used in the majority. Viewing recommended for the specialist. (100s)
KGV MUH/MLH low vals on leaves with inverted wmk on SM perf. 13½x12½ 1½d scarlet, LM wmk 1½ black brown
(2), chocolate (MUH/MLH block of 4), "missing top to crown" on 1½d chocolate LM wmk MUH & on Cr/A 1½d scarlet
in pair & i block before various retouches & flaws in marginal blocks & singles of 1½d greens, chocolate, red brown &
scarlet, the latter in block of 6 with description of "vertical bend retouch" extending down 3 stamps. Apart from one
Mullett imprint pair all appear fine & fresh with many MUH. (179)
KGV Hagner page with ½d to 1½d vals all annotated with varieties plus 8 shades noting F/U 1918 red-brown. Better
than average quality. ACSC 71w, Cat. $600+ (22)
KGV Inverted wmk selection with 16 ½d to 4d examples incl single wmk ½d green MH, ½d orange x 3 with single &
MUH pair, 1d red x 4 used & Die III good used, 1½d black brown MLH (rough perfs) & 4d orange aniline with part o.g.
Also LMW 1½d black brown MUH (off centre), SMW perf. 14 1d green x 2 MUH & MLH, SMW perf. 13½x12½ 1½d red
MLH & CofA wmk 1d green MLH. Total ACSC Cat. $780 (16)
KGV Selection of 55 covers with KGV as the franking or used in combination, most with low face value singles though
noted 1d & 1/4d turquoise with 3d Airmail & 3d KS on Perth to England First Official Air Mail cover with cachet in
mauve plus "Opened by Censor" & sealed, 1934 4d olive with 3d Airmail on Aust to NZ First Official Airmail cover &
1933 "Parkes Jubilee Celebration" env with 1d green tied by Parkes cds. Retiring dealers stock PTSA $430+ (55)
KGV MUH/MLH/MH accumulation on Hagner with single wmk ½d orange, 1d violet in 2 shades, 1½d brown, green &
red, 2d orange-brown also in 2 shades & red, 3d blue, 4d violet & 5d brown (SLP) before no wmk 1½d red & SMW
perf. 12½x12½ x 7 incl 1d green in Ash imprint pair & 4d olive ovptd "OS" plus CofA wmk x 9 incl 3d, 3d ovptd "OS"
(CTO) & 5 yellow-brown. Majority MLH with good centering. (31)
KGV Off paper low vals loose & on 14 covers in "Bart Simpson" commem biscuit tin! Mix of slogan & cds strikes,
largely of SA origin. A couple still in bundles suggesting maybe not checked? (1000s)
KGVI Range of defins MUH, MLH & used singles & blocks, many with cancellation interest. Noted 1934 1/6d Hermes
perf. 13½x14 in Ash imprint pair & McCracken imprint blocks x 2 thick & 1 thin all fine used plus ½d orange kangaroo
gutter block of 8 with Port Moresby cds (1938) & pair on piece with 1940 Story Bridge Brisbane cds,. Also 1/4d piece
with Logan Village Queensland 1942 cds, 3d blue Dies (all) used with Die Ia pair MLH before various blocks 1d to 1/4d
used. Good lot & recommended for the cancels alone. (29 blocks, 46 singles, 8 pairs & 2 strips of 3)
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1913-1945 Heavily duplicated used accumulation in large VST stockbook. Vendor states "unchecked" & accumulated
30-40 years ago. Therefore would appear to be potential to discover varieties in the 100's of low val kangaroos & KGV
heads arranged by value & colour only. Postmarks largely of WA offices with nothing of obvious scarcity plus some
low value commems of the 1930's with neat cds strikes. (1000s)
1913-1965 in Seven Seas Hingeless album ("as new" cond) with all spaces filled except for 5/-, 10/-, £1 & £2 1st wmk,
2/- & 5/- 2nd wmk, 10/-, £1 bi-colour £1 grey & £2 3rd wmk, 5/-, 10/- & £2 SMW & 10/-, £1 & £2 CofA kangaroos. The
only other stamp missing is KGVI 3d blue "white wattles". Majority are good to F/U with the odd MLH or MNG. 1928
Kookaburra M/S is fine MH (light toning), "OS" Kingsford Smith pair CTO & same for 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge
without gum. Also incls 1938 Robes on thick & thin papers fine used before Arms & Navigator sets also F/U, latter
£2 is MUH. BCOF set is MUH (2/- has a couple of toned perfs) Noted 1/- lyrebird ovpt has an unlisted flaw with a
comma after "C" instead of a full stop - "B.C,O.F.". This flaw was recorded in August 2013 Prestige Philately's
auction of "The Sybrand Bakker Collection of BCOF Overprints". A worthwhile lot with viewing recommended.
1913-1965 MLH & used range in Seven Seas album. Only a few kangaroos incl 4d orange good used with others to
2/- in mixed cond. Noted 6d "OS" Sm Mult wmk lightly used & 3d 3rd wmk Die I MLH before average KGV used to
1/4d incl "OS" to 4d plus odd mint incl CofA 1d to 5d. Also 1931 Kingsford Smith MUH, 1932 Bridge "OS" pair MUH,
1935 1/- Anzac F/U, 1936 South Aust MLH, 1937 NSW MUH, £1 Robes thick used (weak corner perf) & 1949 Arms
MLH with nearly all later issues both MUH/MLH & used incl Navigator sets of 6 MLH & F/U. Cond varies throughout
but conservative reserve. (500+)
1913-1965 Mostly used with duplication on written up plain pages. Noted ½d "Rostage" flaw with various other 1d
kangaroo ACSC flaws, 2d wmk inverted (3), 1st wmk 1/- MLH (o/c), 1915 2nd wmk 2/- cds, 3rd wmk & 2d wmk
inverted MLH & used plus several flaws, 3d wmk inverted Die I MLH, 1/- wmk sideways MUH & 5/- F/U. 6d chestnut
"broken leg" kangaroo marginal with double perfs MLH, 1929/30 SM wmk 5/- good used, 1931/36 CofA 5/- CTO, 10/& £1 used with perf faults plus "SPECIMEN" set MLH. KGV well covered incl flaws, 1½d black-brown LM wmk MUH
on very thin paper, 4d blue "splintered corner" & "weeping 4" varieties plus 1d green no wmk "secret mark" MLH &
1/4d SM perf. 13½x12½ MLH. Commems incl 1914 6d kookaburra MLH & used, 1928 Kookaburra Exhib M/S's MLH
(2) before 1930's all used incl 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge plus low vals MLH noting 2d Macarthur "dark hills" MUH.
Also a few imprint blocks or pairs, 10/- Robes "SPECIMEN" MLH & £1 Robes on thin paper MUH. 1942 1d maroon
QM in coil pair MLH, 1949/50 Arms used sets x 3 & Navigators used to £2 with latter MLH. Despite some machine
cancelled dupls this is a good lot with many useful. (1000+)
1913-1965 MUH, MLH & F/U on Schaubek pages with 1st wmk kangaroos to 2/- brown, 2nd wmk 2d, 6d & 9d F/U, 1/MVLH, 3rd wmk to 2/- brown MH (mark on front), 9d Die IIB (CTO) with remainder MUH/MLH. SMW 9d & 1/- MUH, 2/MH, 5/- & 10/- cleaned & somewhat faded before CofA to 5/- F/U with 6d MVLH. Engraved 6d kookaburra MH & 1928
M/S MVLH (creasing & a little perf separation). Most KGV defin spaces filled with MLH. The following stamps are
missing; single wmk 1/4d, 4d lemon SMW perf. 14 & 13½x12½ 1/4d, 5/- SHB, 3d white wattles, 10/- Robes on thin
paper or Navigators. Noted fine MUH 1/- Vic Cent, 9d Macarthur, 2/- SJ, 1/- Anzac & £1 Robes on thick paper plus £1
& £2 Arms. BCOF ovpts to 2/- MUH. Conservative vendor reserve.
1913-1965 MUH/MLH range in "SG" stockbook noting a few 2nd grade kangaroos to 5/- (odd faults), KGV to 5d x 50+,
1929 1½d WA Cent in Plate blocks 7, 10 & 11, 1931 Kingsford Smith with both 6d vals (2 sets), 1932 6d kookaburra x
3 & 1/- lyrebird. Also 1934 9d Macarthur MLH, 1935 2/- Silver Jubilee (hinge remnant), 3d Ash imprint block, 1936 SA
Cent, 1938 150th NSW plus imprint block of 2d before various other 2d & 3d vals. Also noted 5/- Robes, assorted
imprint & larger blocks of KGVI incl coils, "Produce Food!" block of 9 (3d) & 6 (3½d). Missing later high vals but incls a
few PD's to 1/- while Hagners at back contain large blocks/panes of ½d orange kangaroo, 3½d Scout Jamboree, 3½
Red Cross & various blocks of 4. Apart from the kangaroos, cond is mainly good to fine with much MUH. (100s)
1913-1965 Random used accumulation in 2 stockbooks with main value in the smaller which has a useful range of
kangaroos & KGV incl commems with odd better later noting £1 Arms. Larger stockbook has selection of G/NSW
perfins to QEII, drink bottle labels (16) of Webster's Soft Drinks, PSE cut outs (decimal) & airmail etiquettes. Noted a
few "back of book" 1d KGV on envs with slogan cancels & odd State revenues to 1/- plus perfins on KGV & KGVI/QEII
defins. A collector's "clean out".
1913-1965 range in printed "Collecta" album with kangaroos to 5/- incl large "OS" on 5d with regd pmk (some shortish
perfs) while KGV incls 1/4d Cr/A wmk used. Patchy pre-WWII incl 1934 9d Macarthur MLH, Robes on thick paper
used, 1940 AIF 1d, 3 & 6d imprint pairs MLH & 1963/64 Navigators used to £1 (excl 7/6d) plus various 2/3d commems
MLH & used. Cond mainly good to fine. (100s)
1913-1965 Sparse MUH/MLH in Seven Seas Hingeless album incl pages for "OS" perfins & Specimen ovpts but only
½d, 1d, 2d & 2/- kangaroos & KGV to 2d on 1½d (14) before 1931 Kingsford Smith & other commems to 3d only,
except South Aust which is the full set. Defins incl thin paper 5/- & £1 Robes, QEII commems with 2/- & 2/3d vals &
1953 Food strips. Only 273 stamps but album is clean & retails at $165 in itself!
1913-1965 used in Seven Seas Hingeless leaves (pages to 1980) & Hagners. Noted 1st wmk kangaroos to 5/- (excl
2/-, which is 3rd wmk!), later wmks to 2/- (3rd) & 5/- (small mult & CofA). KGV complete for all wmks & perfs incl "OS"
ovpts with Hagners of extras of the latter & many perfined "OS", "O/NSW" etc. Commems incl 1914 6d kookaburra,
1928 M/S with red 30/10/28 exhib cancel, Kingsford Smith "OS" ovpts F/U, 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge both
CTO & used, 1934 Vic Cent in both perfs (1/- perf. 11½ is MLH), 1937/49 Robes on thick paper plus £1 on thin, 1949
Arms to £2 & 1963/65 Navigators also to £2. No PD's but Hagners of WA Stamp Duty with vals to £10 sound used
(29), Sturt pair perfined "OS" & KGV "OS" ovpts MLH. Mix of cds & slogan cancels throughout but good value at
reserve. Housed in Seven Seas album & matching slipcase. (100s)
1913-1965 Used on leaves in black binder with kangaroos x 8 to 5/- CofA, KGV to 1/4d (70+), Kingsford Smith set
MLH, 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge used but thinned before range thereafter approx. 80% complete with some fine used
noted incl Robes to £1, Arms to £2 & Navigators to £1 all used. Also 1951 Federation set in MUH blocks & 1961 5/cattle F/U while other QEII is mixed MUH, MLH or used. Mixed cond but mentioned are fine.
1913-1965 Used remnants in Davo album & on leaves. Cond is very mixed but still with useful oddments incl F/U
pickings in Kangaroos to 5/- (CofA), KGV to 1/4d F/U x 3, one by blue Accounts cds, 6d engraved kookaburra F/U
with "bullseye" cds, 1928 Kookaburra M/S MLH & fault free, Robes & Arms sets & a few early decimals & AAT to
1970's Well worth reserve. (100s)
1913-1970 Used accumulation sorted into glassines in long index card box. Neatly arranged in chronological order
with "OS" perfins separated at end of box plus some Qld, NSW & Victoria Relief numbered pmks on piece. This lot will
definitely suit a patient collector & has some 1930's "Peace" commems MUH interspersed noting later pre-decimal
MUH blocks e.g. QEII 1/0/½d & 2/- Cobb &Co. (1000s)
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1913-1990 Used in "SG" album noting 1914 6d engraved kookaburra F/U, 1st wmk kangaroos to 2/- (excl 9d), 2nd
wmk to 1/- (excl 9d), 3rd wmk to 5/- & ditto for SM wmk. Good coverage of KGV in good to F/U cond to 1/4d (5) before
1931 Kingsford Smith incl 6d ovpt all F/U, 1934 Vic Cent in both perfs (perf. 10½ F/U) & later commems complete.
Defins incl Robes (£1 stained), Arms to £2 & Navigators set of 6. Decimals basically complete incl a few AAT to 1987.
No coil pairs but otherwise comprehensive & clean. (100s)
1913-1997 used on leaves in 2 springbacks & Seven Seas album with neat fine used incl 1913 4d & 5d kangaroos,
1914 6d kookaburra, 1915/28 9d inverted wmk, 1931/36 5/- & 10/- plus £1 (blunt top left corner) before KGV "heads" x
78 to 1/4d incl shades. Also 1930's commems (no 5/- SHB), 1937/48 Robes in both papers to £1, Arms & Navigators
to £2. No booklet panes but near complete simplified for the period. (100s)
1913-2005 duplicated used in 3 binders starting with kangaroos (approx. 80) mainly in wmk order, noting 5/- 3rd wmk
used & 10/- CofA "SPECIMEN" MLH before KGV with 300+ used incl 1d engraved block of 4 x 3 MLH & a few MLH to
5d (14). Average 1930's MLH/used incl 1936 SA Cent set MLH, ditto 1937 NSW & 1940 AIF with 1949/50 £2 Arms
used. Later with majority letter rate vals dominating but useful quantities of F/U Int Post. The approx. 170 "as new"
double sided Vario sheets add to the reserve as these would retail at $270+ (1000s)
1913-2007 idiosyncratic range of MLH, used, postcards, covers & booklets in 3 large quality KA-BE albums. Whilst not
having any highly catalogued stamps this is a lovingly constructed collection with stamps & postcards interspersed,
some of them pre-WWII cards with stamps tied by cds's to the picture side. Noted interesting covers incl 1964
registered Parkdale Victoria to Germany with 2/3d Cable, 2/- & 2/3d Cocos plus aerogrammes from 10d to decimals
used & some b&w & colour postcards.Pickings for the re-seller or the "gap filler" in the F/U
1913-2014 MUH/MLH on Hagners in binder. Superb lot incl 1st wmk to 6d & 2/- (3d faulty), 3rd wmk 2½d to 1/- (excl
9d), CofA to 5/- (excl 1/-), 10/- to £2 "Specimen" plus extra with "Short Spencer's Gulf" variety, KGV 1d engraved (2) &
surface printed (44) to 1/4d & 6d engraved kookaburra MUH plus 1928 M/S MUH with vertical two tone streaks. All
other commems MUH/MLH incl 5/- Sydney harbour Bridge MLH, Vic Cent in both perfs, Macarthur "dark hills", 1/6d
Hermes perfs, KGVI defins to £1 incl all 3d Dies & papers plus both perfs of zoologicals to 1/-. Also Arms to £2 MLH,
helecon QEII (7), 5/- Cattle (2) & Navigators x 7 (no 10/- white paper). Also "SPECIMEN" ovpts on ovptd monocolour
PD, 10/- & £1 Robes MLH (latter with even ageing of gum) & Arms set of 3 unused without gum. Noted later
"SPECIMEN" ovpts on decimals up to $20 Gardens incl Decimal Navigator Specimens MUH & & normals in blocks of
4 plus singles & $1 perf. 14¾ before 1971 Christmas panes in white & cream papers, booklet set of 6 x 4¢ QEII &
panes of 5¢ on 4¢, FA & PM set. Paintings to $10 in white & cream papers plus other multiples (Total FV of these
alone is $180+) Fine throughout. (100s)
1914-1974 Used accumulation in stockbook with no kangaroos but a useful lot of KGV to 1/4d, commems incl 1934
Vic Cent 1/- x 2 & PD bicolours to 4d incl several blocks of 3d plus Robes to £1, 5/- cattle x4 & Navigators to £1 (latter
x 3). Common decimals with AAT 1966/68 to $1. Untidy, but overall cond above average. (100s)
1914-1975 used in "The Academy" stamp album. A clean lot with KGV well covered, lots of shades incl single wmk
1/4d x 5 & all commems good to fine used noting 1/- "OS" lyrebird & 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. Later missing only
£1 Robes on thin paper but with 3 thick paper while the pre-decimal Navigators incl both papers of 10/- & £1. Decimals
with up to 6 copies of each plus selected F/U examples. No PD's but 1957-1969 AAT, Cocos & Norfolk 1947 sets
complete. (100s)
1927-1941 Useful range incl 1½d Sturt plate number blocks 1 & 2 before Plates 1-4 of 1936 2d Cable in all corners,
ditto 3d Plate 1, large blocks of 1927 1½d Parliament (40), 1929 1½d WA (35) incl 2 x Ash imprints & 1932 3d SHB
(28) incl imprint plus many other imprint blocks noting 1929 3d Air block of 8, 1932 6d kookaburra & both 2d & 3d
SHB. Also 1934 Vic Cent with 2d perf. 10½ & others perf. 11½, 1935 2d Anzac, 1936 Cable & SA imprint blocks of 12
with KGVI 1/4d Ash imprint blocks x 2. 1937 NSW set & 1940 AIF set (6d creased) in blocks of 4 before 2/- kangaroo,
Gloucester, Peace & Mitchell all in imprints. Also a valuable fine used duplicated range with 5/- Sydney Harbour
Bridge & quantities of other vals noting 1929 3d Air x 8 incl 4 type B's, 1931 Kingsford Smith 3d (23), 6d violet (23),
brown (2), 2d "OS" (12), 3d SHB (17) with 12 x ovptd "OS" 2d & 13 x 3d, 1934 Macarthur 3d (22), 9d (2), 1/6d Air perf.
11 (23), Vic Cent 8d (25), 1/- (3) & 1935 Silver Jubilee 3d x 22 & 2/- x 8. Finally 1/- Anzac (7), thick paper 5/- Robes
(23), 10/- (6) & £1 (14) plus CofA 5/- kangaroo (8), 1/4d KGV (7), KGVI (26), 1941 surcharges 2½ (9) & 3½d & 5½d
(15 ea). A superb lot with some perf faults but majority fine. Viewing will impress! (100s)
1929-1941 fine used/CTO selection on Hagner incl 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge plus "OS" ovptd pair, 1934
Macarthur, 1935 1/- ANZAC & Silver Jubilee set of 3. Also Kingsford Smith 3d with both 6d vals & 2d "OS" ovpt.
Finally 5/- CofA wmk kangaroo, 1/4d KGV, 1934 no wmk 1/6d Air, 1937 thick paper Robes, 1941 surcharges & 1934
1/- Vic Cent perf. 11½. A fine & useful group. (25)
1929-1941 same as above and just as fine incl the 5/- Sydney harbour Bridge. (25)
1930's Country Post Office wooden "pigeon" hole sorting unit with 11 x 3 divisions looking like a model of a high rise
carpark! Vendor requested that this be sold with its contents intact as a display lot. Predominantly 1937-1947 covers
but noting two Airgraphs & a 1937 Telegram in envelope with oval Post & Telegraph Office Narrogin pmk in magenta.
Many window faced envelopes with annotations at top suggesting that a collector used the envelopes to sort stamps
of the KGVI period. Unusual & viewing suggested! (approx. 150 items)
1930's-1960's good to fine used selection on Hagners randomly arranged but noted 3 engraved kookaburras F/U or
CTO, Kingsford Smith "OS" ovpts CTO, £1 Robes F/U x 4, 9d Macarthur x 3, 1/- Vic Cent & 1/- Anzac x 6 of each & 2/Silver Jubilee x 3 plus many others. Considerable duplication having come from an "investment" portfolio. Sprinkling of
used decimal. Inspection will not disappoint & a conservative reserve. (200+)
1930's-1960's blocks & multiples with majority in blocks of 4. Majority MUH incl 42 imprint blocks & 4 with varieties.
Noted 1/4d Hermes imprint, 10/- Flinders block of 4. Also 2 KGVI blocks with possible "ink stripping" & 8d Tiger Cat x 3
blocks with annotated varieties. Fine & fresh. (72 blocks)
1932-1965 heavily duplicated mounted used accumulation in huge "New Imperial" album. Mostly low val defins &
commems but does incl about 170 good to F/U 5/- cattle, 5/- Dampier x 94 & 4/- Tasman x 65. Nearly every page is
totally filled, except for one with 3 F/U 2/3d Cable! Useful for F/U examples of common vals. (1000s)
1937-1965 Seven Seas pages missing Robes & Arms sets & coils but incls all 3d blue dies, both perfs of zoologicals &
the no wmk set MUH. Also 1953-1965 booklet panes of 6 x 7 (Cat. $150+) & PD's with 1953 1/-, 2/-, 5/- & no wmk
lower vals. Noted 1953 "Produce Food!" blocks of 9, both papers of 5/- Cattleman MUH, Navigators set of 8 to £2
MUH & 1954 3½d Royal Visit positional in lower left block of 6 with upper right unit showing re-entry & ½d kangaroo
no wmk in a full sheet of 160 folded once. Fine throughout. (261 + 4 blocks, 7 booklet panes & full sheet)
1945-1970 Heavily duplicated used in catalogue order in 3 large Chinese stockbooks. Majority poor to average cond
with many 1000's of stamps noting 10/- Arms (100s), 2/- Tasmania with 50+ all machine cancelled before lesser
quantities of other 2/- commems. No 2/3d's but noted a £1 Bass! Suit optimistic masochist! (1000s)
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Pre-decimals MUH, MLH & used on black leaves in binder in no particular order but noted 1929 3d Air type B
perfined "OS" CTO, 1937/48 10/- Robes on thick paper MLH with £1 used, 1949 £2 Arms MLH, 1935 Silver Jubilee
MLH & 1940 6d AIF MLH plus 1932 SHB "OS" pair MLH with various 2/- commems MLH & used. Also 1950 8½d
Aborigine in half sheet plus many blocks MUH/MLH of 4. Also, PNG 1952 to £1 MLH & Christmas Is 1958 QEII set to
$1. Clean lot with used in variable cond but MUH/MLH all fresh. (100s)
Pre-decimals Used accumulation incl kangaroos & KGV low vals in old style loose leaf stock book. Nothing significant
but many 100's of stamps which repay close inspection. Useful for F/U as many cds cancels. (100s)
Pre-decimals 25 Hagner sheets with approx. 1200 mainly MUH stamps randomly arranged noting Macarthur sets x 2,
Kingsford Smith set, SA sets x 2, Vic Cent sets x 2, Cable sets x 9 & 1935 Anzac pair also MUH. 1913 6d kookaburra
x 2 MH, Robes on thick paper 10/- x 2 & £1 x 2 MLH, 9d Macarthur x2 MLH, 1953/54 Tas Sesqi 13 blocks of 4 MUH,
C/wealth Games 2/3d x 18 blocks of 4 plus 7/6d Navigators x 4, 2/3d cable with 10 blocks of 4. Also 9 booklet panes
of 6 incl one with plate No.2 at top. Finally 2d KGV SJ in 3 blocks of 4, 1937 KGVI 3d blue Die I x 2 well centred & 2
centred left but all MUH. Originally a speculative investment portfolio. Well worth a look as many others. (100s)
Pre-Decimals Seven Seas hingeless pages with no kangaroos but KGV almost complete with some MUH incl single
wmk complete except for 4d lemon, 1d red Die II (MLH), Die III (MH) & 1/4d turquoise (MH), LMW set complete MUH
except 1½d black brown (MLH). No wmk both MUH, SMW Perf. 14 complete & mostly MLH/MVLH, 4d & 4½d (MVLH),
1/4d (MLH) & SMW Perf. 13½x12½ complete incl 4½d violet Die II (CTO). Remainder consists 1d green Die II (MLH),
1½d red, 1½d brown, 3d Die I & II & 4½d violet Die I (all MUH), 5d (MVLH) & 1/4d MLH. CofA are mainly MLH, MVLH
or MUH with 1/4d MLH. Surcharges MUH & "OS" ovpts complete with 1d, 2d, 3d & 4d MUH & 5d MLH. Perf "OS"
commems complete MUH. 1928 Kookaburra M/S & 6d engraved MUH (light creasing). KGV commem sets complete
& mostly MUH incl both large lyre birds, 3 Hermes & Kingsford Smith issues. 1/- black Vic Cent perf. 11½, 9d
Macarthur, 2/- Silver Jubilee (MLH/MVLH) before KGVI 1937/38 defins mostly MUH except 4d koala perf. 15x14
(MVLH). All with better than average centering. Robes sets in both papers MUH except for 5/- values (MVLH).
Remaining issues appear complete in MUH cond. Navigators to £2 MUH & BCOF ovpts complete MUH (2/- MLH).
Conservative reserve.
1966 QEII decimals MUH & used study on 46 Hagners. Several MUH blocks of 4 or 6 with at least 4 blocks plus
singles of most to 24¢ birds, 3 blocks + singles of 30¢, 3 x blocks of 40¢ plus a Navigators "SPECIMEN" set with
singles to $4 plus range of WA cds pmks in alpha order (71) on 5¢ with slogan types on 6¢ QEII. Then various used
various from 3¢ to 50¢ & all heavily annotated throughout by a collector who looked very closely for varieties & papers!
MUH approx. $60 in FV plus 50¢ & $1 booklets & the "SPECIMEN" set. (100s)
1966-1971 heavily duplicated used in Collector de Luxe peg album. Many F/U incl 25¢ Weather Satellite x 27, all with
cds cancels as are the 20¢ WWW x 17 & 1967 25¢ Christmas x 23. Other useful incl 4¢ QEII tabs with all slogans
again all with cds pmks & $4 King pair on piece tied by 1995 cds. (100s)
1966-1976 decimal used off paper accumulation in shoebox & sorted into envelopes. Incls some later S/A issues.
Large quantity which may suit researcher. (1000s)
1966-1989 MUH, unused & used accumulation on leaves with detailed annotations relating to papers, inks, flaws,
unlisted varieties, etc. Used incl "on piece" range of WA cds cancels plus many mint without gum on piece from late
1960's. Noted part sheet of 70 x 5c Soil/Medical MUH with 7 gutter pairs, QEII coil strips & booklet panes all MUH etc.
Collector must have taken 100's of hours compiling this collection! (1000s)
1990's-2010 diverse range of FDC's, Packs, Maxicards & 2009 Geelong Cats AFL Premiers limited edition with
medallion. Good range of football, cricket & Olympics, 2000-2001 Int Post FDCs to $20 x 2 of each, 2002 Thailand
joint issue with covers & packs, "Teapot of Truth" & "Hawthorn 2004" prestige booklets plus GB 2005 M/S's with 3
different on addressed FDC's. All in Cumberland album with c60 items & 30+ unused cover sleeves.
1996-2000 Fine used on 65 Hagners in Prinz 4 ring binder. Neatly laid out in catalogue order appearing complete
simplified with some extras incl 1997 Car panes from prestige booklet. All M/S's present (except exhibition ovpts) &
many sheetlets/gutter strips. Largely CTO, FDI or "Post Shop" cancels except the S/A letter rate items which are either
uncancelled or commercially used. A useful lot. (100s)
1996-2009 Used in quality "as new" Lindner stockbook. Approx 95% complete incl 73 M/S's & sheetlets of 10 plus
S/A's. Fine throughout with majority having cds cancels. (1000s)
2010-2014 used collection incl M/S's in quality Lindner stockbook. Approx 95% complete plus many duplicated letter
rate items plus a range of 1980's-1990's se-tenants. Noted postally used $1 "First Fleet" block ovptd "SPECIMEN",
CTO booklets & $20 defins x 3 plus earlier odds incl 5/- CofA kangaroo. Also M/S's with Singpex 2019 & 30 earlier.
Clean throughout & with mostly cds examples. (1000s)
2016-2019 $1 S/A Commems on paper with a mix of slogan & cds pmks. Useful for the used modern issues incls
some Int Post & Concession Stamp issues. Weighs 3kgs (1000s)
2016-2019 ditto with seemingly mixed $1 S/A & sheet commems again on paper with a mix of pmk types.
Weighs 4.2kgs (1000s)
Booklets 1953-1995 group with 1953 3/6d with waxed interleaving (Cat. £85) plus a decimal range from 1979 with a
FV of $91.60. Some of the $4.50 Kangaroos & Koala types have reprint logos. All fine with minor duplication & an odd
GB & Netherlands also in the lot! (34)
Booklets 1960's-1970's range consisting of .60c Famous Aust x 3, $1.20 Famous Australians, purple .70c Prime
Minister's x 30 & 70c green x 28 & $1.40 PM's x 12 plus other random. Incls "empties' that could be used for display.
Face Value approx. $70 (82 + covers)
Booklets 1992-1995 $4.50 vals with 10 x 45c panes all with Security Tabs incl both the Magnetic Foil strips & the
barcode types. Incls 1992 TOY 2K x 2 with silver foil & magnetic tape (P&C B168 BSa/b), 1993 Trains with large tab
(P&C B172S) & 1992 Threatened Species 3K with large tab & 4K with large tab in 2 diff types, small tab & foil strip
(P&C B170 CS/DS/DSa/DSb1. All written up on leaves. Pfeffer & Crum Cat. $260 (8)
Booklets 2004-2015 range of S/A booklets with a high degree of completeness. Noted 2008 Cent of Rugby complete
set of 16 plus the $10 emblem edition, 2008 set of $5 Working Dogs. Also noted the "difficult to find" International Post
types incl $5.50, $6 & $9 "Bush Wildlife", the latter pair x 2, 2006 $6.25 & $9.25 "Whales Down Under", $6.25 & $9.25
"Greetings", $7.25 & $10.50 "Bush Babies", $7 & $10.25 Indigenous Culture", Beijing Olympics, Qantas & 2010 $7.25
"Powered Flight" & 2014 $13 QEII B'day (the latter 2 not listed in SG?). Neatly arranged in Lighthouse stockbook with
issues between SG SB167 & SG SB500. Total FV $750+ with a retail of nearly twice this figure!
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Booklets - Overprinted Exhibitions Useful range rarely seen in a single lot incl 1989 $3 Eurban Env with "NZ
1990"(3), 1989 Christmas for "Sydney Stamp & Coin Show" (3) & "World Stamp Expo '89" Washington, 1990 $2
Heidelberg ovptd "Norpex '91 Newcastle" (2), 1990 $3.80 Christmas for "Sydney Stamp & Coin Show" (5), 1992 $2
Wetlands with "7th N.P.C.C. Canberra" in silver (2) & "Queensland Stamp & Coin Show 1994" also in silver (2), 1992
$4.50 TOY "Taichung", 1992 $2 Wetlands for "Kaohsiung Stamp Exhibition" in gold (2) & "World Columbian Stamp
Expo", 1992 Threatened Species for "Kuala Lumpur '92" (2), "Brisbane National Stamp Show '92" (3), 1992 "Orange
Blossom Festival", Taipei 1993 (2), 1993 $4.50 Dinosaurs for "Sydney Stamp & Coin Show" in gold (5), 1993 Trains
for "INDOPEX '93" (2), "Queensland Stamp Show" (3)& "TRAINS - Australia's first Peel-n-stick commemorative
stamps" in mauve with Railway Historical Society logo, 1994 Lifesaving for "Newcastle Mini-National Exhibition" in
gold (2), 1994 $4.50 TOY with "Canberra Stamp Show '94" in gold & ditto for Melbourne (2 of ea), 1995 $4.50 Cinema
for "Queensland Stamp and Coin Show 1995" in gold, 1996 $4.50 Koalas & kangaroos with "Canberra Stampshow 96"
in gold (2), 1996 $4.50 Pets with "ASDA Centrepoint '96" in gold (2) consecutively numbered & 1998 Greetings with
"Natstamp '98 Canberra" in black (2). Fine cond with useful duplication. FV $210, Pfeffer & Crum Cat. $1000+ (54)
Booklets - Southpex 1988-1988 collection arranged on leaves & consisting of 1985, 1988 plus 2 empty folders, 1990
x 2 ord & 3 with the S/A red roll tabs, 1991 with 1K reprint x 2, another 2 signed by Jan Williams & a fifth with S/A strip
upside down, 1992 x 3 "SOUTHPEX PROMOTING YOUTH PHILATELY" tabs in S/A TS pairs plus 2 folders with
unused strips with additional "tabs", 1993 "Boxlink" x 4 plus 4 folders in 2 diff colours, 1994 80cv Aline Wildflowers with
"10th ANNIVERSARY 1994" ovpts x4 plus Penguin folder only, 1995 "Hearts & Roses" in green with left & rights side
"Traffic Lights" & "Fixed Left Side" & same for "Right" strips of 4(10) plus another design in white with blocks of 4 x 3,
1996 x 4 & 1997 & 1998 x 2 each for left & right sides. Also 2003 "Canning S.E. Asia Night 2nd July 2003" containing
50c matching tabbed personalised stamp x 2 & another for "South Pacific Night" on 6th July 2005 & 2006 "30th
Birthday of Canning Stamp Club", these last 2 also with Personalised matching stamps in each. Pfeffer & Crum Cat.
$1050 for those catalogues + others & signed editions. (52 plus empty folders)
Coils 1942-1963 coil perf pairs plus blocks of 4 incl ½d no wmk, 2d QM, 3d QEII (1953), 3d QEII (1959), 2d QEII nonHelecon (1962) & 5d blue. All fresh MUH. SG Cat. £400+ (15)
Collectors Cards 1987-1989 sets complete in unopened Aust Post packaging. Incls First Fleet & Living Together set
of 8 packs with 2 each of the former plus 1988 Olympics x 2. Retail $120+ if you can find them!
Commercial Mail 1935-1964 range with 5 items incl colourful "Cole's Book Arcade, Bourke Street Melbourne to
Collins Street" parcel label to Newmarket (the forerunner of Coles Stores?) with stamps tied by 15 OC 31 cds.,
Bourneville Cocoa monocolour 2d Paid uncancelled cover from Hobart to NSW & an1938 4 page catalogue from "The
James Black Shoe Stores Ltd" 97 Rundle St, Adelaide noting women's footwear 70¢ to $1.60, children's 22¢ to 80¢ &
men's 40¢ to $1.50 (LSD prices ranged from 2/3d for a pair of children's slippers to 14/11d for men's all leather boots
& 15/11 for women's smart court shoes in black, brown, navy or blue calf). Today it would cost nearly this much to post
out this catalogue as it would to purchase a decent pair of men's or women's shoes in 1935!
CPS's 1999-2007 comprehensive selection of Counter Printed Stamps with both the sets of 6 S/A strips & commem
covers for a variety of Stamp & Coin Fairs/Shows & Congresses. Noted 45c sets of 6 with imprints for "GPO PERTH
WA", "AUSTRALIA 99", "HILLARYS" with neighbouring note stating "24.6.00 Illegal RARE ERROR, Should be blank.
$1000/set", "SWANPEX 99", "ANDA SA", "CONGRESS 2007", "2007 DARWIN V8", "LIONS ADELAIDE" & 50c, $1.00
& $1.45 vals for "STAMPEX 2003" & "EROPEX 2003" imprints plus numerous others with approx. 80 strips of 6.
Noted 50c trial strip in a different font from the standard issues & an uncut strip with "45c" imprint. Many covers with
matching pictorial pmks. Massive retail value with a FV of $200+
Ephemera Interesting group incl 1952 Broadcast Listeners Licence Fee card with some stamps, 1958 Broadcast
Listeners & Television Viewers Licence Fee card also with stamps, 1948 Clothing Coupon card, 1948 Meat Ration
card, 1934 & 1935 Telegraph forms (used), 1962 Insurance Expiry Notice & a small booklet stories of "Diggers in
Action" published by the Clyde Press with a cover title "Lest We Forget in Action" with coloured picture of a Digger
standing with the Australia flag to his right & the star and stripes to his left. All in good cond. (8 items)
First Day Covers 1930-1955 pre-decimal selection incl Official APO, SA Stamp Company, Bishop, Haslem, Smyth,
Set Maker, Challis, Bodin, Wide World, Winslow, Hunter, Guthrie, Miller Bros, Wesley, Mappin & Curran makers as
well as a few plain covers. This comes from a retiring dealers stock & PTSA $1700+. Generally fine to very fine with
almost 40% of covers unaddressed. (103)
First Day Covers 1937-1977 from various makers incl Official APO, Haslem, Wide World, Miller Bros, Royal Smyth,
Turley, Rex Bodin, Hunter Stamp Co & Wesley. Majority pre-decimal with a few early PO decimal covers incl
numerous Hermes covers & PO "Shield" types from late pre-decimal to early decimal period. These covers are
increasingly collectable with approx. 30% unaddressed. Retiring dealers stock in Prinz cover album with some useful
light duplication. Generally fine to very fine. PTSA $1000+ (130)
First Day Covers 1948-1965 selection with majority Wide World or Royal types with just over 50% unaddressed.
Cond is mainly fine to very fine. Retiring dealers stock of approx. 90 covers in quality Prinz album. Useful to re-sellers
or for Ebay. PTSA $1000+
First Day Covers Pre-decimal range in small box interspersed with odd commercial cover, postal stationery used &
flight cover. Many plain covers with a mix of Challis, WCS & Royal incl some 1962 Commonwealth Games types.
Handful of late pre-decimal commercially used & early decimals at the back not counted in reserve figure. (approx.
200 FDC's)
First Day Covers 1970-1986 complete in 3 x APW "Australian First Day Cover Albums". All unaddressed Official APO
covers in exc cond incl 1970 Expo, Royal Visit, Grasslands & 30c small Capt. Cook. Retail on these 4 alone is $600.
Many pmkd GPO Perth noting 1974 7c Newspapers in green ink & Gemstones in blue! Also various commem pictorial
FDI cancels. A useful collection which the challenge of bring up to date! (238)
First Day Covers 1937-1965 selection incl some of the lesser seen cover makers noting SA Stamp Co, Haslem,
Winslow, Woodger, Miller Bros, Bodin & Smyth amongst others incl Challis & Royal Geographical. Too many to detail
but retail exceeds $2000. Mostly addressed but in good to fine cond. Prices on some total $500!
First Day Covers 1937-1968 in Wesley FDC album mostly addressed. Noted 1940 AIF set of 4 on "Men, Munitions,
Material" illust, 2/- Cobb & Co on Guthrie, 5/- Cattle on WCS & 1965 Anzac set of 3 on WCS. Incls 10 of the "First day
Cards" tied by GPO Perth cds's ex except the 1955 3d SA Stamp Anniv with ANPEX exhibition pmks in red. Majority
in good cond. (77)
First Day Covers 1948-1965 range of Royal & WCS plus others not attributed but illustrated. Majority pmkd "CHIEF
PARCELS OFFICE, NSW" with values to 5/-. Also noted 5 with "Sydney Rail NSW" cds's. Neat typed addresses with
majority in good condition & all different. (approx. 120)
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First Day Covers 1952-1958 range with typed addresses to Mr & Master J & L Locke all with GPO Perth cds's. Some
dupl with predominantly WCS but odd plain (e.g. "Produce Food" strips) or private. Locke ran the Boans Stamp Shop
in the Perth department store at the time & a number of the illustrated are believed to have been produced specially by
Boans Ltd. Odd stain, but nearly all are fine & low reserve opening at $2 per cover. (75)
First Day Covers 1952-1965 range with first 20 without cover maker apparent but all pmkd Ararat or St Kilda Rail &
one addressed in pencil to "Quality Stamps, Ararat" with others fresh & unaddressed. Other types incl WCS x 33 &
Royal x 7. All fresh & presented in quality FDC album. (60)
First Day Covers 1953-1973 Sigma covers all with typed addresses & tied by Melbourne or GPO Melbourne cds.
Usual mixed cond. (50)
First Day Covers 1966-2009 in 12 Cumberland FDC albums noting vals to $10 Kakadu M/S, AAT incl a couple of
base sets of 4, Int Post sets, embellished "Prestige" types & even a 2000 Anzac Legends PNC (retails $110).
Excellent condition with a massive original cost. (960+) This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to
the Cancer Council, so please bid generously.
First Day Covers 1968-1991 duplicated with up to 3 of each in later years. Mixed addressed & unaddressed with
early WCS & APO types before all Official AP types mainly unaddressed in 2 binders. Incls some Pictorial
commemorative pmks. (approx. 200)
First day Covers 1969-1973 accumulation in quantities up to x10 of some. Noted 1970 Expo x 3 with one typed
address, another handwritten & last unaddressed. The 1970 Royal Visit x 4 with 2 addressed & 2 unadd, the latter
retailing at $100ea. All on official Aust Post covers with majority fine & unaddressed. Noted 1972 PM's with booklet
panes on FDC's. Useful for re-seller. (c430)
First Day Covers 1986-2015 incl M/S's & numerous Pictorial FDI pmks incl those for Perth & other W.A. PO's noting
Coolgardie, Dalwallinu, Denmark, Margaret River etc. Incls Postcode sets for Echidna, Platypus & "Festive" Framas
plus some Joint Issues & AAT. Noted 2003 $5 "Treasures of the Archives etc. Exc cond & useful for resale opening at
only 20c per FDC! (500+)
First Day Covers - Prestige 2008-2016 range of the embellished Aust Post issues incl 2008 Qantas A380 with
magnet, 2008 & 2009 Christmas with tree decorations attached, 2010 Lions Postage Paid type with Sydney
Convention cloth patch, 2010 Trans-Aust Railway with ticket reproduction & gold pmk, 2012 QEII Diamond Jubilee
with 60c sterling silver stamp, 2013 $10 Kangaroo & Map & 2014 Air Mail Anniv with sewn patch plus others with
"Wartime Letters" enclosed. Many Limited Editions & rarely seen in this quantity. Cost $380+ & retail of $750+ (31)
Framas 1984-1989 complete Postcode sets of 9 on Seven Seas Hingeless pages incl 33c Barred Edge, 50c Cup-pex,
50c Sydpex & $1.00 Aeropex. Fine MUH. Retail $100+ (76)
Framas 1995-2000 range of values, cliché numbers & paper designs on commercially used envelopes sent within
South Australia. Incls the hard to source "Waratah", "Tiwi" & "Farewell" papers with majority appearing to be 45c
values. (200+)
Hutt River Accumulation with 10 MUH sets, approx. 30 FDC's & 6 items of postal history from the Province to
Australian destinations. Mostly fine to very fine cond.
Hutt River 1974 $1.20 Prince Leonard imperforate M/S's x 100 MUH & 1982 $3 Coat of Arms Sheetlets x 100 All
MUH. Retail $6 each (total $1200). Useful for re-sale/Ebayer. (200)
Hutt River 1977 Aust Animals sets of 4 with 27c Emu, 45c Red Kangaroo, 75c Echidna & 90c Brushtail Possum in
complete MUH sheets as issued with 500 of each. Interesting format with full sheets containing 2 panes of different
animals. Total FV $1185! Useful for a "promotion" of "free gifts" to Ebay buyers etc. (2000)
Lettergram Greetings Card Envelopes 1990's range of unused "Lettergram card" envelopes each with a different
design above the address cut-out & in the stamp area. Incls "Goodbye & Good Luck" (EP 209), "Thank You (EP217),
Get Well (EP 207), "Congratulations on Your Engagement" (EP 227), "On Your Wedding Day" (EP201 & 203), "Happy
Birthday" (EP 211 & 212), the latter in 2 designs & "Congratulations" (EP226) plus various other occasion cards
numbered EP 202, 204, 213, 214, 221, 222, 231, 232, 233, 236 & 237. Each with additional related design on reverse
& inside flap. First ones we have seen. Exc mint cond. (22)
Maxicards 1990-2008 with many sets & all with stamps tied by the relevant commem pictorial pmk. Some light
duplication. Each is pre-paid for Australian & Overseas posting. Incls AAT issues. (247)
Medallion Covers 2006-2013 range of 14 covers each encompassing matching medal for the stamp issue up to 2013
Diamond Jubilee Coronation. Noted 2006 C/wealth Games & 2010 Mary Mackillop, these latter 2 being 3 medal
covers, 2011 Airshow F-111 & 2012 Medical Doctors. All in exc cond in Cumberland binder with a retail of $800+. List
available upon request. (14)
Military Mail 1939-1945 range noting Mil P.O. Northam, Adelaide River NT, Aust Army P.O. 216 Papua, Dobodura
Papua, Noonamah NT, Noonatiah NT, RAAF Laverton Vic, Aust Field P.O. No. 22 Borneo, Pine Creek NT & Mil PO
Cowan Cowan Qld. Also Concord Mil Hosp NSW, AIF Field P.O. 53 Papua, AIF Field P.O. 28 North Africa, Milne Bay
Papua, Mil P.O. Seymour No.17 Vic, Tatura No.2 POW Camp, Mil P.O. Murchison & Field P.O. 084 Torokina, AIF
Field P.O. No.121 Pacific Campaign & Mil P.O. Wayville SA. Finally Aust Unit POS Stn 362, New Guinea Force, AIP
FPO 22 North Africa, Mil P.O. Bandiana Vic, Mil P.O. Tamworth NSW, Batchelor NT, Mataranka NT & Dobodura
Papua. Variable strikes but useful pickings at this reserve. Originally PTSA in the UK for £650+ (130+)
Military Mail 1940's range of covers all addressed to Mrs Thackeray in Sydney. Interesting to see the variation in
the number of different YMCA, Australian Comfort Fund & Salvation Army cacheted covers. All with censor cachets.
PTSA $260. Most are in good to very good cond apart from some damaged caused by being opened enthusiastically!
(26 covers with 7 plain)
Military Mail 1942-1953 covers to WA addresses with majority Censored. Noted 1943env with "Unit Postal Stn" cds
over "NO STAMPS AVAILABLE" endorsement while other covers have frankings from 1d to 4d with a variety of cds or
rectangular cancels prefixed with "Mil PO", "Unit Postal Stn" & "R.A.A.F.P.O." plus (1953) "H.M.A. Ships" with 3d KGVI
tied by machine cancel with "Passed Free" above date case. One large airmail cover (1950) with 2½d KGVI & 1½d
QM tied by Amberley base cds has been taxed 6d. Odd minor fault, but good lot with plenty of character. (13)
Military Mail 1943 (12th Nov) & 1944 (10th July) Incoming POW letters from Stalag VIIID & Stalag 344 respectively.
Both with boxed Censor markings in violet. The former letter is addressed to Mr Charles Zeck, Ladies Hairdresser,
whilst the latter is addressed to Madam Zeck. Both letters written by the same sender. Exc cond in legible English with
both being sent Airmail via North America. (2)
Military Mail WWII range of envs plus a 1941 illust "Air Mail Letter Card" with 3d KGVI tied by A.I.F. Field PO cds.
Cachets incl "R.A.A.F. SERVICE", "AUST. ARMY POSTAL SERVICES F.P.O. 026 REGD. No." completed in m/s &
"Australian Military Forces Passed by Censor 3799" boxed with another with "Opened by Censor" tape re-sealing an
A.C.F. printed env. All in good to very good cond. (7 items)
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Miniature Sheets - Exhibition Overprints 1990-2013 1990 Stamp Anniv with "Stamp World London 90" in silver,
1994 Hong Kong on Christmas Is Year of the Dog, 1996 Indonesia '96 on Joint Issue, USSR Joint Issue with NZ 1990,
PhilaNippon on $1.05 Exploration, 1992 Space Year & Aust day with World Columbian Stamp Expo, 1993 Christmas
Is Seabirds with "Taipei '93", 1993 Dinosaurs with Sydney Stamp & Coin Show, 1994 PhilaKorea, 1994 Zoos with diff
ovpts for Brisbane, Melbourne & Sydney shows, 1995 Beijing Stamp & Coin Expo on China joint issue pair, 1995
Jakarta on Cocos Seabirds, 1995 World Down Under for "Sydney Centrepoint Stampshow" & additional 3 for the
Brisbane & Melbourne shows & Swanpex, 1995 "Singapore World Stamp Exhibition" on AAT Whales (retails at $55),
1996 Indonesia Joint with "World Philatelic Youth Exhibition", 1996 Pets with all 7 diff ovpts in gold, 1997 $10 Kakadu
with "Pacific '97", "Italia '98" & "PhilaNippon '01", 1999 China World Philatelic on Butterflies, 2000 Small Pond with
"Bangkok 2000" & logo, 2000 Olymphilex on Sports sheetlet, 2001 Space with Hong Kong, 2002 50th Anniv of IFSDA
& APTA on Thailand joint issue, 2004 "World Stamp Championship" om Cocos Royal Visit, 2004 Tasmania with
China, 2006 $1.25 koala for China Stamp & Coin Expo, 2007 $3.90 Sydney Harbour Bridge with gold SHB "15 June
2007 Sydney" ovpt & another with "Bangkok 2007", 2009 Asian Int Exhib, "London 2010 Festival of Stamps" on 4 diff
M/S's incl $5 Col Heritage (these retail at $45/set) & Thailand 2013 on QEII Coronation Jubilee. Also 4 x $2.25 S/A
sheetlets ovptd for 1992 Chicago, 2001 Hafnia, China Stamp & Coin Expo. All fine MUH in quality stockbook. FV
$155+ with a much higher retail! (53)
Officials 1916-1965 selection of covers noting 1916 "UNCLAIMED" h/s on OHMS Registered cover to Eradu with rare
"POSTMASTER GERALDTON" ORS2 transit on reverse, 2 x 1946 R.A.A.F. OHMS Registered covers with blue
provisional Registration labels for "RAAF 4111" & "RAAF 7904 Australia". Also 1946 O.H.M.S. env from Melbourne to
RAAF Randwick with 2 large boxed "AIRMAIL" & "SPECIAL TASK" cachets & 1965 Qld OHMS cover with monocolour
illustrated cachet for "Queensland The Mecca of Tourists". Majority in very good to fine cond. (14)
Officials KGV Perfined "OS" MUH/MLH selection on Seven Seas pages noting ½d green LMW (MLH), ½d orange
SMW Perf. 13½x12½ (MUH), 3x 1d green SMW Perf. 13½x12 (MUH), 1½d black-brown LMW (MH), 1½d brown
single wmk (MUH), 1½d red single wmk (MLH), 2d red SMW Perf. 13½x12½ with inverted wmk (MUH), 2d red brown
SMW Perf. 13½x12½ (MUH), 3d blue SMW Perf. 13½x12½ (MH), 4d blue single wmk (MUH - light crease), 4d olive
SMW Perf. 13½x12½ (MUH) & 1/4d turquoise single wmk (MLH with light gum toning). A useful group with a total
ACSC Cat. $1430. (14)
PNC's 2000-2007 selection of the scarcer issues incl 2000 "Legends - The Last Anzacs", "For Valour - Victoria Coss",
"Olympic Sports" $5 coin pair, 2002 QEII Accession & 2008 Howzat Ashes. All in exc cond. Total retail $1000+ & low
reserve opening at only $30 each! (6)
PNC's 2000-2010 selection of better issues incl 2000 Olympic Sports in 2 designs, 2001 Army, 2002 Accession, 2007
"Howzat" Ashes Cricket, 2008 End of WWI with gold foiled pmk & 2010 Melbourne Cup also with gold pmk &
numbered 1711 of 1861. Exc cond on APW pages in binder. Retail $1350+ (7)
PNC's 2007 to 2013 range with a high degree of completeness in 3 x APW PNC albums with printed pages. Exc cond.
54 different (List available by request) with a cost price of $1000 & a retail of $1900+ Reserved at less than $5 ea. (54)
PNC's & Medallion Covers 1994-2018 collection with many limited edition issues incl the Medallion types. Exc cond
throughout & all neatly arranged with year dividers. 162 different (List available by request) with a cost price of $2825
& a retail of $5200+. Reserved at less than a third of the original cost! (162)
PNC's & Medallion Covers Group with 2009 CI Year of the Ox, 2010 Powered Flight & Fromelles while latter consists
of 2009 AFL & NRL premiers, 2009 Earth Hour, 2010 Kokoda plus 20¢ coin "Australia Remembers" & 2010 $1 Anzac
Day coin in folder. Retail $260+ (9 items)
Postage Dues 1902-1928 used selection on Hagners with good range of monocolours incl 8d "blank at base"
ovptd "SPECIMEN" unused & a few nicely used to vals 4d plus some NSW ½d to 2d with neat cds cancels.
Useful 1902/04 "base completed" types to 5/- both with & without stroke noting majority are fine. Also a smattering
of 1909 bicolours incl 1d with Thursday Islands cds & ½d with partial Norfolk Island cancel, 2d strip of 3 with complete
1924 Hall's Creek cds & a strip of 3 x 4d with Williams cds without a year in date slug. Good cond with viewing
recommended. Retail $1000+ (80+)
Postage Dues 1902-1959 on Hagners & leaves in ring binder. Noted "blank at base" ½d to 4d, 1906/08 incl 5/(SG D33), 1909 types to 5/- with some blocks CTO or F/U incl 1½d, 10d & heavily duplicated 1d singles with mixed
cds/pen cancels (100s). Also a 1907 Qld cover to Tas with "Late Fee" strike & 2d blank at base PD, 3 postcards
(1905) with Tax markings & PD's cancelled in pencil, large stampless 1937 cover to Sydney taxed 8d with 4d x 2 tied
by cds & GB KGV postcard to Hobart with 1d franking taxed an additional 1d.
Postal History 1917 to 1966 range of envs noting 1d red KGV with "ferns variety", 1d green with "N-Y joined", 3d
green QEII coil strip of 3 in uprated 3d green Post Card to USA & 1946 Italian POW 7½d KGVI Airletter from
Myrtleford Camp to Italy. Incls a bundle of used Frama covers & high value pre-decimals from the 1960's tied by cds's
on piece with 18 x £1 Arms on piece incl a F/U block of 4. Useful group.
Postal History Range of Aust covers plus one from New Zealand 1894 to London & a GB cover to Aust with
Philippine Paquebot markings. Australian covers incl 1887 cover from Paddington, NSW to England with 4d
purple QV with neat 16 ray cancel (fine), WWII covers with Australian censor markings x 3 with 2 registered,
one on Union Steam Ship Company of NZ Pty Ltd cover with company & "Taroona" h/s's to Samoa). There are
also 7 x 1933-1982 airmails letters to England plus 14 APR 1982 "Overseas Express Delivery" labels front & back in
very good cond & Aust WWII covers from 114 Eng. Bn APO 32 with boxed "Passed by U16370S Army Examiner"
censor markings to Qld. Interesting group. (13)
Postal History Superior lot of covers noting 1937 Airmail to England franked with 5/- kangaroo & 1/- large lyrebird,
1920 to USA with 6d blue pair & 3d, 1956 Paquebot, 1932 Melbourne-Germany reg'd, 1985 reg'd airmail to Austria
bearing a lone $5, 1931 Kingsford Smith set on reg'd FDC to England, 1913 reg'd Sydney-Wagga with NSW 4d Cook,
incoming 1934 London-Melbourne Air Race KLM cover with Dutch franking & 1964 5/- cattle on "Royal" FDC plus a
range of 1950's-1960's Airmail covers incl a 1942 Airgraph & WWI censored & WWII "Aust Defence Canteens" PSE.
Many other interesting covers with viewing recommended. Reserve likely to be well exceeded! (approx. 200 covers)
Postal History Wide variety incl unsold auction lots. This retiring dealers stock incls Registered items, stamp usage
rates, FDC's, souvenir covers, postcards, Military Mail etc. Cond varies but a conservative reserve as PTSA $2000+
Highly recommended for the re-seller or Ebayer opening at less than $1 per item. (approx. 230)
Postal History/Postal Stationery All flagged with titles incl Meter Mail, KGV Post Cards & Letter Cards, covers,
WWI Field P.O. postcards (3), stampless covers, 1930's Airmail covers, KGVI Fieldpost covers (cond very mixed),
3 Airgraphs, 8½d Registered Letter used & Registered Envelope Censored Sydney to Assam plus various 1942
covers to soldiers (50+). Also 1937 1d & 2d unaddressed FDC's (5) & addressed (2) plus many commercial & Naval
covers to 1946 with some censored. Many have been roughly opened & no single lot items seen in a 10 minute
rummage. Useful to re-seller. (100s)
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Postal Stationery KGV to QEII incl wrappers, aerogrammes, airletters, registered covers, impressed envelopes etc.
Cond ranges from good to very fine with about 50% used. Conservative reserve with viewing recommended. (c 200)
Postal Stationery-States NSW x 2 unused Post Cards, an unused 2d blue Envelope, 1902 & 1906 4d Registered
Envelopes uprated to England & 1865, 1903 &1906 intrastate covers. Qld used 1893-1897 Post Cards x 3. South Aust
PTPO 1d violet Post Card regarding Share call for Adelaide Silver Mining Co. & Victoria used 1d red Post Card & 1d
orange "Commonwealth" Post Card unused. Very good to very fine cond. (15)
Postcards Aboriginal issues titled "A Young Australian 8½ Months Old - Aint I A Little Beauty" with 1d swan tied by
Kalgoorlie 25 MY07 cds & addressed to Watford, England, "An Aboriginal Medicine Man. The heavy weals left by the
"Narumbe" (trial by torture) indicate the stoical endurance of physical pain characteristic of the inland tribes." used
card with part Bertville 1907 cds but stamp removed & heavy wear. Menzies WA receival cds next to address &
"Australian Aboriginal" Leipzic card unused with edge faults & scuffing. Interesting group. (3)
Postcards Broken Hill c1910 selection of different views on numbered b&w cards titled "Amalg. Zinc (De Bavays Ltd)
Treatment Plant No. 1", "B.H. Nth Mining Co. No. 2", "B.H. Junction Nth Mining Co. No. 3", "B.H. Junction Mine No.4",
"B.H. British Prop Co. No.5", "B.H. Block 14 Mining Lease No.6", "B.H. Prop Mine 7", "Block Ten Prop Broken Hill
Millington Photo" without number & maybe a different maker?, "Central Mine No. 9", "South Mine 10" & "B.H. Zinc CoOp Co. (Sth Blocks) No.11" plus "A Broken Hill Dust Storm 15/10/07". All unused Kodak Photographic cards with
divided backs for "Correspondence" & "Address Only" except the last which is addressed to Adelaide with 1d NSW
tied by Broken Hill 3 AP 10 cds. A lovely group in vg cond. (12)
Postmarks 2004-2005 Tasmania, Qld, NT, South Aust, NSW & Victoria pmks on a range of Aust stamps all on envs
collected by "Grey Nomad" in his travels through these states! Many unusual such as "Lower Crackpot" Tas 7306 in
green with thematic potential in the pictorial types noting Penguin Tas 7316 & Eden, NSW with Killer Whale plus
Winton, Qld "Birthplace of Qantas - Home of Waltzing Matilda" & Cann River, Vic with Point Hicks Lighthouse. Majority
with multiple strikes so ideal for swapping or club selling! (100s)
Postmarks - Bar Numerals Useful accumulation on 4 Hagners with a little duplication but where there is, they are
usually on different stamps. Approx 120 strikes most of which are clearly struck. Individually PTSA $1350.
Priority Paid 1980's-1990's (early) range of "Priority Paid" commercially used envs with a variety of pmks & cachets
incl "Posted Incorrectly" or "Too Late". Also noted "SERVICE INTERUPTED CUSTOMER NOTICE DISPLAYED" in
blue. All addressed to Registrar Births, Deaths & Marriages, NSW. Excellent lot for study (300+)
QEII range of good to fine used in 2 stockbooks in random order. Vals to 5/- Cattle (5) & 2/3d commems before
decimal Navigators to $4 (3) & useful later such as $3.85 Int Post F/U x3 & Gardens to $10 with odd kangaroo & KGV
interspersed! Also small selection of PD's. (1000s)
Reprints 1988-1997 range of kangaroo & koala reprints attractively arranged in quality stockbook with majority in
multiples. Vals to $5 plus some S/A's. High retail & increasingly difficult to obtain. FV $200+
SES Sheetlets 2001-2014 range of MUH personalised sheets for a variety of occasions incl 2001 Goodwill Games,
2002 Freeman, 2002 Star Wars, 2003 Lion King, 2004 Star Trek, 2004 Aust Cricket, 2004 Rod Laver, 2004 Judd
Brownlow Medallist, 2004 Cricket Highlights, 2004 Harry Potter (2), 2004 Athens to Athens, 2004 Port Adelaide
Premiers, 2005 FIFA World Cup, 2005 Nobel Prize, 2005 Lord of the Rings, 2005 Northerly Champion Horse, 2005
MCG Tests Cent., 2005 Princess Mary, 2005 Boxing Kangaroo, 2006/07 Ashes, 2006 Socceroos (2), 2006 Mickey &
Friends (2), 2006 Cent of Tests at the MCG (2), 2007 Harry Potter, 2008 GPO Re-Opening (No. 260 of 700), 2006
Cent of Tests at the MCG, 2007 Shrek 2, 2008 World Youth Day, 2008 Aust Zoo, 2008 & 2009 Melbourne Cups,
Loony Tunes, 2009 Mary Mackillop, 2009 Luk Chai, 2009 Aust Post Uniforms & Vehicles, 2009 Year of the Ox
(Christmas Is), 2009 Steve Irwin, 2009 Geelong AFL Premiers, 2010 WWII Darwin Defenders, 2010 American Melbourne Cup, 2010 Qantas Socceroos, 2010 Dragons NRL, 2010 Socceroos Farewell Match (2), The Dark Knight
(2), 2011 Stosur US Open Tennis, 2011 Duntroon Cent (2), Disney "The Incredibles", 2011 Swan Brownlow Medallist
(2), 2011 Geelong AFL Premiers, “The Magic of Mali” – Elephant Calf, "Finding Nemo", “Wang Wang & Funi” Pandas,
Tasmanian Devil, Monsters Inc, 2014 Port Adelaide, Toy Story 1 & 3, Disney Pixar Cars (3 in 2 designs), Volunteers,
2014 Priddis Brownlow Medal, Casey Stoner, National Sports Museum (2), 2006-2013 AFL Premiers, 2 of West
Coast! (9). All in original packaging & MUH. An increasingly scarce assembly with a $530+ Face Value & an AP cost
price of $1600+ (104 sheets)
Specimens Christmas Is 1958 2c to $1 QEII set of 10 & Nauru 1954/65 ½d to 5/- Pictorials set of 9 CTO plus Norfolk
Is 1961 10/- Tropic Bird & PNG 1952 10/-Map & £1 Fisherman & 1963 10/- Rabaul & £1 QEII all ovptd "SPECIMEN".
Lot incls 2 x grey COA "Department of Territories Set of Current Territory of Norfolk Island, Territory of Papua and
New Guinea, Territory of Nauru POSTAGE STAMPS" folders detailing the contents (Code C2604/56). All in excellent
MUH/CTO cond. Retail $400+ (24 stamps & 2 folders)
Varieties Decimal selection on individual issues & all annotated on small stockcards, most with ACSC cat. numbers.
Mostly used with a few MUH. Priced to sell at $475 & could be useful to an Ebay seller. (94 items)
Yearbook Miniature Sheets/Sheetlets 2000-2019 complete MUH & CTO for every issue only available in the
yearbooks incl all Olympic Gold Medallists, 2011 Qld Floods, 2016 Love to Celebrate, Princess Charlotte, 2018
Finches & 2019 "Drought Relief" plus the 2 Concession M/S's. Retail $1500+ (42)
NSW 1902-1912 range of issues perfined "OS" with ½d x 7, 1d shield x 12, 2d cobalt x5, 2½d deep blue x 3, 3d green
x 2, 4d Cook x 3, 5d diadem, 6d yellow-orange x5, 8d lyrebird x 4, 10d violet x 7 & 1/- kangaroo x 3. Majority fine MLH
with fresh colours. Useful for the specialist. Conservative reserve. (52)
NSW 1902-1912 selection of issues all perfined "OS/NSW". Consists of ½d green x 4, 1d red x 3, 2d cobalt x 5, 2½d
deep blue x 4, 3d green x 3, 4d cook x 8, 5d diadem x 4, 6d yellow-orange x 5, 8d lyrebird, 10d violet x 4 & 2/6d lyre
bird x 2. A fine MUH/MLH selection on Hagner sheet. (44)
Queensland "M-Z" Postmark collection all on 1½d red KGV Die I. Beautifully annotated on computer generated
pages. Also noted a few postmarks from other States plus perfined "OS" examples & "Sundry Items". Noted
Maclaglan, Meringandan, Millmeran, Mt Sylvia, Philpott Creek, Reid's Creek, Rywung, Southbrook, Tallwood,
Tummaville, Walloon, Warra, Wooroolin & Yargullen. Over 250 stamps in this section with majority good to fine used
plus another 50 odd with part strikes of little use. Incls other State pmks (29), slogan postmarks (184), 1924-1926
dated (154) & perfined "OS" (43). Hagners at end with an extra 270+ stamps. An interesting lot with potential. (900+)
Queensland 1860-1896 range on Hagner incl 1860 6d repaired (4 close margins) with other Chalons recess to 1/- &
1880 2/- litho (fiscal use) before duplicated low value sidefaces incl 2/- (SG 198) used. Also SG 208-15 MLH incl 5d
x2, 1882 2/6d to £1 perf. 12 on thin paper plus 2/- & 5/- on thick paper with non-descript cancels & 2 covers pre-1900
(toned). Mixed cond but cat. (excl SG 3) £400+ (56 + 2 covers)
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Queensland Postmarks on Hagners with QV items flagged with place name & corresponding "sunburst" numeral
plus 1930's items in alphabetical order noting some interspersed QV heads. Various clear strikes noting Dingo, Emu
Park, Harlin, Kingsthorpe (in blue on 1/- kangaroo), Mount Surprise, Petrie (on 5d kangaroo), Woman, Stone Corner &
Yeerongpilly (on KGV 2d cover) before a range of Victorian State parks with similarly useful strikes incl Rhymney Reef
(on 2d kangaroo 1930), Swift Creek Junction, Snake Valley, Stuart Mill, Tallyho, M.O. & S.B. Traralgon, The Basin &
Yoogali. (100s)
South Australia 1856-1901 good to fine used selection on 5 Hagners with imperfs, roulettes, roulette/perfs & perfd
issues. Considerable duplication allows for a range of shades. Noted SG 91 with red ovpt, 6d Prussian blue Perf. 11½
with double perf at right (imperf at top & thinned), 1/- orange x 4 & 1/- yellow x 3, 2/- x 3 rouletted & 16 with various
perfs plus 1d imperf SG 2 x 2 & 22 singles ovptd "OS". Varied lot with a high cat value & conservative reserve. (220+)
South Australia 1886-1905 MUH/MLH range all perfined "SA" with ½d green x 4, 1d red x 7, 2d purple x 5, 2½d dark
blue x 5, 5d dull purple x 5 incl one reversed/misplaced appearing as "AS", "Thin Postage" 3d green, 4d orange red,
6d blue-green x 4 & 2/6d bright purple. Also "Thick Postage" 3d green x 3, 4d orange-red x 7 incl 2 pairs, 6d bluegreen x 8 noting 1 double perfin & 2 inverted plus 9d rose x 8, 1/- brown x 6, 2/6d purple x 3 & 5/- rose-scarlet x 4. A
superior selection in need of further classifications for shades, perfs, wmks & tablet wording dimensions. (72)
South Australia 1900-1912 MUH/MLH accumulation all perfined "OS" & consisting of ½d green x 4, 1d red x 3, 2d
purple x 3, 2½d deep blue x 4, 5d purple x 4, "Thin Postage" 4d x 2, 10d orange & 2/6d purple plus "Thick Postage" 4d
lake x 4, 1/- brown x 4 & 5/- rose-scarlet x 2. Further sorting by wmk, perf & value tablet wording is required but a
minimum ACSC (2004) cat value of $1600. (39)
South Australia 1902/04 "Thin Postage" MUH/MLH selection incl 4d red orange MUH (2), 6d blue green MUH pair,
8d ultramarine MUH block 4, MH pair & 2 x MUH singles, 9d rosy lake MUH pair, 10d dull yellow, MUH block 4, MUH
pair & MH single & 2/6d bright violet MLH. Not sorted by perfs or value dimensions. A lovely clean group with an SG
cat. for the lowest simplified value of £500. (27)
South Australia c1910 used Postcards selected for quality & scarcity of postmarks noting Balaklava (squared circle),
Eurelia (2), Largs Bay, Mt Hope, Orroroo, Petersburg, Parkside, Parrakie (2, one partial) & Snoton x 5, 4 of which are
squared circles. All are with local addresses, the Mt Hope card taxed (stampless). Lovely lot with few faults. (18)
South Australia Postmarks "A-Y" from early Commonwealth period. Approx. 350 stamps with clear & more complete
postmarks than average. Annotations with each postmark identify postmarkers used indicating their rarity rating. 16
cancels have an "R" rating. Cancels rate "RR" are as follows; Gumbowie SC, Huddleston SC, Lone Gum C4,
Muloowurtie SC, Murray Town SC2, Rhine Villa C3, Tuscan C4, Warradale C4, & Yarder SC - total 9. There are 2
postmark rated "RRR" Muljarra C4 & Wilson C1. Many postmarks are on KGV defins commem from the 1930's. An
excellent starter collection for a collector setting out to form a quality collection of SA postmarks or for the more
advanced collector wishing to improve the quality of an existing collection. Low reserve opening at $1 each! (350+)
South Aust & Tasmania 1902 & 1907 covers from the former plus unused newspaper on white stock & another also
unused on craft paper ovptd "Specimen" plus FU wrappers. Also 2 used Postal Stationery postcards & 2 very col
picture postcards. Tasmania with4 items of postal history, 2 local letters with 1905 & 1931 Pictorials, a fine unused
"WALCH'S TASMANIA POST CARD", 1902 Postcard & used Mt Wellington b&w postcard dated 7 March 1912 to
Sydney. Cond good to fine. (18 items)
Victoria 1863-1912 selection on printed leaves & Hagners with imperfs to 3d, roulettes to 6d & useful perfd range to
5/- used. Most have annotations in pencil & stickers on Hagner. Noted some MLH/MH vals to 1/- incl 1897 1d charity.
High cat. value but cond varies as usual with these issues. (180)
Victoria Range of Postal History consisting of 1864 cover from Geelong to London (showing its age), 1879 cover from
Melbourne to London via Brindisi (no backstamps), 1896 cover Epping to England (stained top left), unused 4d lilac
Registered Envelope, 1 unused & 2 used "Universal" postcards of which one is an intact reply card to Germany plus
another unused 1d Lettercard. 6 others incl Office of Titles OHMS postcard with Attorney General frank stamp with
Melbourne duplex 14 MAR 95. PTSA $220+ (14 items)
States & Pre-decimals Used duplicated range with NSW, Qld, SA, Tas, Vic & WA in old-time stockbook. Incls some
"bullseye" cds's in these before a selection of kangaroos & KGV with vals to 1/- & 5d respectively & then a run of
commems noting 1/- Anzac F/U. No obvious highlights. Please be careful when viewing as many loose. (1000s)
States Low value duplicated used in slim stockbook with quantities varying from singles to dozens & are flagged with
SG numbers. Basic pickings with best appearing to be South Aust 2/6d violet "long Tom" (SG 304). WA surface
printed swan low vals are in accompanying cigar box. (100s)
States MLH & used selection on Hagners incl NSW with 1d & 2d laureates (3 each, used), 1/- diadem (4 margins),
1856/60 2d imperf in 2 shades, perfd range with 5/- in 4 diff perfs & a few "OS" ovpts incl 5d & 8d MLH. Also 1897 1d
(1/-) Consumptive Homes MLH, 1857 letter & 1866 front. Qld with 1897/98 to 1/- MLH, a few used & 3 postcards used
before South Aust 1869 6d roulette with later mixed MLH/used incl 2½d on 4d "Specimen" (SG 229s, Cat. £35) &
"Long Toms" used to 1/- plus 3 covers. Victoria has modest used range & 5 covers while Tasmania incls 1899
Pictorials & 3 imperf Chalons (2d & 6d x 2 all used). WA surface printed to 2/- incl "Half-penny" on 3d gutter pair MLH
& a few earlier recess types to 6d. Viewing recommended as a worthwhile range. (100s)
States Seven Seas pages in springback file with NSW 1850/56 imperfs to 6d grey (6), 1860/71 with vals to 5/- incl 6
ovptd "OS" (22) & 1888/1900 to 5/- with 6 ovptd "OS" (27). Queensland with Chalons to 5/-, 1st sidefaces to 1/- (7),
2nd sidefaces to 2/- brown fine MLH SG 197 (9), 1882/86 high val set of 5 with £1 postally used before 1895/1905 to
2/- green (20). South Aust 2d red & 6d blue imperfs F/U with close margins, 1858/1902 perfd & rouletted x 17 to 2/incl both the 3d black on 4d blue & the 3d red on 4d blue ovpts plus 4 ovptd "OS". Also 1868/1912 to 5/- incl SG 289
(34). Finally Victoria with 1850/58 imperfs with mostly poor margins (14), 1857/80 with 3 rouletted & vals to 2/6d (48),
1886/1901 vals to 5/- & blue & red PD's with ½d, 2d & 4d plus green & red to 10d noting a 5/- unused without gum
(48). A better than average lot with mainly good to F/U & a high cat. value. (approx. 270)
States Numeral cancels in quality 32 page Kabel stockbook. Mostly Victoria with numbers from 1-1977 (c700) plus
Qld (30) & NSW (c300). Many fine strikes with some light duplication. Approx 1000 with numeral cancels.
States Range on old album pages comprising NSW x 49 incl 1897 Consumptive Homes unused (tone spots), Qld, SA
& WA with a few of each before Victoria (36) & Tasmania (66). Very mixed cond & reserved accordingly! (200+)
States Revenues on forms incl 1961 5/- Queensland Adhesive Duty on H.C. Sleigh Share Cert, 1964 Victoria £1, 10/& 9d Stamp Duty cancelled "Trelowarren Trust Pty Ltd" on Security Transfer Form & 1967 Victoria 3¢ stamp duty
block of 4 on Astra Travel receipt for reservations. All fine. (3)
States Selection on 3 Hagners & stockcard & all appear selected for cancellations noting Tasmania with Lindisfarne,
Castle Forbes Bay, Rosevears, Back Creek, Ringarooma, Cleveland & a few others. WA with Murrin Murrin, Mulline &
Mt Malcolm before South Aust with Port Darwin before a page & a half of Victoria appearing mainly common but clear
with one 1901 "Military Encamp(ment)" framed by shield. No NSW or Qld.
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AAT 1950-1999 14 FDC's pmkd at various bases between 1958-1983 with 4 registered. Also 1950 ANARE
expeditions x 4, a 1954 cover & postcard, 1957 covers x 2, 1979 covers x 3, 1993 postcards x3, 1997 MV iceberg
cover & 1999 Astralobe covers x2 plus a 1975 inward cover from Switzerland to Davis base. Odd toning but mainly
fine & PTSA $300. (32)
AAT 1955-1962 group of 7 Seven Seas cards & 7 covers, the latter incl Davis, Mawson & Macquarie Island
Registered , 1955 FDC's with Mawson cds of 16/2/55 x 2 with cards showing different cds types incl 1961 & 1962
5d with different lettering types of "Wilkes". Interesting group. (14)
AAT 1957-1981 range of MUH, used, packs & FDC's with a couple of pre-decimal PNG types before FDI base
cover sets for 1979 Flight pair, 1980 Ships set of 16 (2 sets), 1982 Mawson (4 sets), 1983 Treaty (3 sets) & 1983
Wildlife (3 sets) plus 1971 Treaty with 3 of 4 & 1972 Cook with 2 of 4. Also 1954 Expedition cinderellas in 4 different
colours. Total MUH FV $20+ with a retail on the base FDC's of $400+.
AAT 1957-1997 in Seven Seas album with slipcase. Issues to 1973 MLH before MUH noting both the 1995 Whales
M/S's ovptd Capex & Singapore in gold. These 2 retail at $110 alone. Fresh throughout.
AAT 1984-2007 Range of FDC's & Maxicard sets noting 1989 Nolan Landscapes, 2001 Aust in the Antarctic pairs &
2003 Bases all in FDC Base sets of 4 plus 2002 Seals, Bases, 2003 Ships, 2004 ANARE, 2005 Aviation & 2007
Penguins Maxicard sets. All in exc cond in Cumberland album. Retail $500+ (44 FDC's & 58 Maxicards)
Christmas Is 2005-2013 Chinese New Year PNCs with 2 of each cover in APW album. FDC album. Original Aust
Post cost price of $250. (18)
Hutt River 1974-1990 Selection of MUH issues with a Face Value of $60. (100)
Nauru 1935-1990 MUH/MLH in mounts on leaves. All clean & ready to bring up to update! (c340 + M/S's)
Nauru Three stockbooks with the most value in the 1935-2005 F/U issues & M/S's close to complete while the "PW"
s/book with 1970's MUH. Conservative reserve. (100s)
New Guinea & Papua Noted 1925 Huts to 2/- mixed MLH & used & Airmail ovpts to 1/- plus a few BOP to 2/undated, Bulolo 6d, 9d & 1/- used with odd N.W.P.I. KGV MLH/used to 4d (7). Papua odd val Lakatois MLH & used
incl surcharges & Airmail ovpts plus 1932 9d used & low values in mixed cond. Also 1938 50th Anniv set MLH & PNG
decimal revenues to $2 MUH incl imprint block of 2d. Pre-1938 generally evenly toned MLH with odd crease of perf
fault reflected in conservative reserve. (c160)
New Guinea & Papua This is a valuable accumulation from a retired dealer with duplication of nearly everything with
cat. values under £40 however also noted 1907 2/6d thin paper with "small Papua" ovpt F/U (Cat. £90), 1916/31 10/MLH, 1932 £1 F/U, 1931/32 "OS" ovptd 1½d & 6d MLH each with "POSTACE" variety (Cat. £245). This would benefit
from better organisation & extraction of 2nd grade stained gum examples which have been taken into account with the
reserve figure. (1000s)
New Guinea-NWPI KGV 1d violet with useful range of shades both MLH & used noting pairs with "Dot before 1" &
"thin left frame", "kangaroo's tongue out" (8.57), "corner dot" (8.55), "broken lower frame under "ON" of "ONE", secret
mark (7.2) & "ferns" plus 5 x MUH/MLH singles & strip of 3 with "wattle line" & "neck flaw "(7.31, 7.37 & 7.43). Also 3
pairs F/U & 3 other singles also F/U incl 1 perfined "OS", 2d orange with 2 MLH & a F/U single plus perfined "OS" F/U
pair & 2 singles. Finally 2d red in Rabaul CTO block of 4 & 4 used singles, "OS" used with 2 pairs & 2 singles & 4d
violet MLH plus perfined "OS" pair F/U (SG O21, Cat. £180 each) SG O21. A fine lot with high cat. value. (54)
New Guinea Commences with ovpts on Germany MLH, 1900 5pf Rechspost card used Herbertshoe to Domitz,
Germany, ovptd 10pf postcard unused & a few yacht types to 5mk (lozenges wmk). Marchall Inseln ovpts on 3, 5pf
MLH plus latter used before yacht type to 5MH without wmk incl shades of 3pf & 80pf, 1mk & 2mk plus 1916 5mk
(lozenges wmk) all MLH. 10pf postcard unused, GRI ovpts 2d on 10pf x 2 & 2d on 20pf (Cat. £27 ea), ovpt on Deutsch
Neu-guinea 1d on 5pf (Cat. £80) & 1925 Huts to 10/- (excl 5/-) incl 3 of 6d shades plus 1931 Airs to 5/- MLH with 9d
used. Also 1931 10th Anniv to 10/- (stain at base & no 2/-) before Airs to 5/- (pulled perf at base of latter), 1932
undated to 2/-, Air ovpts MLH to 2/- with 5/- & £1 used & 1935 £2 Airmail F/U plus 1937 Coronation incl lower Ash
imprint block of 10 MLH with R7/2 Re-entry before 1939 to £1 MUH/MLH noting 5/- & £1 MUH, 1925/31 "OS" ovpts to
2/- (Cat. £75) & 1931 to 2/- MLH (Cat. £225) with 1d, 2d, 2½d, 3d & 6d undated. A clean lot with odd natural inclusion
but fine overall. Cat. £2900+ (189 + 3 postcards)
Norfolk Island Pre-decimal MUH/MLH in stockbook missing 1953 set & 2/3d Local Govt but does incl 10/- bird ovptd
"SPECIMEN" at lower right, 1966 decimal surcharges with dupl MUH, Ships to $1 in blocks & a few 1968 blocks
before Christmas Island 1958 used to $1 x 3 with extras to 50¢, 1963 MUH x 8 sets, 1968 fish with 10 vals to $1 in
blocks & finally some AAT incl 1966 Defins to $1 MUH x 4 sets (retail $75 ea) plus heavily dupl used decimals to SG
104. (100s)
Norfolk Island 1947/56 Ball Bay incl all white papers with most x 2 & 1960/62 to 10/- (excl 5/-) plus large & small
"SPECIMEN" ovpts on 10/-. Majority MUH with odd MLH. Also Niue 1969 flowers in marginal "value" set 10 MUH. (56)
Norfolk Island 1947-1990 mainly MUH in mounts on leaves in peg binder. Complete incl 1956 white papers with
basic set of 14 MLH plus ½d to 2d white papers MUH). Also 10/- Specimen together with set to 10/- all MUH + extra
"SPECIMEN" ovpt MLH. Also incls M/S's noting the UPU S/A issue. A clean lot with "MLH" indicated. (100s)
PNG 1952-1994 collection on Seven Seas Hingeless pages. Used earlies to £1 Fisherman (damaged) with some
MUH sets before 1983 incl 1963 £1 QEII. Then complete MUH to 1994. Noted vals to K5 & K10 BOP plus Framas &
Taipei ovpts on birds. Fine cond on later MUH with a retail on only these of $450+
PNG 1952-1997 fine used or CTO with 1952-1968 patchy with some MLH & odd Papua but from 1969 to mid 1997
complete. No 1994 Provisional ovpts but later present along with M/S's & vals to K10 & all CTO on Seven Seas
Hingeless pages from 1979 onwards. Many useful thematic sets. (100s)
PNG 1965-2003 covers in Cumberland album & 2 ring binders. Majority unaddressed incl post-1990 MS's, odd PSE &
Aerogrammes. Many 1970's special cachets & Pictorial pmks with later FDC's doubled up on some issues. (300+)
PNG plus Papua & New Guinea Commences with 1925 Huts to 6d, Airmail vals to 1/-, "OS" ovptd set to 2/- before
1931 New Guinea dated birds to 9d (1d Ash imprint block of 4), "OS" ovpts to 9d & undated odds incl 9d & 1932
undated vals to 2/- with 2d in Ash imprint block of 4. Also ovptd "AIR MAIL" ½d block of 12 & 1/- pair. Incls a PNG
MUH decimal range with the 1992 Emergency Surcharges set of 11 MUH (Retails $250) plus 21t thick & thin ovpts on
birds & others to 10k defins (2). Most 1990's commem sets & M/S's represented noting fiscals incl Stamp Duty 10t on
20t shell pair, 1k on 12t PO, 5k on 25t turtle, 20t (2) on 25t WCY, Stamp Duty set plus 50t, K2 & K5 ovpts, & K10 &
K20 with extra pair 50t on 5t. Mostly fine with many useful. (100s)
Territories 2005, 2007, 2009-2014 Aust Annual Packs with AAT, Christmas & Cocos Islands incl all M/S's. Exc
unopened cond. FV $206+ & a retail of $420. (8)
Territories Christmas Is & Cocos Keeling Is in 2 Aust Post FDC albums with former incl 1993-2013 FDC's (70) noting
several M/S's plus a 2000 Pitcairn Birds FDC. Also 11 Hagner sheets of 1990's Christmas & Cocos Island stamps
CTO. Fine condition noting FV to $3. (100s)
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AUSTRALIAN AVIATION HERITAGE
The following 23 lots were originally on display at the Royal Aero Club of NSW situated at Bankstown
Aerodrome, some from the 1930's when originally donated by members to the Mascot club rooms before
moving in 1948. The Royal Aero Club of NSW was formed in 1926 as a social flying club. It mainly comprised
well-to-do ex-World War One pilots though gradually women were admitted. The Club was disbanded in the
mid-1990's with these historical gems being consigned to a local auction house. They were subsequently
purchased by the vendor who has treasured them ever since before now deciding others should also have the
opportunity to appreciate them. This presents an excellent opportunity to own a piece of Australian Aviation
history, rarely available to the general public.
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1919 (12th Nov) "The First Aeroplane Voyage from England to Australia" book by Sir Ross Smith, KBE, MC, DFC,
AFC. "With 27 Aeroviews by Capt. Frank Hurley, of Sydney, North Sydney, Neutral Bay, Cremorne, Mosman, Athol,
Middle Harbour, Manly, Watson's Bay, Rose Bay, Potts Point, Bondi, Bronte, Coogee, Parramatta River, Katoomba,
Lithgow, Dubbo, Orange, Bourke, Wollongong, Goulburn, Cootamundra, Wagga, Albury, etc." Foreword by Ross
Smith with each page dedicated to a black & white aerial photo. Published by Angus & Robertson, Sydney. Good
condition with original string tied front dust jacket.
1919 Photographic Shell Advertising Postcard showing the Vickers Vimy over a Clipper ship. Captioned "In times past,
the Pioneer depended on Trade Winds - Today he depends on SHELL AVIATION Capt. Sir Ross Smith, KBE, the
Pioneer of Flight from England to Australia, used "Shell" - the dependable Motor Spirit - throughout the entire journey
of 10,925 miles. FOR ALL MOTORS". Unused in good cond. A rare survivor.
1919 (12th Nov) "PARCEL POST" embossed metal post bag tag with "To" completed in hand with "P.M.G. Airmail
DARWIN, AUSTRALIA 1919" & "England" in m/s, "From" printed & "1919". String still threaded through the paper
insert & metal hole punched tag. A lovely piece of aerophilately history!
1919 Sir Keith Smith's Cigarette Case with his engraved signature inside. Complete with original elastic strap to hold
cigarettes in place. Slightly curved black striped chrome case. Both Sir Ross & Sir Keith were heavy smokers & as it
was not possible to smoke whilst flying, it was often the first thing they did after their landing. Very good cond.Plate 14
1919 (12th Nov) The England to Australia flight was inspired by the Australian government offering a prize of
£10,000 for the first Australians in a British aircraft to fly from Great Britain to Australia. The brothers, along
with Sergeant Jim Bennett & Sergeant Wally Shiers departed from Hounslow Heath Aerodrome, England in a
Vickers Vimy aeroplane, eventually landing in Darwin, Australia on 10th December 1919. Having taken less
than 28 days with an actual flying time of 135 hours, the four men shared the £10,000 prize money. Keith &
Ross Smith were immediately knighted while Shiers & Bennett were commissioned with each awarded a Bar
to their Air Force Medals. This lot is an Australian red ensign flag for the Merchant Navy which is similar to
the Australian flag but with a red field. It has been signed by both aviators boldly in black on the Union Jack
section. Worn condition but a valuable memento of this history making flight & apparently presented to the
Royal Aero Club of NSW in 1920 upon its establishment. (see plate 14)
Sir Keith Smith formal portrait photo in RAF uniform. Signed by him across shoulder & in original contemporary wood
frame. VG cond. Keith Smith was the only member of the Smith crew not to serve with No. 1 Squadron, Australian
Flying Corps, during WWI.
After being rejected for service on medical grounds in Adelaide, he paid his own way to London & signed up with the
RFC serving out the final year of the war as an aviation instructor in the skies over England.
1920's Autograph Book containing "Yours sincerely Keith Smith" & "Yours sincerely Ross Smith" on separate pieces
from hand-written letters added to this book originally belonging to a Mary Watling. She has annotated beneath them,
"Pioneers of the flight to Australia" which matches a covering letter inserted in the book reading "My Dear little Mollie,
Have just had a letter from Sir Ross Smith so enclosed is his autograph. You have now the 2 pioneers of the flight to
Australia." The book contains numerous other autographs from the day, some having signed the book itself, others
having written & been cut out & stuck in accordingly. Noted Rudyard Kipling, Angela Brazil on full letter dated 11.3.23
(children's book author), Ellen Terry (actress), Stanley Baldwin with covering letter from Geoffrey Fry, his private
secretary, Sir William Peck (Scottish astronomer), Sir Horace Lockwood Smith-Dorrien (Governor of Gibraltar) & David
Richard Beatty, 1st Earl Beatty & Admiral of the Fleet. Very good condition & a lovely insight to the day.
1920 (23rd March) "London to Adelaide" annotated sepia Kodak photographic postcard showing the Vickers Vimy
about to land. Again annotated in ink "THE LANDING" & listing the crew. Some minor faults but unused & sound. A
lovely item for an introduction page to the flight.
1928 (13th March) "HINKLER'S MESSAGE TO AUSTRALIA" & "INCIDENTS OF MY FLIGHT" Spoken by BERT
HINKLER (By Arrangement with the Shell Co of Australia Ltd)" Columbia 78 RPM recording with original paper
slipcover. Signed by Hinkler on both sides. Recorded 2 weeks after his triumphant arrival.
1928 (10th Sept) Richmond, Australia to Christchurch, NZ Trans-Tasman flight by Kingsford Smith, Ulm,
Litchfield & McWilliams in the Southern Cross. The initial date of departure was planned for 2nd September
however poor weather deferred the departure for another week. Even then they did not escape the perilous
Tasman weather, hitting stormy weather & icing conditions. This lot is the actual Southern Cross wooden
propellor with a copper metal leading edge & tip engraved "SOUTHERN CROSS HAIL DAMAGED PROP
BRUCE COWAN". It is clearly pot-marked from the experience of the flight to New Zealand. This is believed to
have been presented to Bruce Cowan who was a just a boy at the time & an aspiring apprentice. He used to
sweep the hangars out but got to know the flight crew in the process & obviously became a favourite of
Kingsford Smiths! (see plate 14)
1929 (30th March) "SOUTHERN CROSS AUST-ENGLAND FLIGHT Farewell Messages from the Cockpit of the
Southern Cross" by Squadron Leader CE Kingsford Smith, Flight-Lieut CTP Ulm, Lieut HA Litchfield & Lieut TH
McWilliams" on Columbia original 78 Record complete with "Western Suburbs Music Store, Petersham" slipcover.
Etched into the reverse are the words "We desire to record our appreciation of the good wishes of the Australian and
New Zealand public, which are an incentive to carry out successfully our flight from Australia to England Au Revoir Richmond N.S.W. 30th March 1929" & signed below by Kingsford Smith & CTP Ulm "Co-Commanders Southern
Cross". A superb piece of Australian Aviation history.
1928 "Story of "Southern Cross" Trans-Pacific Flight" by CE Kingsford Smith & CTP Ulm 227 page book with 68 pages
of (mainly full-page) plates & pictorial endpapers. Signed on the inside covering page by both Kingsford Smith & Ulm.
Research shows this book is prone to foxing but remains graded "a very good copy" by Antiquarian booksellers.
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1929 "Australian Aerial Services Ltd Time Table & General Information" booklet containing not only the Route Map,
times & destinations but also fares for "Taxiplanes", "Booking Agents", "Rules of the Air", "Educational Notes on Aerial
Transport" & "Postal Information" outlining the fees for Express Delivery etc. Incls some b&w photos noting one
showing Parliament House Canberra "in course of erection from the air" photo. The front cover is separate from
booklet with some staining but contents in very good cond.
"ARGONAUTS OF THE PACIFIC" Dedicated to Captain Kingsford Smith and His Gallant Comrades with monologue
by Frank Hanson on side one & "HEROES OF THE AIR" on the other side of this Parlophone 78 record with latter
featuring Ted Henkel & his Capital Theatre Orchestra. Recorded in Sydney complete with original "His Master's Voice"
paper sleeve. Some surface imperfections reflected in reserve.
"KINGFORD SMITH AUSSIE IS PROUD OF YOU" on side1 of this Columbia 78 record by Len Maurice Baritone with
Orchestra. Side 2 is titled "SMITHY". No outer sleeve.
"SMITHY" (Side 1) & "HEROES OF THE AIR" (Side 2) of this Parlophone 78. Recorded in Australia by "FRED
MOORE, Baritone with Instrumental Accompaniment". Complete with original "Hopkinsons'" cardboard sleeve. Partial
small crack but maintains character.
"A piece of fabric from the aeroplane "Southern Cross VHUSU" for Royal Aero Club NSW" & signed by Ernest Crome
plus 1930's Kingsford Smith original "Autograph Card Only" with his picture in flying jacket with goggles & signed in his
characteristic diagonal slant also endorsed by Crome for the Aero Club. Fabric measures 165mmx 30mm. (2 items)
Sir Charles Kingsford Smith - Leather Flying Jacket in well-worn condition. A set of flying wings remains in
the lapel & his name has been casually written inside! Its quality is reflected in its weight
of almost 3kgs.
A fantastic opportunity to own this piece of Australian Aviation history (see plate 14).
Sir Charles Kingsford Smith - Leather sheep skin lined boots with pull-on straps on each side. Both with
"Smithy" written below heal. Sturdy construction & appearing to have been re-soled at least once. Shape
maintained over the years by stuffed "Flying November 5, 1938" newspaper! Another enormously historic
lot.(see plate 14)
Sir Charles Kingsford Smith newspaper/press photograph portfolio containing b&w photos from formal suit or uniform
portraits through to his Percival Gull plane & fellow aviators incl Stannage at radio set, Litchfield, Lyons, Warner &
Charles Ulm. Also family shots including those of his parents reading headlines of his achievements. Majority with
typed info slips on reverse, various annotations or newspaper cachets. Unfortunately due to previous mounting
adhesives & general day to day use, several are "stuck" together with others showing heavy wear. Successful bidder
will need to spend time sorting & restoring but many interesting historical moments to be discovered! (35)
1940's "Australian Men of Stamina" advertising colour book featuring famous identities who have the same "quality of
spirit" as the Stamina Clothing Company, Sydney. Features pages on Capt. James Cook & Admiral Arthur Phillip
through to Farrer, Forrest, Hargrave & Hinkler finishing with Douglas Mawson & Charles Kingsford Smith. 44 pages in
very good cond.
1936 (Apr-May) James Melrose's S.A. Centenary Goodwill Flight folded advertising leaflet with 1d KGV tied by
Enmore NSW 4 MY 36 cds. Addressed to EA Crome. Damage on reverse from display tape. "Presented to the Royal
Aero Club of NSW" in m/s & signed by Crome 1974. AAMC 602a, Cat. $150
1969 (4th Aug) Sydney Mirror newspaper with the heading "Smithy is Missing - Lady Southern Cross Lost". Reprint of
the 1935 (9th Nov) Newspaper outer cover framed with b&w photo of Kingsford Smith in formal suit next to the aircraft.
Article was filed from Singapore with sub-heading, "Feared forced down by violent storms over Bay of Bengal" & "Last
seen at three o'clock yesterday morning by Mr CJ Melrose, also attempting a record flight from London to Australia."
Eighteen months following his disappearance, Burmese fishermen found an undercarriage leg & wheel with its tyre still
inflated which had been washed ashore at Aye Island in the Gulf of Martaban off the southeast coastline of Burma.
Lockheed confirmed the undercarriage leg to be from the Lady Southern Cross. Both items framed.
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1919 (12th Nov) England to Australia First Aerial Post vignette tied to small piece by the "FIRST AERIAL MAIL
GREAT BRITAIN TO AUSTRALIA" oval cachet. Excellent cond. AAMC 27c, Cat. $3000 (see front cover)
1919 (12th Nov) England to Australia flight cover flown by Ross & Keith Smith, Jim Bennett & Wally Shiers on
their winning flight complete with the vignette boldly tied by the "FIRST AERIAL MAIL GREAT BRITAIN TO
AUSTRALIA" oval cachet & neighbouring straight line "PER VICKERS "VIMY" AEROPLANE TO AUSTRALIA"
cachet in blue. Addressed to CW Baldwin Esq, Merchiston Castle, Edinburgh, Scotland. Originally a special
commemorative stamp was requested for the covers carried on the flight but the Australian Post Office
decided to apply the vignette instead, larger than an ordinary stamp & with no face value. Listed in "The Ross
Smith Stamp & It's Postal History Reference Guide" by Tom Frommer as No.19. Incls BPA Cert. (1979).
Exceptionally fine condition. AAMC 27, Cat. from $5250
1919 (12th Nov) England to Australia cover flown by Ross & Keith Smith, Jim Bennett & Wally Shiers on their
winning flight with the vignette tied by one of the two strikes of the oval cachet appearing on the front.
Endorsed at top right with O.A.S (On Active Service). Addressed to Mrs H. McDowell, "Campsie" Whitehouse
Road, Canterbury, Vic Australia" & endorsed bottom left by her son, Sapper Gordon Maxwell McDowell, an
Australian wireless operator at Basra, a landing point on the flight. This was one of the 26 letters collected en
route from Australian serviceman on active service in the Middle east after WWI supporting British military
forces in the area following the collapse of the Ottoman Empire. Reverse signed by JM Bennett, Darwin
12.12.19. The cover is accompanied by background research including photos of McDowell & pictures of his
Casualty Form & Service Record. Listed in "The Ross Smith Stamp & It's Postal History Reference Guide" by
Tom Frommer as No.212. A magnificent cover. AAMC 27, Cat. from $5250
1929 (2nd June) Adelaide to Perth Davis Bros cover with AASL & "BY AIR MAIL" vignettes & "Shorter By Days....."
vignette on reverse (AAMC 136), 1934 (10th Dec) Charleville to Cootamundra QAMS printed env with By Air Mail blue
vignette (AAMC 472), 1935 (26th Nov) Adelaide to Broken Hill (AAMC 562) & 1937 (13th Apr) Brisbane to Croydon on
illust map cover (AAMC 720a) plus additional selection of other 1935-1989 but these 4 being the best. Mainly fine. (20)
1929 (4th June) "Souvenir.....East-West Air Mail. Australia" baggage tag in grey blue addressed to Melbourne with 3d
Airmail & 1½d KGV tied by crisp Perth 4 JE 29 Perth cds's. Redirected in red. Torn near tag punch hole but seldom
seen & an attractive accompaniment to this flight.
1929 (12th Nov) England to Australia 10th Anniv flight postcard showing the original crew & the Vickers Vimy.
Addressed to JH Haig at the Vacuum Oil Co before being returned to Francis Field in England. GB 1d & 3d KGV tied
by Hounslow cds's with return paid by Aust 1½d KGV & 3d Airmail complete with Trans-Australian Airmail vignette, all
pmkd Melbourne 22 12 DE 29. Some light edge wear but remains attractive. AAMC 145c, Cat. $200
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1930 (13th July) "Melbourne to Fitzroy River" endorsed Orlo-Smith & Co. env with 1½d WA Cent, 3d Sturt & 3d Airmail
tied by GPO Melbourne cds's & registered Melbourne. Perth Regd b/s for 7th JUL before the flight north by WAA with
Fitzroy Crossing b/s dated 14 JL 30. Good cond & unusual origin for flight. AAMC 165a Cat. $100+
1930 (13th July) Wyndham to Derby & onto Perth by WAA. Registered Wyndham with 1½d Canberra & 3d Sturt tied
by Wyndham cds's on Orlo-Smith & Co. cover addressed to Melbourne. Wyndham 15 JUL, Perth 21 JUL & Melbourne
24 JUL b/s's. Flown by Norman Brearley. Good cond. AAMC 165, Cat. $100
1931 (4th Apr) Calcutta to Karachi intermediate leg on England to Aust Airmail. Britannia illust env with India 2a & 3a
Airmails tied by Calcutta GPO cds's. "Second Official Trial Flight Calcutta-Karachi" cachet in black with blue AIR MAIL
vignette. Locally hand addressed with 6.30PM 27 MAY 31 "Post by Air and Save Time" Karachi b/s. VG cond. Not
listed in AAMC with only 20 covers thought to be carried on this leg.
1931 (24th April) Hay Street West Western Australia Registered cover endorsed by typed "First Direct AustraliaEngland Experimental Air Mail" & addressed to York, England. Neat upright cds's for Hay Street West 13 AP 31
applied to 2d, 3d x 4 & 6d violet x 2 Kingsford Smith commems. Cachet in violet on reverse. AAMC 188
1931 (22nd May) Aust to England via Java Perth registered "On Airways Service" printed long cover folded to left of
adhesives comprising 6d violet KS x 6 & single 3d, 1929 3d Airmail & 3d kookaburra. "Australia-Netherlands Indies
May 1931 Melbourne to Batavia Special Air Mail Flight" cachet in violet. This cover was loaded onboard the "Abel
Tasman" at Wyndham. An attractive example. AAMC 206, Cat. $150+
1931 (19th Nov) Aust to England & return to Sydney. "Christmas Greetings from Australia" commem env Registered in
both directions with "Balham" Reg label placed over original Sydney label. Aust 6d Airmail plus same with "OS" ovpt &
neighbouring 5d KGV all tied by Sydney cds's. GB 9d KGV pair & 1d single for return flight tied b y Balham cds. Some
wear at base but remains attractive with cachet in mauve & the "OS" 6d KS. AAMC 222/45, Cat. $165+
1931 (19th Nov) Aust to England "Christmas Greetings" commem & illust envs x 4 each with 2d & 6d Airmail Kingsford
Smith commems tied by Brisbane cds's & cachet applied in violet. Faults reflected in reserve but still a presentable
group. AAMC 222, Cat. $160 (4)
1931 (19th Nov) Aust to England & return to Geelong, Victoria Registered cover with 2d KGV, 3d x 3 & 6d Airmail
Kingsford Smith franking for outward journey tied by "Telegraph Office Geelong" cds's. "Christmas Greetings from
Australia" commem env with GB 4 x 4d KGV tied by Rotherham cds below address re-direction. Poor cond is reflected
in the "RECEIVED IN DAMAGED CONDITION AT G.P.O." tape attached next to address. Full of character & attractive
it its own way! AAMC 222
1932 (2nd Jan) Germany to Australia flight by Captain Hans Bertram cover being one of only 40 carried on this epic
flight from Berlin to Melbourne with 12 intermediate steps each represented by a stamp & pmk. The last three
postmarks for Batavia on 6th May, Wyndham on 6th July & Sydney 15th November reflect the delay caused by a
forced landing on the NW coast of WA in which Bertram & his co-pilot Adolph Klausmann nearly died of starvation in
the 6 weeks before they were found. Bertram finally sourced parts & returned to the aircraft to make repairs before
flying on to Perth via Broome arriving 24th September. He made improved repairs & then flew to Kalgoorlie before
leaving for Adelaide arriving on 3rd October. Official "BERTRAM ATLANTIS EXPEDITION" envelope pilot signed
across "Lost 53 days in the Wild Nor-West of Australia" map cachet. This cover being one of only 7 signed by Bertram
with Sieger Cert. (1998). Scarce & in excellent condition considering the experience - superb! AAMC 232, Cat. $1750
+ 100% premium for signed cover. (2008)
1933 (4th-10th Feb) Australia to Papua to New Guinea originally carried by mail boat "Macdhui" & then flown Port
Moresby to Salamaua by New Guinea Airways. Registered "PUBLIC OFFICES Victoria" with 2d SHB & 6d Kingsford
Smith tied by Public Offices Vic cds's. B/s's incl Post Office Salamaua 10 FE 33 plus Registered Brisbane, South
Melbourne, Melbourne & Sydney. White on blue Air Mail etiquette. AAMC 296b, Cat. $175
1933 (22nd April) Sydney to Botany First Pigeongram Post with "Gala Day Sydney Festival Week" special vignette on
outer cover with pigeon cachet. 2d KGV tied by Sydney slogan cancel. Additional Pigeon cachet on reverse. Good
cond & contains the flimsie. AAMC PP3. Similar sold in Ace Auctions Sale 19 for $75+BP
1933 (30th Sept) Air Mail Society of NSW blue card celebrating the Mascot Aerial Pageant with 1d KGV green tied by
Mascot cds. Addressed to Crome & signed by the winning pilot, G M Reid. 300 flown. Central filing hole not
noticeable. Autographed by Crome with "For the Royal Aero Club of NSW" endorsement. AAMC 330
1934 (17th Feb) New Zealand to Australia First Official Airmail commem printed env in deep blue on manila with NZ
7d Airmail ovptd "TRANS-TASMAN AIR MAIL "FAITH IN AUSTRALIA"" tied by Auckland cds. Circular cachet in violet.
Sydney slogan b/s & signed by Charles Ulm. VG cond. AAMC 360, Cat. $75+
1934 (11th May) Australia to NZ "Goodwill flight" by Charles Ulm in "Faith in Australia" with 1d KGV pair & 2d KGV tied
by Sydney 22 cds (1d's not cancelled) plus NZ 2 x 1d KGV with one tied by Wellington arrival cds for 12 MY 34. No.96
of 250. Signed by Ulm & addressed to him in Sydney. Small torn patch on reverse from mounting but front not
affected. AAMC 379, Cat. $250
1934 (11th May) Australia to NZ "Goodwill flight" by Charles Ulm in "Faith in Australia" with 1d KGV pair & 2d KGV not
cancelled plus NZ 1d KGV tied by Wellington arrival cds for 12 MY 34. No.42 of 250. Some light staining & folded
down middle nut signed by both Charles Ulm & RN Boulton, the latter only signing a few of these covers. Selfaddressed to Ulm in Sydney. AAMC 379, Cat. $250+
1934 (17th Dec) Victoria to Tasmania Renewed service by Holmans Airways following setbacks due to crashes.
Plate 6 WA Cent corner example with ½d & 3d KGV both ovptd "OS" & tied by Ship Mail Room Melbourne cds's.
Launceston & Whitemark b/s's plus "Flinders Island to Hobart" & "Flinders Island to Launceston" endorsed pair with
5d frankings tied by Whitemark cds's with respective b/s's. AAMC 477/77a, Cat. $140 (3)
1935 (4th Feb) "King Island to Hobart" typed endorsed cover with Plate 1 corner 3d Airmail & 2d KS ovptd "OS" tied
by Currie cds's with "North Queensland - Australia's Winter Playground By Air Mail" vignette with Hobart b/s. Most
attractive. AAMC 489, Cat. $50+
1935 (15th May) "Per "Faith in Australia" Relief Flight. "Southern Cross" Jubilee Mail Flight" typed at the top of this
Crome addressed cover with 2d SJ tied by Newtown cds & signed by 11 airmen & officials incl PG Taylor, B Sheil, J
Percival, JSW Stannage & RN Boulton. Foxing on both sides but most presentable. Endorsed by Crome on reverse,
"Presented to the Royal Aero Club of NSW" in 1974. AAMC 500a, Cat. $700
1935 (23rd June) "Brisbane to Sydney First Sunday Air Mail" endorsed cover with 2d SJ & 3d Airmail tied by Brisbane
cds's with Air Mail vignette. Cremorne & Air Mail Sydney b/s's. VG cond. AAMC 507, Cat. $75
1935 (19th Aug) "Alice Springs - Adelaide" endorsed Rose Bay NSW addressed cover with 2d Macarthur & 3d SJ tied
by neat Alice Springs cds's. This was the opening of the Australian Transcontinental Airways service using the "Faith
in Australia". Small stain otherwise VG cond. Due to engine trouble, the mail did not arrive in Adelaide until 26th Aug
hence the Melbourne 27 AU 35 b/s. AAMC 523a, Cat. $75
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1936 (26th June) Sydney to London flown by Francis Chichester & F Henrick in a DH80 Puss Moth. A large cover
(350mmx127mm) folded once with stamps & postmarks of Australia, Dutch East Indies, Straits Settlements, Thailand,
French Indochina, Hong Kong, China (Shanghai & Peking), India, Iran, Egypt & Great Britain with London cds's dated
14 OC 36. Signed by Chichester with added endorsement, "Carried on 21,000 mile flight in aeroplane Francis
Chichester pilot". A scarce cover. AAMC 612, Cat. $1200 (2008)
1937 (29th May) First Sydney sailplane flight by M Warner printed env to EA Crome with 1d QM tied by Sydney 22
cds. Numbered 37 of 125 flown & signed by pilot. "Presented to the Royal Aero Club of NSW" in m/s on reverse &
signed by Crome. AAMC 734
1938 (26th Mar) "First Day Mascot Aerodrome Postmark after Relief Stamp" typed endorsement on E Crome prepared
& addressed env with 1d QM tied by crisp upright cds with additional neighbouring cds. The latter because the original
pmk had the year slug set at "34" which has been changed in m/s to "38". This must have annoyed Mr Crome after all
his efforts!! Signed by A O'Hare the postmaster - possible compensation!!
1938 (26th Feb) Sydney parachute mail cover signed by jumper, Miss Jean Burns at Kingsford Smith Aerodrome.
Only 50 carried. Good cond. "For the Royal Aero Club of NSW from E Chrome" in m/s on reverse. She was the first
Australian woman to parachute from an aeroplane over Australia & held the title of being the youngest female pilot in
Australia for 15 years. AAMC 788a
1938 (18th April) Australia to England solo record flight by Jim Broadbent in the Percival Gull "Sirius". This is actually a
Royal Aero Club of NSW, Mascot, Sydney printed env self-addressed to EA Crome with 1d QM tied by Mascot
Aerodrome cds. GB 1½d KGV cancelled upon arrival by both a London "Empire Exhibition Glasgow" slogan that has
missed the intended stamp but tied the Aust 1d thus hand cancelled by London cds for 23 MR 38. Pilot signed by Jim
Broadbent. Small hole torn in reverse from display board & 40mm tear at top. Only 40 were carried on what was the
last pre-war record flight. Ex Royal Aero Club of NSW. AAMC 804, Cat. $450
1938 (30th May) Aust to New Guinea & Aust to Papua, both "boomerang" covers with Aust defins, Papua 2d BOP pair
& 4d mother & child with 2d & 6d New Guinea, later ovptd "AIR MAIL" & tied by Rabaul cds. Both covers Regd
Elizabeth St, Melbourne with relevant b/s's. Most attractive. AAMC 812 x 2, Cat. $100+ (2)
1939 (10th Dec) Darwin to Sydney Ross Smith 20th Anniv printed illustrated cover produced & addressed to EA
Crome & signed by him on reverse & endorsed. 5d Merino tied with Darwin cds & Stanmore b/s. Signed by Keith
Smith, WH Shiers & pilot Orme Denny. Small tear & hole on reverse from previous mounting in display. Keith Smith
signature between the photo of crew & the aircraft. AAMC 886, Cat. $275
1940 Pictorial env signed by Irving Johnson, Master of the Schooner "Yankee" on "Third World Cruise" franked by 1d
& 2d AIF tied by Thursday Island Qld cds & addressed to USA. Accompanying letter explains the purpose of the
voyage (re-typed from the original) detailing the search for Amelia Earhart whose flight of 1937 disappeared over the
Pacific. Originally cost vendor $125. Interesting!
1949 (10th Dec) "COMMEMORATING The 30th anniversary of the first successful flight by aeroplane from England to
Australia. Departed Hounslow Aerodrome, November 12. 1919. Arrived Darwin, December 10th, 1919. Captain: Sir
Ross Smith, KBE and crew of three." Arthur Bergen commem cover with ½d kangaroo & 1d QEII tied by Darwin N.T.
cds's. Signed by Bergen on reverse.
1950 (1st Mar) "Qantas Empire Airways First Scheduled Flight Sydney to London Via Colombo (Ceylon) March, 1950"
Arthur Bergen flight cover self-addressed c/o London address with Peace set of 3 & 3½d UPU pair tied by GPO
Sydney cds's. Bethnak Green 16 MR 50 b/s. VG cond & rarely seen.
1957 (21st Aug) 7d Flying Doctor on Official FDC tied by Brisbane cds & "Carried by Flying Doctor Aircraft to Brisbane
Airport….....for Onward Transmission" cachet in blue. Signed by Dr ARS Vickers, Capt. Eric Donaldson, James Lyle &
Reginald Ferguson. Exc cond. AAMC 1377a
1958 (10th June) "30th Anniversary of the arrival in Sydney of the Fokker Monoplane 1985 (sic) "Southern Cross" on
10.6.28. C.E. Kingsford Smith, C.T.P. Ulm, H. Lyon & J. Warner." typed endorsement below 2d KS, silver map
vignette (AAMC 516b) & 2½d QEII all tied by GPO Sydney cds's with neighbouring Mascot Aerodrome 6 AU 58
receival. Signed by both Harry Lyon (original navigator) & James Warner (Southern Cross Radio Operator). Again "For
the Royal Aero Club of NSW" on reverse & signed by Crome, 1974. Good cond. Unlisted in the AAMC.
1959 (28th Feb) "Carried on Skywriting Flight, at 15000ft above Perth, W.A. Plane: Tiger Moth VH-AYY "Brolga" Pilot:
Fred Hoinville" on blue vignette attached to cover with 4d 1958 Christmas tied by GPO Perth cds. Neighbouring full
strike & pilot signed beneath. Addressed to & produced by Paul Le Comte & signed & endorsed by him on reverse as
"No. 81." VG cond. & unlisted in AAMC.
1959 (3rd July) 7d Flying Doctor block of 4 pmkd Charters Towers on Royal Flying Doctor illust cover with "Carried by
Flying Doctor Aircraft to Charters Towers for Onward Transmission - Third Philatelic Flight" cachet & signed below by
Dr. K Pettit, the doctor on the flight. This was known as "Mercy Flights No. 3". AAMC 1403
1959 (5th July) TAA First Flight Certificate for the Electra Mk. II typed certificate with matching colour info card in
wallet. Most attractive in exc cond.
1961 (3rd Jan) "50th Anniversary of Powered Flight in Western Australia" to "Commemorate 1st Flight made from
Belmont Racecourse by Joseph Hammond in Bristol Boxkite" Cessna 172 flown souvenir cover. Paul Le Comte
cover signed by Royal Aero Club manager & an instructor with Belmont Park cds. Exc cond & No.57 of 57 (the
last one!) AAMC No. 1443b
1969 (12th Nov) England to Australia 50th Anniv commemorative covers flown to celebrate the original recordbreaking flight. Stamps applied & postmarked at each point of the original flight featuring the GB 1/9d commem with
pictorial cancel & signed by Nelson Eustis, France 1f Concorde commem pilot signed, Iraq pair pmkd Baghdad & also
signed by Eustis & UAR pair tied by Cairo cds with special vignette & signed by the Flight Manager. Also Karachi,
Pakistan postmarked pairs before India Gandhi commems tied by Calcutta commem slogan & pilot signed. The
Burma, Singapore, Timor & Indonesian covers are also signed, the latter 2 by pilot & engineer. Both Darwin to
Melbourne covers have the Aust commems tied by pictorial pmk & signed, one by pilot David George. An interesting
group all attractively written up on exhib pages. Ex Royal Aero Club of NSW. (13)
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1929-1930 selection of flown covers with majority from Perth to Melbourne & vice versa plus a few regional WA to
Perth from Carnarvon, Port Hedland & Onslow. Odd registered noting Elsternwick & Ripponlea, Victoria with red
labels. Most have 1½d KGV & 3d Airmail frankings. Mixed cond but well worth inspection. (27)
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1929-1964 Various flight covers comprising 1934 Whyalla-Adelaide (AAMC 363a, Cat. $100), July Australia-Papua
FFC to NZ to NZ "via New Guinea" in manuscript, FFC Australia-NZ, unstamped Royal Victorian Aero Club envelope,
1934 memo from NZ stamp dealer to Queensland re covers purchased, 1987 70th Anniv of First airmail in SA, using
same illustrated envelope as for 50th Anniv, 1938 by "First All-in Air" Hampshire to Rabaul (stained), 1953 Tattersall
cover with RAAF Service boxed ha/s, Rabaul-NSW cover using Aust 5½d emu franking, 1934 FFC Aust-NZ using 6d
Kingsford Smith "OS" & 1d KGV 1964 TAA cover with violet "50th Anniv Flight" cachet. Mostly fine. Also 1929 & 1930
examples of use of WA Airways red white & blue "arrow" vignette on cover with one regd Perth to Kalgoorlie, the other
on 1930 Airmail GB cover to Melbourne using 3d & 1½d KGV with private perfins. Interesting lot. (15 items)
1931-1965 selection incl 1937 Aust to Hong Kong to San Francisco with 5d KGV, 3d Airmail, 1/6d Hermes pair & 6d
KS franking, 1952 Qantas to South Africa plus other Qantas FF's incl 1959 Boeing 707 to USA, 1955 Cocos to
mainland, 1955 First Polar Route by Canadian Pacific with mixed Aust frankings x 3 & 1958 Tasman card plus 2 x
1931 Aust to England All Australian Air Mail x 2 each with 6d KS Airmail & 2d KGV tied by Hobart cds's. One in poor
cond but other fine. Useful group with conservative reserve. (18)
1934-2003 Melbourne to England Regd, Papua-Australia by "Faith in Australia" with similar return cover with Ship Mail
Room Melbourne 20 JY 34 & Port Moresby 26 JY 34 cds tying 8d each way franking. Also 1952 Aust to S. Africa,
1958 Qantas Inaugural Round the World Flight, 1959 Inaugural Boeing Jet Service & 2003 Australia-NZ 75th Anniv
flight cover signed by the son of CTP Ulm & R. Kingsford Smith. Some foxing on Papua rtn cover, others all clean. (7)
1946-1955 flight covers in the AAMC range of numbers 1057-1351, the last two being Sydney-Amsterdam FFC's by
Polar Route, one addressed to Malacca by Registered mail with 3/9d franking, the other Sydney to Amsterdam &
return unregistered with 4/- franking. Other routes incl Rockhampton-Longreach & return, Rockhampton-Winton,
Brisbane-Dalby, Monto-Barcaldine, Biloela-Monto & return, Monto-Thangool, Melbourne-Christchurch, AustraliaHolland (1951) by KLM, Aust-South Africa (1952 to 3 diff addresses) & 1953 Canterbury International Air Race (AAMC
1327B) plus 1954 Amsterdam-Sydney by KLM Super Constellation. (22 items)
1952-1964 Qantas range of first flight cover plus with intermediates. Variety of stamp issues, pmks & cachets with
majority in good cond. AAMC 1307-1534a, total cat. $660 (30)
1952-1975 range of Qantas flights incl Aust-South Africa x 4 & 1954 Aust-North America x 8 with Fiji, Gilbert & Ellice,
USA & Aust frankings plus various FFC's incl 1973 Tahiti-Canada bearing 50f Fr. Polynesia. Highlight is the 1972 50th
Anniv of first Qantas flight signed by Hudson Fysh. (28)
1962-1994 range of Anniversary & Commemorative flights listed by AAMC number with 39 covers & 2 cards in AAMC
No. range 1479 to 2138 incl 10 signed. Total AAMC $360 (41)
1965-1967 Qantas Inaugural Flight range incl some intermediates with AAMC numbers between 1545 & 1610.
Majority fine cond but some tone spots etc. (24 covers)
1967-2003 Decimal range of flight covers commemorating various anniversary flights or FFC's for new aircraft &
routes. Incls a variety of Airlines, services & destinations. Odd pilot signed & useful for re-sale at this reserve. (130)
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Great Britain 1937 (8th May) "Anglo-American Goodwill Coronation Flight New York to London" blue cachet on long
Airmail env with 6c Airmail tied by NY cds & return with "GR" cachet in red with 1½d tied by London cds's.
Great Britain 1995 & 1997 Red Arrows flown covers x 3, 2 in celebration of the British Grand Prix and another for the
Goodwood Festival of Speed, the latter also signed by The Earl Of March & Kinrara. (3)
Netherlands 1934 (2nd Nov) MacRobertson Air Race "Uliver" return flight from Dutch East Indies to Holland. Regd
cover with 12½c Anti TB Queen, 20c Queen x 2 & 30c triangular Airmail tied by Djokjakarta cds's or the special "Uliver
Batavia" cds for 14.11.34. Gravenhage b/s. Would have been folded inside an outward cover used to return that cover
to the sender, so effectively flown both ways! AAMC 458b, Cat. $350
Poland 1938 (4th Sept) Proposed First Polish Stratosphere Flight card with 75gr M/S on reverse tied by commem
Zakopane pictorial cachet, the front showing balloon sketch plus "BALONEM DO STRATOSFERY" s/l cachet & boxed
red with date. Some light wear. The flight was scheduled for 15.9.38 but never took place as the balloon burst into
flames whilst being prepared for the start.
South Africa 1932 (27th Jan) Imperial Airways to England x 2 with 4d Airmail strip of 3 tied by Germiston cds's
endorsed "First Flight to London" in m/s with "First Flight" cachet in green & second with 1/- orange Airmail tied by
crisp Cape Town cds with "Cape Town - London" & addressed to Stanley Gibbons, London & both covers with tan &
blue springboks drawn at left. A third Imperial Airways cover with biplane & animal cameos in tan & blue at left is
addressed to Southern Rhodesia using SWA 3d Air & 2d defin singles tied by Keetmanshop 27 JAN 32 cds. All in
good cond. (3)
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1929 (15th Feb) Paris to Hanoi Registered cover addressed to the Police Commissioner at Nam Dinh. Endorsed "Par
Avion “Dragon de l’Annam”" top left with Par Avion red etiquette. Franked by Orphans 5f+1f pair plus 1f50c Sinking
Fund tied by large "POSTE AERIENNE * FRANCE-INDOCHINE*" cds's. The aircraft crashed not long after taking off
from Le Bourget. Complete with “RAID INTERROMPOU PAR ACCIDENT Retour a l’envoyeur” cachet in violet below
address. An attractive cover with unusual franking.
1931 (7th June) "Société D'Exploitation Des Etablissements Brossard Mopin Saigon" Company env addressed to
Paris bearing tied 6c Indo-China with the Air Mail label & other stamps having floated off from immersion on sea water.
"COURIER ACCIDENTE LE 7 JUIN 1931" cachet in black at the top of the env. plus red circled "CONTROLE AFFRTS
AVION". Forwarded via Marseille to Paris with "POSTE ET TELEGRAPHES" Art 26 label applied on reverse & tied by
both Marseilles & Paris cds's. Condition reflects the seriousness of the crash.
1937 (1st Oct) Imperial Airways "Courtier" Short S23 flying boat crashed Phleron Bay, Greece. Plain cover addressed
to "Austral Cabinet Co Kingsbury House, 15 King Street, London, England" with violet boxed "DAMAGED BY SEAWATER" type D as applied to all mail to England plus the scarce "Timbre poste perdue en transit/Postage stamps lost
in transit" cachet applied where original cds & stamps were at top right. The flaps sealed on reverse with "G.R. Found
open or damaged and officially secured" brown tape tied by London 4.45PM 17 DEC 1937 slogan cancel. Superb
example of this crash.
1970 (5th July) Ontario addressed "Martin J Devoe" company env with 6c QEII tied by Sept-Iles slogan pmk.
"SALVAGED FROM AIR CRASH JULY 5" bold cachet in black on reverse. The crash of Air Canada Flight 621
happened in Brampton, Ontario as a result of a botched landing attempt at what is now Toronto Pearson Int Airport.
This severely damaged the jet with the resulting explosions blowing the plane out of the sky as it attempted to goaround to land again. 109 people were killed in the accident.
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1925 (18th May) Train Crash env from Germany to Cape Town, South Africa that has scorched edges after being in a
fire on a train at Kruidfontein, a station between Laingsburg & Beaufort West in the Cape Province. Beneath 5f & 20f
German Eagle defins appears the bilingual purple boxed "DAMAGED BY FIRE BESKADIGD DEUR BRAND" cachet
in violet. This was applied to the cover after it, along with the other surviving mail was returned to Cape Town, with MY
31 25 receival cds also on front. 197 bags of mail were destroyed in this incident. A rarely seen disaster cover.
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1928 (24th Oct) USA to Barmen, Germany bearing $1 & 5¢ defins tied by Johnson City, Tenn duplex cancels on long
folded cover. "First Flight Air Mail via Graf Zeppelin" with illustration of Zeppelin & maps of N. America & Europe
cachet in violet. Endorsed "By German Airship L.Z. 127 from Lakehurst N.J." at top. Good cond.
1929 (2nd Nov) LZ127 b&w postcard showing the airship inflight. Addressed to Bern with Swiss 75¢ Air uncancelled
with neighbouring St Gallen 2.XI.29-17 Luftpost IX cds below address. VG cond. Sieger 46
1930 (24th May) Netherlands to Brazil South America flight card with 40c & 75c Airs plus 2½c tied by Amsterdam
cds's. "Condor Bahia 24 Mai 30" & normal Bahia arrival cds's & pictorial cachet in red. Sieger 57. Only 38 to Bahia.
Purchased for $200+BP in Status Auction No. 330.
1930 (9th Aug) Austria to USA East Sea Flight cover franked by Austria 30g x 3 & 3S tied by Wien cds's with triangular
Statue of Liberty pictorial green cachet. Helsinki b/s dated 24 IX 30. Only 20 Austrian covers flown. Sieger 88. Very
good cond. Sold Status Auction Sale 338 for $250+BP.
1930 (11th Nov) Netherlands "Venlo" flight card with mixed 4 stamp franking tied by Venlo cds's & "VERZONDEN
VOOR INLADING BOVEN VEILO IN HET LUCHTSCHIP GRAF ZEPPELIN 11 NOVEMBER '30" cachets in violet &
red. Sieger 99B. Sold in Status Auction No. 330 for $90+BP.
1930 5000r blue, 10000r red & 20,000r blue Brazil - Europa "Primeiro Voo Commercial" semi-official set of 3 ovptd
"Graf Zeppelin USA" in black. This was a special overprint for the USA flights. Cherrystone Auctions sold a MUH 2pf
for US$425 in 2019. Superb MUH & less than 3400 sets issued. (3)
1931 (24th Mar) Hungary Flight card franked by Germany 50pf Airmail pair plus Luxembourg 1Fr Queen tied by
Luxembourg Ville cds with 2 diff flight cachets. Budapest arrival cds also on front. Good cond. Sieger 101. Vendor paid
$425+BP in Status auction 340.
1931 (24th Mar) Netherlands Egypt flight b&w postcard with 2½c & 60c tied by Gouda cds's with Friedrichshafen
transit cds & Cairo Zeppelin arrival cds with neighbouring "Pyramids" pictorial cachet in red. Very good cond. Sieger
104d. Vendor paid $170+BP in Status Auction No. 330
1931 (28th Mar) Friedrichshafen to Saskatchewan, Canada Airmail cover with 2mk Zeppelin tied by crisp
Friedrichshafen cds. Two different pictorial flight cachets in red. Prince Albert, Sask b/s. Good cond.
1931 (28th Mar) LZ127 Budapest & return printed flight card bearing Hungary 1 pengo with "Zeppelin 1931" ovpt tied
by Legi Posta Budapest cds. Good cond. Sieger 102Aa, Cat. €150
1931 (8th May) "Ostseejahr" Round flight cover franked by 75c Air & 7½c & 40c Queen defins tied by Rotterdam cds's.
Friedrichshafen & Lubeck transit cds's plus flight cachet in violet. Sold in Status Auction No. 330 for $130+BP.
1931 (27th June) Hungary to Iceland flight card franked by Hungary 2P tied by Budapest cds with 2 pictorial cachets
incl Viking Ship type in green. Friedrichshafen transit & Reykjavil arrival cds's. VG cond. Sieger 113. Vendor paid
$190+BP in Status auction.
1931 (9th July) Netherlands 40c Air & 22½c Queen tied by Gravenhage cds with Vienna Zeppelin cds & triangular
flight cachet in blue. Good cond. Sieger 116/18A Sold in Status Auction Sale No. 330 for $110+BP
1931 (13th July) Vienna to Friedrichshafen flown b&w "LZ 127 Graf Zeppelin In Fahrt" postcard with 1m Zeppelin tied
by on-board "LUFTSCHIFF" cds with neighbouring blue pictorial cachet plus another strike on picture side of ppc.
Friedrichshafen receival. Most attractive & VG cond.
1931 (25th July) Berlin to Leningrad flight card bearing 1rm "POLAR FAHRT 1931" ovpt tied by Berlin cds with
neighbouring illust commem cachet in red & "PAR AVION ZEPPELIN LENINGRAD 25 VII 31" arrival cancel.
Foxed perfs. Sieger 119G, Cat. €350
1931 (25th July) Polar Flight Leningrad Registered Postcard & matching cover with a combined franking of the
Russian Polar Flight 30k to 2R set of 4 tied by Leningrad pictorial Zeppelin pmks with neighbouring flight cachets in
red plus 2 line "Mit Luftschiff Gr. Zeppelin Leningrad-Friedrichshafen". Most attractive. Sieger 120ba/b, Cat. €250 (2)
1931 (7th Aug) Lausanne flight card with Netherlands 22½c & 40c Air tied by Gravenhage cds. Green & red flight
cachets, the former completed in m/s with Lausanne arrival cds above address. Most attractive. Sieger 123. Sold in
Status Auction No. 330 for $160+BP
1931 (21st Aug) 1st South America flight with 20c & 75c plus 2½c tied by Gravenhage cds with Berlin transit cds &
red cachet plus green pictorial flight cachet. VG cond. Sieger 124. Sold in Status Auction No. 330 for $160+BP
1931 (11th Sept) Ohringen flight card franked by Netherlands 2½c & 60c tied by Amsterdam Station cds's with
Friedrichshafen & Frankfurt transit pmks plus a double strike of the red flight cachet. VG cond. Sieger 128. Sold in
Status Auction No. 330 for $120+BP
1931 (14th Sept) 2nd South America flight with 40c, 50c & 27½c Netherlands Queen franking tied by Amsterdam
Zaanstraat cds on Swiss ppc. Addressed to Springfield, USA with Friedrichshafen & Recife transits & Zeppelin
pictorial cachet in mauve. VG cond. Vendor purchased from Status Auction No. 330 for $130+BP
1931 (18th Sept) Hungary 2nd South America Flight card franked with 1P Air block of 4 tied by central Legi Posta
Budapest 31 SEP 31 cds with neighbouring Friedrichshafen cds/ 2 Zeppelin pictorial cachets in violet. Very good
cond. Sieger 129. Sold for $180+BP in Status Auction 345.
1931 Pomerania Flight "Briefbund" wrapper front with "LUFTSCHIFF GRAF ZEPPELIN POMMERNFAHRT 1931"
pictorial cachet in green. Used to hold the bundles of covers from this flight. Exc cond & an extremely rare survivor.
Sieger 106var.
1932 (30th April) Tripolitania to Brazil on 4th South American flight. Regd card with first 1931 Airmail set (ex 75c
issued later) with 4 on the reverse tied by "Posa Aerea Tripoli D'Africa" cds's with matching Reg & Airmail labels, the
former tied by "Mit Luftschiff GRAF ZEPPELIN nach" s/l h/s. Complete with Milan-Chiasso TPO & Friedrichshafen
transit cds's with the "Map" illust flight cachet in red & finally Pernambuco arrival cds. SG 116/22 Cat. £100 as F/U with
the 5L alone on cover cat €1000. Only 90 flown. SG 116/22 Cat. £100 as F/U with the 5L alone on cover cat €1000.
VG cond with only 90 flown. Sieger 157. Sold in Status Auction 321 for $550+BP
1932 (30th June) Hungary to England flight card with Hungary 2P Air tied by Budapest cds & regd to Liverpool with
ochre "LUFTSCHIFF GRAF ZEPPELIN ENGLANDFAHRT - 1932" "St Pauls Cathedral illust cachet & Friedrichshafen
cds. Fine cond & most attractive. Sieger 168Aa. Vendor paid $210 +BP in Status Auction 344.
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1932 (26th July) Luxembourg to Oakland, USA - Danzig Airpost Exhibition flight cover reg'd with 1¾Fr Airmails x 2 tied
by Luxembourg cds's plus Germany 1RM Zeppelin & 50pf Airmail tied by Friedrichshafen 70.7.32 cds. Blue flight
cachet with 4 diff b/s's incl Danzig, New Your & Oakland arrival. Attractive & rarely seen. Sieger 169. Vendor paid
$450+BP in 2017 Status auction.
1932 (29th Aug) 5th South America flight cover to Brazil with Luxembourg 1¾Fr Airmail tied by Luxembourg Vill cds &
Germany 1RM Zeppelin with 10pf & 15pf Airmails tied by Friedrichshafen cds. Eagle pictorial cachet in mauve with
Curitaba arrival b/s. VG cond. Sieger 171A. Vendor paid $300+BP in Status Auction 340.
1932 (30th Aug) 5th South America flight card with "Luftschiff Graf-Zeppelin" cds tying 1rm Zeppelin & 20pf Air pair.
"Eagle" pictorial cachet in mauve. Dr. Eckener photo on reverse. Sieger 171Ab, Cat. €100
1932 (23rd Sept) Hungary to Brazil on 7th South America flight card franked by Hungary 50f & 2P Airs, 16f Deak & 4f
Crown tied by Budapest cds's. Yellow-brown pictorial flight cachet with Neighbouring "Zeppelin Utjan" Zeppelin cachet
in mauve. Complete with Friedrichshafen transit & Recife arrival cds's. Sieger 183. Sold $230+BP at Status No. 344.
1932 (27th Sept) 7th South America flight env in deep blue bearing 2rm Zeppelin, 50pf Air & 25pf defin cancelled on
board on outward flight By "Luftschiff Graf Zeppelin 27.9.32" cds. Cover addressed Recife, Pernambuco with Zeppelin
& Palm Trees cachet. Envelope colour has suffused onto stamps but remains attractive. Sieger 183A(b), Cat. €125
1932 (29th Sept) 4th South America flight cover with Netherlands 36c strip of 3 tied by Amsterdam Station cds's.
Addressed to Pernambuco with 2 diff flight cachets in red & Recife arrival b/s. Sieger 157 with 150 flown. Sold in
Status Auction No. 330 for $170+BP
1932 (4th Oct) Netherlands to Brazil. Flight card with 75c Airmail & 7½c & 15c Queen tied by Gravenhage cds's with
Friedrichshafen & Recife cds's plus red flight cachet. VG cond. Sieger 189. Vendor paid $230 in Status Auction 332.
1932 (6th Oct) Ireland to Argentina on 8th South America flight. Reg'd cover franked by Ireland 2½d & 5d x 2 tied by
Baile Atha Cliath cds's with neighbouring Dublin Reg label tied by red flight cachet with a diff pictorial cachet also in
red tying the 3 stamps. Good cond. Rarely seen as only 22 covers were flown. Sieger 189B. Ex Heiwz Gappe stock
with an original retail of US$1750 & sold in Status auction 336 for $600+BP.
1932 (19th Oct) Luxembourg to Brazil on 9th South America flight. Registered franked by 75c, 1Fr, 1¼Fr & 1¾Fr
Airmails tied by neat upright Luxembourg cds's. Also Germany 1m Zeppelin & 10pf & 15pf Airmails tied by Railway
TPO pmks. Zeppelin pictorial cachet in red-orange above typed address. Pernambuco & Luxembourg b/s's. Sieger
195. A rare & attractive franking combination. Vendor paid $500+BP in 2017 Status auction.
1932 (21st Oct) Netherlands to Brazil cover with 36c strip of 3 tied by Amsterdam Station cds's with 2 pictorial cachets
below. Berlin & Pernambuco b/s's. Good cond. Sieger 195. Vendor paid $200+BP in Status auction.
1933 (25th Apr) Germany flight with Saar 5Fr &1F Pictorials plus & 1Fr x 4 Airmails tied by Saarbrucken cds's with
neighbouring Friedrichshafen 1.5.33 cds. "LUFTSCHIFF GRAF ZEPPELIN DEUTSCHLANDFAHRT 1993" cachet in
green. Sieger 201Aa. Only 114 Saar items flown. Vendor paid $275+BP in Status Auction No. 340.
1933 (24th May) Swiss flight cover franked by 2½c & 25c x 2 Centenary tied by Gravenhage - Dierentuin Lilliput" cds's
in mauve. Friedrichshafen & Bern Luftpost 18.VII.33 cds's with neighbouring pictorial "Alps" cachet in green. VG c ond.
Only 55 flown & sold at Status Auction No. 332 for $300+BP.
1933 (27th May) Netherlands 2nd South America flight printed illust card with Netherlands 12½c William block of 4 &
2½c tied by Gravenhage-Dierentuin Lilliput cds's in violet. Mail was dropped over Barcelona with roller cancel b/s plus
Rotterdam & Friedrichshafen transit cds's. Green flight cachet & "Friedrichshafen (Bodensee) - Barcelona" s/l cachet
in red. VG cond. Sieger 214C. Only 64 dropped & rarely seen so fine. Sold in Status Auction No. 332 for $250+BP.
1933 (29th June) Netherlands 3rd South America flight cover franked by 36c & 70c commems tied by Amsterdam
Station cds. Dropped over Barcelona with arrival b/s, Friedrichshafen cds & blue flight cachet. Sieger 219C. Another
rarity with only 44 dropped. Very good cond.
1933 (8th Sept) Poland to Brazil carried on 7th South America flight. Registered cover with "PORT GDANSK" vertically
ovptd Moscicki 1zl block of 4 tied by "POLSKI URZAD PT GDANSK" cds's with 2 different flight cachets &
neighbouring Curitaba 22.9.33 arrival cds. Transit Berlin & Rybnik (on label) cds's & another Curitiba b/s. VG cond. SG
R25 Cat. £500++, Mi 25 Cat. €680++ (both as loose single stamps) plus huge premium for such usage. Major rarity as
only several recorded. Ceremuga Cert. (2017) Sieger 232 Vendor paid $3100+BP in 2017 Status Auction.
1933 (26th Sept) South America-Chicago cover with GB 1d & 3d strip of 3 KGV tied by South-End on Sea slogan
cancel. Addressed to Brazil with 2 large Zeppelin & map illust cachets in red plus Luftpostamt Berlin transit. Some
staining but remains attractive with the cachet tying the Air Mail vignette. Rio de Janeiro 19 OCT 1933 arrival b/s.
Sieger 238, Cat. €600. Sold in Status Auction No. 330 for $300+BP
1933 (10th Oct) South America to Chicago flight using a 7½ + 3½c "National Crisis Committee" Postcard with
Netherlands 10c & 80c tied by Gravenhage cds. Friedrichshafen 14.10.33 cds beside address & red triangular flight
cachet. "Correio Aereo Districto Federal" Brazilian b/s. Sieger 238. Vendor paid $280+BP in Status auction No. 332.
1934 (12th May) German flight endorsed "Mil Luftschiff Graf Zeppelin nach Berlin 19.5.34" in m/s with neighbouring
red illust cachet & Berlin & Friedrichshafen cds's. Adhesion strip on reverse by frontally in VG cond. Only 66 items
from Holland. Sieger 246.
1935 (5th Oct) 2rm "Chicagofahrt Weltausstellung 1933" ovptd marginal example tied by Frankfurt Rhein-Main cds.
Ewald & Co. company cover with pictorial Zeppelin & clouds cachet in red at top left. Value in the ovptd stamp. Sieger
note after 323 with no price quoted.
1936 (4th May) Triesenberg, Liechtenstein to New York, USA. Regd cover with 1f & 2f Zeppelin Pictorials neatly tied
by Triesenberg cds. Deutsche Luftpost pictorial cachet in red. New York b/s's. SG 151/52, Cat. £300 F/U.
1936 (5th May) 15th America flight card with Netherlands 36c Airmails pair plus 3c & 12½c tied by Assen cds's. To
Brazil with red flight cachet, Berlin b/s & Manha Pernambuco arrival cds. VG cond. Sieger 371.
1936 (14th Sept) LZ129 "Europa-Nordamerika" cachet in red-lilac bearing 75pg Hindenburg commem tied by Berlin
cds addressed to Rhode Island, USA (central fold) plus similar cover with 50pf Zeppelin & 25pf defin endorsed "Via
Hindenburg Sailing Frankfurt Sep 17" top left & pmkd Bad Nauheim on 16.9.36. Variation of Sieger 437B (2)
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"10-12-17" dated b&w photographic card showing 5 men next to an artillery gun in heavy snow. No maker but "POST
CARD" printed on reverse & the headings for "Correspondence" & "Address". No postal markings but message reads;
"My Dear Jenny, I have two of your very welcome & loving letters one I received as we was moving away from the
place where we had marched & expected to be there till after xmas but was disappointed this is what it was like last
year. I met a chum that is in the Gunners & he gave this to me. I bought some cards of a comrade of his too". Unusual.
"28 July 16" dated message on one of 5 different portrait type b&w photographic cards showing servicemen in
uniform. One embossed "STAR PHOTOG ITALIANO ALEXANDRIE". All unused in mixed cond. (5)
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"A Soldier's Prayer Aug 1914" small card "From the Chaplain-General" with "Slip this inside your cap" instructions
accompanying an unused b&w photographic portrait card of soldier in uniform by "Anglo Egyptian Photo Studio". (2)
"Adelaide" visible on one of the lifeboats hanging on this troop ship. Come from the same group as those below so
assuming this is the ANZAC's heading to Gallipoli in 1915. Two officers in uniform on the wharf. No message or postal
markings. B&w Kodak Australia" card with "15" in the stamp area with divided back for "Correspondence" & "Address
Only". Good cond.
"Australian Machine Guns Depart Parkhouse Aug 3rd" endorsed in m/s above "POST CARD" on reverse before
message. Shows 23 men in uniform in front of "SERGTS MESS" hut. Message part reads "What do you think of that
nice little boy in the centre….I am the only one infantry bloke there, all the rest are Machine Gunners". He goes on to
say he has asked to go back as has been an instructor for 9 months. VG cond.
"Bravo Australia Australian Commonwealth Military Forces" colour card with poem beneath rising sun badge sending
regards from the "Britons". Part message on reverse but no postal markings. Produced as part of the "H.B. Badge
Series, London". Excellent cond.
"Helliopolis - Australian Camp" b&w photographic by "The Anglo Egyptian Trading Society - Cairo" with message in
pencil, "Well Beryl I got away from Galipolie (sic) without the Turks getting me but I don’t know where we will be
fighting again but I hope to get through." No postal markings. Good cond.
"Last Parade as a Volunteer Company" written on reverse of this "Empire" b&w photographic card. Addressed to "Jack
Watson, Holland Street, East Fremantle" but no stamp or postal markings. Message adds to the details of the scene,
"You will see me on the right hand side of the officer. Do you think it is much of a likeness. With kind regards from your
Qland Cobber, Harold Fesch". Good cond.
"Souvenir of the Great War The Australians" titled b&w photographic card with illustration with the rising sun emblem &
listing the different theatres of war with "No Regiment has Done Better" & "Never was the Empire so Brilliant" above. A
"Rattle Co Portsmouth" card with part pencilled message on reverse confirming the safe arrival of a parcel containing
a Christmas cake! VG cond.
"The Australians in Egypt" set of 6 numbered colour cards with cartoons displaying the Aussie sense of humour with
scenes titled "The Mirage", "Mafish Feloose", "Cairo Carol", "A Retreat from Cairo", "Our Horses made a distinct
impression!" & "Turning the Tables". Fresh & fine unused. Would look stunning framed. (6)
"The Blowhole Ocean 1." titled b&w photographic card with ship in background, possibly the merchant ship mentioned
on reverse message, "S.S. Ardmount Melbourne, Vic, 13th Novr"? Card addressed to Fremantle but stamp removed &
postmark illegible. On 5 October 1914 the SS Ardmount was lost when she strayed into a British minefield after
ignoring a warning from the Afridi, then patrolling in the area.
"The Graves Gallipoli" photographic b&w with "British Made" printed on reverse, divided & headed "Correspondence"
& "Address". The name on the cross reads "LIEUT W.H. DAWKINS" while the one behind appears to be "MAJOR CW
JAMES STUART KILLED IN ACTION 17 MAY 1915". Very good unused cond & a rare survivor.
"The Valley of Death ANZAC" photographic b&w and the same as above on reverse. Possible to see barbed wire
fencing & posts to the left of the scene. Very good cond.
"Visit of Jack Johnson" photographic b&w again with "British Made" & headed sections but no dividing line. Numbered
0559 in stamp box area. Photo appears to show a newly dug grave with soldiers sitting on boxes next to it looking
towards the camera. Fine unused cond.
"Waiting to Embark" similar to the above also in b&w with divided back & "British Made" below the POST CARD
heading. Shows the men sitting on the wharf awaiting departure with their kits. Name of shop not apparent. VG cond.
"Yours Truly J.I.H." Photographic card showing WWI sailor in uniform. "Dease Studio, Barrack Street, Perth" divided
b&w card. These cards have resulted in a book by the WA Museum titled "The Soldiers of Barrack Street :Portraits by
Dease Studio 1914 - 1918". Excellent cond.
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Australia Post FDC binders in black with gold lettering x 20. Each hold approx. 40 Hagner pages or Cumberland
FDC pages. All in "as new" to VG cond. Save on the $200+ retail. (20)
Binders A selection of "as new" if not "Brand new" binders from various manufacturers incl Seven Seas large Luxury
with matching slipcases x 2, Hagner 4 ring with slipcases in blue & brown (3 of latter & 2 of former) plus a blue, red &
brown without slipcases, Prinz large with slipcase, Aust Post FDC burgundy x 12 plus 2 in black & Renniks "Owl"
brand in black with slipcases x 2. Save on an originally retail of $700+ (27)
Davo, Lighthouse, Prinz & Hawid Stamp Mounts in a wide range of strip sizes incl a Prinz cutter. Majority appear to be
clear with some packs unopened. High retail replacement value. (100s)
Hagners 2 strip (for covers & FDC's) x 400 plus 1 strip pages x 100 all in 10 Aust Post black binders in "as new"
condition. Retail would be $1000+ (500 Hagners in 10 binders)
Hagner Double sided pages brand new & wrapped in packets of 10. Consists of 1 strip x 10, 2 strips x 90, 3 strip x 10,
4 strip x 30, 5 strip x 60, 6 strip x 30 & 7 strip x 40. Save on the retail of $730 (270)
Lighthouse & Prinz clear mounts of various sizes in 16 brand new unopened packs of 25 strips/pack. Sizes from
24mm to 44mm. (16 packets)
Prinz Portable long wave UV lamp with carry strap. Battery operated. VG cond.
1966-2016 Seven Seas Hingeless Albums complete in 7 SS binders. Pages in very good to "as new" cond. Save on a
brand new retail of $1180.
Seven Seas Australia Pre-decimal Hingeless album. Very good cond with a retail of $165.
Seven Seas Australian Hingeless Albums. Retired Dealers stock consisting of 1966-1995 in 2 vols, 1966-2003 in 2
vols, 1966-1995 & 1966-1996 in 2 separate vols, 1966-2000 in 2 vols, 1966-1996 in 2 vols, 1966-1997 & 1966-2007 in
3 vols. Also 5 Seven Seas Australia branded binders incl one with matching slipcase. All appear to have been used
once but in very good to "as new" cond. Massive retail if buying new. Useful to re-seller & could be split into year sets
& sold separately. (20 vols/binders)
Seven Seas "Australia Specialists Hingeless Album" in gold on blue binder containing 124 "Optional" hingeless pages
for booklet panes, Specimens, perf varieties, Exhibition M/S's, Frama Postcode sets, kangaroo/koala reprints, S/A
strips etc. "As new" cond with a retail of up to $2.40 per page. (124 pages in binder)
Stanley Gibbons "Simplex Blank Album" in red with 100 leaves, "Tower" also with 100 leaves & "Simplex Medium" x 2
with 50 leaves each. Incls the gold spine labels for each type. All brand new with the Tower
album still boxed. (4)
Stanley Gibbons QEII New Age 6 volume set with matching slipcases. This set of albums is complete with clear
mounts for the early Elizabethan Commonwealth issues between 1953-1962. Brand New as originally intended as a
"project" by the vendor who then chose car restoration instead!! Brand new with his paying the full retail of £599
($1100) plus shipping!! An opportunity to secure at a fraction of this!
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Tweezers 15.5cms rounder end in stainless steel x 25 pairs all in individual plastic pouches. Retail up to $15/pair.
Brand new & ideal for re-sale or a stamp club purchase! (25)
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"2018 Australia & Territories Booklet Catalogue" (7th Ed) by Pfeffer & Crum. Latest edition & in full colour in a loose
leaf format for future supplements to be added accordingly. Incls sections for Prestige, Unofficial & Territories
booklets. Brand New.
"Australia & Territories Booklets" by Sel Pfeffer. 2nd edition with Vol .1 1904-72 & Vol. 2 1973-2003 in A4 clear
sleeves housed in large 3 ring binder.
"Australian Air Mail Labels and Vignettes 1920-1960" from the Tom Frommer Collection. An attractive book in full
colour with a price guide & recognised AAMC numbering system. VG cond.
Australian Commonwealth Specialists Catalogue for "Booklets". (2003) Incls KGV to 2001 QEII issues incl the different
booklet cover colours & font types. The later listings price the various Exhib ovpts & varieties. Remains the latest
edition retailing at $115.
Australian Commonwealth Specialists' Catalogue for "Decimals I 1966-1975", "Decimals II 1975-1991" & "Decimals III
1992-2001" all being 2002 editions. 1400+ pages of detailed illustrations & priced ACSC numbers. A wealth of
information at a fraction of the original $300+ retail. Good cond. (3 vols)
Australian Commonwealth Specialists' Catalogues for "Decimals Volume 1, 1966-1984" & "Volume 2, 1985-2001".
Newly launched in September 2021, these 2 catalogues are now in the new A4 format in full colour with a massive
amount of updated information. The "Introductory Notes" give an invaluable background & a suggested read in
themselves. Brand new. Retail at $185ea. (2 vols)
Australian Commonwealth Specialists Catalogue for "Kangaroos". (2017) Good cond & incls Essays plus "OS"
Officials. Full colour. Save on current new price of $130!
Australian Commonwealth Specialists Catalogue for "Postage Dues including New South Wales and Victoria". (2014)
Lists the Victorian issues from 1890-1909 & NSW 1891-1902 issues plus all Aust C/wealth issue incl the later 1902
converted NSW plates. Good cond.
"Australian First Day Covers" by Moore, Woolley & Pauer (2009). Assists with identifying Australian, Illustrated,
FDI covers & their publishers. Well illustrated in full colour. 210 pages in brand new cond.
"British Commonwealth Revenues" by J Barefoot (2008) Still internationally recognised as the best catalogue & price
guide for this collecting area. Very good cond.
"Higgins & Gage World Postal Stationery Catalogue A-Z" in 10 vols with 1986 price supplements. A useful reference
guide & rarely seen these days. Good cond. Similar sold in Ace Auctions Sale No. 23 for $280+BP
"History of the Australian Military Postal Services 1914-1950" by Edward (Ted) Proud (1991) Excellent cond & still "the
go to book" for this area with values frequently used as a guide to selling & buying. 584 pages.
"Illustrated First Day Covers of New Zealand 1933-2000 Part 1:Health" & the "Pre-decimal Period Part 2" both by
Stephen Jones, the latter 2004 & Part 1 2008. Comprehensive with numerous illustrations, many in colour. Incls a
scarcity rating. Former brand New. (2)
"Intercontinental Airmails Volume Two Asia and Australasia" by Edward (Ted) Proud (2009). Profusely illustrated in
colour & an essential reference work for those studying the services of Imperial Airways, BOAC, KLM & Qantas. Brand
new costing vendor £80 + shipping!
"Local Stamps of Australia" by Bill Hornage (1982), "Scout & Guide Philatelic History of Australia" by Erhard Stermole
(1985) & author signed, "Franklin's Guide to the Stamps of Papua & New Guinea" by Mark Franklin (1970), Pim's
Catalogue "The Stamps of New Zealand" 1946 & 1949 Editions & Stanley Gibbons "Collect Ships on Stamps" (1989).
Useful additions for a stamp club or enthusiasts library as all now out of print. (6 books)
New Zealand "collectors bookshelf" consisting "The 1893 New Zealand Advertisement Stamps" by JA Robb (Cost $80
in 2011), NZ Airmail Cat by James Stapleton (2009), :The Complete Guide to 1880 Queen Victoria Long type Postal
Fiscals" by Andrew Spence (2013), NZ Wage Tax Stamps (2009), "The Chalon Issues of NZ" Vols 1 & 2 by Ken Lynch
(2005) & "Customised Advertising Labels (CAL's) 2004-2010 by Bernard Styris (2011) plus "First Day & Early Use
Covers" by TC Thackery & "The 1998 NZ Post Offices Cancellation & Postmark Guide" by R Wooders. A useful group
for the NZ specialist. (9 books)
"Postal Reform & The Penny Black - A New Appreciation" by Douglas Muir (1990). 240 pages with colour illustrations.
Most interesting. Brand new.
"Ships on Stamps" by EW Argyle in 12 Parts with volumes for "The Royal Navy", "Passenger Liners", "Early Sailing
Ships & Canoes", "Sailing Ships", "Local Craft", "Cross Channel, River & Lake, Passenger Ships", "Cargo Ships & Oil
Tankers", "Sail & Paddle Auxiliary Vessels", "Ships of the World's Navies", "United States Navy & Miscellaneous
Vessels", :The Royal Navy" & "Passenger Liners of the World (Over 4000 tons)". Needless to say, comprehensive &
well illustrated. First set we have seen. (12 vols)
Stanley Gibbons 2020 Stamps of the World Catalogue in 6 volumes. Full colour & the latest edition. Incls 2500+ new
entries & 825 images added since the 2019 edition. Ideal for both the thematic and general collector alike. Lightly used
cond & a bargain against the retail value of $695. Treat yourself for Christmas!!
Stanley Gibbons "Collect Aircraft on Stamps" 2nd Edition (2009) This edition in full colour. VG cond & essential for the
Aviation/Aircraft/Airline collector.
Stanley Gibbons Austria & Hungary Part 2 (2009), Benelux Part 4 (2010), Russia Part 10 (2014), Scandinavia Part 11
(2013), South East Asia Part 21 (2012) & USA Part 22 (2010) sectional catalogues all in full colour. Very good cond
with an original cover price of £240+. (6 vols)
"Tasmania Stamps and Postal History" by WE Tinsley & published by the RPS, London. (1986) Cost vendor $120.190
pages with numerous illustrations & sections on the Chalon 1855-1891 Issues, 1870-1912 Postal History & "The
Tattersall's Story". VG cond.
"The Campbell Paterson Specialised Catalogue of New Zealand in 3 vols updated to the 2019 revisions in the ring
binder format. Later inserts in colour & profusely illustrated. Essential to the New Zealand collector. (3 vols)
"The Post Offices and Hand-held Date stamps of Victoria" Vols. 1 & 2 by Gary Watson, John Webster & David Wood
(1989) Well compiled, user friendly & good illustrations. Hard covers. Brand new. (2 vols)
"The Postage Stamps and Postal History of the Bahamas" by Harold Gisburn, "Portuguese India" & "Stamps & Posts
of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan" by Gisburn & Thompson. All reprinted by SG in 1998 from the original SG publications.
Brand new with original retails of $30-$50 each. (3 vols)
"The Postage Stamps of New Zealand 1855-1873 - The Chalon Head Issues" by Robert Odenweller (2009) Covers
the London Prints, the Richardson & Davies Prints plus Proofs, Specimens, Reprints & Forgeries. Brand new & in full
colour. Cost vendor $110
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"The Postage Stamps of New Zealand" Vols II, III, VI & V. Edited by JG Collins & CW Watts. These vols are becoming
increasingly difficult to source. Remain invaluable for the serious NZ collector wanting to do research or expand their
collections. 2 without dust covers but otherwise VG cond. (4 vols)
"The Postal History of Australian Forces in Japan and Korea 1945-1957" by P Collas (1994) & "Australian Imperial
Forces Postal History 1914-1918" by Bob Emery (1984) plus the 1988 Supplement, both hard backed & well
illustrated. A useful reference group. (3)
"The Postal History of Southern Rhodesia"(1997) & "The Postal History of Fiji" both edited by EB Proud (1999). Both
hard backed & in very good condition, the former with 620 pages, the latter with 528 pages & both recognised as the
definitive guides to these countries. (2)
"The Railway (and other parcel) Stamps of Mainland Australia" by Ingles, Presgrave & Craig (1980). Well illustrated &
incls an Index to Private Issues. VG cond.
"The Sereane Guide - Stamp Forgeries of the World to 1926" by Fernand Serrane (1998) A comprehensive guide to
identifying the leading candidates for forgery for specialists & forgery enthusiasts. 392 pages in hard back. Brand new
with pencilled "£75" in front cover giving a guide to the original cost!
"The Stamps of the Commonwealth of Australia" by Alec Rosenblum (1966) Chapters on the Kangaroo issues &
detailed section for KGV plus PD's, booklet issues & forgeries & bogus issues. VG cond without dust jacket 590pages.
"The Zeppelin Stamps" by Donald Lehmkuhl (1992) Detailed study of stamps issued during the time of the Zeppelins
incl semi-official issues & cinderellas. A comprehensive work in 120 pages with illustrations which integrates these
issues into the story of the flights. Invaluable to the Zeppelin specialist & now out of print. Very good cond.
"United Kingdom Revenues" by J Barefoot (2012) This edition in full colour incl embossed, "Contract Notes" &
"Foreign Bill" types among many others. An essential guide to this field. Brand new & cost vendor $100.
"Western Australia - The Postal Markings Illustrated" by WASG. Shows an extensive range of postmarks with dates of
use & rarity guide & used extensively by those collecting in this field. A wealth of info edited by Brian Pope. This
1994/2002 edition is the latest edition. A valuable reference work housed in 3 binders. Exc cond.
"Western Australia The Forces, Prisoner of War and Censor Mail" by Bruce Haynes & Brian Pope. "As new" apart
from wear & lot sticker on dust cover. A massive wealth of information in 850 pages with many illustrations. Cost $90.
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Aircraft 1993 75th Anniv of the RAF promotional b&w gummed imperf cinderellas x 100 printed for the promotion of
the Commonwealth omnibus series by the Crown Agents Stamp Bureau. Features the Sopwith Snipe, Lancaster &
Tornado F3. Useful quantity for re-sale or swaps. (100)
Aviation - Lindbergh Accumulation of covers with special cachets from during his flying days plus numerous 1977/78
commem covers together with extensive downloads relating to various flights & routes. Sorted by year with bags for
1926, 1927, 1928, 1929 & 1931 plus 1977 "Spirit of St Louis" 50th Anniv commem covers & International Aerospace
Hall of Fame "Official Charles A. Lindbergh Commemorative Collection" presentation wallet of 1977 covers with 10
different. Commences with 1926 Special Flight Springfield Illinois to New York bearing 10¢ Airmail & mauve on pink
"SFG SPECIAL FLIGHT" cachet (+3 unused cachets), 1927 St Louis to New Jersey & Chicago special covers bearing
pictorial cachet "Lindbergh Celebration Spirit of St Louis St Louis MO. June 18 1927 Use Air Mail - It Save's Time",
two "Welcome Home" printed cards addressed to Capt. Chas. A. Lindbergh FFC Key West - Havana with Cuba
"Lindbergh Febrero 1925" & USA 1927 2¢ Bennington commem tied by machine cancel in Spanish. Also August
"Goodwill Tour" Airmail card & cover plus "Special Flight Lindbergh Day" cachet on Springfield Illinois to Springfield
Mass cover. Also several other 1927-1931 covers with a considerable information from American Air Mail catalogue &
handwritten inserts, postcards of "Spirits of St Louis" & photos of Lindbergh noting 1952 Silver Anniversary" covers,
1974 "First Man on the Moon" stamp with Lindbergh portrait & title "Lindbergh Dies of Cancer in Hawaii at the age of
72" with a plethora of 1977/78 50th Anniv cards, covers & info plus "Foreign Tributes" in the form of covers with
stamps commemorating his achievements. (200+)
Aviation 1960s-1990's range of flight & commemorative cover plus FDC & Maxicard set of 2010 Centenary of
Powered Flight. Incls 1979 Southern Cross Air Race (Bankstown-Parkes-Ballarat) covers with some signed plus a mix
of Qantas & other Airlines. A few faulty but mostly good. (56 items)
Birds - Pelicans A "work in progress" which was not able to be completed by the collector. Very little written up but
the sorting of topics had been done under headings of the different types of pelican focusing on the bill, feet, pouch,
food history, habitat etc. Careful observation by the collector is evident in such things as a booklet cover with "Pelican"
ink advert, 1940 US covers with "USS Pelican" cds, place names including Pelican, Australian 85¢ pelican MUH with
various "koala" & "kangaroo" reprints in selvedge, $2.25 panes of S/A plus full sheet of 25 with the total FV of these
being $100+. Also noted St Kitts 55¢ gutter pair with 1983 Independence ovpt inverted (SG 124Ba, Cat. £8.50 ea),
French Somali Coast 75f (SG 446), a few West Indian progressive colour proofs, imperfs & covers with franking
featuring pelicans plus some pictorial pelican cachets. This collection deserves expansion & research to make an
excellent competitive exhibit. (100s)
Birds St Vincent 1985 Birth Cent of John Audubon set of 8 Birds to $2.25 from the Leaders of the World series. Full
set of 24 imperf gummed sheets showing colour separations. Fresh MUH. SG 854/61 var. (24 sheets)
Butterflies 2 stockbooks with over 1000 different plus duplicates incl M/S's & a few covers. Noted PNG 1966 to $2,
Mozambique to 20e, Thailand, Swiss 1950's pro Juventutes, Jordan 1992-1993 sets MUH plus imperf M/S. Also an
attractive "omnibus" of Malaysian States incl to $10 with many other countries. Strong in 1960's-1990's issues with
complete sets mixed MLH/used. A good lot. (1000++)
Cricket "Great Sporting Events" Benham silk covers each with cricket commems tied by pictorial pmks & signed by
Paul Prichard, Tom Graveney & Neil Fairbrother. Exc cond in Benhams usual high standard. (3)
Olympics 1992 Barcelona Olympic Games Benham cover collection with a range of one country FDC's from the
Bahamas, Brazil, BVI, Canada, Cook Is, Ireland, Maldives, Nevis, etc etc . The Benham silk covers x 3 with GB
commems tied by Manchester pictorial pmks before 20 silks with Spain Olympic commems signed by Kate Howey,
Simon Terry, Nick Gillingham, Robin Reid, Nikki Fairbrother, Gareth Marriott, J & G Searle & G Herbert, Ray Stevens,
Steve Backley, K Akabush & the highlights - Linford Christie for Men's 100m, Chris Boardman for 4000m Cycling,
Sally Gunnell for the Women's 400m Hurdles & Steve Redgrave & Matthew Pinsent for the Men's Rowing. Superb
opportunity to obtain these autographs on matching covers. Exc cond. (80)
Olympics 2008 "Golden Hero's" Australian Gold Medallists Executive pres folder with sheetlet of 14, the 60c London
& 60c, $1.60 & $2.35 Olympic set in gold plated reproductions & matching luxury hardback book. Lovely presentation.
Cost $325 from Aust Post.
Royalty 1973 Princess Anne Wedding with 153 stamps & 9 M/S's & 1977 QEII Silver Wedding in 2 albums with 159
stamps & 51 M/S's plus 4 booklets. Complete apart from Ajman, Liberia, Gibraltar M/S & a couple of others. All MUH.
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Royalty 1977 QEII Silver Jubilee Commonwealth FDC collection in album incl M/S's, Sheetlets, S/A's & commem
pmks. Exc unaddressed cond. (100)
Royalty 1986 Grenadines of St Vincent 75c Queen Mother se-tenant pairs in 2 complete imperf sheets with Format
Printers & colour plate number imprints. MUH
Royalty 1992 QEII Accession 40th Anniv set of 21 sets of 4 from Commonwealth countries. Fresh MUH. SG Cat.
£100+ (84)
Rugby 1999 Rugby World Cup set of 4 Benham covers incl one with £2 coin. Each with GB 1st class booklet pane
with illust tab tied by the pmks of the diff venues. The coin cover signed by JPR Williams MBE. Exc cond. (4)
"Scots on Stamps" A remarkable, intensely researched & beautifully written up collection of stamps & covers in 23
volumes incl an entire volume on Robert Burns! Many of the names will be familiar such as Macadam of road building
fame & Alexander Fleming (penicillin), but there are many much more obscure & astutely picked out like a footballer in
the third row of a team photo on a stamp of St Vincent! Then there are scenes from Shakespeare's Macbeth along
with the Antigua & Barbuda SG 3164 portrait of the actual Macbeth of Scotland reigning 1040-1057, David Tennant
(screen name of David John McDonald), the 10th Dr Who of the TV series, Flora MacDonald of The Jacobite
Rebellion of 1745 on a Benham silk cover... you get the flavour. Incls a volume of "Scots and Philately" which was
used in research. Viewing will certainly impress or bewilder! (1000's of items on approx. 1000 pages)
Space 1970-1981 Space Program covers with US-Soviet, Apollo & other programs mounted in Vario sheets with
notes about each program plus individuals who signed covers noting C. Duke, S. Stoklis, Walt Cunningham, Don
Grey, James McDivitt & Guion Bluford (Space Shuttle astronaut in 1983). Annotations show price paid at auction
noting one at $82.50. A interesting assembly. (13)
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Muhammad Ali - Original Training-Worn Hand Wrap Fraric Swatch. Provenance "Acquired from Daria Muhammad,
daughter of Wali Muhammad, long time assistant trainer and corner man of Ali". Incls JG Autographs COA &
background info plus a copy of "Letter of Authenticity" from Daria Muhammad.
Jacqueline Kennedy - Silk Bedspread Swatch Personally used during her Diplomatic Trip to India in 1962 plus a
Muhammad Ali Fabric Swatch from Original Training-Worn Hand Wrap. Presented on page with photos of them
both meeting in 1977. Includes a JG Autographs COA & background information with copy of "Letter of Authenticity"
from Daria Muhammad.
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Cigarette Cards featuring film stars of the 1930's & 1940's in part sets in quality "Ultra Pro Platinum" 15 pockets per
page sleeves. Condition is generally good to fine with some in colour noting Carreras Ltd with 2 part sets, Will's colour
tinted types & b&w for Will's, Turf & State Express. (390)
Comics USA 1948 Cowboy & Indian mounted in 2 old time contemporary albums. Incls Tom Mix, Lone Ranger, Real
Western Hero, Roy Rogers, Gene Autry, Hopalong Cassidy, Red Rider, Gabby Hayes etc. Please take care when
viewing. Well preserved! (31)
Ferrari "Ferrari World" (1989-1997) Colour magazines covering various aspects of Ferrari incl historical background,
concept cars, modern F1 etc etc. Nos 1-13, 16, 20 & 21, 26-28 & 31-38 originally costing vendor US$190+ ($260+)
All in excellent cond. (27)
Ferrari "FORZA - The Magazine About Ferrari" Various editions between 1997-2011 with numbers 7, 10, 11, 13, 15,
16, 18-32, 39, 64, 65, 74, 79, 94, 96-98, 100, 102-108 & 110. Needless to say in full colour & crammed with Ferrari
news, facts, figures, Company background, cars incl F1 etc etc. A quality publication & ideal for the enthusiast maybe a Christmas present idea?
Ferrari "The Official Ferrari Magazine" Nos 1 (June 2008), 2 (Sept 2008), 4 (Mar 2009), 5 (May 2009), 8 (Mar 2010),
9 (May 2010), 10 (Sept 2010), 13 (May 2011), 14 (Sept 2011) & 16 (March 2012). Stunning quality & photos covering
both street cars & F1 racing plus drivers, top management staff, history, new & events, etc. Exc cond with an original
issue price of €50 ($80) per edition! So a cool $800 in this group alone! (10)
Formula 1 2005 Mark Webber driving his Williams BMW FW28. A4 sized colour photo professionally block mounted &
framed with name plate. Most attractive.
Niki Lauder signed colour & framed photo of him in his Ferrari 312 racing at the Nürburgring during the 1976
German Grand Prix.
Phone Cards 1991-1994 Australia Telecom in number range 106-432 with vals to $20 arranged in order with tagged
descriptions in Phonecard leaves. An attractive "blast from the past"! (187)
Royalty 1935 "The Illustrated London News" 1910-1935 KGV & Queen Mary Silver Jubilee edition with many colour
plates & illust sections covering "Twenty-five Years of Home and Imperial Politics", "The Royal Navy" & "British
Aviation Since 1910". Worn cond with detached front cover but still fascinating with creative advertising of the day
interspersed over 84 pages.
Royalty 1937 "The Illustrated London News" Coronation edition costing 5/- at the time. Beautifully illustrated with
interleaved colour plates. Even has an advertisement for Coronation stamps on page 72! Good condition & rarely
seen so fine.
Royalty 1953 (13th June) "God Save the Queen" Coronation issue of the "Picture Post". Profusely illustrated in colour
& b&w with many entertaining advertisements incl "A Guinness Page for Coronation Year", "Ford Consul" for the "Test
Pilot & Lady Doctor" & "Three Cheers for Gillette Coronation Sets" illustrating cased shaving sets with blade
dispensers! Good cond & a rare survivor.
Scripophily - Share Certificates 1880-1952 range from various countries incl Russia, Hungary, Belgian Congo, USA
& others in folder. Nearly all pre-war with Hungary the oldest. Some with attached coupons for payment instalments.
Many would look attractive framed! (50+)
Social History 1949 (17th Oct) "Souvenir Commemorating the Commencement of Work by the SNOWY
MOUNTAINS HYDRO-ELECTRIC AUTHORITY" booklet with programme of event, intro by Chifley before "The
Story of Snowy" with several b&w photos. A lovely piece of social history in good cond.
Wine Glass Rings Hand crafted set of 6 wine glass rings in gold featuring cheese, bottle, grapes, corkscrew,
barrel & goblet presented in jarrah wood case. Most attractive.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA COLLECTIONS
954

1854-1912 range with mostly low vals from good used to fine used with considerable duplication. Noted 1854 1d black
with 2 margins (SG 1), 5 forgeries of early issues both imperf & rouletted plus a smattering of Revenues incl a 1/Hospital Fund & a few useful postmarks. Conservative reserve.

955

1854-1912 Interestingly written up collection based on SG numbering with attention to perfs, wmks, wmk orientation &
shades. Noted 1854 1d blacks (3), 4d blue imperf swans (4), 1854 1/- brown imperfs, 1857 6d grey-black imperfs (2),
1860 2d orange imperfs (3) & 6d sage-green imperfs (2). Imperfs are all used or MNG with 1 to 2 margins (some with
none). 1861 issues x 24 incl 1/- green perf. 14-16 with small commissariat puncture, 1863 no wmk 1d x 3 & 6d x 2.
Wmk Crown/CC issues with approx. 100 stamps incl attractive 1875 "One Penny" green surcharge on 2d yellow (SG
67a) before Wmk Crown/A issues (237) incl SG 81, 1d yellow ochre perf. 12x14 & both shades of the ½d ovpts on 3d
brown in red & green, both MH. Wmk W Crown A (54) & V/Crown wmk (144) noting £1 brown-orange (SG 128) with 2
heavy Kalgoorlie pmks. Finally Crown/double lined A wmk with approx. 200 examples. Cond of stamps varies greatly
with single better items appearing in this auction as single lots. View to assess potential. (100s)
2004-2015 Swan River Stampshow Exhibition Covers with commem covers having perfined & tabbed issues tied by a
variety of show pictorial pmks. Unaddressed in exc cond on Hagners. (24)
Perfins on KGV 1d greens (6), 2d scarlet (5), 3d blue (9), 4d olive (3) & 5d (7) mostly fine used with cds strikes. (30)
Postmarks Perth 1854-2016. Set out as presented in PMI beginning with a quality SDS1 (double date) on piece 24
NOV 24 1855 followed by SDS 1 (Single date) on 2d vermilion roulette (SG 30, Cat. £250). Void grids (5), No.1 grid
(7), 15 Bar 1 (4), 15 Bar 2 (4), 15 Bar 3 (6), Crown registered 9 Bar 1, 9 Bar 2 (2), 9 Bar 3 (6), 9 Bar 80 duplex with a
pair & 2 singles, 11 Bar letter "P" (3) & 12 Bar 1 (5) plus 12 Bar 2 (4) & 12 Bar 3 (5). Comprehensive range of Perth
cds's with col 1a, 1b, 2b before a range of duplexes in 13 Hagner sides noting 2 postal stationery cards & many
different types & range of indices. Numerous pairs & lots of part strikes on single stamps incl 3b cds's with a range
of indices. Circular date stamps in quantity for A25, D26, C31, F31, G34R, G33R, G33R & H29R types noting Perth
Air cds E31 -Air with a fine strike on piece dated 10 NOV 58. Bulk Postage Paid with A25, X28, C30a< C31-C, E31-b,
E31-c, E31d, E31e, F31, H31, L27-a, L31-b & L21c plus numerous circular oval & rectangular h/s's. Non-Postal Paid
noting 5-a, 5-b & A25T. Incls a range of sectional h/s's for City Section, Counter Mail Delivery, Dead Letter Office,
Counter Mail Delivery, Dead Letter Office, Letter Carrier Room, Mail Processing Room, Howey Order Office & Parcel
Post incl handcut markings & parcel rollers. Continues with Philatelic Sales, Post Restante, Registration Branch, Ship
Mail Room, Special Delivery & Mail Exchange. Approx 80 Hagner sides with 1000's of stamps carefully selected for
their postmarks incl on swans, kangaroos, KGV & later issues noting superior cancels on blocks & other multiples
incl multifrankings on piece. Also noted 14 covers & many oval & rectangular rubber stamps. Ex Rob Comley & worth
viewing just to appreciate the depth & scope.
Postmarks "Modern" Perth postmarks divided into sections for Perth & GPO Perth, FDI Perth Philatelic Sales, Perth
Mail Centre, Perth Business Centre, City Delivery Centre, Bulk Mail, City Delivery Centre Streaming, Dead Letter
Office, Revenue Recovery, State Parcels Centre, Mail Exchange & Returned Mail Office plus Special cancels for the
America's Cup, Royal Shows etc. Other types of markings incl Coronial Enquiry, Paid At.., Postage Paid, Postage
Collected from Sender, Tax & Underpaid markings plus Damage Mail cachets, Return to Sender markings etc. 77
Hagner sides with an estimated 2000 + items with varying degrees of useful duplication. Incls 6 covers. Cond ranges
from very good to superb & majority clearly chosen for quality of strikes.
Postmarks "Perth Streets" broken into the following sections; East St George's Tce, Adelaide Tce, 66 St George's
Tce, 1898-1980's Aberdeen Street, Perth Airport 1975-1980's, Brisbane Street 1900-1990's, Perth Business Centre
1990-2001, Cloisters Square 1972-2014, Hay St East 1898-2002, Perth Metropolitan Markets 1959-1988 & Milligan
Street 1937 to 21 Feb 1972, the closing day. Also Newcastle St 1956-1987, Nth Perth West 1896-1989, Parliament
House 1943-1992, Pier Street 1968-1995, Perth Railway Station 1903-1919 & St George's Tce 24 AUG 1927 (see
2012 PMI) & Stirling St 24 Feb 1986-1993 plus Victoria Square 1965-1990's. Incls Paid cds's with at least 14 oval
rubber stamps (ORS) incl Perth Mail Centre, Perth Airport, Postmaster Perth Metropolitan Markets etc. Several
rectangular rubber stamps (RRS) incl "Carded", Postmaster Perth Hay St East, Postmaster Pier St, Metropolitan
Markets, Postage Paid East Perth & Postmaster Perth Pier St. Many 100's of different postal markings with varying
degrees of duplication selected for clarity & completeness. A wonderful lot.
Postmarks "Perth Covers" in cover album & 2 smaller albums with 200+ items from 1895 to 2014. A wonderful array
of interesting postal markings, labels, oval rubber stamps, Paid h/s's & Casimer Perth ORS (1959). Noted the
following; Shortfall in Postage/Recovered from Sender (2011) ORS, Receipted Delivery/Signature... Label undated,
Express Post Parcel label (no date) Prepaid Perth "Across Town" labels (2), Insufficient Postage RRS & processed by
R.R.T Australia Post rectangular rubber stamp. Also Returned to Sender RRS, Customs Inspection Tape, Chief
Telegraph Officer dated 28 SEP 1936 Perth WA cds on colourful telegram & an interesting OHMS piece with
provisional "Distributor of Stamps" blue reg label with "Philatelic Sales" ORS for 9 JUN 1977 in red ink. Finally
Damaged/Repaired Mail with relevant Damaged Mail RRS, Priority Paid items with differing rubber stamps & Senders
Declaration re "Dangerous Goods". Also noted a boxed "Shackleton, WA 6386" 2 line rectangular rubber stamp. Most
items in good to very fine cond. A useful supplement to enhance the preceding collections.
Postmarks 1987-1991 Perth Pictorial FDI cancels on a selection of commem illustrated FDC's. This was conducted
for only 5 years due to having a local & active AP Philatelic Officer. Excellent unaddressed cond. (50)
Postmarks Annotated range on 3 album pages noting Mount Ida on KGV x 2 & Albany Dead Letter Branch 1898
ORS2 on pair of 1d carmine swans. Also part of a wages sheet with 6 x 6d chrome yellow & 6 x 1/- light green Tax
Instalment stamps cancelled W. Thomas & Co. 16 MAY 41. Full strikes to part impressions. (46 & wages page)
Postmarks Arranged in alphabetical order from Aberdeen St to York with complete strikes on piece. 1980's-1990's
strikes are in the majority. (100s)
Postmarks Range of 33 different with mostly part strikes or very light examples. Scarce items incl Eulaminna, Stake
Well, Kamballie, Lake Austin, White Hope, Nungarra & Relief "J" used at Cunderdin Immigration Centre. Incls
"REGISTRATION BRANCH P.O. COOLGARDIE, W.A." oval in 2 types ORS1 & ORS3a. A useful group. (33)
Postmarks Selection from KGV era on piece in black leaved Lighthouse stockbook. Arranged in alphabetical order
with flags showing rarity ratings from the "Postal Markings Compendium" along with types as per PMI. Better items
noted incl Burbridge, Comet Vale, East Kirup, Jarnadup & Youanmi. (c300 diff)
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Postmarks WA Military postmarks incl Unit Postal Station W8 (July 1943), "Swanbourne Mil P.O." (1942) & RAAF
PO Pearce (Mar 1943) plus 7 other Pearce RAAF 1950-1984 cds's. All markings except UPS W8 are clear complete
strikes. (10)
Revenues Long swan Stamp Duty bicolours selection in good to fine used cond consisting 2d, 3d (2), 6d red,
5d yellow, 1/- (3 of ea), 2/- in both colours, 2/6d (ditto), 5/-, 10/-, 15/- & £1. Various perfs & wmks. (18)
Swans Selection of low val swans on 8 stockcards with a mix of barred numeral, cds & machine cancels. Duplicated
vals to 4d plus single 5d, 6d & 1/- surface printed. Majority appear common. (77)
Swans & QV high vals on 3 Hagners with MUH, MLH, MNG & used range incl 6 blocks of 4. The majority have hinge
remainders with over 100 stamps with some duplication. There are only 16 used stamps incl 2 x 1d Telegraph stamps
& 5 x 2/- on red yellow perfined "OS" plus 3 x 2/6d & 3x 5/- all fine used. High cat. with conservative reserve. (120+)
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1854 1d black. This 2 margin used example with void grid cancel is a useful space filler at this price. SG 1, Cat. £325
1854 1d black. Left margin just touches design otherwise clear & lightly used with grid No. 14 cancel in dull red ink.
SG 1, Cat. £325
1854 1d black with 3 full margins, just touching top right. Fine used. SG 1, Cat. £325
1854 1d black. 3 full margins with left margin just touching design near base. F/U with light void grid cancel. SG 1
1854 1d black imperf with 4 clear margins. Used by lightly struck barred obliterator. On Mickel Smits display card
originally costing vendor $200. SG 1, Cat. £325
1854 1d black with 3 clear even margins just touching at top. Very fine used by void grid cancel. SG 1, Cat. £325
1854 1d black with 4 margins, close at top & bottom. Fine used. SG 1, Cat. £325
1854 1d black. Fine used with void grid. Clear even margins all round, large at right. Lovely example. SG 1, Cat. £325
1854 4d pale blue with 3 large margins, the top cut into. Lightly used with light 15 Bar numeral cancel. SG 3, Cat. £200
1854 4d pale blue, 3 good to large margins, top just cutting into design. Fine used with 15 bar "8" Fremantle cancel.
SG 3, Cat. £200
1854 4d pale blue. Good used 4 margin example with 15 Bar 6 Albany cancel. Needs a wash! SG 3, Cat. £200
1854 4d pale blue, 2 close margins with top & right huge. Fine unused. SG 3, Cat. £375
1854 4d blue with 3 clear even margins. Top margin just touches design at left. Very lightly used with indistinct pmk.
SG 3a, Cat. £450
1854 4d deep dull blue. Unused mint with large even margins. Fresh true colour. SG 3b, Cat. £2750
1855 4d slate-blue. Generous margins at base & right, close at top & left. Unused without gum. Tiny pinhole near
"S" of Australia with small neighbouring stain but hardly visible on front. A useful example at this reserve. Brandon
Cert. (1980) SG 3c, Cat. £4000
1854 1/- deep red-brown cut into at left with just touching on other 3 margins. Good used with indistinct void grid
cancel. Rich deep colour. SG 4a, Cat. £1100
1854 1/- deep red-brown. Unused without gum. Slight stain line across top more evident on reverse otherwise 4 good
margins with good colour. Highly recommended at this reserve. SG 4a, Cat. £2000
1854 1/- deep red-brown. Unused mint example just touching at right otherwise clear. SG 4a, Cat. £2000
1854 1/- deep red-brown 4 margin imperf with very close to clear margins. Unused without gum. Ceremuga
Cert. (2013) states "Genuine in all respects. Rare shade". SG 4a, Cat. £2000
1854/55 1/- grey-brown. 4 clear to close margins. Fine used with light part GPO duplex cancel. SG 4b, Cat. £400
1854 1/- pale brown with clear margins, just touching at left. F/U by crisp 16 bar "Z" obliterator. SG 4c, Cat. £325
1855 1/- pale brown with 4 clear even margins. Fine used with neat void grid cancel. SG 4c, Cat. £320
1855 1/- pale brown, 4 clear even margins. Unused without gum. SG 4c, Cat. £500
1855 1/- pale brown. Mint examples with clear margins all round. Attractive with strong colour. SG 4c, Cat. £500
1854 4d pale blue rouletted at top & left side. Fine used by strong barred numeral "3". Huge margins at right side &
base. SG 5, Cat. £700
1854 4d pale blue with rouletting at top & on both sides. Base cuts into design & has no trace of rouletting. Unused
without gum. A scarce stamp. Ex Ng. SG 5, Cat. £4000
1855 1/- pale brown rouletted top & left otherwise imperf, cut slightly into at right. Fine used with 15 bar "1" numeral
of Perth. SG 6a, Cat. £1100
1855 1/- pale brown rouletted on 4 sides touching at base & right. Fine used by bold 15 Bar 3 cancel of Perth in blue
ink. SG 6a, Cat. £1100
1858 2d brown-black red. Neatly cut to shape but superb 15 Bar 3 Perth numeral cancel. SG 15, Cat. £550
1857 6d black-bronze. Top & right margins clear of design, left margin just touching & base cut into. Good used with
void grid cancel. Minor thin top left reflected in reserve. SG 18, Cat. £750
1857 6d black-bronze. Superb used with neat & clear BN "2". Close to touching margins. Attractive. SG 18, Cat. £750
1859 6d grey-black with four close to touching margins with small nick out of top frame otherwise fine used with light
grid cancel. SG 19, Cat. £550
1859 6d grey-black with 4 close to touching margins. Fine used with light 15 Bar 8 Fremantle numeral obliterator.
SG 19, Cat. £550
1860 2d orange, mint without gum & 4 clear even margins & 2d orange-vermilion, also mint with 3 large margins,
base just cut into at right. SG 24, Cat. £280 (2)
1860 2d pale orange & 2d orange vermilion imperfs. Both 4 margin unused without gum. Lovely true colours.
SG 24 & 25, Cat. £280 (2)
1860 4d deep blue imperf with 4 clear margins. Fine postally used with indistinct cds. Lovely rich colour.
SG 27, Cat. £2500
1861 1d rose intermediate perf. 14-16 showing "double tailed swan" variety. MH with original gum. Small tone spot
on swan's neck. SG 33, Cat. £750 + premium for variety.
1861 1d rose perf. 14 (Somerset House) unused without gum. Pulled perf top right (SG 38) & 4d vermilion MLH with
original gum (SG 40). Total cat. £850 (2)
1861 4d vermilion, "swan" wmk, perf. 14. Centred high, leaving half of "POSTAGE" visible below value. Mint without
gum. SG 40, Cat. £475 as MLH
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1861 4d vermilion, perf. 14, Somerset House with double line of perfs at top. Fine unused without gum. SG 40var,
not listed in SG.
1863/64 1d carmine-rose & 6d deep lilac, no wmk perf 13 . Both fine MLH. SG 49 & 51, Cat. £430 (2)
1864 6d indigo violet, wmk CC upright, perf. 12½. Mint with small part o.g. SG 58, Cat. £475
1864 6d indigo-violet, wmk CR/CC perf. 12½ x 2 examples with one wmk upright & other upright inverted. Note;
upright inverted is listed as SG 58w but is unpriced. Both stamps F/U, the latter with small surface scratch. (2)
1865 1/- bright green, upright Crown/CC wmk, perf 12½ with type 1 "SPECIMEN" h/s produced for UPU distribution.
MLH with full gum & characteristic rough perfs. SG 61s, Cat. £225
1874 "ONE PENNY" surcharges in green, perf. 12½ x used plus 5 with forged ovpts on CofA perf 14 issue & another
on CofA wmk perf. 12. Possibly useful for research. SG 67var. (8)
1879 1d & 6d Telegraph perf. 14 pair. MNG & 6d MH with horiz crease reflected in "budget" reserve.
SG T1 & T2, Cat. £640 as MLH (2)
1879 1d & 6d Telegraph set of 3 with 1d in both perfs. Both 1d MNG & 6d MH. All frontally fresh.
SG T1, T1a & T2, Cat. £770 as MLH (3)
1882 3d lilac ovptd "I.R. THREE PENCE". MLH. Barefoot #7
1882 4d carmine perf. 14, wmk Cr/CA sideways. Fine MLH. SG 78, Cat. £190
1885 4d carmine, perf. 14 with CR/CA wmk upright & reversed. Fine used. SG 78ax, Cat. £200
1885 4d carmine as above & also fine used. SG 78ax, Cat. £200
1884 6d lilac swan with "SPECIMEN" h/s. Fine MLH. SG 80s, Cat. £150
1882/85 1d yellow-ochre, perf. 12x14. Lightly used by "B" obliterator. SG 81, Cat. £170
1883 1d, 2d, 4d & 6d CR/CA wmk, perf. 12 set of 4. Good to fine used. SG 82/85, Cat. £125 (4)
1883 2d chrome-yellow. Fresh MUH with strong colour, light natural gum bend. SG 83, Cat. £170+
1885/93 ½d green to 1/- green wmk Crown/CA, perf 14 complete set incl both shades of the ½d, 2½d & 1/- vals.
Also incls 3d red-brown. Fine & fresh MUH/MLH. SG 87 & 94/102, Cat. £350 (12)
1855 "1d." surcharge in green with "Thick 1" on 3d pale brown, MLH (SG 91) & "Thin 1" on 3d cinnamon MH with
hinge remainder (SG 92a). Both fine with good colour. Total Cat. £270 (2)
1885 ½d yellow-green, 1d carmine & 2d grey all with wmk right of CA . Good to fine used. SG 94w/96w, Cat. £290 (3)
1888 ½d, 2d, 2½d, 4d, 5d & 1/-De La Rue Crown/CA wmk, perf. 14 set of 6 h/s "SPECIMEN". ½d, 2d, 4d & 1/- with
Specimen type 1 & 2½d & 5d printed "SPECIMEN" type D12. MLH, 2d & 4d with adherence on back but very fresh
appearance. Noted "Specimen" partly doubled on 5d. SG 94s/101s (ex 1d & 6d vals not reported as being
handstamped "Specimen" by Gibbons), Cat. £600
1885 6d bright violet with wmk C/CA sideways reversed. Fine postally used with oval "R" registration cancel.
SG 100w, Cat. £160
1895 "Half-penny" surcharge in red & green on 3d cinnamon wmk Crown/CC, perf. 14. Fine MH. SG 111a, Cat. £110
1895 "Half-penny" surcharge in red & green on 3d red-brown, wmk Crown/CA perf. 14. Fine used. SG 111b, Cat. £180
1896 4d chestnut, crown/CA wmk perf. 14 with crisp "Medical" h/s. Fine used with some staining but 1903 cancel &
rarely seen.
1896 6d, 2/- & 5/- Coolgardie Cycle Express camel set of 3. MLH with original gum, each stamp with some surface
gum missing when hinges were removed but large part o.g. & a better than average set with excellent colours. (3)
1896 6d, 2/- & 5/- Coolgardie Cycle Express camel set of 3 with usual with sugary gum. Each stamp with some
surface gum missing when hinges were removed but much better than usually found. Strong colours & good perfs.
Similar sold in Ace Auctions Sale 29 for $625+BP. (3)
1888 1d red & 2d bright yellow, W CR A wmks & 1903 1d carmine-rose & 2d yellow, V/CR wmk all with "Medical"
ovpts. Good to F/U group. SG 112, 113, 117 & 118 (4)
1898 1d carmine in vert pair & 2d bright yellow both with inverted W CR A wmks, perf 14. Fine used with neat & clear
Perth duplex cancels. SG 112w/13w, Cat. £430
1898 1d carmine with inverted wmk. F/U by part Fremantle MY 9 08 cds. SG 112w, Cat. £140
1898 1d carmine-rose (SG 112), 1902 1d carmine (SG 117a) & 1903 2d yellow (SG 118) all with "Medical" ovpts
in purple. Good to fine used trio & a useful group in a single lot. (3)
1898/1907 1d carmine, 2d bright yellow & 1/- olive green. Good to fine used trio all with inverted W CR A wmks.
SG 112a, 113a & 116a, Cat. £490 (3)
1898/1907 1d carmine, W Crown A wmk, perf. 14 with "Medical" ovpt in mauve. F/U with ovpt "offset" on reverse.
1898/1907 1d to 1/- W Crown A wmk, perf. 14 set of 5 (SG 112-116, Cat. £185) plus 1912 6d & 1/- wmk Crown/single
lined A pair. MH (SG 168/9, Cat. £50). Budget lot with good frontal appearance. Total cat. val £235 (7)
1893 1/- & 2/6d Coolgardie Cycle Express marginal examples. 1/- with usual gum disturbance & a couple of toned
perfs but the 2/6d has full MUH original gum, a little sweated at top. Fresh & bright. (2)
1893 1/- & 2/6d Coolgardie Cycle Express marginal blocks of 6. Minor gum disturbance from previous interleaving but
fresh & bright appearance. (2 blks of 6)
1907 1/- olive-green with W Crown A wmk inverted. Superb used. SG 116w, Cat. £200
1902/11 2/- red on yellow, wmk V/crown perf. 12½ x 2 (SG 124) & 2/6d deep blue rose x 4 incl one on very light rose
to white paper (SG 125). MH group with fresh colour. Total Cat. £300+ (6)
1902/11 2/- red-yellow x 3. One perfined "WA" horiz & another vertical reading down plus 5/- emerald-green with "WA"
horizontal. All fine used. SG 124 & 126 var. (4)
1906 2/- orange/yellow bottom left corner block of 4 perfined "OS". Superb MUH. SG 124b,
ACSC W59Bb (2006), Cat. $800 + premium for MUH block.
1902/11 wmk V/Crown wmk perf. 12½x12 MH selection with 2d yellow pair (SG 118), 4d chestnut (SG 119), 8d applegreen (SG 121), 9d yellow-orange, the latter in 4 different shades & 2 with upright inverted wmks (SG 122a). Also 10d
red (SG 123), 5/- emerald-green in 3 diff shades (SG 126). One 5/- with thin but all frontally fresh. Total cat. £850 (12)
1902/11 2/- red on yellow, perf 12½ double lined J over Crown wmk in 4 shades. All fine used incl scarce bright redvermilion not catalogued in Stanley Gibbons. (4)
1903 8d stamp & text in brown Registered envs RE 2.1 (1). One unused (toning) plus a CTO Perth 5 MR 1914
example. Ex 1987 Australia Post archival sale. RE 2.1 (1), Cat. $900 (2)
1902 5/- emerald-green. Superb used with upright Fremantle Town Hall 3b cds dated JU 19 05. Stunning! SG 126
1902 5/- emerald-green x 4 with 2 perfined "OS" & another "WA". Good to fine used group. (4)
1902 5/- emerald green, V/crown wmk x 3 with shade variations. MH budget group. SG 126, Cat. £255 if MLH. (3)
1902 10/- deep mauve. MLH with dealers mark & well centred. SG 127, Cat. £180
1910 10/- bright purple. MH with even gum toning. Centred top right. True bright colour. SG 127a, Cat. £950
1909 £1 orange. Fine used with neat corner cancel. Well centred with strong colour. SG 128a, Cat. £350
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1909 £1 orange with part Perth cds for inclusion in the 1910 presentation sets for Federal Parliamentarians.
MLH with gum. SG 128a
1912 3d dull orange-brown with Crown over double lined A wmk on thin paper horiz pair perfined "OS". Fine used with
characteristic rough perfs. ACSC W31Ab, Cat. $600 + premium for pair.
1902 4d chestnut. Fine used with neat machine cancel. A short perf lower left for accuracy. ACSC (2005 ed) Page
1/344 states "this is a rare stamp with only a handful of examples so far recorded". SG 131, Cat. £425
1902 2/- bright red on yellow. MH with almost full o.g.. Very fine. SG 134, Cat. £300
1902 2/- bright red on yellow. Fine MH centred top left. Lovely colour. SG 134, Cat. £300
1902 2/- bright red on yellow, double lined V/Crown wmk perf. 12. MVLH, centred slightly left. SG 134, Cat. £300
1905 2d yellow, Crown over double lined A sideways wmk, perf. 12½. Attractive block of 80 in 10 rows of 8 across with
selvedge at left. Fresh MUH apart from lower left stamp with crease. SG 140, Cat. £680 + premium for MUH block.
1912 5d pale greenish yellow block of 4. Fine MUH. SG 143b, Cat. £240 + premium for MUH.
1912 5d pale greenish yellow, Crown over double lined A wmk, perf 12½. Complete half sheet of 60 with selvedge
top & sides. Plate 1 prominent in left margin. Superb MUH & an exhibitors "must". SG 143b, Cat. £3600 + premium for
MUH ½ sheet format.
1912 5d pale greenish yellow. Used block of 4 with 4 indistinct cds's, slightly smudged but a scarce used multiple.
SG 143b, Cat. £440
1905/12 9d orange & 9d red-orange, wmk Crown over double lined A sideways, perf. 12½x12 & perfined "OS".
Both F/U. SG 145/a (2)
1907 5/- emerald-green, Cr over double lined A wmk perf. 12½. Fine used with "ENGLISH MAIL TPO" cds dated
4 DE 12. SG 148, Cat. £140+
1907 5/- emerald-green, Cr over double lined A wmk perf. 12½ fine. MH. SG 148, Cat. £190
1908 2d ultramarine Lettercard without text on back. Cancelled Perth, 10.15AM 5 SE 11 with large oval "Postmaster
General's Dept Commonwealth of Australia" oval rubber stamp No. 8540 dated SEP 12 1911 in place usually reserved
for addressee details. No message inside & no other markings. Unusual. VG cond. LC 4, Cat. $400 used.
1905/12 wmk crown/double-lined "A" perf 12½ MUH/MLH/MH group consisting ½d green MH (SG 138), 1d rose-pink
(SG 139), 1d carmine-red (SG 139c) pair, 3d brown (SG 141) MUH pair plus MLH single, 4d bright red-brown (SG
142b) MUH, 5d olive bistre (SG 143) MLH pair, 8d apple-green (SG 144) MLH, 9d orange (SG 145) MH & red-orange
(SG 145a) MLH & 10d rose-orange (SG 146) MH, plus 5/- emerald-green 2 distinct shades (SG 148) MH. Good frontal
appearance & centering. Total cat. £870 (16)
1905/12 2d yellow MUH (SG 152), 1d rose-pink MUH (SG 151), 3d brown MLH (SG 153) & 5d olive-green MVLH
(SG 155a) all wmk crown/double-lined A perf 11. Lovely fresh quartet! Cat. £150+ (4)
1905 2d yellow x 120. This appears to be a complete sheet quartered into 4 blocks of 30 with selvedge on 2 sides.
Minor hinging evidence but most stamps MUH. Some perforation separation but very useful for research & a
wonderful exhibition item. Possibly unique? SG 152, Cat. £6000+
1905 9d orange, perf. 11 perfined "OS" x 2. Both F/U, one with dumb obliterator & other by 1907 Fremantle cds.
SG 157, ACSC W52A, Cat. $200ea. (2)
1912 9d orange with upright wmk. Fine used by Bunbury 1 AP 13 cds. Centred low, short perf lower right corner but
scarce. The ACSC W52D notes on page 1/356 "… the shade of the final printing of March 1912. This stamp is rare
with approximately 20 used copies recorded", of which 2 examples are in the Mitchell Library in Sydney & 3 in the
WA Museum, Perth. Rarely seen. SG 157b, Cat. £900
1912 9d orange with upright wmk. Used by indistinct cds. Small number annotation in pen on reverse reflected in
reserve. The ACSC W52D notes on page 1/356 "… the shade of the final printing of March 1912. This stamp is rare
with approximately 20 used copies recorded", of which 2 example are in the Mitchell Library in Sydney & 3 in the WA
Museum, Perth. SG 157b, Cat. £900
1905/12 1d (2), 2d, 3d (normal & perfined "OS"), 5d in both shades & 9d orange & red-orange shades, perf. 11.
All fine used with cds cancels. Total Cat. £580+ (9)
1905 1d rose-pink, Crown over double-lined A wmk with compound perf. 12½ at top & bottom with perf. 11 each side.
Fine used & offered "as is". SG 161a, Cat. £800
The following 10 lots are from the late stamp dealer, Tom Glee who operated in the 1950's to the 1960's in
Beaufort St. Perth. Much of his stock was lostt to a fire, however a number of items suvived which were sold
by a Perth auction house in the 1980's. These following lots have delighted the ageing vendor for many years
enhancing his specialist WA collection but he has now decided that it is time for someone else to enjoy them !
1885 Trial printing of Penny on Threepence. "1d" with curved upper serif on 3d pale-brown as SG91 but with the
Overprint DOUBLE in pale-yellow and in pale-green. (Mint, no gum). The Royal collection has a B4 + 2 singles.
Spink's sold a B4 ex Vesty which realised $4000. A single sold at a Sydney auction in 2008 for $3450 and another
at a Melbourne auction ex Hiscock in 2013 for $1800. A rare stamp with probably less than 5 known + 2xB4.
1905/12 ½d green with Crown/A wmk, perf. 12½ x 12 with double perfs on right stamp. Shortish perfs top right.
Fine used by part Carnamah cds. ACSC W4ba
1905/12 1d rose-red, sideways left Crown/A wmk, Perf 12½ x 12 doubled at top. Also with "Large white eye on swan"
variety. Fine used by part Perth cds. ACSC W12Abb
1905/12 1d rose-pink, Crown/A wmk, perf: 12½ x 12 doubled at right. Fine used by Narrogin cds. ACSC W12C-bb
1905/12 1d rose-red perf. 11 with upright Crown/A wmk doubled at top. Fine used with part Cottesloe 5 FE 1906 3b
cds. Not recorded in ACSC (W13B).
1905/12 1d rose-red, upright Crown/A wmk & Compound Perfs with 12.4 & 11 x 11 plus 12.2 doubled at right. Used
with part machine cancel. Perf damage bottom right but a scarce stamp. This also confirms the existence of this
variety as noted by ACSC W15 note 1.
1905/12 2d orange-yellow with sideways left V/Crown wmk, perf: 12 x 12½ doubled at top. Used by Perth duplex.
Not listed by ACSC (W16C)
1905/12 2d orange-yellow, Crown/A wmk perf. 12½ x 12 doubled at top. Used with part slogan. ACSC W22-ba
1905/12 3d red-brown, Crown/A wmk with mixed single line perf 12 & 11 doubled at right. Used by part Registered
cancel. This example differs from those recorded by ACSC (W30 ) which records a few varied examples at note 1.
1905/12 5d olive-bistre swan, Crown/A wmk with compound perfs 12.4 x 11 x 12.4 x 12.4 being the right hand
stamp of a Single line 12.4 pair. A pair is noted in 1915 & 1947 literature. The only known single was acquired
at a Sydney auction in 2015 for $6900 being the same stamp auctioned in Melbourne in 2018 with an estimate
of $6000. This pair is cancelled with Registered ovals & in VFU condition. Note 4 of ACSC W42 records a pair
auctioned in 1947. This is possibly that pair ex Tom Glee. (see front cover)
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1900c 6d "THE GREATER BRADSHAWS TRADING STAMP FREMANTLE" imperf in red with indistinct corner cancel.
Unseen before with no obvious background notes?
1905/07 Railway Stamps with two pre-issue approved design drafts. The first being 4 hand drawn &
handprinted designs on light cardboard from which one was selected for production of the first series. The
approved design has been highlighted with direction that the word "FORWARD" be included at the base of the
design. Mock-ups of the proposed ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, 3d, 6d & 1/- values appear above painted in the issued
colour. Pencilled numbers above perhaps give an indication of the numbers to be printed at the base, also in
pencil, are instructions for additional values required "also, 9d, 2/6d, 5/- & 10/-". The document is approved &
signed 31.1.05 in black ink m/s. The second item are the black & white proofs of the 11 issued values plus 3
extra duty plate impressions with value plate details blank. Also in pencil above the 4 added values are the
colours in which they were to be printed: 9d dark green, 2/6d violet, 5/- grey & 10/- vermilion bright. Finally 1
of the images with a blank value circle has been cancelled with what appears to be a proof copy upon which
station specific hand obliterators were based. This obliterator has the identifying alpha numeric code "2Y".
"Approved with alterations ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d Newspapers 10/3/05". Wonderful survivors in surprisingly good
condition & most attractive.
1919 £1 black & violet, perf. 11 W Crown A wmk with very low placed Swan vignette. "ONE POUND" is covered by the
water & swan. Fine used with 2 JUL 1920 h/s. First we have seen on this value.
1922 2d black & dark blue, perf. 14½x13½, with stunning "Swan on Magic Carpet" variety showing the vignette
misplaced just touching the top perfs. Fresh MUH with right selvedge strip extending past stamp. Spectacular
variety. A similar 6d value sold at Abacus in August 2021 for $750!
1922 3d black & violet perf.14 with W Crown A wmk. Hugely misplaced swan with its head touching the "R" of
"WESTERN" & tail touching "T" of "AUSTRALIA". Fine used with Vacuum Oil Company Perfin. Rare.
1939 (Nov) - 1940 (June) Wages Book with entries on 2 pages per week. Contains a range of Emergency Tax
stamps with face values to 10/-, Hospital Fund stamps with values to 2/- & a range of 1d, 2d & 3d Stamp Duty
issues. No cover resulting in several pages at the front being tatty but these only have 1d Stamp Duty revenues
so of little value. The remaining pages are sound & clean with no toning or rust. Useful duplication of some Revenue
incl 2/- & 5/- Emergency Tax values & 2/- Hospital Fund. Total Elsmore Cat. $3200+
1940's 1/- green Metropolitan Hospitals Benefit Fund Receipt Stamps in complete interpaneau proof sheet of
240 imperf stamps on unwmkd gummed white paper. Lower left selvedge block of 4 removed leaving 236
stamps. Elsmore cat value for each proof stamp is $200. Total cat value therefore is $47,200! A little staining
on 4 stamps at left & 2 stamps with thinning otherwise lovely bright fresh colour with exhibition appeal!
1940's 1/6d orange "THE METROPOLITAN HOSPITALS BENEFIT FUND OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA" part
interpaneau proof sheet of 113 imperf stamps on unwmkd paper. "Cont. Sunproof Orange 108" in pencil m/s at base
possibly referring to the shade. Seven stamps have been removed from the lower right corner of the original sheet of
120. Very good condition with vibrant colour. Unrecorded by Elsmore.
1940's "W.A. BALLOT PAPER" Photographic b&w proofs on highly glazed thin card. 6 individual examples glued
vertically to stiff white cardboard. "STATE ELECTORAL PRINTING TINTS FOR BALLOT PAPERS" in pencil m/s
along one side & "Reduce to 11" Deep 2 Blox" on other side. Folded in half but not affecting proofs. An interesting
piece of State social history salvaged from the Perth Government Printing Works in the 1980's.
1940 4/- deep carmine "W.A. TAX INSTALMENT FOUR SHILLINGS" in imperforate ungummed interpaneau proof
sheet of 229 with 2 blocks of 4 taken from central gutter & 3 from the bottom right row. Originally 2 panes of 120 on
yellowed unwatermarked paper. Some minor edge wear but stamps not affected. Most attractive. Elsmore Cat.
$34,350 as single perforated stamps.
1940 5/- greenish-blue "W.A. TAX INSTALMENT FIVE SHILLINGS" in complete imperforate ungummed interpaneau
proof sheet of 240 with 2 panes of 120 on yellowed unwatermarked paper. Folded in gutter with some edge wear but
fresh colour & another lot from the State Government Printing Works. Some damaged in selvedge at top & affecting 4
stamps. Probably unique in this format. Elsmore Cat. $18,000 as 240 single perforated stamps.
1940 7/6d blue green "W.A. TAX INSTALMENT SEVEN SHILLINGS AND SIX PENCE" in complete imperforate
ungummed interpaneau proof sheet of 240 with 2 panes of 120 on yellowed unwatermarked paper. Some damaged in
selvedge at top & affecting 4 stamps. Stunning! Elsmore Cat. $240,000 as 240 single perforated stamps!
1943 1d, 2d, 6d & 1/- "PIG DUTY" tied by Elders Katanning mauve cachet on small "E. & O.E." piece. Some tone
spotting affecting stamp perfs. Remains an attractive piece. Elsmore Cat. $460
1953 5d blue "WESTERN AUSTRALIA ENTERTAINMENT TAX ADMIT ONE" coupon for "ADMISSION PRICES"
from "2/6½d to 3/-" in proof part sheet of 20 in 4 columns of 5 stamps with a strip of 5 removed from the right
side & already known to be in existence. Roulette separation between columns only & printed on thin card.
Sheet has been defaced in thick red crayon, probably to avoid fraudulent use. Some wear & folds but
understandable as salvaged from WA Government Printing Works upon closure. Elsmore Cat. $500 per stamp
with added comment that a used example has not been recorded. Cat. $10,000. Another unique item.
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634 Mile T.A.R. c30 on piece from the back of a registered cover dated 23 SE 36. PMI dates 3-06-36 to 3-04-37.
Superb with a similar selling in Ace Auctions No. 29 for $340+BP
Albany 2014 "TROOPS DEPARTING - 100 YEARS" pictorial pmks dated 1 Nov 2014 on Cent of WWI FDC, "First
Contingent Sails from Albany" Postage Paid PSE & Cocos Sydney/Emden Engagement FDC. Exc cond. (3 items)
Burbanks 3b 90% strike on 2d yellow swan dated MY 17 10. Late date with PMI recording 30-10-09. (1-2)
Crawley Perth Stamp & Coin Show dated 17th & 18th August 2013 pair of postmarks on 2 International Post
Migratory Bird Aerogrammes. Very few impressions recorded. (2)
Cuddingwarra D27 dated 8 JUL 08 with an almost complete strike on pair of 1d red swans. This is the same date
as the only date recorded in PMI. Right stamp has tear but pmk is fine. Rated rare by Goulder.
Exmouth 1967 (16th Sept) "Commissioning United States Naval Communication Station And Opening Town of
Exmouth" pictorial postmark in mauve on Arthur Bergen WA Map illustrated commem cover with additional
neighbouring strike. Rarely seen.
Kwinana 1979 (19th Jan) "NEW POST OFFICE KWINANA WA 6197" pictorial pmk on APO Kwinana matching
illustrated commemorative cover plus souvenir book, the latter not seen before. (2 items)
"M" Relief complete strike on 1d QM on piece for 24-11-39. (2-3)
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Marble Bar Post Office ORS 2 dated 21 JUL 99 on large interpaneau block of 50 x 2½d swans wmk C/CA perf. 14
with 20 stamps above & 30 below the separating interpaneau selvedge. Useful block for research with scarce
postmarks. Excellent exhibition piece as used postally for registration purposes.
Marble Bar Post Office ORS2 Multiple strikes on 2½d, 3d & 5d swan blocks of 4, each with at least one full
impression on each. Dated 19 MAY 97, 2 MAY 97 & 4 MAY 97 respectively. (3 blocks)
Mt Margret Telegraph Office ORS 3. Clear 40% part strike on 5d swan. Rare.
Mt Sir Samuel 3b 95% complete strike on 5d olive green swan. A scarce strike, especially on this stamp. Very fine.
SG 143a
Mundiwindi B27 on 1½d red KGV dated 28 SE 27. PMI dates 7-09-36 to 26-04-68 while PMC dates c1936-68.
The date on this postmark precedes these dates by nearly 9 years! Fine & clear.
Peak Hill Savings Bank Sbii fairly 90% light strike on 2d grey swan dated 20 AP 00. PMI dates 4-04-00 to 5-05-03.
Rated rare by Goulder.
Perth "Women's Basketball Second World Tournament" 14 AUG 1967 pictorial pmks x 2 on 1c & 3c QEII defins on
matching Arthur Bergen produced cover for this Wembley based event. The first we have seen!
Pilgrims Mill C29 on 4½d violet KGV for 26 JA 27. PMI dates 17-12-24 to 2-09-30. 90% strike & rarely seen so fine.
Preston Valley D27 on 2d yellow swan dated 29 JUL 08. PMI dates 16-05-08 to 17-03-09. Fine & complete.
Princess Royal 3b 100% strike on 2d yellow swan for 1 JU 09. (1-2)
Protheroe (a-c). Protheroe (a) closed 12-05-33 type A25 on 1d red for KGV 9 SEP 15, (b) 1-02-52 closed 8-07-54
type E31 on 3½d KGVI dated 22 SE 53 & (c) 1-11-54 closed 28-0859 type E31 on 6½d orange QEII for 3 FE 56.
All rated scarce by Goulder. (3)
Pumping Station No. 5 E31 dated 23 MY 46, No. 7 A27 for 22 MY 36 & E31 dated 11 OC 55 plus No. 8 E30 dated
15 MY 39. Four fine complete or almost complete strikes on stamps on piece. (4)
Ravensthorpe S.B. Sbiii on 1d red swan 8 OC 10 (late date). PMI dates 9-05-03 to 20-05-06 while PMC dates c190306. Neat clear part strike. Rated rare by Goulder.
Southern Cross (?) Office on 3d brown swan dated JUL 94. Small part "OFFICE" & "RN CROSS" strike similar to
that listed in PMI.
Swan CDS1 on 2d grey 3rd wmk kangaroo dated JY 7 1919. Late date with PMI dates 13-02-10 to 19-01-16.
Fine & upright.
Trafalgar Savings Bank SBv Part strike on piece & partly covered by selvedge of 1d red kangaroo pair perfined
large "OS". Dated 4 AUG 13 with PMC date of c1910. Rarely seen survivor! (ex Creaser)
Yoongarillup A30 90% strike on 1½d KGV dated 24 MR 25. PMI dates 9-09-24 to 31-05-35. Group Settlement 34.
Goulder (1)
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1863 (21st Nov) Proving piece for the 15 Bar 20 numeral cancel with 6d purple-brown swan, perf clean cut 14-16
(SG 42) tied by numeral cancel in blue ink with neighbouring Vasse cds 1 also in blue ink. Listed 9th in Pope &
Reynolds 2005 census of 41 listed items. Fine cond.
1871 (12th Jan) 2d yellow swan (SG 54) tied by Perth duplex cancel DxC-1 index IX to Vasse with Vasse cds arrival &
re-directed to Bunbury with JMA 16 1871 arrival cds. Also "2d to pay" in m/s at top. Cover is fine but stamp has small
hole above swans back. Perth duplex DxC-1 index IX 1 rare on cover.
1893 (6th Sept) 1d blue Post Card (PC2) fine used by crisp upright Gingin duplex cancel (DxL2 ERD). Addressed to
Guildford with light variable duplex arrival. Attractive.
1894 (12th Feb) 1d swans horiz pair on Guildford addressed cover tied by superb duplex DxL 2-b index 8 with 4 digit
year. Index 8 not recorded in PMI or PMC. PMI only illustrates 2 digit year. Closed tear otherwise fine & attractive.
1894 "The Coolgardie Cycle Express Co. Hunt Street Special Cycle Messages." original advertising card for James A.
Healey, Agent". Lists the cyclists available and the services they can be used for "day or night" and the offices/areas
they cover. "Per COOLGARDIE CYCLE EXPRESS CO., HUNT STREET" 2 line cachet in violet on reverse tying some
stamp selvedge. A rare survivor & in much better condition than the one we sold in Ace Auctions No. 23 for $430+BP.
1894 (28th Sept) ½d sepia Post Card (PC7) privately printed for St Georges Reading Society to advise of monthly
meetings to local Perth address. Cancelled with Perth duplex DxL 2-2 index 3 rate "1" by Goulder. Slightly aged but
scarce cancel & attractive usage. Postally used PC7 , Cat. $300+
1898 (26th Jul) York to Cornwall, England with ½d green swans x 5 tied by York DxL 2-c index 4 in violet ink
(rated rare by Goulder) with Albany transit & Helford & St Martin arrival b/s's. Small piece cut from top right
corner otherwise very good cond.
1898 (1st Oct) local OHMS registered cover to Perth address with "LAND TITLES DEPARTMENT" frank stamp lower
left & Perth registered ORS3-a top right (scarce on cover). "More to Pay" oval postmark top left over struck by two line
"Not Known by Letter Carrier" h/s. Also "Unclaimed" cachet in violet. "L.C. Room" (Letter Carriers) & "Dead Letter
Office" b/s's. Fine cond.
1900 (1st July) Lockville proving cover for 12 Bar 25 with 2 x 1d carmine swans tied by very variable strikes of the 12
Bar 25 with weak neighbouring Lockville 3b. Posted to South Aust with Ship Mail Room Perth & Adelaide transit b/s's
plus Norwood squared circle arrival on reverse. This cover is not one of the only 2 proving covers recorded by Pope &
Reynolds. Roughly opened but stamps not affected & a rare item of WA postal history.
1901 (7th Feb) Large Registered cover from Perth to London with rate of 2/8½d represented by block of 4 x 6d violet,
4d chestnut pair plus ½d yellow green, all wmk Crown/CA (SG 94, 98 & 100). All tied by oval "R" h/s in black. Perth
registered oval rubber stamp in violet (ORS 2-b) lower left. London arrival registered markings front & back. Measures
225mm x 127mm. Central vert crease & staining but should appeal to the "rate" collector.
1901 (15th Feb) Registered Tatts cover from Murrin Murrin to Hobart with strip of 3 x 2d yellow swans tied by cogged
"R" double ring cancel with Murrin Murrin 3b lower right. Rare registered rectangular Mount Malcolm rubber h/s on
reverse & Perth registered RRS 3-a h/s. Also Hobart b/s. Good cond concealed spike hole.
1901 (18th Feb) 2½d blue swans pair, W CR A wmk, tied by circular "R" h/s with neighbouring Vasse duplex DxL 2b
on Tatts env. Registered GPO Perth ORS 3a GPO & Hobart arrival on back. Usual spike holes but neatly repaired.
1901 (28th Nov) Mt Morgan proving cover for 13 bar dumb obliterator to Hobart with 2d yellow swan tied by 13 bar
D.O. with neighbouring Mt Morgan 3b. "Perth Ship Mail Room" & Hobart arrival b/s's. Usual repaired spike hole.
A useful proving cover.
1902 3½d blue on green stock Reply Post Card. Fine unused with both halves intact. RPC2, Cat. $100
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1902 (12th Nov) ½d green, 2½d blue & 4d chestnut swans tied by Whim Creek 3b index 1 on Registered cover from
Whim Creek & addressed to "NWAM Coy" (North Western Australian Mining Company) at Cossack. Average
Roebourne 3b transit & fine Cossack 3b arrival b/s's. Small tear at top & torn flap but remains a clean & attractive
multifranked cover.
1903 (5th Sept) Lawlers to Hobart Registered cover with 5 x 1d red & 2d yellow swan tied by oval "R" cancels with
Registered Lawlers RRS.2 in red lower left. Perth registered RRS 2b & part Hobart b/s's. The Perth RRS 2b is scarce
on cover. Some staining but remains an attractive combination cover in good cond.
1904 (27th Aug) Wyndham to Commercial bank Hobart, Tasmania addressed Registered cover with 5d olive swan
cancelled by Wyndham index 1 with oval "R" registration h/s. Both in blue-green ink. Light even discolouration &
concealed spike hole but Perth registered RRS 3-a is rarely seen on cover.
1904 (6th Oct) 1d red swans x 2 tied by Mt Sir Samuel 3b cds's with Ship Mail Room Perth cds & Tasmania arrival
b/s's. Repaired spike holes, clear & complete cds's.
1904 (28th Nov) "Governor's Residence, Perth, WA" (Austral Stores) b&w postcard with ½d green & 1d red swans tied
by Hay St East Perth 3b in nil cds's. Addressed to Surrey, England. Fine cond.
1905 (11th Apr) Registered & returned OHMS cover to local Perth address with 4d brown swan perfined "OS" & tied
by oval "R" h/s. "Registered Letter Perth WA" RRS 2-a (1-2) both front & back plus Dead Letter Office (Inspector
removed) ORS 2-b on reverse. "UNCLAIMED" &"UNKNOWN BY LETTER CARRIER" cachets on front & "UNKNOWN
ON No_________WALK" completed in m/s on reverse. Good cond.
1905 (24th Apr) "The Sons of Gwalia Ltd, Leonora WA" Company env to California, USA with 2½d blue swan tied by
Leonora 3b in NIL with Perth & Stockton USA b/s's. Good cond.
1905 (18th Dec) incoming b&w "The Springs, Port MacDonnell SA" B. Kannenberg Publisher postcard to Cuballing,
WA with rare "POST OFFICE YORNANING,W.A." ORS dated DEC 27 1905, only a week after Yornaning became an
Allowance Office. A very early item of mail in good Cond.
1906 (7th Mar) "Swan River from National Park" b&w with blue sky postcard from Bon Marche series with 1d red
swan tied by Wannamal 3b to SA. Fine cond.
1906 (19th Sep) "Queens Garden, Perth WA" b&w with blue sky Austral Stores postcard. 1d red swan tied by scarce
South Boulder A25 cds & addressed to South Aust.
1907 (3rd Jan) "St George's Terrace, Perth" colour unbranded postcard with Gwalia A25 arrival on front dated 7 JAN
07 noting the outer ring is complete & perfect unlike the description & illustration in PMI. Earliest PMI date is 3-05-07.
1d red swan tied by South Greenbushes A25 in violet ink. While postcard is a little "tired" the Gwalia cds is fine & rare.
1907 (6th Mar) Registered, undelivered & returned OHMS Titles Office env. Addressed to Hampton Hill Swamp, South
Fremantle with 2d yellow perf "OS" pair of swans tied by oval "R" h/s's with Perth registered ORS 2-c in blue.
Fremantle Registered ORS 2 in violet transit & "P.O. HAMILTON ROAD WA" Official Seal in black also on front. Back
markings incl another Hamilton Road h/s plus Registered Fremantle ORS 2, Dead Letter Office GPO Perth & other
light markings. The Hamilton Road OS is extremely rare on cover with PMI listing its use for only 8 days. Fine cond.
1907 (21st Sep) 2d yellow swan tied by Nungarra A 26T on Hobart addressed env with Perth machine & Hobart arrival
b/s's. PMI records use for a short period from 20-04-07 to 7-09-09. Fine with partly obscured spike hole.
1907 (10th Oct) Yerilla (b) A25 postmark tying 2d yellow swan to cover addressed to Tasmania with Hobart b/s. The
Yerilla cds is rated rare (1) by Goulder. Superb bold strike.
1908 (14th Dec) Registered, Undelivered & Returned OHMS cover to Leederville with 4d brown perfined "OS" tied by
Perth Registered cds with oval "R" below. "POST & TELEGRAPH OFFICE LEEDERVILLE, W.A." ORS 3 (rated 1 by
Goulder) for 17 DEC 1908 in green ink & "DEAD LETTER OFFICE G.P.O. PERTH W.A." ORS 3-a in purple dated 2
FEB 1909 on reverse plus various other cds's & markings. Good cond.
1909 (14th Jun)"On His Majesty's Service" env Registered Perth to local address with 4d pale chestnut (SG 142a)
perfined "OS" & tied by Perth registered cds with oval "R" h/s bottom left. "UNCLAIMED" & "NOT KNOWN BY
LETTER CARRIER" cachets on front plus a range of postal markings on reverse incl DLO RRS 5-a dated 20 JUL
1909 (rated 1-2 by Goulder). Good cond. Note the 4d is the scarce shade with an SG cat. £190+
1908 (15th Jun) "Quan Sing & Co., Wholesale & Retail Cash Grocers Derby, Kimberley, WA" commercial cover from
Fremantle to Perth with 5 x 1d red swans tied by oval "R" h/s's with Registered Fremantle WA ORS 2 in violet below
(rated 2 by Goulder). Perth WA Registered ORS 2c (rated 1-2) on reverse. Fine cond.
1909 (10th Sept) "P.O. 65." Post office "Received from…....article for Registration, addressed as follows, viz:-" form
cancelled with complete "MONEY ORDER OFFICE NORSEMAN" ORS type 3. Not recorded in PMI or PMC.
1910 (6th Jan) "William Street from Queen's Hall, Perth, W.A." Austral Stores colour postcard to Bunbury with 1d red
swan tied by St John's Brook Mill CL 26 cds. St John's Brook Mill was renamed Barrabupp on 1-12-09. Fine but
bottom corner missing. A rare fine strike.
1910 (5th May) 1d blue swan Post Card (PC17) PTPO for F.H. Faulding & Co to advise of visit by company rep.
Light part Ravensthorpe 3d receival. Some light soiling & creasing rarely seen postally used.
1910 (16th May) Large Registered Northam local cover re-addressed to Meckering with horiz strip of 5 x 1d rose-pink,
crown over double-lined "A" wmk swans tied by Northam D24 cds's. Meckering b/s's on consecutive days incl
"MICKERING" in NIL Cds 3b . Good cond with small spike hole top left. One of the largest unbroken swan strips
we've seen on cover.
1910 (8th Nov) "Savings Bank, Perth" OHMS Registered cover from Perth to Hopetoun WA with 1d red plus 2d yellow
pair all perfined "OS" & tied by Perth Registered ORS Ods 3-a with red regd label below. Albany Registration Branch
ORS 3 transit & Hopetoun 3b arrival b/s's. Folded vertically & light staining otherwise good cond.
1911 (10th Nov) 1d blue Post Card (PC18) PTPO Ravensthorpe Chamber of Commerce to notify members of monthly
meeting. Posted to a local address & tied by Ravensthorpe A25 cds. Vert filing fold but does not detract from a rarely
seen card postally used.
1912 (17th Jul) 1d red KGV Post Card cancelled by Mungalup D27. Addressed to Germany & rated rare by Goulder.
1913 (14th Jun) Registered, Re-addressed & Unclaimed OHMS letter from Perth to Coolgardie before being readdressed to Murrin Murrin & returned to sender. 4d chestnut swan perfined "OS" tied by Perth Registered ORS 3-b
with "Post & Telegraph Office Malcolm" ORS 4 transit in blue ink & "Post & Telegraph Office Murrin Murrin" ORS 4 in
green, both rated 1 by Goulder. Murring Murrin A25T cds, "UNCLAIMED" & Perth Dead Letter Office RRS 5-b in violet
ink all on front. Enveloped has been opened out for display. Good cond & an important exhibition item.
1913 (7th Oct) Perth Registered, Unclaimed & returned OHMS envelope to Kwollyinn with 4d chestnut perfined "OS"
swan tied by Perth Registered cds. Crisp Kellerberrin cds A28 transit, "UNCLAIMED" h/s, Perth Dead Letter Office
RRS 5-b in violet on front plus Land Titles Office Perth oval date stamp in violet. Full & clear "POST & TELEGRAPH
OFFICE KELLERBERRI" ORS3 on reverse dated -8 OCT. 1913. Not recorded in PMI or PMC. VG cond.
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1914 (6th Jul) Perth Registered OHMS Land Titles cover from to Broomehill with 4d orange kangaroo perfined large
"OS" & tied by Perth registered cds with neighbouring red label. "POST & TELEGRAPH OFFICE GNOWANGERUP"
ORS3 on reverse dated -8 JUL 1914. Not recorded in either PMI or PMC. Good cond.
1915 (19th Oct) Registered, Re-addressed, Unclaimed & returned Land Titles Office long OHMS cover addressed
to Daylerking & readdressed to Williams. KGV 1d reds in 2 pairs & perfined "OS" tied by Perth Registered cds's
with Williams transit below. Boxed "UNCLAIMED" & Perth Dead Letter Office RRS 5-b in violet ink beside address.
"TELEGRAPH OFFICE WILLIAMS RIVER W.A." ORS3 in red on reverse for 21 OCT. 1915. Unrecorded in either
PMI or PMC.
1923 (28th Sept) "The Avon Gazette and York Times" for Friday, Sep 28th 1923 stamped "PAID YORK W.A." by
PdX28 & dated 28 SE 23 above the header. Interesting to have the entire newspaper with this scarce cancel. Creased
& worn but quite readable & postmark unaffected.
1927 (27th Oct) Perth Registered unclaimed & returned OHMS cover from addressed to Mt Lawley with 1½d red & 3d
blue KGV perfined "OS" & tied by Perth regd cds's with Perth Dead Letter Office L-29-& boxed "UNCLAIMED" both
tying red Perth R6 label. Mt Lawley B29a cds's x 2 above address with Office of Titles Perth ORS at lower left. "POST
& TELEGRAPH OFFICE MT. LAWLEY." ORS 3 on reverse dated OCT 11 1927. This is not recorded in PMI or PMC.
1927 (14th Nov) "PAY TRAIN TRANS AUSTN RAILWAY 14 NOV 27" TPO Tar 2 in NIL on Pay-Train receipt signed
by the Postmaster at "632 Miles Trans Railway" completed in m/s. Rated rare by Goulder. Vert fold & horiz cut does
not detract. A rare survivor & first we have seen.
1930 (? June) "By Air Mail" vignette on cover addressed to Perth with 5d brown KGV tied by Mundabullangana cds.
Some toning on top edge but neatly opened.
1930 (24th Jun & 1st Jul) Airmail covers from Perth to Mundabullangana both with fine Mundabullangana A25
backstamps (rated 1 by Goulder). One was cut across the top on opening, the other has a horiz central fold otherwise
fine & presentable. (2)
1931 (11th May) Inwards cover to Pemberton, WA with 3d green Airmail & "FIVE PENCE" surcharge on 4½d violet
KGV tied by Mangoplah NSW cds. Mangoplah regd label & Airmail vignette. "POSTMASTER PEMBERTON" ORS3
dated 19 MAY 1931 in violet ink acting as an arrival b/s. This is not recorded in either PMI or PMC. Showing its age
but useful strike of the Pemberton ORS3.
1935 (14th Nov) "West Australian" St Georges Tce, Perth addressed env with torn open edge repaired by "P.M. 9
Postmasters-General's Department FOUND OPEN OFFICIALLY SEALED" label tied by L.C. ROOM Perth cds. "T" h/s
with neighbouring 4d PD added as missing stamp & tied by Perth smudged cds. Not seen before "WEST
AUSTRALIAN NEWSPAPER PERTH LTD" dated cds next to address. Unusual.
1940 (4th May) Manjimup Registered OHMS cover to Nannup with 5d chestnut KGV perfined "WA" tied by Manjimup
A26 with blue reg label top left. "Unknown" in m/s with numerous b/s's incl Manjimup, Bunbury, Balingup, Nannup &
Willow Spring cds E30. Rated rare by Goulder. Good cond.
1941 (8th May) " The Mining Act 1904 Notice of Intention to Forfeit Leases for Non-Payment of Rent" OHMS postcard
from Southern Cross to Nevoria & re-directed to Marvel Loch & Burbidge. Nevoria C30 & Burbidge c30 on front beside
1d QM perfined "WA" tied by Southern Cross cds. Small spike hole otherwise fine with former cds's rated 1-2.
1947 (1st May) 1½d red KGV embossed envelope uprated by the addition on 1½d green KGVI cut-out from embossed
envelope tied by Winning Pool E31 & addressed to Geelong. Additional Winning Pool E31 cds on reverse. Rated rare.
1948 (4th Nov) "Commonwealth Savings Bank of Australia" Registered printed envelope with "WRIGHT ST.
BELMONT" Provisional R6 Regd label. 5½d indigo emu tied by Wright St Belmont Park cds E31-a which PMI dates
from 5-06-47 to ?. Rarely seen on cover.
1949 (1st Apr) "POST & TELEGRAPH OFFICE MOUNT MAGNET" ORS1 dated 6 APR 1949 on reverse of this
OHMS Office of Titles env from Perth to Youanm. Mt Magnet arrival on front with 2½d KGVI perfined "WA" & tied by
Perth slogan. B/s rated rare by Goulder. Fine cond.
1985 (17th July) Children's Books strip of 5 FDC tied by the Harvey, WA 6220 Snugglepot & Cuddlepie Pictorial FDI
pmk. Rarely seen on the long strip cover as this was the design machine cancelled on the single stamp small covers
by the thousand. Excellent cond.
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"Edinboro House, Denmark, WA b&w "Pitt Card". Unused with "1964" in pen m/s at top. First we have seen of this
street scene, Very good cond.
"Federal Street, Narrogin, WA" b&w card with "POST CARD A Genuine Photograph Published by C.A. Pitt Ltd
Payneham, SA" on reverse & numbered 3591. "1960" annotation on reverse. Good cond & a rare survivor.
"Federal Street, Narrogin, WA" b&w card with "POST CARD A Genuine Photograph Published by C.A. Pitt Ltd
Payneham, SA" on reverse & numbered 3595. Top right corner bends. A lovely early street scene with Dave McAuliffe
Self Service Grocer on the corner.
"Katanning" photo with "David W Cook Photographer Katanning" cachet on reverse with "1958" annotation.
Not strictly a postcard but an interesting street scene showing the Foy & Gibson store.
"On the King River, Albany W.A." Locally used with 1907 Kalgoorlie cds. Good cond.
"Post Office, Albany, W.A." b&w card from the Beau series no. 268. Attractive card in good cond.
"St Georges Terrace Perth" fine unused, "Queen's Gardens Perth" with part message on back & "Hay St, Perth" with
full 1912 message on back but not postally used. All published by Bon Marche Stores in b&w with blue sky. Also
Austral Stores postally used from Torquay, Victoria to Ballarat 1906 showing "St Georges Terrace, Perth, WA" &
another postally used c1910 from Natal South Africa to Ballarat Victoria for "The Lower Terrace King's park Perth
W.A.". Majority in vg cond. Also "Perth Post Restante" on 4d green PD with 1909 date (SG 49). (6 items)
"Sussex House, Busselton Aug 19/26" pencilled in m/s on address side of this b&w Austral/Kodak card. Shows street
scene with double storey corner shop front with sign reading "M.P. WHITTON". VG cond.
"The Afghans Camp in the Back Blocks, WA" coloured Falk with SA 1d QV tied by Adelaide roller cancel & addressed
to England plus 2 other Greetings postcards & 3 common unused WA Postal Stationery items. (6 items)
"The Entrance to Beautiful Albany Harbour" colour Nucolorvue Productions unused card from c1970. Good cond.
"Town Hall, Narrogin, WA" b&w card with "POST CARD A Genuine Photograph Published by C.A. Pitt Ltd Payneham,
SA" on reverse & numbered 3596. Odd minor fault but rarely seen.
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KANGAROOS
1913 First Watermark
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½d green with "large coloured flaw off coast at Sydney" variety MLH. ACSC 1A(1)f plus ½ pale green positional
Plate 1 block of 4 for R13+14/19+20 with "white flaw on left base of 2nd "n" of halfpenny" variety. MUH/MH.
ACSC 1C(1)e. Total cat. $265 + premium for block.
½d, 1d, 2½d, 4d & 5d (vert crease) plus 3rd wmk 2d & 3d Die II. All MLH with fair to good centering. 3d is pale olive
shade. ACSC Cat. $1350 (7)
½d to 2/- (excl 6d) all with "DE 13" (or not discernible) CTO strikes of Melbourne. 1/- has wmk inverted. 4d creased &
toned, 9d with rounded corner & 2d & 9d with fluffy perfs otherwise mainly fine. ACSC $1030 (10)
½d to 2/- MLH plus ½d wmk inverted & 1d Die I perfined large "OS". 3d has hinge remnant & 2½d mild toning at top,
otherwise fine MLH. ACSC $2910 (13)
1d reds range of annotated varieties used with some on piece. Incls 3 perfined "OS/NSW" (10)
2d grey with wmk inverted. A fresh MLH well-centred lower marginal example. ACSC 5Ba, Cat. $350
2d grey perfined large "OS" with "Bence for Pence" variety. F/U with a few short perfs reflected in conservative
reserve. ACSC 5Abb(l)p, Cat. $300
3d olive. MVLH with good centering. SG 5, ACSC 12A, Cat. $250
3d olive Die I pair. LH with rh stamp MVLH verging on MUH. Well centred. ACSC 12, Cat. $640
3d pale olive-green Die II with "colour flaw west of Arnhem Land" variety. Fresh MUH.
ACSC 12F(1)c, Cat. $1200 + premium for MUH
5d pale chestnut. MLH & well centred. SG 8, ACSC 16B, Cat. $250
5d chestnut with "dry ink" confirmed in accompanying Drury Cert. (2021) & described as a "rare stamp". Used with
oval registered pmk. ACSC 16A
6d ultramarine. MLH/MH with barely noticeable shortish corner perf. Well cantered. ACSC 17A Cat. $325
6d ultramarine perfined small "OS". Fresh MUH. ACSC 17Abc, Cat. $850
9d violet with top selvedge (MLH in selvedge only). Centred top right but fresh MUH with rich colour.
SG 10, ACSC 24A, Cat. $1000
2/- brown CTO with "DE 3/13" Melbourne cds. Centred left. Fresh colour. SG12, ACSC 35wb, Cat. $300
2/- brown, Die II perfined large "OS". Fine used. ACSC 35Aba, Cat. $500
2/- dark brown. MVLH with good centering. SG 12, ACSC 35B, Cat. $1500
2/- brown perfined small "OS". Fresh MUH. 1 short perf lower right frame, otherwise fine with fresh colour. A rare
stamp. ACSC 35Abb, Cat. $5000 (see front cover)
5/- grey & chrome fine used with Melbourne cds. Mild tone spots but frontally fresh. SG 13, ACSC 42, Cat. $350
5/- grey & yellow CTO with Melbourne 3 13 date. Centered very slightly right with fresh colour. ACSC 42wb, Cat. $300
10/- grey & pink. Fine used, centred high with small vert red pencil mark & reserved accordingly.
SG 14, ACSC 47A, Cat. $1100
10/- grey & pink ovptd "Specimen" type A. Fresh MVLH & well centered. ACSC 47x, Cat $750
£1 red brown & blue used by Registered Sydney MR 1922 cds. Blue crayon mark, toning & crudely repaired perfs at
top left reflected in reserve. Useful space filler. SG 15, ACSC 51A, Cat. $3500
£2 black & rose with "Specimen" h/s. MH with thin from hinge removal & short perf at right but good frontal
appearance & useful at this reserve. ACSC 55Ax, Cat. $850
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2d grey with "scratch from value circle through map to "T" of postage" variety. Centred slightly left but fine MUH.
ACSC 6A(2)f, Cat. $400 plus premium for MUH
2d grey with "scratch of coast at Albany" variety MLH (ACSC 6(2)d, Cat. $375), 2½d indigo MLH (Cat. $225), 6d
ultramarine perfined small "OS" MLH (ACSC 18ba, Cat. $850) & 5/- with "retouch to left frame & WA coast" variety
(ACSC 43(D)g, Cat. $2900) MLH but sweated gum but frontally fresh. Total cat. $4350 (4)
2½d indigo. Fine MUH, centered slightly left. Wonderful strong colour. ACSC 10A Cat. $400
2½d indigo with right selvedge. Fine MUH. SG 25, ACSC 10A, Cat. $400
6d ultramarine. Centred slightly right but fine MUH. SG 26, ACSC 18A, Cat. $2250
6d ultramarine perfined "OS". Minute tone spot but otherwise fine MUH. ACSC 18Aba, Cat. $2250
6d ultramarine perfined "OS". Superb MUH. ACSC 18Aba, Cat. $2250
1/- dull green. Fine MUH. This is obviously an extremely scarce shade especially in MUH. Centred slightly left.
Drury Cert. (2021) confirming shade. ACSC 31C, Cat. val not priced for MUH (MLH Cat. $1250). See front cover
2/- light brown fine used with neat Geelong cds. Centred a little high but a difficult stamp. SG 29, ACSC 36.
5/- grey & yellow with "break in coast of Bight" variety. Lightly used by Parcel cancel. ACSC 43(D)t, Cat. $1250
5/- deep grey & chrome with "shading breaks in bight" Duty plate variety. Fine used with upright Hillend, NSW cds
dated 7 AP 1916. A couple of shortish perfs. ACSC 43A(D)n, Cat. $1250
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2d & 2½d MLH showing "colour flaw at S.E. corner" & "retouches left of S.W. Western Australian coast & below "E"
of Penny" (early state) varieties. Both MLH. ACSC 7(U)d, 11(1)e, Cat. $425 (2)
2d grey with "deformed "LIA" of AUSTRALIA" variety. Fine used. ACSC 7(1)l, Cat. $125
2d grey with "retouched upper frame at left" variety & inverted wmk. Postally used with neat double postmark but
stained & needs a wash. Unusual variety on inverted wmk. ACSC 7B(1)h
2½d indigo with "scratch over "w" of two" variety. Fine MVLH. ACSC 11c(2)I, Cat. $175
2½d pale bright blue in top left selvedge pair. Aged gum but frontally fresh. ACSC 11E, Cat. $300+
3d olive-green Die I with inverted wmk in Plate 2 positional block of 4 for (2) L 19 & 20/ L 25 & 26. Contain "diagonal
white scratch through left frame opposite WA" & "white scratch over last A of AUSTRALIA" varieties. 3 x MLH & a
MUH. Fine with good centering & rarely seen in a block. ACSC 13Ka(2)e & f, Cat. $1550 as singles plus premium for
block of 4 with 2 plate varieties.
3d pale olive green with "white flaw under three" variety. Fine used with part Perth cds. ACSC 13(2)I, Cat. $100
3d pale olive-green Die II/I pair. Fine MVLH. ACSC 13Ic, Cat. $950
3d pale olive-green Die IIb. MUH. SG 37e, ACSC 14D, Cat. $225
4d ultramarine. Very pale small tone spot for accuracy otherwise MUH, centred slightly top right.
ACSC 19A, Cat. $575
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6d blue inverted wmk perfined "OS". Good used. ACSC 19Baba, Cat. $210
6d pale ultramarine Die IIB perfined "OS" with "white scratch through "ALIA" variety. Characteristic rough perfs. Fine
used with Perth SEP 1923 cds. ACSC 20Cb(4)f, Cat. $1200
6d chestnut perfined "OS". Superb MUH. ACSC 21Aba, Cat. $175
6d chestnut with "broken leg of kangaroo" variety. MLH with some fluffy perfs. ACSC 21A(3)d, Cat. $250
6d chestnut Die IIb block of 4. Fresh MUH. ACSC 21A, Cat. $400 as singles + MUH premium
6d chestnut in Plate 3 block of 4 with "broken leg on kangaroo" variety at top right Fine MUH/MLH, centered low left.
ACSC 21A(3)d, Cat. $490 as single stamps + part MUH premium
6d pale chestnut in top selvedge pair with "broken leg on kangaroo" variety on right unit. Centred low left but MUH.
ACSC Cat. $250 + MUH pair premium
1/- blue-green with sideways wmk. MVLH & well centered. ACSC 33Aaa, Cat. $200
1/- blue-green with sideways wmk sideways. Fine & fresh MUH with better than average centering.
ACSC 33Aaa, Cat. $275
1/- blue-green Die IIb with sideways wmk & top selvedge. Fine MUH. ACSC 33Aaa not priced for MUH in ACSC.
Cat. $425 + premium for sideways wmk
1/- blue-green Mullett imprint pair with stop after "PRINTER". Centered top right but a scarce imprint pair.
ACSC 33Azc MUH imprint pair not priced. Cat. $850 as 2 singles + premium for imprint.
2/- brown with inverted wmk. Postally used with part bold Sydney Parcel cancel. Very good centering & perfs.
ACSC 37Aa, Cat. $1500
2/- maroon. MUH, centred left. ACSC 38A, Cat. $750
2/- maroon. MUH. ACSC 38A, Cat. $750
2/- reddish-brown. MLH with good centering. ACSC 37F, Cat. $1000
2/- brown. Fine & fresh MUH. SG41, ACSC 37A, Cat. $2500
5/- grey black & chrome. Fine used & well centered. SG 42, ACSC 34A, Cat. $250
5/- grey-black & chrome. CTO, centred top left. ACSC 44w, Cat. $300
5/- grey & pale yellow with inverted wmk. Blunt top left corner & short perf used by roller cancel. A useful "budget"
example. SG 42w, Cat. £1100, ACSC 44a, Cat. $2000
5/- grey-black & yellow-orange with "broken coast near Sydney & Spencer's Gulf elongated" variety. Fine MLH & well
centred with characteristic rough perfs. ACSC 44B (D)f, Cat. $950
10/- grey & deep aniline-pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" type B with "broken tail" variety. MLH with some fluffy perfs.
ACSC 48x(V)e, Cat. $800
10/- grey & aniline pink perfined "OS" with "broken coast above value circle at 11pm" plate variety. Unlisted in
ACSC or on accompanying Drury Cert. confirmed ACSC 48E.wa, Cat. $200 + premium for variety
10/- grey & deep aniline pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" type B. Very small part paper hinge remnant with a couple of
shortish perfs. Strong colour with reasonable centering. ACSC 48Bx, Cat. $600
10/- grey & deep aniline pink perfined "OS" with "broken coast near Sydney" variety. CTO, centred right with odd
short perf. ACSC 48Bba(D)d, Cat. $850
10/- grey & deep aniline pink with "kangaroo's foot broken & pointed tail" vignette variety. Fine used with NSW
registered cds. Registered red pencil mark. Good centering & colour. ACSC 48B(V)c, Cat. $850
10/- grey & intense aniline pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" type B. Fine & fresh MUH. ACSC 48Dx, Cat. $600 + MUH
premium
10/- grey & pale aniline pink perf OS, MUH. Centred right & low. ACSC 48Eba, Cat. $3750 (see front cover)
10/- grey & aniline pink. Superb MUH. An outstanding stamp. ACSC 48E, Cat. $3250 (see front cover)
10/- grey & deep aniline pink. Superb MUH with BPA Cert. (1985) ACSC 48B, Cat. $3250 (see front cover)
£1 chestnut & bright blue fine used with part Wiluna cds. Pulled top left corner perforation. Lovely colour.
Purchased at auction in 1999 for $520. ACSC 52B, Cat. $2500
£1 chocolate & dull blue ovptd "SPECIMEN" type B. Fine MUH. A superb stamp. ACSC 52Ax, Cat. $2500. Front cover
£1 chocolate & dull blue with telegraph puncture. Fine used with rich colour. SG 44 var.
£1 chocolate & dull blue. MLH, centred high. Fresh, rich colour. Purchased from Eastern States auction in 2000 for
$935. ACSC 52A, Cat. $4000
£1 chocolate & dull blue. A couple of shortish perfs but well centered & used by bold Dec 1916 Sydney cds.
SG 44, Cat. £1600
£1 deep grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. Fresh MUH. ACSC 53Bab, Cat. $850
£1 deep grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. MLH & well centred with good perfs. ACSC 53Bxb, Cat. $375
£1 deep grey. Fine used with a couple of short perfs. SG 75, ACSC 53B, Cat. $575
£1 grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type C. MLH with hinge remnant over paper inclusion. ACSC 53xb, Cat. $375
£1 grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D. Fine MVLH. ACSC p.153 Note 9 suggests that only about 600 were issued.
ACSC 53Axb, Cat. $375
£1 grey. Fine MUH. SG 75, ACSC 53A, Cat. $3750. (see front cover)
£2 black & rose with "white flaw in bight" variety. Fine used with part cds. 2 minute holes & missing perf at base
caused by the strong application of the steel postmarker. Good centering, fresh colour & useful at this reserve.
ACSC 56A(D)f, Cat. $5500
£2 grey black & crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" type B. Fresh MUH with rich colour. SG 45s, ACSC 56Bx, Cat. $1250
£2 grey-black & crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" type B with "colour spot on map north of Bight" variety. Fresh MUH & well
centred with characteristic rough perfs. ACSC 56Bx(D)q, Cat. $9750 for variety on normal stamp, cat. $600 for
Specimen "B" $600. ACSC does not provide cat value for Specimen stamps with varieties.
£2 purple black & rose ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. Fresh MUH with very light gum bend otherwise fine. ACSC56Cxb,
Cat. $1250
£2 purple black & rose ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. MLH & well centred. ACSC 56Cxb, Cat. $500
£2 purple-black & rose ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. MLH with light diagonal crease & centred top right reflected in
reserve. Frontally fresh. ACSC 56xb, Cat. $500
£2 purple-black & rose ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. MVLH, fluffy perfs. ACSC 56Cxb, Cat. $500
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1929/30 Small Multiple Watermark
1288
1289

6d chestnut Die IIB John Ash Imprint pair ovptd "OS". Fine MVLH. ACSC 22(OS)Aza, Cat. $500
6d chestnut ovptd "OS" pair with right having "break in top frame near right corner retouched" variety. On piece tied
by NSW cds. ACSC 22(OS)4fa, Cat. $175

$80
$50

1290
1291
1292
1293
1294
1295
1296
1297

1298
1299

1300
1301

6d MLH, 9d MLH, 1/- MUH & 2/- MLH Plus 6d ovptd "OS" MUH (centred left). Reasonable centering, with good perfs &
colour. Cat. $1250 (5)
2/- maroon with "colour spot on right frame near top" variety. MVLH. ACSC 39(1)k, Cat. $450
5/- grey & yellow-orange. Fine used with good centering. ACSC 45A, Cat. $250
5/- grey & yellow-orange. CTO & well centred. ACSC 45w, Cat. $250
10/- grey & pale pink. Centered right & lightly used. ACSC 49, Cat. $700
10/- grey & pale pink. Fine used with part Registered cds & good centering. SG 112, ACSC 49, Cat. $750
10/- grey & pale pink lower marginal example with Leonora cds. Centred slightly left but most attractive cds.
ACSC 49, Cat. $750 (SG 112, Cat. £500)
10/- grey & pale pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C with "shaved P" variety & with additional "foxed faced kangaroo"
variety. Light even gum toning but frontally fresh & well centered. ACSC 49xd, Cat. $1750 & with variety
ACSC 49(v)t, total cat. $3400.
10/- grey & pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C, sub-type 2 ovpt with "P" in "SPECIMEN" shaved at top right. MLH & well
centred. ACSC 49xd, Cat. $1750
10/- grey & pale pink "broken coast south of Bonaparte Gulf" vignette plate variety unlisted in ACSC & "missing grass
behind kangaroo". MVLH with slight tan line & centered low, nonetheless described as a "rare item" on the
accompanying Drury Cert. (2021). Latter variety being ACSC 49(D)l, Cat. $2000 + premium for vignette variety. (see
front cover)
£2 grey & pale rose crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN". MVLH, centred slight high. Excellent perfs & colour.
SG 114s, ACSC 57x, Cat. $900
£2 grey & rose-crimson with "colour spot on map north of bight" variety. Fine used with 2 part cds's. A couple shortish
perfs. ACSC 58A(D)1, Cat. $1300
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1931/47 CofA
1302
1303
1304

1305

1306
1307
1308
1309
1310
1311

1312
1313
1314
1315
1316
1317
1318

6d chestnut ovptd "OS" in block of 4 with a MLH & 3 fresh MUH. ACSC 23(OS), Cat. $440
9d violet in John Ash imprint gutter block of 4, 2nd state. MLH. ACSC 29(3)zb, Cat. $600
2/- maroon John Ash imprint block of 4 & ordinary block of 4 all MUH plus lower margin pair & single MUH plus "flaw
on "S" of "AUSTRALIA" variety in MLH vertical strip of 3 MLH (ACSC 40(2)j). Also used top right margin pair & single
with "flaw under "AU" variety (ACSC 40(U)l) . Group also incls "flaw under "LI" varieties MLH & used (ACSC 40(2)k,
Cat. $350). Total cat. $600+ (18)
2/- maroon page of annotated varieties comprising ACSC 40(1)d & da "chopped neck" MLH & MUH, 40(1)g "colour
flaw off WA coast" MLH, 40(2)j "flaw on "S" of AUSTRALIA" MUH & 18 used with identified varieties.
Total ACSC cat. $1870 (6 MUH/MLH, 18 used)
5/- grey & yellow x15 V/F/used. ACSC 46, Cat. $525
5/- grey & yellow in John Ash imprint pair. Fresh MLH on one stamp & gutter only other stamp MUH.
ACSC 46zb, Cat. $2000
10/-, £1 & £2 all ovptd "SPECIMEN" plus 10/- Robes also ovptd & MLH. Kangaroos all MLH but minor faults as
reflected in reserve. ACSC 50xf, Cat. $90, 54x, Cat. $80, 58x, Cat. $150 & 214x, Cat. $40 (4)
10/- grey & pink showing "broken coast near Sydney & white flaw after "I" of Australia" variety. Used with partly
smudgy cds. ACSC 50(D)j, Cat. $550
10/- grey & pink with "notch in kangaroo's snout" variety. Fine used with 2 neat part Cobar, NSW cds's.
ACSC 50A(v)I, Cat. $550
10/-, £1 & £2 "SPECIMEN" ovptd set noting £2 with "very short Spencer's Gulf" duty plate variety (ACSC 58Bx(D)d,
Cat. $7500 on normal MLH) An extremely fine MUH set with a scarce variety. ACSC 58Bx, 54x & 58Bx, Cat. $510
for basic set without varieties.
10/- grey & pink in John Ash imprint pair. MVLH/MLH. ACSC 50zb, Cat. $3750
£1 grey, very fine used with hint of indistinct pmk. SG 137, ACSC 54, Cat. $900
£2 grey-black & rose crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" with "white flaw in Gulf of Carpentaria" variety. MH, centred low.
ACSC 58(D)g, Cat. $150 as normal plus premium for variety.
£2 grey-black & rose crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" with "white flaw in Bight" variety. MUH with slightly aged gum.
ACSC 58(D)s, Cat. $350
£2 grey-black & rose-crimson fine used with part indistinct pmk at base. Well centered. SG 138, ACSC 58B, Cat. $900
£2 grey black & rose crimson. Fine used with 2 partial cds cancels. Well centred & fresh colour. A lovely stamp. SG
138, ACSC 58B, Cat. $800
£2 black & rose A stunning fine used & well centred vert pair with "SOUTHERN CROSS 4 AP 35" cds's. Seldom seen
in used multiples so fine. SG 138, ACSC 58B, Cat. $1800+
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KING GEORGE V
1920-21 Colour Trials
1319

1920 (31st Dec) 4d Colour Trials or Plate Proofs in brown-purple shades on thick ungummed &
unwatermarked paper with comb perf 14. Each with an identifying letter in red ink on the reverse comprising
"B", "C", "D" & "N". The ACSC states that "Colour Trials for the selection of the new colour of the 4d were
supplied by the stamp printer on two separate occasions, on 31st December 1920 (Nos. A-H with each
numbered in manuscript on reverse as indicated) and on 11th January 1921 (Nos. I, J and K).” The "Bulletin"
of the Australian Commonwealth Collectors Club of NSW (Mar. 2015) contains an article about these proofs by
Geoff Kellow & Arthur Gray. In addition to the 14 proofs in the Gray collection, they identified a further five
examples in the Australia Post Archives and another offered at auction in 1975 that seem to complete a total
series of 10 different colours with 2 of each. In respect of the initial group, official correspondence reveals
that they were endorsed "a", "B", "C", "D" & "N", Gray lacking only an example of "a". These were requested
to be in the shades of the 6d Engraved Kookaburra, a task that Harrison found impossible to complete
satisfactorily using the letterpress method. Our description of the shades is as follows, with the ACSC
colours given in brackets: "B" in brown-purple (brown), "C" in a slightly warmer shade (bright brown), "D" in
red-purple (brown-purple) & "N" in a slightly warmer shade (deep reddish purple). All are well centered &
remarkably fine. ACSC 111PP(1)B,C, D & E, Cat. $60,000 (4) (see front cover)

$22000

1914-20 Single Watermark
1320

½d emerald with "cracked electro from left wattles to U" variety. Good used with Owen squared circle cancel & rough
perfs, nevertheless a rare stamp. Useful at this reserve. ACSC 63A(5)k, Cat. $5000

$600

1321
1322
1323
1324
1325
1326

1327
1328

1329
1330
1331
1332
1333

1334
1335
1336
1337
1338
1339
1340
1341
1342
1343

1d carmine-red Die III with inverted wmk. F/U, centered low left. ACSC 75Aa, Cat. $250
1d carmine-rose G30 plate 2 bottom selvedge positional block of 8. Pane II for 41, 42/47, 48/52, 54/59 & 60. 54 has 1
short perf with some minor creasing on a couple of units otherwise fresh MUH. Cat. $320 as unplated singles.
1d red plus vertical bisect on cover tied by Logan Village Qld cds dated 28 OC 1918. 3 unaddressed philatelically
contrived covers in fine cond. Seldom seen. (3)
1d rosine on rough paper perfined "OS." MUH with good centering & colour. ACSC 72Ibb, Cat. $750 (see ACSC note)
1d deep violet aniline shade. Fine used, centred left. Drury cert. (2021) ACSC 76G, Cat. $375
1d red-brown on smooth paper (G32) perfined "OS" pair with misplaced perfs resulting in wide margin base & even
wider margin at right. A striking pair with heavyish 1926 Geelong pmk. Lovely rich shade. ACSC 71Wbb perf var,
Cat. $250 ea + premium for pair with misplaced perfs.
1d deep scarlet (aniline, thin paper) with "rusted cliché", position 35 on piece used by part slogan cancel. Purchased
at Robin Linke auction in 2007 for $575 incl BP. ACSC 71J
1d crimson perfined "OS" with dry ink. Originally a block of 4 separated into 2 vert pairs tied by Perth Registered cds
for 20 JUN 1918. Superb fine used & an attractive exhibition item. ACSC 71Nbbca, Cat. $700 plus premium for scarce
shade & "o" left frame thinned at bottom corner" variety partly obscured by pmk indicating from right plate positional
block VI29 + 30/ 35 + 36.
1d deep scarlet (aniline, thin paper) with "rusted cliché", position 34 on piece with Burchip (Vic) cds. Purchased at
Eastern States auction in 2011 for $540 incl BP. ACSC 71J
1d rosine G68 on rough paper, pane 1, vertical marginal strip of 3 with "CA" monogram. MLH/MH with some perf
reinforcing. Drury Cert. (2017) ACSC 72I(l)z Cat. $6000
1½d red block of 4 with "HALE" variety (22L22) & "thin "RAL" variety (22L28). Fresh MLH. Drury Cert. (2020)
ACSC 89D(22)I & j, Cat. $200+
1½d red with 7 blocks of 4 showing "HALEPENCE" & "thin "RAL" (retouch) varieties. MUH/MLH. ACSC 89(22)I & j,
Cat. $780+ (7 blocks)
2d red-brown x 13 with ACSC Plate 16 listed varieties for ACSC 97(16)d, 19(16)3, 97(16)g, 97(16)h, 97(16)I, 97(16)j,
97(16)k, 97(16)p, 97(16)q, 97(16)r & 97(16)t perfined "OS" fine used but missing corner perf. Good to fine used with a
total ACSC cat. $840 (13)
2d red-brown x 20 on Hagner which incl ACSC 91(12)d, 97(12)e perfined "OS", 97(12)8, 97(12)I, 97(12)j & 97(12)k
listed varieties. All good to fine used. Total ACSC cat. of varieties $590 (20)
3d pale dull violet blue dry ink variety. Characteristic rough perfs displayed by some stamps from this era. Fine used
by part Perth cds. ACSC 104Bc
4d yellow-orange aniline with inverted wmk. Centered left. Fine used example with Victoria 18 JU 15 cds & much
scarcer than CTO examples. ACSC 110Ba
4d olive block of 6 with top selvedge perfined "OS". Plate 3, cliches 3R1-3, 7-9. Non ACSC listed constant varieties on
cliches R1, R2, R3, R8 & R9. Centered low. MLH on selvedge only with stamps MUH ACSC 114Aba(3), Cat. $1,000+
4d lime-yellow fine used with partial Late Fee cds. Well centered with Drury - Sydney Philatelic Research Cert. (2002)
ACSC 110D, Cat. $600
4d lemon-yellow. MUH, centered slightly left. Drury Cert. (2019) ACSC 110C, Cat. $950
5d chestnut with inverted wmk & "white flaw in frame below left shield" plate 1 variety at R/52 as listed by Gordon
Ward. Fine used with Norseman, WA cds. ACSC 123Aa(var), Cat. $1250 + premium for variety.
5d chestnut single line perf with inverted wmk. Fine used, centred slightly left. Attractive. ACSC 122Aa, Cat. $1500
1/4d greyish blue lower selvedge single with part Mullett imprint & perfined "OS". MLH centred bottom right with some
light creasing. Clean perfs. ACSC 128Bba, Cat. $175
1/4d turquoise-blue perfined "OS". MUH, centred low with roughly cut perfs. ACSC 128Aba, Cat. $375
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1918-20 Large Multiple Watermark Perf.14
1344

1345

1½d red, Die II. Plate No. 4 dot block of 6 from top right corner of sheet with selvedge on both sides showing a
spectacular extra rows & columns of perforation in the top selvedge. MLH with a couple of light toned areas but
remains a desirable exhibition item.
3d blue with "distorted N.W. & S.E. corners" variety. Fresh MLH & well centred. ACSC 106(3)e, Cat. $120

$300
$25

1926-30 Small Multiple Watermark Perf. 13½x12½
1346
1347
1348

2d golden scarlet, Die III, with no wmk. MUH with top selvedge lightly hinged only. Fresh rich colour. ACSC 102Aaa,
Cat. $6,000 (see front cover)
3d blue, Die II with "retouched "ST" of Australia" variety. MLH with good centering. ACSC 108(5)g, Cat. $125
3d dull blue Die IA John Ash imprint pair with both type A & type B. Plate 3 identified by "coloured flaw joining RH ends
of 19th & 20th lines counting up in oval & extending across inner white oval at right" cliche 3L60 variety. MLH.
ACSC 107(3)z, Cat. $400

$1,500
$30

$60

1926/30 Small Multiple Watermark Perf. 14
1349
1350
1351

1352
1353

1354

½d pale orange perfined "OS" horiz pair. One of the scarcest of the "OS" perfins. ACSC 67Bba, Cat. $325 each
($650 total) + premium for pair
½d pale orange with inverted wmk. MUH with LH selvedge. ACSC 67Ba, cat. $325
1d green in 6 blocks of 4 incl (i) imprint block of 4 ACSC 80(4)za hinged selvedge only, (ii) ACSC 80(3)3m MUH/MLH
block of 4, well-centred, (iii) ACSC 80(4)d & e MUH/MLH, tone spots & 3 blocks with "wattle line", "nick top left frame"
& "neck flaw" varieties. ACSC 80(4)e, f, g & h plus block with f, g & ha (state II retouch) Latter MUH/MLH. Cat. $1600+
1½d rose-red with inverted wmk bottom margin block of 4. MUH/MH, centered left. ACSC 91Aa, Cat. $330
1½d scarlet with the 3 type B re-entries (i) "re-entry shading behind kangaroo", MLH centred left (ACSC 91(4)fa, Cat.
$250), (ii) "duplication of shading above right wattles", good used (ACSC 91(4)ha, Cat. $1000) & (iii) "re-entry
compartment line at left", fine used (Cat. $75). Total Cat. £1325 (3)
3d blue type A perfined small "OS" x 2 with MUH example (centred right) & F/U well centered. ACSC 106Cba (2)
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1931-36 CofA
1355
1356
1357

5d yellow-brown with "frame missing behind emu" variety. Good to fine used. Seldom seen. ACSC 127(3)s, Cat. $225
5d yellow-brown with "frame missing behind kangaroo state II" variety. Fine used, centred right. A difficult stamp.
ACSC 127(3)ra, Cat. $1000
1/4d greenish-blue x 12. Fine used examples with variable centering. ACSC 131A, Cat. $25 ea, total $300 (12)

1358

1902 5/- emerald Postage Due with upright wmk & "blank at base". MH with hinge. SG D8, ACSC D11A, Cat. $375
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AUSTRALIA - PRE-DECIMALS
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1378
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1389

1390

1391
1392
1393

1909/10 2/-, 5/-, 10/- & £1 bicoloured Postage Dues. All CTO. SG ACSC D89/D92w, Cat. $600 (4)
1913 (17th Jan) 2/- kangaroo booklet incomplete with ½d x 10 & 1d x 9 1st wmk. Inside covers with red on blue-green
with the bold headings sans serif typeface. Good cond with original staple & interleaving. SG SB1, Cat. £2250 as
complete. A complete of this type sold in Ace Auction No. 27 for $2000+BP.
1913 (17th Jan) 2/- kangaroo booklet containing ½d pane of 6 & a single (instead of 12) & 1d x 14 with 2 panes of 6 &
a pair (instead of the 18). Cover with red on pink. Good cond with original staple & interleaving. SG SB1, Cat. £2250
as complete. Complete booklet sold in Ace Auctions Sale 29 for $2000+BP.
1913 1d carmine-red engraved KGV with strong dry ink effect. Drury Cert. (2021). MVLH. Reserve reflects the
prominence of the dry ink characteristics. ACSC 59Cca, Cat. $500+
1913 1d carmine-red engraved KGV "ENGRAVED AND PRINTED AT THE COMMONWEALTH TREASURY,
MELBOURNE" left imprint block of 8, possibly Plate 2 & similar imprint block of 8 from right side, possibly plate 3 plus
Plate 4 top imprint strip of 4 with plate number above & a MUH vertical block of 6. All MUH/MLH. Fine & attractive.
1914 6d engraved Kookaburra block of 12 (3x4) with right selvedge showing "ENGRAVED AND PRINTED AT THE
COMMONWEALTH TREASURY MELBOURNE" imprint. Stunning in every respect! SG 19, ACSC 60A/zf, Cat. $4750
1914 (2nd Oct) Goondiwindi Registered & tied cover with 1d & 3d kangaroos plus 1921 (21st Dec) Rialto Registered
bearing ½d KGV pair & 6d ultramarine kangaroo tied by Rialto Melbourne cds's & addressed to Kempton, Tasmania
with the former to Toowoomba. Staining/foxing on each but useful. (2)
1915 1d red KGV Post Cards (P27) on surfaced white card on front with unsurfaced buff on reverse. The light red
shade suggests it may be from 1915 printing & a July 1916 1d red Post Card on unsurfaced buff card (P28b Die II
type 1 with confirming damage to upper left frame) PTPO for "Alfred Masonic Hall" notifying the cancellation of Nov
12 1917 meeting. Small light stain on front with former fine. Total Cat. $250 (2)
1917 (20th Oct) incoming cover with 1d KGV ovptd "N.W. PACIFIC ISLANDS." addressed to Brisbane bearing
crowned "PASSED CENSOR RABAUL 20 OCT 1917" cachet. Light spotting. "Major Cummins, Rabaul" in m/s on back
1919 (1st Feb) "Notification of a Case of Infectious Disease" OHMS pre-printed letter with 1½d brown KGV pmkd
Melbourne. Completed in ink manuscript for Arthur Badcocks, aged "5", of "13 Elm Grove, Richmond", with
"Influenza". Doctor signed & attractive usage.
1921 10/- scarlet & pale yellow-green Postage Due. MLH, centred high. SG D86, ACSC D103, Cat. $1750
1922-1962 "Avis de Reception" cards x 8 with a mix KGV & commem frankings. 6 for Aust addresses & 1 each
for NZ & Canada origin. Mixed cond but increasingly collectable. (8)
1923 "ONE PENNY" ovpt on 1½d emerald-green KGV side face Postcard. Minor toning at base otherwise fine
unused cond. ACSC P59, Cat $500
1927 2/- booklet with both panes of 8 x 1½d Parliament. Fresh MUH with original staple not rusted. The freshest we
have seen! SG SB22, Cat. £90
1928 Kookaburra Exhibition Miniature Sheet from base of sheet. MVLH. SG MS 106a
1928 Kookaburra Exhibition Miniature Sheet from base of sheet. Fresh MLH in selvedge only. SG MS 106a
1928 Kookaburra Exhibition Miniature Sheet. Fresh MVLH verging on MUH. SG MS 106a
1928 Kookaburra Exhibition Miniature Sheet. Fresh MUH from base of sheet. SG MS 106a
1928 Kookaburra Exhibition Miniature Sheets x 4 with 2 from right hand side of sheet. Both MUH but one with
disturbed gum in selvedge & the other with adhesion also in selvedge. Another MUH but thin from removed hinge only
affecting top selvedge & last MUH/MH. All with excellent frontal appearance. SG 106a (4)
1928 Kookaburra Exhibition complete sheet of 15 Miniature Sheets. Apart from two light, very small areas of
toning affecting only two stamps, neither of which are apparent from front, this is MUH & PO fresh. No splits
or perf separation. Stunning. We sold a similar sheet in Sale 12 for $3150+BP. SG 106a x 15
1929 (30th Sept) 4½d KGV Registered Letter PSE uprated with 3d Airmail. Red Elizabeth St Melbourne label formular
& endorsed "By Air Mail" in m/s. Addressed to L.G. Trouchet, Perth, a noted stamp dealer at the time. Also 1931 6d
Kingsford Smith FDC with slogan Perth cancel addressed to Christchurch NZ. (2)
1929 1½d WA Cent "TR" & neck double re-entry variety. Fresh MLH in MUH/MLH positional block of 6 with part John
Ash imprint. SG 116a, Cat. £60
1929 3d Airmail, type B in John Ash imprint block of 4. Fine MLH. ACSC 135z, Cat. $200
1929 3d Airmail, type B as above ACSC 135z, Cat. $200
1929 3d Airmail, type B x 15 fine used examples. SG 115, ACSC 135, Cat. $15 ea, total $225 (15)
1930 1½d Lord Howe Island provisional with manuscript ovpt "2d Paid PM LHI" on piece tied by Lord Howe Is cds.
Minor foxing at top & right. See SG footnote below SG 11B prices the provisional at £1700.
1930 2/- booklet "USE THE AIR MAIL" with green on pale green cover. 1st revision of text on inside back cover with
stamps having inverted wmk. This fact has been handwritten on front cover reflected in reserve. SG SB 25,
ACSC B41Ba, Cat. $675
1930 3/- "AIR MAIL SAVES TIME" 3/- black on blue booklet complete with 3 panes of 4 x 3d green airmail. Some light
areas of toning reflected in conservative reserve. SG SB24, ACSC B40, Cat. $1500
1930 3/- "AIR MAIL SAVES TIME" 3/- black on blue booklet complete with 3 panes of 4 x 3d green airmail. Usual odd
tone spot but cover is the original bright blue. Purchased in 2006 for $555 at auction. SG SB24, ACSC B40, Cat.
$1500
1931 (19th Mar) Kingsford Smith set of 3 on Bruce Rock Registered Airmail cover to London. Bruce Rock, Perth Regd
& Wimbledon b/s's. A little different from the norm!
1931 (13th Apr) "By First Australia-England Experimental Air Service" endorsed Perth Regd cover bearing 6d chestnut
strip of 4 & 2d Kingsford Smith with flight cachet in violet on reverse & 1934 (15th Mar) Carnarvon Registered "From
Mooloo Downs" station in m/s addressed to "Goldsborough House" St Georges Terrace, Perth with "Goldsbroough,
Mort & Co. Perth" oval receival cachet in violet dated 19th MAR 1934". This long cover is franked by horizontal block
of 10 x 3d Airmails, type B & tied by 5 strikes of Carnarvon (nearest PO to station) & 2d KGV. Also 1934 (23rd Sept)
Vic Cent perf. 10½ set of 3 on plain env tied by Adelaide slogan & cds addressed to England (3d small tear from
opening envelope at top) while 1/- is fine & cat. £22 x 6 on cover. Attractive group. (3)
1931 (11th Sep) Broome to Fremantle OHMS cover endorsed "Aerial Trial" in m/s at top left with 9d & 1/- kangaroos
perfined "OS" tied by Broome cds's. "Australia H.M. Customs" handstamped in violet at lower left & hand addressed to
"Collector of Customs, Fremantle". No b/s', but Broome h/s & 7/9/21 in m/s with return addressed of Taxation Dept
crossed out. Good cond. A scarce Official use on cover for this period.
1931 2d Kingsford Smith Ash imprint block of 8 MUH & 3d in Plate 2 & 3 upper left blocks MLH in selvedge only.
ACSC 141zh & 142za/zb, Cat. $120+
1931 2d Kingsford Smith ovptd "OS" x 10. Fine used/CTO examples. SG O123, ACSC 141(OS), Cat. $350 (10)
1931 2d & 3d Kingsford Smith ovptd "OS" in 6 x CTO pairs. SG O123/24, retail $480+ (12)
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1931 2d & 3d Kingsford Smith ovptd "OS". MLH with RPSV cert. (2012). SG O123/24, ACSC 141/2(OS), Retail $450
1931 3d Kingsford Smith Plates 1-3, 1932 Sydney harbour Bridge Plates 1-4 & 1929 3d Airmail in Plate 1 (type B) &
Plate 2, 3 & 4 (type A). All in MUH/MLH blocks of 4. ACSC Cat. $715
1931 6d Air Mail Service inscribed Kingsford Smith x 20. Fine used examples. SG 129, ACSC 144, Cat. $300 (20)
1931 6d Kingsford Smith block of 4 with top left unit having the "FO" & "LD" re-entry. Appropriately fine used by pair of
"AIR MAIL SYDNEY NSW" cds's. Attractive usage. SG 123a, Cat. £160+
1931 6d Kingsford Smith pair with right unit showing "FO" & "LD" re-entries MUH plus 3d "plane dropping mail" variety
CTO. ACSC 142d & 143d, Cat. $275
1932 (19 Mar) 2d in both Typo & Litho plus 3d on SHB Registered FDC with "Sydney Harbour Bridge S.E. PYLON"
Reg label & cds's tying all 3 on NSW locally addressed cover with accompanying souvenir 1932 calendar with b&w
photo. Cover roughly opened missing part flap & both with areas of staining/toning but remain an attractive pair.
1932 1/- green Lyrebird in John Ash imprint block of 4. Fine MLH. ACSC 145za, Cat. $450
1932 2d Sydney Harbour Bridge ovptd "OS" in lower left marginal block of 4 MUH. ACSC 146(OS), Cat. $60
1932 2d & 3d Sydney Harbour Bridge ovptd "OS" x 10 of each. All fine used/CTO. SG O134/35,
ACSC 146(OS)/147(OS), Cat. $240 (20)
1932 Sydney Harbour Bridge set of 4 to 5/-. All fine CTO. SG 140/43, retail $350 (4)
1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge fine used with Sydney Harbour Bridge cds. Looks commercially used but probably
soaked off a souvenir cover? SG 143
1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge commercially used with part of Melbourne parcel cancel. Good perf. These are now
more highly desired than the CTO examples as it is thought that for every 100 CTO stamps, there may be only two or
three postally used examples! SG 143
1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. Superb CTO without gum. Excellent centering, colour & perfs. ACSC 148, Cat. $500
1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge as above. SG 143, ACSC 148, Cat. $500
1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. CTO with full MUH gum. SG 143, ACSC 148w, Cat. $200
1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. CTO without gum. Good centering & perfs with fresh colour. ACSC 148w, Cat. $200
1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. CTO without gum as above. SG 143, ACSC 148w, Cat. $200
1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. CTO without gum as above. SG 143, ACSC 148w, Cat. $200
1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. Top left marginal CTO example with full, very slightly sweated gum. Well centered.
SG 143, ACSC 148w, Cat. $200
1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge x 4. All fine used/CTO without gum. Good to slightly off centre with fresh colour &
excellent perforations. SG 143, ACSC 148, Cat. $500ea ($2000) (4)
1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge x 4. All fine used/CTO without gum. Very good centering, colour & perforations.
SG 143, ACSC 148, Cat. $500ea ($2000) (4)
1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge top left corner example with selvedge on 2 sides. Fresh MUH. SG 143,
ACSC 148, Cat. $1500
1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge John Ash imprint strip of 3. Trimmed at base but full imprint intact. MUH with
slightly aged gum however frontally fresh with rich colour & very good perfs. ACSC 148zf, Cat. $3000
1934 1/- Victoria Cent perf. 11½ x 20. All fine used examples. SG 149a, ACSC 156, Cat. $800 (20)
1934 9d Macarthur x 10 fine used examples. SG 152, ACSC 160, Cat. $40 ea, total $400 (10)
1934 9d Macarthur x 10. All fine used, 2 with nibbled perfs at left but otherwise fine & well centered.
SG 152, ACSC 160, Cat. $400 (10)
1934 1/6d Hermes Airmail, no wmk in John Ash imprint block of 4. Fresh MLH. ACSC 161z, Cat. $325
1935 (18th Sept) "First Australian Philatelic Stationery Exhibition Melbourne Vic" printed Registered cover
with Provisional R6 label completed in m/s with "B.M.A." & bearing 2d Anzac with incomplete Vic cds & 3d Silver
Jubilee tied by dumb obliterator. Typed address to Footscray with Footscray & Melbourne 9 SE 35 b/s's, 9 days
before the exhibition!
1935 1/- Anzac Plate 1 corner marginal example. MLH in selvedge only with stamp fresh MUH. SG 155
1935 1/- Anzac x 10 fine used examples with good centering. SG 155, ACSC 165, Cat. $400 (10)
1935 Silver Jubilee sets of 3 x 2 sets. Fresh MUH with 3d in John Ash pair. SG 156/58, retail $160+ (6)
1935 2/- Silver Jubilee in Plate 1 top left marginal block of 4. MLH in selvedge only, centred slightly top right.
ACSC 168z
1935 2/- Silver Jubilee John Ash imprint block of 4. MUH but small hinge remainder mark below imprint. ACSC 168zb
1935 2/- Silver Jubilee x10 fine used examples. ACSC 168, Cat. $400 (10)
1935 2/- as above x10. MUH with a couple being perfectly centred while others reasonable. SG 158, Retail $800 (10)
1935 3/- "USE THE AIR MAIL" black on pale green booklet complete with 3 panes of 4 x 3d green airmail separated
by interleaving & Air Mail vignettes. Fine apart from very light fading of cover. Purchased at auction in 1999 at $1100.
SG SB24a, ACSC B50, Cat. $2250
1936 (29th Sept) 5/- kangaroo, 1/- SA Cent & KGV 5d pair tied by "LATE FEE MELBOURNE VIC" star cds on "W.
Angliss & Co" Melbourne printed long env with Air Mail vignette top left plus a similar 1938 (2nd Mar) with same
tying 5/- kangaroo & 2d KGVI with neighbouring "LATE FEE" cachet in violet.. Both addressed to Marseilles,
France with arrival b/s's.
1936 2d & 3d Cable pair in fresh MLH imprint blocks of 4, the 3rd with vertical perfs separating on left side of gutter.
ACSC 169/70, Cat. $115
1936 SA Cent set of 3 in John Ash imprint blocks of 4. Fresh MLH. ACSC 171z/73z, Cat. $210
1937 (15th Apr) 5/- kangaroo, 1/- lyrebird & 1d green KGV tied by Air Mail Sydney cds's on Pohl & Krech pre printed
addressed front to Greece endorsed "BY AIR: Australia-Greece-Germany" at top. Attractive usage.
1937 (13th May) "Coronation Day" endorsed in m/s on APO printed "Official First Day Cover" x 3. Each with a
combination of 1d QM & 2d KGVI & Registered Maylands. All addressed to Bassendean with Maylands, Perth &
Bassendean b/s's. Attractive group & unusual. Good cond. (3)
1937 (10th Aug) Sydney Registered long cover readdressed to Marseilles with 22 08 37 receival b/s bearing 5/kangaroo, 1/6d Hermes perf. 10 block of 4, 1/- small lyrebird pair, 2/- kangaroo & 6d large kookaburra thus a total
franking of 15/6d suggesting extra insurance may have been paid in stamps. Foxing affecting stamps but unusual
1937 9d NSW Sesqui in 4 marginal blocks of 8. All fine MUH. SG 195, Cat. £960, retail $700+ (32)
1937/49 Robes set of 3 on thick paper. Well centred fresh MUH. SG 176/78, retail $155 (3)
1937/49 Robes set of 3 on thin paper. 10/- with top selvedge. Well centred MUH with additional 5/- on tinted paper.
ACSC 213A& B/17, Cat. $270 (4)
1937/48 Robes set of 3 on thin paper. All blocks well-centred & fresh MUH. Superb group. SG 176a/78a, Retail $1200
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1937/48 £1 Robes on thick paper . Fine used vert strip of 3 with full & part 1947 Mildura cds's. Late use of this paper
with multiples this fine rarely seen. SG 178
1937/49 £1 Robes on thick paper x 3 with one part Ash imprint margin & another perfined "G NSW" plus a single thin
Paper. All well centred & MUH. SG 178/178a (4)
1938/49 £1 Robes on thin paper with part imprint selvedge at base. MLH. SG 178a, retails at $150+
1938/49 £1 Robes on thin paper. Postally used block of 4 with GPO Sydney cds's. ACSC 217, Cat. $100 x 4 +
premium for block.
1937/48 £1 Robes in John Ash imprint block of 4 on thick paper. Fresh MUH & well centred - superb! ACSC 216z,
Cat. $850
1937/48 10/- & £1 Robes on thick paper ovptd "SPECIMEN". £1 appears genuine & came from a contemporary
collection but no certificate obtained & sold "as is". Both fresh MUH with very good centering. SG 178s/79s,
ACSC 214Ax & 216Bx, Cat. $1875 (2)
1938 ½d kangaroo coil perf block of 4. MUH, centred low right but rarely seen. ACSC 179be, Cat. $2000
1938 ½d to 1/- Postage Dues set of 7. Fresh MUH. SG D11/D118, Cat. £225 (7)
1938 150th Anniv of Australia MUH cinderella sheets of 50 x 9. Some edge wear & odd small tone spot but actual
cinderella stamps fine MUH with bright colours & rarely seen in quantity. Similar sheets have occasionally sold on
Ebay at $50+ each. (9)
1938 1d green QM coil strip of 4. MUH with blunt perfs at right & centered high reflected in low reserve.
ACSC 182Abh, Cat. $500 (2 pairs)
1938/41 2d scarlet KGVI Die II coil perf pair. Fresh MUH. ACSC 188bl, Cat. $500
1940 (18th Jan) 2/- kangaroo pair, 5d ram & 2d KGVI tied by GPO Sydney AIR cds's on Zaandam , Holland addressed
long cover. "OPENED BY CENSOR" red tape tied by "PASSED BY CENSOR S.9" cachet. Zaandam 10.II.1940 b/s.
Worn cond but attractive usage.
1940 6d Spitfire War Savings Stamps x 14 in Post Office folder with "Every stamp stuck on is another nail in the Axis
coffin!" emblazoned at base with "nails" illustrated in each space for a stamp. Card has worn corners but stamps in vg
condition. Not the usual type of Commonwealth card with flag & arms.
1940 6d Spitfire War Savings Stamps x 16 on original "Commonwealth of Australia War Savings Stamps" PO folder.
"Don't be an Onlooker - Be in the fight..." emblazoned at base & "Sixpence a Day Keeps Invaders Away" on back.
Stamp area reads :"Speed Victory Buy War Savings Stamps 6d". Stamps in vg cond & rarely seen on original card in
this quantity & quality. Highly collectable.
1940 6d Spitfire War Savings Stamps x 28 in folder with "Saving is Fun....the SAVINGS STAMP Way! 6D SAVINGS
CERTIFICATE STAMPS" on front cover & "Save for SECURITY" at top of inside. Stamps applied on boxes across
map of Australia. Card in good cond & not a design we have seen before.
1940 6d Spitfire War Savings Stamps x 32 completing all spaces in official Canberra printed "Commonwealth of
Australia War Savings Stamps folder with "Don't be an Onlooker - Be in the Fight..." at base in orange on buff card."
Majority of the stamps in very good cond with "This card is owned by-" completed in m/s.
1941 (2nd Dec) "Australian Red Cross Society" long cover to Red Cross in Switzerland. "Opened by Censor" tape at
one end bearing 5/- & 10/- Robes, latter with perf damage at right, 1d QM, 9d platypus & 1/- lyrebird. "Lisboa-Central 8
JAN 42" b/s. A most attractive franking & env combination.
1941 2d bright purple KGVI with "medal flaw" in lightly used pair with normal. SG 185b, Cat. £100, ACSC 189e
1941 2d bright purple KGVI with "medal flaw" in MUH/MLH marginal blocks of 4 & 6, both with variety MUH.
SG 185b, Cat. £170+
1942 (1st Dec) 1½d Queen Mother with "By Authority" imprint pmkd FDI at Cunderdin, WA on plain cover.
Addressed to a Ray Miller, Hill St, Perth. Torn flap on reverse but a difficult FDC to find & even more so with
imprint pair! ACSC 226Ay, Cat. $600
1943 (8th Jan) 1d red-brown QM, Die 2 John Ash imprint block of 4 & 1½d KGV1 tied by St Kilda Rail Vic cds's with
"Opened by Censor" tape tied by "Passed by Censor cachet. Addressed to USA. Good cond & attractive usage.
1945 (19th Aug) Airmail letter from Melbourne to USA with 4/10d rate paid by 3 x 4d green koalas, one with "colour
spot below right border right of last "A" of Australia variety plus 6d kookaburra & 5d Merino x8 all tied by Melbourne
30 cds's. Small tear & vert filing fold not affecting any of these. Useful to KGVI variety enthusiast! ACSC 198Ch,
Cat. $125 for used single plus substantial premium for being on cover.
1945 (2nd Sept) Airmail cover to Sydney with 3d KGVI tied by woodcut Tokyo Bay cds with "H.M.A.S. SHROPSHIRE
Official signing Of Japanese Surrender" cachet in red. Endorsed on reverse "31.8.45 H.M.A.S. "SHROPSHIRE" Tokyo
Japan" in m/s. Some light staining but a rare survivor. Similar sold in Ace Auctions No. 29 for $210+BP.
Commissioned in 1926 Shropshire was originally part of the British Mediterranean Fleet. She was present for the
Spanish Civil War & supported the evacuation of refugees from Barcelona. At the outbreak of World War II in
September 1939 the cruiser was re-assigned to the South Atlantic for trade protection. Following the loss of the
Australian heavy cruiser HMAS Canberra, it was announced that Shropshire would be transferred to the RAN as a gift.
In March 1944, Shropshire was involved in the Admiralty Islands campaign, in early October Shropshire was reassigned to Task Force 77 & participated in the Battle of Surigao Strait on 25 October. The cruiser was involved in the
Battle of Luzon during January 1945 before returning to the Philippines in time for the Japanese surrender of the
islands. She then proceeded to Japan & was present at Tokyo Bay on 2 September 1945 for the signing of the
Japanese Instrument of Surrender.
1945 (14th Nov) & 1949 (12th Dec) covers with former Registered Capertee NSW to Switzerland bearing Gloucester
set of 3 with latter from Melbourne to Brazil bearing 1/6d Hermes tied by "Post Now For Christmas" slogan &
additionally franked with 2½d, 5½d & 1d tied by cds making rate 2/3d to South America. "Fly With The Mail By TransAustralia Airlines" Air Mail etiquette top left . Minor faults but useful duo. (2)
1946 BCOF set of 8 to 5/- Robes on both thick & thin papers. Mixed centering & all MLH with 5/- on thin paper MUH.
SG J1/7, Retail $390 (8)
1946 BCOF set of 8 to 5/- Robes on both thick & thin papers. All fresh MUH with good to excellent centering.
SG J1/7, retail $500 (8)
1947 (18th Sept) Arthur Bergen "This letter was posted from the only Underground Post Office in Australia at Coober
Pedy" commem cover with 1d QEII & ½d kangaroo tied by bold Coober Pedy cds's & signed by the Postmaster.
Addressed to Bergen in pencil & numbered 13 of 45 on reverse. VG cond. Rarely seen with similar selling in Ace
Auctions Sale No. 26 for $110+BP.
1948 (2nd Aug) "National Geographic Society and Commonwealth Govt. Expedition, Arnhem Land, 1948" Arthur
Bergen map illust commem cover detailing "Objects of the Expedition" Self addressed & signed by him on reverse
with "C.P. Mountford" cachet in violet. Numbered "8" of 85 covers. Exc cond & first we have seen.
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1949/50 £2 green Arms. Fresh MUH & well centered. SG 224d Retails $180
1949/50 £2 Arms with "roller flaw retouch" variety. MVLH. ACSC 271d, Cat. $375
1949/50 Arms marginal MUH set of 4, the £2 Arms with "roller flaw retouch" variety in part imprint positional corner.
Fine MUH. ACSC 268/70, 271da, Cat. $570 (4)
1949/50 Arms set of 3 ovptd "SPECIMEN". MUH with excellent centering. SG 224bs/ds, Retails $220
1949/50 Arms set of 3 ovptd "SPECIMEN". MUH with good centering, the with odd stained perf reflected in reserve.
SG 224bs/ds, ACSC 269x/71x, Cat. $275
1949/50 Arms set of 3 ovptd "SPECIMEN". MUH with good centering. SG 224bs/ds, ACSC 269x/71x, Cat. $275
1951 (27th Dec) 5/- Arms on plain Parcel tag tied by "Broadmeadows Military Camp, Vic Aust" cds with neighbouring
"Military P.O. Broadmeadows, Vic" blue R6 Registered label. Worn cond but still presentable & a rare survivor.
1950 Lithography reprinted Unadopted Essays for the First Commonwealth of Aust issue. Produced in 6 colours incl
black said to be similar to the original colours but on thick, gummed white card. Incls 5 different designs in each of the
6 colours & presented on album Pages. Research suggests issued for the 1950 Aust National Philatelic Exhibition
held in Melbourne. (30)
1951 3d scarlet KGVI complete sheet of 80 with 2 imprints & perf pips at top. 6 units with light gum bend otherwise
fresh MUH, folded down gutter. ACSC 251Ab/zj/zk, Cat. $230
1951 3d scarlet KGVI complete sheet of booklet panes containing 3 blocks of 48 with small gutters in between.
Exc MUH cond. ACSC 251ca x 8, Cat. $360+
1952 (15th April) Registered Airmail cover to Missouri, USA with Carlton North cds's & Reg label. 3 line "PASSED
FREE OF US CUSTOMS DUTY ST. LOIS, MO" cachet in mauve. Several b/s's incl Saint Louis arrival. Some slight
staining but good genuine usage of KGVI.
1954 3½d Red Cross on Royal Flying Doctor - "Northern Territory Medical Service" maxicard tied by GPO Sydney
cds. Excellent unaddressed cond.
1954 3d, 3½d, 7½d & 2/- Birds & Flowers cinderellas in sheetlet of 4 & tete-beche pair of sheetlets with large central
gutter. MUH. These were produced by Bill Hornage of Stamp News in an attempt to show the Australian Post Office
that their stamps could be more attractive than the current issues of the day. (2 items)
1955 1/0½d QEII in bottom part sheet of 40 with selvedge on 3 sides. Fresh MUH. SG 252, ACSC 323, Cat. $160
1959 (4th Feb) ANPEX Royal Exhib cover with 1d & 4d QEII pmkd Sydney Town Hall with neighbouring Exhibition
Aboriginal & Aircraft cinderella. Most attractive.
1959 (3rd July) 7d Flying Doctor block of 4 pmkd Charters Towers on Royal Flying Doctor illust cover with "Carried by
Flying Doctor Aircraft to Charters Towers for Onward Transmission - Third Philatelic Flight" cachet & signed below by
Dr. K Pettit, the doctor on the flight. This was known as "Mercy Flights No. 3". VG cond. AAMC 1403
1959 5/- Cattle in MUH top margin block of 4 on cream paper. SG 127, retail $100+
1960 5d Guiding with Baden-Powell on matching Baden-Powell illust Maxicard/ppc with reproduced signature & pmkd
Budgee NE 5 cds. Attractive popular Scouting thematic.
1960 5d Northern Territory Exploration block of 4 with vert perfs misplaced 3mm to left. MLH.
ACSC 378bb, Cat. $600 as MUH.
1963 (22nd Aug) "Iron Range Mil. P.O. Qld Aust" cds's x 2 on 3d Cocos pair on "Iron range, Queensland: Site of the
Largest Explosion in Australia's History, Conducted by the Army and Department of Supply in 1963" Arthur Bergen
produced commem cover. Self addressed & signed by him on reverse. Exc cond.
1963/64 Navigators set of 6 to £2 CTO plus an extra 5/- & £2 MUH. Fine & well centered. SG 355/60, retail $210+ (8)
1963/64 Navigators set of 6 to £2 in MUH blocks of 4. All marginal & well centred. SG 355/60, retail $760+ (24)
1963/64 Navigators sets of 6 to £2 King x10 sets. Fresh & fine MUH with majority being well centred. SG 355/60, retail
$1900 (10 sets of 6)
1963/64 Navigators set of 8 to £2 with both 10/- & £1 cream & white papers. All fine MUH with perfect centering.
SG 355/60, Retail $290+ (8)
1963/65 Navigators set of 4 to £2 ovptd "SPECIMEN" with £2 being a well centered corner marginal example.
SG 357s/60s, Retails $650+
1963/65 Navigators set of 4 to £2 ovptd "SPECIMEN". Fresh MUH. SG 357s/60s, Retails $650
1963/65 Navigators set to £2 ovptd "SPECIMEN" incl the 10/- & £1 in both cream & white papers. The £2 has the
lower right "SPECIMEN" impression. All fine MUH. ACSC 406x/xb/09xb, Cat. $1375 (6)
1963/64 £2 King postally used horiz pair. Reasonably centred & a rarely seen commercially used multiple plus a
single with indistinct cancel. SG 360 (3)
1963/64 £2 King Navigator in superb MUH bottom marginal block of 4. SG 360, retail $360+
1963/64 Navigators "Investment" hoard comprising 4/- (250), 5/- (210), 7/6d (36), 10/- (36), £1 (25) & £2 (15). All fresh
MUH with mainly singles but incls some pairs & blocks in the lower vals. Majority appear to be selected examples as
reasonably well centred & fresh. Reserve is based on 15 complete sets of 6. Any white papers are a bonus as
unchecked! SG 355/60, Cat. £4500+ (572)
1964 (26th Aug) £2 King & 7/6d Cook navigator on plain typed address cover endorsed "First Day Cover" unusually
pmkd Yealering, WA with accompanying £1 Bass & 10/- Flinders, 4/- Tasman & 5/- King on matching plain covers
hand addressed also pmkd Yealering on FDI. VG Cond. (4)
1964 (29th Dec) "Seventh Australian Scout Jamboree" Dandenong pictorial pmk tying 2d & 3d QEII to matching
Arthur Bergen commem cover. Exc cond & first we have seen.
1964 5d Guillaux Airmail with "Re-entry to second "A" of "Aust" & back of fuselage" variety in MUH block of 4.
ACSC 423d, Cat. $500
1965 5d Churchill in complete sheet of 48 with bottom left light blue & light grey Autotron bars & sheet number bottom
right. Incls "Retouch left of "5d" variety. Fine MUH. ACSC 430d & za/zb, Cat. $100
1965 5d Hargrave with purple omitted. A couple of tone spots not frontally apparent. MUH with normal shown for
comparison. ACSC 433b, Cat. $600
1965 5d Hargrave with purple omitted resulting in missing "5d" value. Fresh MVLH verging on MUH with normal for
comparison. ACSC 433c, Cat. $600
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AUSTRALIA CUSTOMS DUTY
1504
1505
1506
1507

1907 1st Series Perf 10 ¼d x 2, ½d x 17, 1d blue & brown x 36, 1d blue & red x 4 incl block of 4 & three pairs, 3d x 2,
4d & 1/- 7 incl pair. Usual mixed condition but potential for shade research. (69)
1911 2nd Series Roul 7½ 1d, 2d x 3 (1 unused) & 4d x 2 (1 unused). (6)
1911 2nd Series Perf 11 2d x 6 with 3 x yellow-brown shade, 3d & 6d. All used. (8)
1917 2nd Series Perf 11 - "THREE CENTS" on 2d US currency ovpt in black. Used. Elsmore Cat. $250
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1912 3rd Series Perf 14 Used range consisting ½d x 24, 1d x 23, 3d x 4, 6d x 2 & 1/- x 2. Useful pickings. (55)
1912 3rd Series Perf. 11.3 ½d (faults) on American Code Company circular to Sydney with "CUSTOMS DUTY ½D
TO PAY cds beside NSW address. Circular sealed with 1c Franklin with New York pre-cancel. Rare on cover.
1912 3rd Series Perf. 14 ½d x 7 (3 unused), 1d x 3, 2d, 3d x 3 (1 unused), 6d (unused) & 1/-. (16)
1912 3rd Series Imperf ½d with 4 large imperforate margins. Used with repaired tear but previously unrecorded.
1912 3rd Series Perf varieties ½d Perf. 11.3, ½d Perf. 12½, ½d Perf. 12½x11¾, ½d Perf. 12½x13¾ (unrecorded) &
1d Perf. 12½x13¾ . Used selection. (5)
1912 3rd Series Imperf 1d with 4 large imperforate margins. Used by 1916 cancel in violet. Previously unrecorded.
1912 3rd Series 6d Perf. 11.3 used & unused & 6d Perf 12½ x 3 used but damaged. (5)
1917 3rd Series "ONE CENT" US currency ovpt in black on ½d (1½mm setting) used & repaired & ½d (2½mm
setting) Perf 11.3 plus "TWO CENTS" on 1d (1½mm setting) & 1d (2½mm setting) both Perf. 13¾ with latter 3 unused.
1917 3rd Series "ONE CENT" US currency ovpt in black on ½d (1½mm setting) Perf. 11.3x12½ unused.
Elsmore Cat. $150 for used.
1918 4th Series Stone I Perf. 11.3 2d unused & used. Former is thinned, Elsmore Cat. $200 (2)
1919 4th Series Stone I "TWENTY CENTS" US Currency ovpt in black on 1/- Perf. 13¾ (3½mm spacing).
Note Sans serif "Y" in "TWENTY". Fine used.
1918 4th Series Stone II ½d, 1d, 2d & 4d Perf. 12½, 5d x 2 Perf. 11.3 (1 unused, used is repaired), 7d Perf.
12½x11.3 (unused, thinned) & 9d Perf. 11¾ with faults but unrecorded without US currency ovpt. A useful group. (8)
1919 4th Series Stone II "FOURTEEN CENTS" US Currency ovpt with 2mm spacing in black on 9d Perf. 13¾ x 2.
Second example with an unrecorded 3½mm setting. Faults reflected in reserve. (2)
1923 5th Series Perf 11¾ ½d & 1d on 1925 cover from Sterling Telephone & Electric, London to Elsternwick, Vic.
"UNCLAIMED AT ELSTERNWICK" & "NOT KNOWN BY LETTER CARRIERS ELSTERNWICK" boxed cachets &
returned accordingly. "Recd open in RLS" in m/s resulting in "OFFICIALLY SEALED IN THE RETURNED LETTER
SECTION, LONDON POSTAL SERVICE" perforated tabs being used to repair env. Attractive usage.
1923 5th Series Perf 11¾ ½d brown & red x 100+ mint without gum & another 100+ fiscally used. Majority fine.
Useful research group. (200+)
1923 5th Series Perf 11¾ 1d brown & blue with odd other issue. Mixed unused & used. Generally fine. (170+)
1923 5th Series Perf 11¾ 3d yellow/green x 30 unused incl one perfin & 24 fiscally used. Generally fine. (54)
1923 5th Series Perf 11¾ 1/- green/red selection with 20 unused & 10 used, 4 in m/s. Mixed cond. (30)
1923 5th Series Perf 11¾ 4d grey/red x 15 unused & 33 used many with discernible dates. Generally fine. (48)
1923 5th Series Perf 11¾ "THREE CENTS" on 2d orange & green US currency ovpts in black incl 3 perfins. Also
"FOUR CENTS" on 3d x 10 unused. Mixed cond. (52)
1923 5th Series Perf 11¾ ½d brown & red accumulation on Hagners incl a few other series. Approx 50% unused
examples with others good to F/U with many dated cancels. Usual mixed cond but useful shades for research. (c350)
1923 5th Series Perf 11¾ 2d yellow & green (c80) & 3d yellow & green (c30) accumulation noting a few other types
as well. Incls some unused & multiples. Usual mixed cond but a useful range of shades (c110)
1923 5th Series Perf 11¾ ¼d blue & black (c160) & ¾d mauve & bronze (c110) accumulation on Hagners noting a
few from other series. Incls some unused & a few multiples. Usual mixed condition although generally fine & a clear
range of shades (c270)
1923 5th Series Perf 11¾ 1d blue & brown accumulation on Hagners noting a few other series as well, includes some
mint/no gum and a few multiples. Usual mixed condition although generally fine. Nice range of shades (c450)
1931 5th Series Perf 11¾ ¼d blue & black x 222 with 114 unused & ¾d purple & brown x 221 with 122 unused.
Again useful quantities for research. Many of the used have dated cancels. Generally fine. (443)
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1966 $1 Flinders perf. 14 MUH block of 4 plus perf. 15x14 x 2 singles. SG 401/401c Retail $200 (6)
1966 $4 King left marginal example with strong offset. Fresh MUH. ACSC 466c, Cat. $500
1966 Navigators ovptd "SPECIMEN" set of 4 MUH plus both 15mm & 15.5mm settings of 75¢ & $1 vals.
ACSC 462x/65x, 462xb & 463xa, Cat. $380 (6)
1966 4c Dirk Hartog with gold omitted resulting in value & inscription at left missing. MUH. Rarely seen error.
SG 408b, ACSC 472cb, Cat. $2750. Sold a similar in Ace Auctions No. 27 for $1000+BP
1968 Soil/medical gutter pairs with thick lines x 70 & with thin lines x 20. All fresh MUH & unfolded from an
"investment" portfolio! SG 426a, Retails $1800 (90 pairs)
1970 (23rd Feb) "Commemorating Completion of the 2459 Mile Sydney to Perth Standard Rail Link" medallion cover
with "Standard Gauge Rail Link Inaugural Train" pmk tying matching 5c stamp. Some light toning but a rarely seen
cover that sold in an Eastern States auction in 2016 for $180!
1970 (April-June) "Capt. Cook Centenary Celebrations" set of 12 "long" covers with the strip of 5c & 30c postmarked
at each of his landing points down the East coast plus additional set of 12 with just the se-tenant strip of 5 x 5c.
Excellent cond. Retail at $150+ (24)
1970 Capt. Cook Presentation Pack in Japanese (PO 5J) unopened & in exc cond sealed in original packaging.
Retails $400.
1970 Capt. Cook M/S's with MUH x 21 & ANPEX ovptd x 17 plus a set of 12 pmkd at each of his landing points down
the East coast. Retail $850 (50)
1970 Cook Miniature Sheets privately ovptd for Tullamarine Airport opening, 1977 Royal Visit plus the perforated type.
Fresh MUH & increasingly difficult to source. (3)
1970 Definitives Presentation Pack (PO 7) unopened & in exc cond with stamps neatly in position. Sealed in original
packaging. Retails $650. Similar sold in Ace Auction No 29 for $120+BP
1970 Royal Visit commem cover set of 21 with 5c & 30c pairs pmkd at each location. Unaddressed in exc cond. Retail
$140 (21)
1971 "Emergency Air Mail Service" perf & imperf cinderellas plus M/S's incl UK equivalents. Also Airmail envelopes
with FDI oval cachets dated 24-2-71 with the stamps tied by triangular "Emergency Air Mail Service Melbourne" &
reverse direction with London in lieu of Melbourne yielding 5 diff FDC's for each direction plus the MLH labels. Incls
1968 Melbourne Emergency Air Mail Service set of 5 MUH rouletted labels. First time we have seen the covers. (16
covers, 6 M/S's & 5 cinderellas)
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1971 6c Stock Exchange "Artist Colour Separations" annotated gummed imperforated sheetlet of 5 with horiz designs
with colour bar at left & additionally endorsed in pen below "This print for technical reasons" plus a similar sheet again
with an imperforate strip of 5 but the "Australia" & "6c" is white with a vivid colour bar at right & "Photographic TriColour" in pen at base in m/s. The colour "bolts" are in different colours. Unlisted in ACSC & excellent items for an
exhibit illustrating the production process. Some light toning/staining but not detracting from these striking pieces.
Measure 2325mm x 130mm & 220mm x 130mm respectively.
1971 Christmas half sheet with 2 panes of 25 in cream paper. Fresh MUH. SG 498ab, retail $170
1971 Christmas pane of 25 in both white & cream papers. Fresh MUH. SG 498a/b, Retail $195
1971 Christmas panes of 25 x 2, blocks of 7 x 10 & 8 x sets of 7 all on MUH cream paper plus pres packs & 1 FDC.
Useful for re-sale. SG 498a/ab, Retail $865
1971 Christmas panes of 25 x 5, blocks of 7 x 29 & sets of 7 singles x 35 all MUH & on Hagners. Originally purchased
as an "Investment" holding in the 1980's so the original cost was massive noting pane of 25 sold for $150 in April
1987! Current retail of $2400+
1971 Christmas ditto from the same "investment" comprising half sheets of 50 x 5, panes of 25 x 10 & blocks of
7 x 8 plus an irregular block of 18. All fresh MUH with a current retail of $2000+
1971c "Australian Force Vietnam" printed Air Mail concessional envs with map showing Saigon & Hanoi. 5 used &
26 unused plus a different type of map envelope used with "Forces Mail Free" penned at top right. (32)
1972 Primary Industries - "Beef" sets of 4 x 38 incl blocks of 4. Fresh MUH. Another lot from a 1980's "investment"
holding! SG 510/13, retail $455 (152)
1973 2c Desert Rose coil pair with strong offset caused by the sweating of rolls in tropical climates. MUH & striking.
ACSC 530var.
1973 7¢ Metric Conversion "Volume" with smudged black printing at top. Incls normal for comparison. Ex Status
Auction 227 - lot 1274.
1973 8¢ opal top right marginal block of 18 showing yellow colour misplaced 3mm to right plus pre-printing paper fold
causing white diagonal line across 4 centre stamps. ACSC 644cf, Cat. $1800+
1975 (8th Oct) "Queensland Philatelic Exhibition" Souvenir booklets with 18c PNG Indep. Tied by Toombul cds on the
Opening Day with additional MUH block of 4 x 18c inside attached by selvedge. A rarely seen early private booklet.
1975 45¢ Wildflower vertical strip of 5 with outer stamps normal, middle with dull yellow-green omitted while 4th
partially omitted. Fresh MUH. ACSC 727ce, Cat. $750
1977 $10 Coming South painting in horiz strip of 4 with massive perforation shift resulting in "AUSTRALIA $10"
appearing in the top half of the stamps. Fresh MUH & a spectacular variety. ACSC 784ba, Cat. $1200
1977 $10 Coming South painting in bottom marginal block of 4 with massive perforation shift resulting in "AUSTRALIA
$10" appearing in the top half of stamp plus on the bottom selvedge. A striking error. MUH. ACSC 784b, Cat. $1200+
1978 15c Christmas in full sheet of 50 with extensive ink stripping along bottom row resulting in reddish-orange shade
to dress & a lighter background. Some perf separation & creasing suggesting originally printers waste.
1979 20¢ Train with grey omitted resulting in "Australia 20¢" being "albino". Incls normal for comparison. Sold for
$800+ BP at Status in Jan 2014. Not listed in ACSC.
1979 80c Trial Vending booklet with massive miscut resulting in "stamp folder four 20c stamps 80c" appearing in the
centre & "Australia Post" split in half appearing at both the top & bottom of booklet. Incls normal for comparison.
Adhesion remains on reverse possibly due to it originating from printers waste? A striking miscut. (2)
1980 22c "Meals on Wheels" block of 25 with striking 3mm pre-printing paper fold resulting in bold white lines
diagonally affecting 6 units plus interrupted perfs on several. A lovely example of this flaw. MUH SG 750var.
1980 28¢ Rainbow Bird top right marginal block of 25 with massive pre-printing paper crease with smaller creases
spreading beneath it. A spectacular example of this flaw. SG 735var.
1981 24¢ Tasmanian Tiger from 1st printing with dark green (grass) omitted plus normal for comparison. Sold for
$400+ BP at Status in Jan 2014.
1982 27c Tree Frog sheet of 100 boldly handstamped in red "CANCELLED SPECIMEN ONLY". 100 strikes so
plenty of practice for one PO employee!
1982 60c Humpback Whale trial printing with solid blue-green background with normal for comparison. MUH
ACSC 930E(1), SG 841a, Cat. £250
1983 27c Australia Day in 3 complete sheets of 100 with a massive Doctor Blade flaw affecting all 3 but the central
one in particular with 38 stamps affected & the gutter. The actual ink stripping measures 65mm x 370mm on middle
sheet & 60mm x 380mm on the first reducing on third sheet. Stunning & amazing that these made it through the
manual printers checks of the day. (3 sheets of 100)
1984 75c Clipper Ships reduced size printers proof block of 20 with less than half-filling a top left, gummed
corner block of 8 normal size horizontal units with 4 totally blank & the top right pair half printed. Unknown origin,
possibly printers trial?
1984 Ausipex Miniature Sheets overprinted "World's Greatest Stamp Event", "FIAP" with logo, "Commemorative
Album Souvenir Sheet" & "FIP" also with logo. MUH set. Retail at $120+ (5)
1984 Navigators (No. 3) & 1985 KGV Silver Jubilee (No. 4) Replica Cards x 50 of each. Exc cond & part of an
"investment holding"! Total retail of $800 (100)
1985 (17th July) 33c Ginger Meggs "Childrens Book" issue tied by pictorial Hornsby, NSW FDI matching pmk on
colour illustrated cover by James Kemsley, the Australian cartoonist who produced Ginger Meggs. He has signed
below the cartoon. Ginger Meggs now appears in over 120 newspapers in over 30 countries. This is a most attractive
cover & only the second we have seen. The last one sold in Ace Auctions Sale 24 for $130+BP.
1986 Sentimental Bloke - Stampex 1986 commem booklets with strip of stamps x 3. Incls extracts from CJ Dennis
poem inside. Pfeffer & Crum UB15 Cat. $300 (3)
1986 Year of Peace gutter strip with "State Visit by Chaim Herzog President of the State of Israel 1986" inscribed on
silver in gutter between each pair plus "Papal Visit 1986" in same format. MUH & elusive. (2)
1987 36c PSE with added 2 x 60c Lionfish & Priority Paid label tied by Bondi Beach cds's & violet "clock" despatch
cachet with matching timed b/s's. Interestingly addressed to "Mr Lang Hancock, the Rose Mahal 43 Dalkeith, Perth".
A 36c PSE but without the sender being that well acquainted!! Addressed to "Lang Hancock, The Famous Piggy
Millionaire per Post Office, Perth, WA" with accompanying note, "Postman, I understand he lives on a "property" east
of Perth. Please deliver - Thank you!" A helpful AP employee has added "Try Hancock Mining, Canning Hwy,
Nedlands." Something a little different! (2)
1987 37c Bionic Ear from Technology set with massive misperforation resulting in "AUSTRALIA" appearing at base.
Fine MUH. ACSC 1224b, Cat $275
1987 37c Bionic Ear from Technology set with massive misperforation as above. MUH. ACSC 1224b, Cat $275
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1987 Aboriginal Crafts set of 5 x 30 sets plus an additional 15 of the 3c & 15c vals. Fresh MUH. SG 1093/97
Retail $400+ (180)
1988 (19th-24th April) QEII Royal Tour of Western Australia set of 6 commem covers each ovptd with date & journey
details & a different pmk on each incl Perth Airport. (6)
1988 37c Early Years se-tenant gutter block of 10 ovptd "R.A.S. Showground Sydney Bicentennial National Stamp
Exhibition SYDPEX 88 30 July to 7 August 1988" with MUH & CTO examples plus another ovptd in blue with "Stamp
and Coin Show Sydney November 11-13 1988 The First Fleet" MUH. Retail $90 (3 gutters)
1988 37c First Fleet Arrival se-tenant gutter block of 10 ovptd Melbourne "Stamp and Coin Show 1988" with
illustrations of Dampier, Tasman, Hunter Cook & Phillips. MUH & one of the scarcest early gutters.
1988 Executive Leather Yearbook. Exc cond. Retails $140
1988, 1989, 1990 & 1991 Adelaide F1 Grand Prix illust covers each with a diff daily pmk over the 4 days (5 for 1990).
Each feature F1 cars, teams & drivers. Most attractive. (17)
1989 $3 Urban Environment booklets with 1 Koala reprint logo ovptd "NZ 1990 WORLD STAMP EXHIBITION 24
AUG-2SEPT 1990" in gold x 90. All CTO by Melbourne GPO cds. (90)
1989 $4.10 Trams booklet ovptd with ASDA logo & "RECEPTION DINNER 20th October 1989" in gold with
neighbouring "VICTORIAN CHAPTER" also in gold. Exc cond. Pfeffer & Crum B160(1), Cat. $275
1989 39c Fishing x 4 used with 3 on piece from the booklets with each displaying misperforation incl one with
"AUSTRALIA" appearing at both top & bottom of stamp. SG 1179var. (4)
1989 $3.60 Christmas booklets x 4 all overprinted "World Stamp Expo '89 17 Nov-3 Dec 1989" with Washington logo.
Pfeffer B161(2). Retail $175ea ($700) (4)
1990 28c & 43c Heidelberg booklet stamps in both perfs with 15 x perf.14.½ & 25 x Perf. 15½. MUH SG 1269/70a/b,
retail $120 (80)
1992 Koala Frama paper varieties with a "00.00" double printed & a full "00.00" offset. Both MUH & most unusual. (2)
1993 "Hopping Mouse" & "Ghost bat" CPS labels from the Threatened Species series with "NO STAMPS", "VAL
STAMPS", "NO SPOILS", "VAL SPOILS", "NO LABELS" & "VAL LABELS" imprints followed by the amounts plus a
third red "candle & holder" design with similar imprints. Interesting trio. MUH. (3)
1993 $25.50 value printed twice & "POSTAGE PAID" CPS imprint on red dummy trial label on backing paper plus
another of similar "candle & holder" design without imprint. Rarely seen as used for testing trials. (2)
1993 (30th Oct) "Sutherland Shire Philatelic Society Spring Stamp Fair" privately produced booklets illustrated with a
tram x 3. 2 with a 45c Dinosaur inside & one with 45c train. Pfeffer & Crum UB16-92a/b, Cat. $90 (3)
1993/94 $40 Wood Duck sheetlet of 4 with matching $10 Telecom phonecard & $12 & $8 Koala Conservation also
with matching $5 phonecard all in "Collectors' Folio Edition" folders. All ovptd & numbered in gold. Produced by the
Aust National Parks & Wildlife Service with funds going to Wildlife conservation. Most attractive.
1994 $1 International Year of the Family right marginal example with perfs misplaced upwards & to left. ACSC 1716b
1994 $4.50 Zoos S/A booklet ovptd "S.C.D.A.A. Christmas Dinner 1994 Series 4" in gold with logo. No. 188. (Pfeffer &
Crum B178(3)), 1995 $2 Endeavour booklet ovptd "Illawarra Philatelic Society 50th Anniversary in gold (P&C B181(1))
& 2006 $5 C/wealth Games S/A booklet ovptd "Milton Ulladulla Stamp Club - Blessing of the Fleet 50th Anniversary
2006" in gold No. 29 (P&C B921a(4)) All in exc cond. Total cat. $110 (3)
1994 45¢ "Family of Koalas on Branch" sheet stamp single with perfs misplaced 6mm high resulting in "KANGAROO"
& "AUSTRALIA 45¢" both at top of stamp. MUH ACSC 1722b, Cat. $75
1994 45¢ kangaroo in motion sheet stamp with top left selvedge & horizontal perfs misplaced 6mm upwards. MUH &
striking with margins. ACSC 1722b, Cat. $75+
1994 Kangaroos & Koalas CPS strips of 6 x $40 values with "SINGAPORE 95" & "NPC" imprints. Unusual as the
standard value was 45c. Fine MUH. Total FV $480
1994 Kangaroos & Koalas CPS set of 6 x 45c vals with "NPC" imprints but clear double print of value & "NPC" plus
additional "45c" inverted at top centre of 2 of the 6 vals. First we have seen of this variety. Fine MUH. (6)
1994 Kangaroos & Koalas CPS strips of 6 x $100.00 vals with imprints for "REX", "AEROPEX", "HAYMKT", "BRIS
GPO" & "NPC" with each hand stamped "VOID" in red. Possible training or test labels but most unusual. Total FV
$2,400 with 4 strips of FV $600ea before voiding!
1994, 1995, 1996 x 4, 2006 & 2017 x 2 Southpex booklets. 1996 & 2017 with both left & right attached stamps. All
excellent cond. Pfeffer & Crum UB14-99a, UB14-01b x 2, UB14-02b x 2, UB14-03a, UB14-04a, UB14-05a x 2 &
UB14-06a x 2 & 06b. Cat. $120 (12)
1995 $2 Endeavour booklet overprinted ''Armadale - Kelmscott Philatelic Society 15th Anniversary - May 1995'' in
black. Numbered 058. Pfeffer & Crum B181(6), Cat. $180
1996 Festival, 1999 Tiwi & 1999 Farewell Frama 20cms strips of blank paper for each design. 2 strips for the
"Farewell" issue to show the whole design. Fine MUH. (4 strips)
1996 Pets M/S's sets of 7 x 3 with all the different Exhibition overprints in gold for Taipei, Swanpex, Melbourne
National Philatelic, ASDA Centrepoint, St Peters Collectible Fair, Queensland Spring Show & Hong Kong '97.
All fine MUH. Retail $210 (21)
1997 90¢ Australia Day top right marginal example with showing all colours of design doubled incl the "$45.00"
imprint in selvedge. MUH. Vendor paid $215 for last mentioned at 2010 auction.
1997 45c "The Dreaming - Dumbi the Owl" vertical imperforate gutter pair. Very light toning not visible on front.
ACSC 2043b. Cat. $350
1997 Dolls & Bears sheetlets of 10 ovptd in selvedge "Brisbane Stamps & Coin Expo" with teddy bear illust x 3.
ACSC 2032/36za (3)
1997 $50 Royal Flying Doctor sheetlets of 10 with illust gutters x 2 & ditto with "Australian Red Cross + $2.50"
overprint on $7.50 vals. Fine MUH. Also 1984 $10 & $50 RFDS sheetlets of 10 for $1 & $5 "Only Valid for Carriage by
ROYAL FLYING DOCTOR SERVICE" cinderellas. Total FV $310 (7 sheetlets)
1999 "Personalised Stamps - Exclusive to Australia Post People" $4.50 Polly Woodside SES sheet & $9 "Best
Wishes" with personalised photo x 20 plus 2000 AGFEST x 2, 2000 International Jamboree "Beyond Imagining" &
"Celebrate 2000" 45c Millennium Personalised SES sheets. All MUH, the first we have not seen before so possibly
only for PO employees? FV $36 (6 sheets)
1999 45c Greetings Stamps in complete SES sheets of 20 with different personalised photo tabs. Each titled by
different Greeting. A rarely seen group of 5. Fresh MUH. SG 1896/1900var. (5 sheets)
1999 Navigators M/S pairs perfined "A99" in both MUH & CTO x 2 of each. Retail $170 (8)
1999 Navigators M/S pairs imperforate x 100. Fresh MUH & part of an "investment" package. SG 1852ca/cb. FV $270,
retail $25/pair ($2500) (200 M/S's)
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1999 Australia Post Engraved Stamps of the Commonwealth of Australia. Contains 28 proofs struck from the original
dies in black. Incls the 1d KGV, 2d Sydney Harbour Bridge & 7/6 Cook Navigator. Limited Edition on Archival Paper.
Pristine cond. Cost $375 from Aust Post & retails for $375.
2000 Perth Skyworks SES sheetlet of 10. Rarely seen as low quantities were printed due to the AP machinery
overheating on the night. Fresh MUH. Retails $300+
2000 Australian Gold Medallists sheetlet of 17 x 45c from Aust Post Yearbook x 30. Fine MUH. Retail $50ea ($1500),
FV $230 (30 sheetlets)
2000, 2004 & 2008 Olympic Gold Medallists AP collections complete with MUH panes of 10 as issued. FV $245 (3)
2000 ''Golden Hero's'' AP Presentation book with slipcase. Contains all Olympic gold medal winners sheets &
Paralympians blocks of 4. Limited Edition No. 393 of 1500. Exc cond. FV $95 & retails at $325.
2000 (8th Sept) $1 Koala ovptd "International POST" personalised photo tabbed issue on "Personal Greetings"
commem cover. Rarely seen. Exc unaddressed cond.
2001 $4.90 Cent of Federation S/A booklet ovptd "1970-2000 Shoalhaven Philatelic Society Inc. 30th Anniversary" in
gold with both Philatelic & Gen barcodes numbered 5 & 277 respectively. Pfeffer B232(1) & B232a(1), Cat. $120 (2)
2001 Australia Post Engraved Stamps of the Commonwealth of Australia "Federation". It contains 30 proofs struck
from the original dies in blue/bluish-green. Incls the 1/- ANZAC & 10/- Arms & AAT 1961 5d Mawson. Limited Edition
on Archival Paper. Excellent cond. Retails at $375
2002 Winter Paralympic Games Gold Medal Winners Milton & Bunting in Personalised SES $9 sheets of 20 x 45c.
MUH. Retail at $70 (2)
2003 Australia Post Engraved Stamps of the Commonwealth of Australia "Royalty". It contains 32 proofs struck from
the original dies in rose-red. Incls the unissued 2d KGV, 5/- & 10/- Robes & the 1939 2d Duke of Kent as Governor
General proposed design. Limited Edition on Archival Paper. Slipcase with scratch mark on reverse but book & proofs
in excellent cond. Retails at $375
2004 (6th Feb) Adelaide to Darwin Inaugural Journey by "THE GHAN" with "Guaranteed Carried on the ….Ghan
Train" cachet & signed by Adrian Kloeden of Great Southern Railways. Most attractive design with 4 x 50c "GHAN TO
DARWIN" imprinted CPS stamps tied by the pictorial pmks of the stopping points on the trip, Adelaide, Alice Springs,
Katherine & Darwin.
2005 "POSTAGE PAID AUSTRALIA RWANDA FPO 4" grey on white S/A label on piece tied by F.P.O. 4 cds dated
7 MR 05. First time seen by us.
2005 $2 Pacific Explorer APF privately produced booklet with 4 x 50c Globe Personalised SES stamps showing Viktor
Gorbatko, the Russian astronaut on the 4 tabs & signed by him opposite. Pfeffer & Crum UB26b var.
2005 $5 Australian Wine S/A booklet ovptd "Ballarat Stamp Fair 9th October 2005" in black x 3. Pfeffer & Crum
B281(2), Cat. $390 (3)
2005 Australia Post Engraved Stamps of the Commonwealth of Australia "Transport & Communication" containing
32 proofs struck from the original dies in green. Incls the 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge & 8d Kingsford Smith plus AAT
1957 2/- Flag raising. Limited Edition on Archival Paper. Exc cond. Retail at $375 & cost $165 from Aust Post.
2006 (1st June) Perth addressed "Parliament House, The Gay Kingdom of the Coral Sea" with Aust $1.25 Int Post &
neighbouring €2 "Rainbow Flag" stamp tied by "Heaven GLK Post Office" cds. Incls an information sheet from
"Parliament House" with historical & geographical details as well as information regarding the establishment of "The
Royal Gay Mail" plus a handwritten note signed by Jason Alexander (administrator) with accompanying MUH €18
sheetlet containing 9 different €2 designs. A similar lot sold in our previous auction with a hammer price of $260!
2007 $5 Signs of the Zodiac S/A booklets complete set of 12. FV $60. SG SB230/41, retail $150 (12)
2007 Architecture/Landmarks Imperforate complete sheet from the left pane comprising 12 individual M/S's.
Complete with Cert of Authenticity & numbered 1429 of 2000. Dealers sell the individual imperf M/S's at $25 each.
(12 imperf M/S's in sheet)
2008 $2 Qantas A380 First Flight M/S in pres pack numbered 1666/5000 in silver & the Prestige FDC with magnetic
stick pin plus 2 Airmail flight covers carried on the first flight commercial flight to Los Angeles with Tullamarine
coloured Qantas pmk. (4 items)
2008 $5 Cent of Rugby S/A booklets complete set of 16 plus the $10 "Emblem" edition with pane of 20. FV $90.
SG SB268/84, retail $275 (17)
2008 $5 Working Dogs S/A booklet ovptd "S.C.D.A.A. Newcastle Stamp & Coin Super Fair (NSW) 2008 SERIES 38"
in gold with logo & numbered "223" Exc cond.
2008 $5.50 Tourist Precincts S/A booklet ovptd "APTA 60TH ANNIVERSARY 1948-2008" in gold with 2 logos &
Sunstamp Brisbane M/S ovptd "60th Anniversary" also with both logos in gold. Each numbered "89" in special
commem "Dinner 8th November 2008" folder. Exc cond.
2010 $5.50 Kokoda & matching M/S both ovptd "MELBOURNE 24th-25th JULY 2010" in gold with APTA logo.
Each numbered "100". (2)
2010 60c Emergency Services foil embellished gutter block of 10 & $20 Polymer banknote with matching Note serial
number added to gutter in black m/s. Limited Edition. Retails $150
2010-2012 Colonial Heritage Packs x 3 diff with $5 & $4 x 2 imperf M/S's. Exc cond. Retail $117 (3)
2011 Mythical Creatures 3D presentation pack complete with glasses plus the pair of medallion covers containing
6 different medals. Exc cond. Retail $140 (3 items)
2011 Flood Relief Appeal $3 sheetlet of 5 from the 2011 Aust Post Yearbook x 13. MUH. Retail $42 ea. ($546)
with FV $39 (13)
2012 Australian Zoos M/S collection incl 7 x imperf M/S's & an special embellished issue with fur effect. Ex the Aust
Post Impressions catalogue. No 327 of only 500. Recently sold on Ebay at $200+
2012 Black Caviar "The Greatest Sprinter in the World", 2013 "A Racing Legend" & "The Wonder from Down Under"
2-3 sheet folders. FV $42 & a retail of $100+ (3)
2012 Black Caviar as above. (3)
2012 Olympic Gold Medallists AP Collection with $6 sheetlets of 10 for each Olympian. FV $48, retails $100
2012 & 2016 Olympic Games Gold Medallists in $6 & $10 sheetlets of 10 respectively. Complete sets MUH incl the
Paralympian in both sets. FV $148 (18 sheets)
2013 "Centenary of Kangaroo Stamps FIP World Stamp Exhibition" Official dealers/exhibitors invitation folder with
lenticular design Kangaroo cover, CD & M/S. Most attractive.
2013 "Kangaroo & Map" silver ingots in pres folders x 2 as issued by RAM & Aust Post. No. 2437 & 4050 of 5000.
Cost $80 (2)
2013 "Road Trip" Caravan shaped pres folder featuring $1.20 M/S's x 5 different & all imperf. Limited edition of 300
from Aust Post "Impressions" catalogue. Exc cond.
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2013 $100 Kangaroo & Map sheetlet of 10 x $10 with "Specimen" & "OS" Perfd & ovptd examples in Colonial Heritage
pack. Scarce as withdrawn early due to validity of ovpts. Retails at $175
2013 $100 Kangaroo & Map sheetlet of 10 x $10 as above. Retails at $175
2013 $6 World Stamp Exhibition Personalised S/A booklet. Image features a sepia picture of "Raoul Wallenberg".
Rarely seen booklets as only available from the exhibition.
2013 Aust Legends of Music pres folder with 2 circular record styled M/S's incorporating 5 imperforate stamps &
numbered 19 of only 300. Excellent cond.
2013 Historic Buildings pres folder containing 5 M/S's each numbered 26 of 250. Four feature the building represented
with the set of 4 in an embellished embossed M/S. Attractive presentation.
2014 "Troops Depart", 2015 "Gallipoli", 2016 "Battle if Fromelles" & 2018 "Third Battle of Ypres" Medallion Cover set
of 4 commem the Centenary of WWI. Exc cond & numbered 0272, 0076, 1005 & 1005 of 2000 respectively. Difficult to
obtain with retail prices between $180 & $250 each! (4)
2015 "The Hall of Valour" Victoria Cross Aust Post Pres Book with 7 sheetlets of 70c Medal tabbed stamps showing
b&w photos of recipients. Most attractive. Cost $49.95 with FV $45+
2015 Parliament Houses joint issue Miniature Sheets ovpt "Singapore 2015" in gold for the Exhibition. Set of 6
different with each day indicated with the daily Exhibition postmark. The cancelled set was only available from the
show. Retail is $250+ (6)
2016 "In Come the Dollars" Prestige Booklets x 5. Incls the imperforate gummed 1963-1966 Birds set to 3/- & 30c
respectively. FV $100 with a retail double that! (5)
2016 Butterflies M/S set of 6 days with New York Show logo & each with diff design embellishments plus 2018 China
Asian International Stamp Exhibition sets of Beetles embellished M/S's for Day1 to Day 5 x 2 sets. All fine MUH. FV
$70+ & retail $155 (16)
2016 Aust Post Leather Yearbook unopened. Cost $139.95 with a FV of $109.75
2018 (16th-18th Mar) $1 Lucy Osburn Modern Nursing in Aust PSE's pmkd in green, black & red for each day of the
Canberra Stamp Show. Numbered 015, 102 & 251 with only 100 per day & restricted to one per person per day. (3)
2018 (8th July) Perth Stamp & Coin Show Silos M/S & Ford Falcon 50c coloured coin PNC both pmkd in red for the
closing day. Numbered 0241/0300 & 082/100 respectively. Exc cond. (2)
2018 Art in Nature M/S ovptd "1893-2018 125th Anniversary Philatelic Society of Western Australia" in black. MUH
2018 Finches sets of 6 embellished M/S's x 20 sets as issued for the Thailand World Stamp Show. MUH & all still in
original packaging. FV $360 with a retail of $900 (120)
2020 $1.10 "Milnga-Milnga" by Boxer Milner from the "Art of the Desert" set with the missing "AUSTRALIA" & "2020"
at base variety. Incls normal for comparison. Appeared in the annual Aust Post yearbook in error. This will be listed in
the next Aust SG Catalogue.
2020 Civil Aviation & Qantas Centenary Limited Edition imperforate block of 6 x $3.30 M/S's with colour bars at right &
"013/250" inscription in margin with accompanying COA. Fine MUH.
2020 Qantas Centenary box set of 11 x $1 RAM coloured commem coins. Excellent condition in original RAM box.
Incls the $1 coloured copper coin to honour the origins of Qantas's iconic Kangaroo Symbol which was inspired by the
Australian Penny. Most attractive & an ideal Christmas gift!
2020 Yearbooks x 3. Many PO's had sold out of these due to the "Art of the Desert" error shown in the lot above. Exc
unopened cond. Reserved at the Face Value of $360+ with a much higher retail! (3 books)
2021 (14th March) Perth Stamp & Coin Show Quokka illust PNC with $1 Quokka coin & $1.10 Quokka pmkd Perth
with show pictorial cancel in red for closing day. No. 270 of 120. Sold out on the day.
2021 $13.30 RAAF Centenary "My Stamps" S/A sheetlet in pres pack containing 12 x $1.10 different aircraft in b&w or
colour. Most attractive.
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1931 (15th Feb) 1/- lyrebird tied by Lismore NSW cds to Registered Airmail cover with provisional h/s Lismore Reg
label addressed to Grahame Dickson, Point Piper, Sydney. ANA Airmail vignette top left. (Frommer 26d). Contrary to
markings on the cover, this is not a Lismore to Sydney FFC for which Frommer records as 2nd Jan 1931 nearly 3
weeks earlier. An unusual & interesting FDC. Shows some ageing but nonetheless desirable. ACSC 145y, Cat. $450
1931 (19th Mar) Kingsford Smith set of 3 on illustrated commercial cover tied by Bourke St Melbourne cds's with
neighbouring tied 1927 1½d Canberra, 1929 1½d WA cent & Sturt pair. VG cond. & attractive. ACSC 143y, Cat. $275
1932 (1st June) 6d red-brown kookaburra tied by Registered Perth cds with matching R6 black & blue label.
Addressed to USA. Slightly aging & edge wear. Perth, Brooklyn & New York b/s's. Attractive. ACSC 150y, Cat. $325
1935 (2nd May) Silver Jubilee set of 3 tied by Melbourne cds with Elizabeth St. Registration label on "Northern Stamp
Company" KGV illust FDC addr to Orlo Smith. 2 light hinge remainders on back otherwise fine. ACSC 168y, Cat. $425
1935 (2nd May) Silver Jubilee set of 3 to 2/- on plain cover addressed to Ernest Crome of NSW. Hawthorn Stamp
Sales had a similar cover on offer for $850 in 2019. Fine cond. ACSC 168y, Cat. $425
1936 (1st Apr) 2d & 3d Cable pair tied by Registered Brisbane cds with matching reg label on illustrated Standard
Stamp Company cover addressed to East Ipswich. Very fine. ACSC 170y, Cat. $175
1936 (1st Apr) 2d & 3d Cable pair tied to John Gower Map illust cover by Birdwood Sth Aust cds with matching Reg
label. Addressed to "The Postmaster, Post Office Unley". Very fine. ACSC 170y, Cat. $175
1936 (3rd Aug) South Aust Cent set of 3 tied by Broadmeadow NSW cds's to Northern Stamp Company Capt.
Hindmarsh illust cover addressed to "The Stamp Shop", Hamilton. 2 hinge remainders on reverse otherwise fine & a
rarely seen cover. ACSC 173y, Cat. $175++
1936 (3rd Aug) South Aust Cent set of 3 tied by Glenelg SA cds to South Australia Stamp Company illust & registered
cover to Artamon NSW. "Express" in m/s top left & airmail vignette at base. Glenelg 3rd Aug 3.45p, Adelaide 3rd Aug
4.30p, Sydney 4th Aug & Artamon NSW 5th Aug 7.30am b/s's. VG cond. ACSC 173y, Cat. $175
1937 (1st Oct) NSW Sesqui set of 3 on scarce Perth GPO Registered Alf Campe "Sydney Cove" illust FDC. Much
scarcer than the Official GPO cover. Very good cond.
1937 (1st Oct) NSW Sesqui set of 3 tied to Sydney Registered Northern Stamp Company colour "Arthur Phillip"
illustrated cover. Addressed to Blackebys Stamp Depot, Newcastle. A scarce, colourful cover. Some scuffing on
reverse but frontally fine & attractive.
1937 (1st Oct) NSW Sesqui-Cent on Official Sydney Harbour Bridge illust cover with set of 3 tied by crisp Kalgoorlie
cds's. Neatly hand addressed to Mrs Elsey, Bishopsbourne, Kalgoorlie with additional Kalgoorlie strike on reverse.
Sent by her husband, William Edward Elsey who was Bishop of Kalgoorlie at the time & later to be Chaplain to the
Australian Armed Forces during World War II. Exc cond & an interesting background to sender.
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1938 (1st Feb) 4d koala block of 4 tied by Jamberoo, NSW central cds with accompanying Reg label on Koala illust
b&w Northern Stamp Co cover addressed to Northbridge, NSW with "Express Delivery" in m/s. 3 hinge remainders on
reverse otherwise fine & a rarely seen cover.
1938 (1st Sept) 9d platypus with bottom selvedge tied by Elizabeth St, Melbourne cds with matching blue label
alongside on an unidentified Platypus illust cachet described by Hawthorn Stamp Sales as being "rare cachet type" &
consequently priced at $395 (c2019). Fine cond.
1938 (3rd Oct) 1/4d magenta KGVI John Ash imprint pair on plain cover tied by Registered Perth cds with matching
R6 label. Hand addressed to Mt Lawley with 4th Oct b/s. Some tone spotting but a rarely seen cover in this format.
1940 (15th July) AIF set of 4 on "Men, Munitions, Material" illust cover Registered with "Military P.O. Melville, W.A." R6
label & "MIL. P.O. MELVILLE WEST AUST" cds's. Neatly addressed to John Ensby, Guildford Grammar School, East
Guildford. Some light water staining not detracting from a very interesting cover as comes complete with original
enclosed letter hand written by William Edward Elsey, Chaplain to the Australian Armed Forces during World War II &
dated the day before issue with address "c/o 28th Battalion, Military Camp, Melville". Letter is to his son John detailing
his missing dinner in the camp & having to dine at The Freemasons Hotel in Fremantle! John latter joined the RAAF
as a pilot. Lovely social history relevant to this issue.
1944 (4th Dec) 2d purple KGVI defins on Kangaroo illust Hughes cover tied by Broadmeadow, NSW cds's &
addressed to Lambton. Fine cond.
1945 (9th Feb) Duke of Gloucester sets of 3 on 2 unidentified cacheted covers. The first being a possible John Shaiak
map illust cover with Sydney machine cancel while the second, a possible L.C. Bishop cover with an elaborate cachet
in mauve with details relevant to the issue tied by Pagewood NSW cds's. Former with odd stain while latter is fine. (2)
1946 (18th Feb) Peace set on unidentified Coat of Arms illust cover Registered GPO Sydney with set neatly tied by
crisp matching cds's. Addressed to "Jones' Book Shop, 80 Hunter St, Sydney" by h/s in black. Small area of staining
lower right otherwise fine. Described by Hawthorn Stamp Sales as "exceptionally scarce" & priced at $160 c2019.
1946 (14th Oct) Mitchell set of 3 set on unidentified "crossed flags" illust cover. Unaddressed with central upright
Armidale, NSW cds. Illust & text in blue. 2 small tears at top & a little stained but the first we have seen of this type.
1947 (8th Sept) "50th Anniversary City of Newcastle" Smyth illust covers x 2, the 2nd with "FIRST DAY COVER 8th
September, 1947" printed in red ink omitted. Both with Newcastle set of 3 tied by GPO Sydney cds's. The 1st cover is
registered to a Sydney address while second addressed to the USA & has been uprated to the 1/6d airmail rate. Both
covers are in good cond, the former with some light toning but both rarely seen. (2)
1947 (8th Sept) Newcastle set of 3 on "NEWCASTLE Sesqui-centenary 1797-1947" cacheted cover with set tied by
Brisbane cds's. VG cond.
1947 (20th Nov) 1d Princess Elizabeth strip of 3 tied by Brisbane cds on a "Set Maker Series" green & brown pictorial
cover with typed address & a second with imprint block of 4 tied by Windsor Victoria cds on an unknown publishers
"crossed flags cover with issue details printed beneath. Both in good cond. (2) fine cond. (2)
1948 (16th Feb) 1/3d "Hereford Bull" illust Arthur Bergen registered cover with "PARAFIELD" provisional reg label No.
56 with "By Authority" imprint block of 4 tied by Parafield cds's. Most attractive & a "sought after" cover producer.
1948 (16th Feb) 1/3d bull & 2/- crocodile on "Hereford Bull" illust Rex Bodin cover. Registered & pmkd Lockleys South
Aust & addressed to NZ with By Air Mail vignette plus another with crocodile "Aboriginal Art" design registered "Mount
Lofty" with provisional label in m/s & neat cds. Both with light toning on edges of R. labels but otherwise good cond. (2)
1948 (12th Jul) 2½d Farrer block of 4 on Registered "O.H.M.S. Postmaster-General's Department, Sydney, NSW"
Official cover tied by GPO Sydney cds's. The "Cover Collector" No.14 states "The First Official OHMS FDC - rare" see
page 33/4. Neat typed address to USA with several backstamps. Fine cond.
1949 (17th Jun) 2½d Lawson on Oxford Press, Rockingham FDC tied by Allenstown Qld cds with Rockhampton
address in m/s. Good cond & a rarely seen cover.
1952 (19th Mar) 1/0½d KGVI AJ Peake hand illustrated "Penguin" Macquarie Island Registered cover with crisp
ANARE Macquarie cds. Provisional R6 blue Regd label with "MACQUARIE ISLAND" h/s in violet. 5 b/s's incl Hobart,
Adelaide & Macquarie Is. A scarce cover highly sought after in exc cond.
1959 (22nd Apr) 4d Post Office pair on AFDC cover pmkd Parramatta with "Limited to 70 Copies of which this is
Number 15" cachet with "15" in m/s plus the A.F.D.C. Baulkham Hills, NSW" h/s front & back. Typed Qld address in
red. Good cond & rarely seen. This producers covers have sold in Eastern States auction for up to $120 each!
1959 (5th June) 4d Qld Centenary on AFDC Baulkham Hills, NSW produced cover pmkd "Queensland Centenary
Stamp Exhibition Aust QUCEX City Hall Brisbane" with neighbouring "100 YEARS" cachet. "Limited to 60 Copies of
which this is Number 11" cachet with "11" in m/s plus the A.F.D.C. Baulkham Hills, NSW" h/s front & back as above.
1970 (16th Mar) 5c & 20c Expo on Official APO unaddressed cover tied by neat GPO Perth cds. Retails $120+
1977 (9th Mar) Test Cricket Cent signed by Kevin Wright, Craig Sergeant & Ian Brayshaw from the WA Shield
Winning team & similar by Wright & Brayshaw only plus another of a different design pmkd Perth GPO also signed by
these 2 cricketers. (3)
1977 $10 "Coming South" FDC with Claremont WA 6010 FDI cds showing initial date as 19 SEP 1977 but corrected
later in the day to 19 OCT 1977. Number sold unknown, but a lovely example of the change in matching covers. (2)
1979 Ferries & Trains sets of 4 & singles on Otto Borchert & Ray Honisett illust covers pmkd Melbourne with matching
Artist information cards. Rarely seen. (10 covers)
1985 (17th July) 33c Ginger Meggs illustrated cover by James Kemsley, the Australian cartoonist who produced
Ginger Meggs which now appears in over 120 newspapers in over 30 countries. Signed James Kempsley in blue. 33c
stamp pmkd with the pictorial cancel for the issue from Hornsby, NSW. A most attractive cover numbered "0202".
2000 (8th Sept) $1 Koala ovptd "International POST" personalised photo tabbed issue on "Personal Greetings"
commem cover. Rarely seen. Exc cond.
2000 & 2004 Olympic Gold Medallist covers all cancelled FDI housed in APW album with each cover written-up in
detail as to event & winning athlete. 2004 set consists of 17 separate covers also presented on APW pages while the
2000 Games has an additional 8 covers with the set of 16 all pmkd FDI Perth. Retail is $320 (42 covers)
2006 (16th-28th March) Melbourne Commonwealth Games complete set of 23 covers in APW FDC album with written
up pages. Incls Opening Ceremony set of 5 before Day 1 to Day 11 Gols Medal Winners & the Closing Ceremony set
of 5 plus 2 additional FDC's for "Memorable Moments". All cancelled FDI by Commonwealth Games pictorial pmk. (23)
2020 (2nd Nov) $2.20 Civil Aviation 3D FDC pmkd Charville, QLD in pres folder Numbered 157 of only 200. Cost $120
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2000 (21st Jan) Australian Legends - ANZACS PNC Coin First Day Covers x 2. Exc cond. Retail $220 (2)
2000 (24th July) Victoria Cross - Valour $1 PNC Coin First Day Cover. Exc cond. Retails $225
2002 (6th Feb) QEII Accession Golden Jubilee PNC 50c Coin First Day Cover. Excellent cond. Retails $320
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2005 (21st April) World Heritage Sites Joint Great Britain & Australia 50p & 50c PNC's with set of 8 stamps on each x
5 in consecutive numbers from 18784 to 18788. Exc cond. Retail $600+ (5)
2007 (16th Jan) Ashes "Howzat" Aust Wins the Ashes Cricket $1 PNC First Day Cover. Numbered 1164 of 8000.
Excellent cond. These retail at $180 but this is conservative considering their scarcity.
2007 (4th Sept) 50th Anniv SAS stamp & $1 coin PNC pmkd Swanbourne (nearest PO to Campbell Barracks) with
pre-printed pictorial cancel from Melbourne HQ but with neighbouring additional 50c SAS stamp tied by the actual
pictorial postmarker that was assigned to Swanbourne for that day only. First we have seen & very few impressions
of this exist let alone on the actual PNC. Very good cond.
2008 (11th Nov) 90th Anniv End of WWI $1 "Lest we Forget" coin & Remembrance stamp set of 5 PNC pmkd in gold
& numbered 1082 of 1111. Exc cond. Retails at $275
2010 (23rd Feb) Commonwealth Coinage $1 coin & M/S PNC ovptd "Royal Philatelic Society of Victoria Inc. 4th
Annual Bourse 17 April 2010" in gold with neighbouring RPSV logo also in gold & numbered 120 of 300. Exc cond.
2010 (9th Mar) Centenary of Powered Flight $1 PNC ovptd "LONDON 2010 Festival of Stamps Series 1" in red with
neighbouring "Australia 2013 Centenary of Kangaroo Stamps" with logo also in red & numbered 485 of 500.
2010 (2nd Nov) 150th Anniv Melbourne Cup 50c PNC with gold Flemington pictorial pmk. No. 1441 of only 1861.
Excellent cond. Retails at $275 & increasingly difficult to source.
2011 (4th May) Royal Wedding GB £5 coin with Aust $2.85 M/S tied by Williamstown pictorial pmk in gold. Limited
edition No. 2369 of 2500. Exc cond. Retail $125
2012 (10th Jan) Christmas Is Year of the Dragon with Dragon pictorial $1 coin & M/S ovptd "Australia 2013 Centenary
of Kangaroo Stamps" in green with exhib logo & numbered "227/250" also in green. Exc cond.
2012 (28th Sept) Aust Zoos - Sumatran Tiger with $1 coloured coin & ovptd in gold "Centenary of Kangaroo Stamps
10-15 May 2013" with logo & numbered 011 of 150. Exc cond.
2013 (18th June) QEII Diamond Jubilee Coronation with GB £5 coin & Aust M/S tied by Elizabeth, SA pmk. No. 1019
of 2500. Excellent cond. Retails $125
2014 (8th Aug) "The Great War", 2015 (2nd June) "The Great War-Gallipoli Campaign" & 2016 (28th June) "Arrival on
the Western Front" PNC's with both GB & Aust commems, postmarked Albany, WA, Liverpool, NSW & Frenchs
Forest, NSW respectively each with GB £2 two tone coins. Limited to 2500. Cost $105 with a retail of $225. (3)
2016 (9th Feb) Decimal Currency Anniv $1 PNC overprinted "Perth Stamp & Coin Show Perth Western Australia 12th
& 13th August 2016" & signed by Melinda Coombes, the stamp & cover designer. No. 73 of 100. Exc cond. One of
these sold on Ebay in July for $600!!
2016 (11th June) QEII 90th B'day UK £2 coin & Aust M/S PNC. No 2181 of 2500 & limited to one per collector.
2017 (7th Mar) First AAT PNC commemorating the Emperor Penguin with $1 coloured coin. Ovptd "Perth Stamp &
Coin Show Perth, Western Australia 7th - 9th July 2017" in gold with show logo. Signed by the cover designer John
White & numbered 88 of 100. Exc cond.
2018 (31st Aug) Holden's Motorsport "Legends" $1 tabbed 1970 HT Monaro GTS 350 with matching 50c coloured
coin & pmkd Bathurst x 5. Exc cond with an original cost of $124.75 & limited to 7500. (5)
2019 (26th Feb) "Welcome Stranger" 150th Anniv $1 PNC overprinted "Perth Stamp & Coin Show Perth Western
Australia 29th - 31st March 2019" in gold & signed by John White, the stamp & cover designer & Walter Bloom,
President of the NAA & Perth Numismatic Society. No. 85 of 150. Exc cond. Similar sold on Ebay in August for $420!!
2019 (1st Nov) Remembrance $2 RAM coloured coin PNC overprinted "Perth Stamp & Coin Show Perth Western
Australia 1st - 3rd November 2019" in gold with show logo. No. 58 of 150. Sold out prior & selling on Ebay at $250+!
2021 (8th Jan) Year of the Ox (Christmas Is) $1 Coin & $1.10 & $3.30 stamp cover ovptd "OPBCC Overprint Booklet
Collectors Club 13th Anniversary 2021" in gold with their logo at left. No. 12 of only 100. Exc cond.
2021 (9th Feb) RAAF Cent $1 pictorial coin & $1.10 & $3.30 stamp cover postmarked Point Cook, Vic. Limited to 7500
& sold out within the week! Exc cond.
2021 (29th Oct) Perth Stamp & Coin Show "Wooroloo Bushfire" PNC with $2 Firefighting coloured coin & $1.10
bushfire tied by gold Show pictorial pmk. Numbered 200 of 300. Sold out in advance of the event!
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1826 "Territory of New South Wales" legal document on wmkd parchment relating to the recovery of debts from
an estate. Tone spotting but attractive social history.
1850 1d Plate 1, no clouds, dull lake on hard bluish paper. Close but clear margins on 3 sides, touching at top.
Used. SG 6, Cat. £500
1850 2d grey-blue with large margins. Used with obliterator cancel. SG 23, Cat. £325
1854 8d dull yellow-orange imperf with 3 clear margins, touching at top. Used with sunburst "NSW" obliterator.
SG 98, Cat. £1500
1856/59 (6d) "REGISTERED" salmon & indigo imperf with clear margins. Part o.g. with lovely fresh, an exceptional
example. SG 103, Cat. £3000 (see front cover)
1880/85 5/- rose-lilac perf. 10 with rough perfs ovptd "OS" perf 10. MLH. SG O14b, Cat. £600
1884 2d Prussian blue perf. 11x12 (SG 223f) ovptd "OS" in MUH block of 12 from lower right hand side of sheet
with both side & bottom selvedges. Lower selvedge has circled 1884 date to balance the monogram on the right.
Top 6 stamps have diagonal crease & 3 have damaged perfs. The bottom MUH strip of 6 with date monogram &
selvedge is very presentable from the front. Quite a desirable exhibition item despite its faults. Maybe the top 6
stamps could be removed? A rare survivor. SG O3d
1885/86 5/- lilac & green perf 12x10 ovptd "POSTAGE" & "REPRINT" both in black. Part o.g.
SG 238b, Cat. £800 as normal.
1885/86 £1 lilac & claret, perf. 12x10 ovptd "Postage' in blue & "REPRINT" in black. Fresh bottom marginal MUH &
scarce. SG 242, £10,000 as normal.
1888/89 Centenary set of 6 with "Specimen" ovpts. 6d MUH others small part o.g.. SG 253/58s, Cat. £225 (6)
1890 20/- ultramarine, perf 11 with right margin ovptd "SPECIMEN". MUH. SG 264cs
1890/91 20/- cobalt-blue, perf 10 ovptd "OS" & additionally "SPECIMEN". Fresh MLH. SG O50s, Cat. £225
1891 "halfpenny" on 1d grey QV with surcharge double. Unused with minimal o.g.. SG 266b, Cat. £800
1892 ½d grey ovptd "OS" & "SPECIMEN" in MUH strip of 5. SG O58, Cat. £160
1894 10/- violet & claret perf. 12x11 ovptd "POSTAGE" in blue. MLH, gum bend & small thin reflected in reserve.
SG 275b, Cat. £350
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1748
1749
1750
1751
1752

1753

1897 1/- Diamond Jubilee/Consumptive Homes charity stamps x 4. MUH with usual light gum creasing. A couple
of perf faults. SG 280 x 4, Cat. £220 (4)
1897 2½d (2/6d) Diamond Jubilee & Hospital Charity fine used with duplex "2" (Parramatta) on piece. Rarely seen
so fine. SG 281, Cat. £225
1897 Diamond Jubilee/Consumptive Homes charity pair ovpt "Specimen" in red. MUH with typical gum cracks.
SG 280s/81s, Cat. £300 + premium (2)
1902/03 4d orange-brown, CR/NSW wmk, perf. 11 x 12 block of 4 perfined "OS NSW" (SG 317) & 8d magenta
block of 4 also perfined "OS NSW" (SG 321). Both MUH/MLH with superb appearance. (2 blocks)
1919-1925 1d to 5/- Stamp Duty original Revenue coppered lead dies plus the later 1966 2c & 4c. Consists of the
early "crown above circle" types with val in both words & value for 1d x 3, 2d x 3, 3d x 2 & 4d plus 6d, 1/- & 5/- with
value only in words. Also the 2c x & 4c with numbers only. Each defaced with a single chisel strike & measuring
40mm in diameter. Came from the original Gundagai Post Office, NSW. A wonderful opportunity to source 15 different
all in one lot. (15)
1938 (7th Feb) "RG N.S.W." Relief cds tying 2d NSW Sesqui to cover addressed to Ernest Crome & presented on
page indicating this was for Mascot.
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Queensland
1754
1755
1756

1757
1758
1759
1760
1761
1762

1763
1764

1765

1860 6d green Chalon, wmk star. 3 clear margins, just touching at left. Fine used by light BN "18" with rich deep
colour. SG 3, Cat. £850
1862 6d pale bluish-green. MLH with evenly toned gum. SG 28, Cat. £275
1872 Rockhampton to Scotland, 1877 Bowen to London, 1884 Marlborough to Vic, 1887 Capella to England,
1908 Toowoomba to England & 1904 Rockhampton to Hobart plus 1907 b&w postcard to USA & 2 used newspaper
wrappers to Melbourne & USA. Cond varies from fair to fine. (9 items)
1880 10/- brown. MVLH with usual rough perfs. Rich deep shade. SG 155, Cat. £250
1880 2/- deep blue. MVLH. Characteristic rough perfs for this issue. Fresh strong colour. SG 193a, Cat. £190
1880 20/- rose good to fine used with part GPO cancel. Characteristic rough perfs for this issue. SG 127, Cat. £300
1886 2/6d vermilion with a couple short perfs at the base (SG 158) & 5/- rose. (SG 159). Both fine MLH. Cat. £110 (2)
1900 Patriotic Fund pair. Unused with part o.g.. 1d is well centred while 2d is creased with perfs touching left frame.
SG 263/4, Cat. £500 (2)
1900 Patriotic Fund. Original artist's hand painted design by Fred J. Elliott, the government lithographic artist on thick
white surfaced card. Design dimension 188mm x 105mm. This is the original from which the unadopted philatelic
essay, designated No.6 by Kenneth Scudder, was made. See "Queensland Postage Stamps 1879 to 1912", page 337
(2013). Good cond but some minor water staining & surface scuffing. A nostalgic item of Queensland postal history.
1907 5/- rose. MVLH, centered left. Lovely fresh colour. SG 310, Cat. £80
1959 (31st Aug) 6d "BUFFALO FLY CONTROL STAMP" brown on "CORFE & CO. Account Sales of Stock Sold by
Auction" complete document tied by their cachet plus another 2 similar dated 18th January 1960 with 1d red, 3d blue
& 1/- turquoise vals & 14th March 1960 with 1d red, 1/- turquoise & 2/6d orange. 6d is creased from being folded on
document but otherwise these are fine & clean with minimal faults. (3 items)
1972 & 1973 covers with Thursday Island cds's both to the same addressee, the 1972 cover with Cape York Qld…
last line of address struck through in red & replaced with Thursday Island. Pencilled "Air Mail" at top & using 6¢ ANA
commem & 2¢ QEII, taxed 2¢ with "T" cachet. The 1973 cover addressed to Kokopo TPNG with "Sea Mail" in m/s &
5¢ PM taxed 4¢ as 7¢ by this date (19 JE 73) was the correct rate. "Return to Sender Undelivered....." cachet in violet
with "reason" checklist. The latter with some foxing, Kokopo b/s & "Card Issued" cachet on reverse. Interesting pair.
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South Australia
1766
1767
1768
1769
1770
1771
1772
1773
1774
1775
1776

1855 6d deep blue QV fine used by barred circle cancel. 2 good margins & 2 just impinging on design. SG 3, Cat £170
1876 2d orange-red with "P" (Police) Departmental ovpt in black. Fine used with Adelaide cds. SG 168 var.
1885 2/- rose carmine with Broadstar wmk ovptd "OS". Superb MLH example. SG 029, Cat. £275
1886/96 15/- brownish yellow perf. 11½-12½. F/U with small stain in value box reflected in reserve SG 198a Cat. £250
1886/96 10/- green perf. 11½-12½. Fresh MLH. SG 197a, Cat. £250
1886/96 £2 Venetian red & 50/- dull pink perf. 10. Both used with squared circle cancels, the £2 centred left & 50/with light soiling but remain presentable with a low reserve. SG 199 & 200, Cat £1350 (2)
1886/96 £5 brown postally used on piece. Minor soiling at right that would likely be rectified if soaked.
SG 205, Cat. £1100
1894 6d blue, perf 13 in top left selvedge Plate 1 pair. Left selvedge has some separation. Light pencil markings
top selvedge otherwise fine MUH. SG 194a
1902/04 £1 blue with thin "POSTAGE". MVLH. SG 279, Cat. £500
1902/04 5/-, 10/- & £1 all with thin "POSTAGE". Fine used/CTO, a few shortish perfs on 10/-. SG 277/79 Cat. £415 (3)
1904/11 10/- green with thick "POSTAGE". Fine MLH. SG 291, Cat. £200
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Tasmania
1777
1778
1779
1780
1781
1782

1783
1784
1785
1786

1853 4d Courier bright red-orange, Plate 1 with wide vert margins, close horiz. F/U by light obliterator. SG5 Cat. £1000
1853/54 1d pale blue with blurred & worn engraving lines. Clear even margins & fine used. SG 3, Cat. £1300
1855 4d deep blue Chalon, wmk large star imperf with 4 clear margins. Possible removal of fiscal cancel but at first
glance appears unused (SG 17, Cat. £6000) but priced £130 as used & reserved accordingly.
1865 6d slate violet Chalon with, 4 clear margins. Unused with no gum. SG 48, Cat. £1000 as MLH
1867 1d carmine imperf. Close to touching margins with base cut into. MH with disturbed o.g.. SG 29, Cat. £375
1880 1d slate "REVENUE" ovptd top right corner marginal pair with Plate "8" Imprint & endorsed in m/s highlighting
the "REVENUF" flaw in top stamp. MUH but crease has been "improved" by addition of stamp selvedge. It has
reduced the effect of the crease & frontally fine. SG F26var.
1880 1d to 1/- Stamp Duty Platypus set of 4. Unused without gum. Fresh colours. SG F26/29, Cat. £345 as MLH (4)
1892/99 10/- mauve & brown QV. Fresh MLH. SG 224, Cat. £200
1897 £1 green & yellow ovptd "SPECIMEN". Fine MLH. SG 225, Cat. £440 @ 80% of normal (set is £650 with ovpt
MLH, £800 normal)
1898 2d green QV sideface Pictorial Envelopes printed by De La Rue x 3 "Mount King William From The West", "Lake
Sorell From The Diamond Beach" & "Mount Wellington From Huon Road Hobart". Some light staining on flap of latter
otherwise a fine unused trio from the set of six of which only 306 complete sets were sold. (3)
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1787

1788
1789
1790
1791

1898 2½d lilac QV sideface Pictorial Envelopes printed by De La Rue consisting "Government House, Hobart", "Lake
Crescent And The Old Man's Head" & "Diana's Basin And St. Patrick's Head". VG cond with each flap showing
complete undisturbed gum. (3)
1900 2d Pictorial Letter Cards with "Entrance Island, Macquarie Harbour", "Cataract Gorge, Launceston", "Lake Hartz"
& "River Derwent, New Norfolk" illustrations on reverse. All fine mint with original selvedge gum undisturbed. (4)
1900 £1 green & yellow ovptd "REVENUE" with postal cds dated Nov 24 00 on small piece cancelled Elliott 6 days
before last date for which postal use of the Revenue ovpt was authorised. SG F39, Cat. £225
1900 £1 green & yellow ovptd "REVENUE". MLH. SG F39, Cat. £275
1900 £1 green & yellow with "REVENUE" ovpt twice, one vertically. MLH with BPA Cert. (1948) SG F39a, Cat. £475
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Victoria
1792

1793
1794

1795

1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808

1809
1810
1811
1812

1842 (26th Feb) London Ship Letter addressed to Mrs Dennis, Geelong, Port Phillip, Australia Felix. "SHIP LETTER
PAID LONDON 26 FE" in red with neighbouring "PAID 26 FE 1842" tombstone also in red with "7" & "3" in black m/s.
"MELBOURNE AU 5 1842" & "GEELONG NEW S. WALES AU 6 1842" crown receival on reverse. Understandable
wear with a couple of tears but presentable & a rare survivor!
1850 2d grey lilac "Halflength" with 3 clear margins, slightly cut into at base & horiz crease reflected in reserve. Fine
used with butterfly "23" cancel of Burn-Bank. SG 3a, Cat. £600
1850-1859 Half Lengths used selection with lovely 1850 1d pale red-brown with 4 broad margins (SG 51, Cat. £500),
SG 8a x 2 (one damaged), SG 9a, 1854 1d dull brown-red (SG 26b) plus 8d blue (SG 7) & perf. 12 (SG 78, Cat.
£140). Total cat. £1300+ (excl damaged SG 8a) (7)
1853 (15th Aug) stampless cover addressed to Hexham, Northumberland, England with neat "PAID (crown) AU 15
1853 MELBOURNE" red cancel to right of address & 28 OC 1853 transit & OC 29 1853 Hexham arrival in red on
reverse. Damage to flap & minor soiling but free of creasing with attractive handwriting of address & "per Argo" top left.
1854/55 6d "TOO LATE" lilac & green imperf with 4 huge margins. Neatly used with BN "1". Lovely! SG 33, Cat £250+
1854/55 1/- (Registered) rose pink & blue with clear to huge margins. Used with BN "14". SG 34, Cat. £200
1854/55 2/- dull bluish green with 4 broad margins &, clear central "1" obliterator (SG 35, Cat. £200), 1862/64 6d
("Six Pence" wmk) MLL with overall toned/aged gum (SG 106, Cat. £250) & SG 107 (wmk single lined "6") used. (3)
1860/66 6d orange, perf 12 with Six Pence wmk. Used with patchy obliterator. SG 93, Cat. £450
1884 Stamp Statute 1/- blue on blue, 2/6d orange yellow & £1 mauve on yellow perf. 12½. All postally used with neat
complete Victoria obliterators. SG 224, 226ba & 229bb, Cat. £850 (3)
1884 2/6d brown-orange Stamp Duty. MUH, light horizontal crease & light toned perfs at top reflected in reserve.
SG 292, Cat. £225
1884 £2 blue Stamp Duty, perf 12½. Slightly rounded lower right corner & a couple of very light tone spots but MUH.
SG 276a, Cat. £2250
1884/96 £1 orange Stamp Duty, perf 12½. Mint without gum & centred left. SG 242a, Cat. £1200 as MLH
1900 (1st Jan) New Years Day Melbourne cds with 12.1 AM time case. Near full strike on 2d violet (SG 359). Only 4
or 5 copies of this cancel are known to have been recorded. Fine cond.
1900 Empire Patriotic Fund - Anglo-Boer War. Fine used pair, the 1d with 22 MY 00 Melbourne FDI cds, 2d with light
top right corner cancel with minute pinhole at lower right corner. SG 374/75, Cat. £350 (2)
1900 Empire Patriotic Fund - Anglo-Boer War pair. MLH, each with light tan line to the top. Frontally fresh.
SG 374/75, Cat. £460 (2)
1900/04 Postage Dues range in 1903 scarlet & deep green shades, the 2/- & 5/- with tan lines, others fine MLH.
SG D26/33, Cat. £500 (8)
1900's "Victoria Packet 75 Different Foreign Stamps 6D. - Victoria Stamp Market, 325 Collins St, Melbourne" illust
packets, some with a sample stamp attached but no contents. Another similar printed is for "100 British Colonial
Stamps 5/-". Mixed cond but remain attractive & unusual. (11)
1901/10 £1 rose wmk V/Crown, perf 11 & perfined "OS". MLH, couple of nibbled perfs at right. SG 407, Cat. £375
1904 2d Stamp Duty Proof in black with vertical perf shift in block of 4 & a 3d imperforate proof corner marginal block
of 4 also in black. Usual minor faults but rarely seen. (2 items)
1905 1d rose-red double perfined "OS". Fine used with neat machine cancel. SG 417 var.
1905/13 £1 dull rose, perf. 12x12½, wmk Crown/A. MLH, lighter tan line at top. SG 431a, Cat. £350
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AUSTRALIAN ANTARCTIC TERRITORY
1813
1814

1815

1816
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821

1822

Undated b&w card mounted photo showing 4 individuals pulling a sled of provisions past Mt Erebus. "E Shackletons
Expedition" pencilled on reverse. Photo in VG cond.
1950 (16th Apr) "Special Antarctic Mail Australian National Antarctic Research Expedition Relief Trip 1950 by
H.M.A.S. Labuan (Lieut-Commander F. Shaw, R.A.N.) Conveying a Relief Party of Scientists and Mails to
MACQUARIE ISLAND ANTARCTICA (1,000 Miles SE of Australia) Base at the Australian National Antarctic Research
Expedition" printed Arthur Bergen cover with "AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL ANTARCTIC RESEARCH EXPEDITION",
"H.M.A. SHIPS." & "MACQUARIE ISLAND" cachets in mauve. Queensland 1d QV tied by ANARE Macquarie Is. cds.
Signed by Bergen on reverse. VG cond.
1954 (15th Feb) "Expedition to the Mainland of Australian Antarctic Territory 1954 To Establish a Permanent Scientific
Base and Survey Station Carried by Motor Ship "Kista Dan" penguin illust printed Arthur Bergen commem cover & self
addressed with 1d QEII & 2d QM tied by Mawson cds's separated by Brighton receival cds. Signed by Bergen.
1957 2/- Expedition on "Vestifold Hills, Antarctica" Maxicard pmkd Dubbo East, NSW. Exc cond & first we have seen!
1973 1c to $1 Territory Food Chains set of 12 on base FDI pmkd covers. Set of 8 unaddressed with odd light stain
spot but majority fine. Retail at $300 per set. (8)
2008 Polar Year M/S ovptd "Mawson's Huts Foundation Expedition 2009-2010 Installation of Wind Turbine at Cape
Denison - Antarctica" in black. Numbered 55. MUH"
2009 South Magnetic Pole M/S ovptd "Mawson's Huts Foundation Expedition 2009-2010 Search for Mawson's Vickers
Aircraft" in black & numbered 55. MUH
2009 South Magnetic Pole translucent pearl foiled, imperforate M/S in presentation folder with $5 silver proof coin
(Royal Australian Mint) & Pole flight cover pmkd Tullamarine. No 366 of only 500 & sold out in 2 days. Retails $250
2009 (27th Aug) 55c Subantarctic Fur Seal tied by Stafford Heights Qld cds on illust cover commem "66th Bancroft
Oration" signed by both Dr Peter Sullivan giving oration titled "Antarctic Medicine" & Mason Stevenson, President of
Qld AMA. One of only 5 examples signed. Incls programme for the day with background info. (2 items)
2010 (2nd Apr) Mawson's Huts Foundation Poles & Glaciers stamps & M/S FDC's pmkd Macquarie Island & signed by
Marty Passingham (Field Ass with the Pest Eradication Programme, Parks & Wildlife Service). Carried by both
helicopter to the "Aurora Australis" & then to Hobart with various cachets applied at each point. No. 37 of only 100. (2)
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2010 (20th Dec) Set of 4 illust covers endorsed "Celebrating the Opening of the Seventh Post Office in the AAT,
established at Mawson's Huts, Cape Denison" top left with Macquarie Is set of 4 in se-tenant gutters tied by pictorial
Cape Denison cds's. Numbered 66, 166, 266 & 366 with 6 cachets/cds b/s's. Exc cond. (4)
2014 Husky Era M/S's ovptd "ACE STAMP AUCTIONS" with auction dates for the year. Ltd to 100. MUH & CTO (2)
2014 "Antarctic Expedition" commem sheetlet pack with individual sets plus the 2 x $15.60 sheetlets, one with metallic
finish. Attractive presentation. Retails $90+
2020 AAT $6.60 RSV Nuyina limited edition imperforate block of 4 with "Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG" imprint &
colour bars across the top plus "ATT RSV Minisheet - Single-sided 1 - FB 001 9/07/20" imprint at left. Fine MUH.
Retails $100+
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CHRISTMAS ISLAND
1827
1828
1829

1830

1831

1958 (15th Oct) 10c QEII ovptd "CHRISTMAS ISLAND" used on FDI. Plain cover addressed to Applecross, WA but
taxed with GPO Perth cds with neighbouring "T8D" & 1d & 7d PD's added being twice the standard 4d letter rate.
1958 (18th Dec) QEII "CHRISTMAS ISLAND" ovptd set of 10 to $1 on "CHRISTMAS ISLAND (Indian Ocean) Aust."
registered long cover addressed to Perth. Good cond & most attractive.
1964 (13th Aug) 5c, 7c, 8c & 25c Ships tied by Christmas Island Indian Ocean cds's on Airmail env addressed to
Sweden with Swedish "RETOUR" cachet plus "MS HOI HUOW HAUGE SUND NORWAY PAQUEBOT" cachet tying
3c x 3 ship strip to Sydney addressed env. (2 items)
1990 Abbots Booby M/S's ovptd "NZ 1990 World Stamp Exhibition" & "BIRDPEX '90" in green plus 1993 Seabirds
M/S's ovptd Taipei & Indopex '93 Exhib in gold & the Hong Kong on 1994 Year of the Dog M/S also in gold. All fresh
MUH. Total retail $120+ (5)
2012 (10th Jan) Year of the Dragon with Dragon pictorial $1 coin & M/S ovptd "Australia 2013 Centenary of Kangaroo
Stamps" in green with exhib logo & numbered "228/250" also in green. Exc cond.
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COCOS (KEELING) ISLAND
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1834
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1837
1838

1955 (3rd Nov) "COCOS ISLAND" cds tying 2c orange Malaya pair to Perak addressed env. "3" in date plug is
inverted & reversed. Additional 12 AUG 55 strike on 10c Coronation on piece. (2 items)
1958 (16th Dec) "Air Mail" endorsed cover to Singapore with Aust 3d green QEII vertical pair & 6d kookaburra tied by
Cocos (Keeling) Islands cds. Stained perfs & tone spotting but covers of this period seldom seen. Franking of 1/- pays
correct rate to Singapore.
1990 $5 on 65c ovptd Constellation x 2 (one corner marginal) & NZ 1990 Auckland ovpt in red on 70c x 4 incl a corner
pair. All fresh MUH. SG 228 & 230. Retails $240+ (6)
1990/91 Locals & Postage Paid Provisional ovptd set of 6. Fresh MUH. SG 234/39, Retail $180 (6)
1990/91 Locals & Postage Paid Provisional ovptd set of 6 plus the "OFFICIAL PAID MAINLAND" all with selvedges &
neatly CTO. SG 234/39 & O1, Retail $250 (7)
1990/91 Locals & Postage Paid Provisional ovptd MUH set of 6 plus the "OFFICIAL PAID MAINLAND" CTO.
Also extra 30c "Local" CTO. SG 234/39 & O1, Retail $250+ (8)
1993 Air-Sea Rescue M/S overprinted TAIPEI '93. MUH SG MS292var. Retails at $85
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NEW GUINEA
1839

1840
1841

1842
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847
1848

1849

1850
1851

1852
1853
1854
1855

1908 (13th July) "First Service in the Hills, Magavara, Gooenough Bay" b&w postcard from the "New Guinea Mission
Series" with SA 1d QV tied by Yankalilla squared circle cancel & addressed locally. Very good cond & increasingly
collectable.
1913 "Kaiserl. Deutsches Postamt RABAUL (Deutsch Neuguinea)" embossed consular seal in Prussian blue.
Light tropicalisation MUH with full gum.
1914 1mk "Deutsch-Englische Luftschiff Expedition Zur Erforschung Von Neu Guinea" intended for the GermanEnglish Airship Expedition plus 2pf ultramarine with similar wording with bottom margin from the bottom of sheet.
Both fresh MUH & on "crosses & rings" wmkd paper. The expedition was cancelled following the outbreak of WWI. (2)
1914/15 "G.R.I." & new value ovptd on German New Guinea yachts with "1d." on 3pf, "2d." on 10pf (2 short perfs) &
"2d." on 20pf, all 1st setting with GRI & value 6mm apart. All MLH. SG 1, 3 & 4, Cat. £930 (3)
1914/15 "G.R.I." & "2½d." (6mm apart) on German New Guinea 10pf carmine in scarce top left corner block of 10.
Light natural gum bend across bottom strip otherwise superb MUH. SG 5, Cat. £950 + premium for MUH multiple.
1914/15 "G.R.I." & "2½d." (6mm apart) on German New Guinea 10pf carmine in top left corner block of 4. Superb
MUH. SG 5, Cat. £380 + premium for MUH multiple.
1914/15 "G.R.I." & "2½d." (6mm apart) on German New Guinea surcharged on 20pf ultramarine in MUH block of 4.
SG 6, Cat. £440 + premium
1901 "Yacht" set to 5m without wmk missing 3pf & 20pf but extra 50pf & 80pf shades. MLH with average hingeing.
Lovely fresh appearance. SG 7/19 (excl 3pf, 20pf), Cat. £300 (13)
1914/15 "G.R.I. 5d." on 50pf black & purple on buff. MLH. SG 10, Cat. £850
1914/15 "G.R.I." & "1s." ovptd on German New Guinea 1mk carmine. MLH with pencilled signature on gum & Alex
Rendon Cert. (1986) Only 63 of these ovpts were released. SG 12, Cat. £3500. Vendor paid £1300 for this stamp from
Stanley Gibbons, London in 1986. (see front cover)
1914/15 "G.R.I." & new value ovptd on German New Guinea yachts with "1d." on 3pf, "2d." on 10pf, "2d." on 20pf,
"3d." on 25pf, "3d." on 30pf, "4d." on 40pf & additional "2d." on 20pf, all 2nd setting with "G.R.I. & value 5mm apart &
MLH, the "3d." on 30pf MUH. SG 16, 18, 19 (2), 22, 23 & 24, Cat. £790 + premium for MUH 3d on 30pf.
1914/15 "G.R.I." & "2d." on German New Guinea 10pf carmine (5mm apart). Hinged on right selvedge otherwise fine
MUH. SG 18, Cat. £200 + premium for MUH
1914/15 "3d." on 30pf black & orange on buff German New Gui with "G.R.I." & value 5mm apart in top right marginal
block of 4. Vertical perfs separating from right selvedge otherwise fine MUH with BPA cert. (1964) SG 23, Cat. £680 +
premium for MUH
1914/15 "G.R.I." & "8d." 5mm apart ovptd on German New Guinea 80pf. Left selvedge example with stamp MUH.
RPSL Cert. (1973) Paid $825 from Juzwin. SG 26, Cat. £425 + MUH premium
1915 "G.R.I. 3d." Surcharge on "Rabaul" registration label. MLH. Purchased by vendor in 1986 from Juzwin for $175.
SG 33, Cat. £275
1915 "Rabaul (Deutsch Neuguinea)" black & red registration label surcharged "G.R.I. 3d." No. 847 & fine used with
oval Rabaul Jun 8 1915 cancel in violet. Ceremuga Cert. (2000) SG 33d, Cat. £550
1915 "G.R.I. 3d." Surcharge on "Herbertshohe" registration label in MLH joined pair , the left with "no strip after 3d"
variety. Superb with full perfs. BPA Cert. (1985) SG 36/a, Cat. £800 + premium for joined pair.
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1915 "G.R.I. 3d." Surcharge on "Manus" registration label in vert left marginal joined pair, the top with "no bracket
before Deutsch" variety. Fine MLH. Diena Cert. (1966) SG 39/a, Cat. £1825 + premium for joined pair.
1915 "Friedrich Wilhelmshafen (Deutsch-Neuguinea)" black & red registration label surcharged "G.R.I. 3d.". No. 45.
Unused without gum & some short perfs as mentioned in Ceremuga Cert. (2000) SG 41, Cat. £275
1915 "G.R.I. 3d." Surcharge on "Kawieng" registration label with serifs. Fine MVLH. SG 42, Cat. £250 as MLH
1915 "Kawieng" black & red registration label in serifed letters surcharged "G.R.I. 3d.". Unused without gum.
Ceremuga Cert. (2000) SG 42, Cat. £250
1915 "OS" ovpts on German New Guinea 3pf & 5pf ovptd "G.R.I." with 1d 3½mm apart. Fine MLH.
SG O1/O2, Cat. £135 (2)
1931 1½d vermilion ovptd "OS" in MUH sheet of 30. Very fine, odd perf separating in selvedge. SG O23, Cat. £165 +
MUH premium.
1914 "G.R.I." & value ovptd on Marshall Islands for "1d." on 3pf, "1d." on 5pf, "2d." on 10pf, "2d." on 20pf & "4d." on
40pf. All MLH with the ovpts on 5pf, 10pf & 20pf with Bothe guarantee h/s's on gum. A fine group. SG 50/54, Cat. £700
1914 "G.R.I." & "3d." on 30pf black & orange on buff Marshall Islands. MVLH with RPS Cert. (1980). SG 55, Cat. £470
1915 "G.R.I." & "2s." 3½mm apart ovptd on Marshall Islands 2mk blue. MLH with small hinge remnant. BPA Cert.
(1935) SG 60, Cat. £1900 Vendor paid £900 for this stamp from Stanley Gibbons, London in 1986 (see front cover).
1914 1d on 2d surcharge on German Marshall Islands 10pf red. MLH with 90% o.g. & Swiss Basel Cert of a similar
stamp for comparison. SG 63, Cat. £200
1915 "G.R.I." & "2d." surcharge on Marshal Islands 10pf carmine with further surcharged with "1" over "2" of "2d.".
MLH. SG 63, Cat. £200
1925 ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d & 3d Huts in complete sheets of 30. MUH except for reinforced by hinge selvedge on 2d. ½d
has considerable perf separation unreinforced, 1d less so with 1½d & 3d fine intact. Occasional small tone/stain spot
or inclusion. "ENGRAVED AND PRINTED AT THE COMMONWELATH TREASURY, MELBOURNE" imprint on all 4
sides of each sheet. SG 125/28 incl 126a, Cat. £765 + premium for MUH & complete sheets. (5 sheets)
1931 ½d to £1 Huts ovptd "AIR MAIL" set of 12. MUH but 2 tone gum toning on all vals, heaviest on £1. Frontally fine
& well centered. SG 137/49, Cat. £250+
1931 ½d to £1 Huts ovptd "AIR MAIL". MUH set of 12. SG 137/49, Cat. £250+ (12)
1931 ½d to £1 "dated" birds ovptd "AIR MAIL" set of 14. MUH with vals to 5d showing two-toned gum from
overlapping on stockcard. Higher values all fine MUH. Cat. £300+ (14)
1931 10th Anniv & 1932-34 undated "OS" sets. Fresh & fine MLH mounted on annotated album leaves.
SG O31/O41, Cat. £225 & O42/O54, Cat. £275 (25)
1931 Tenth Anniv Aust Admin set of 13 to £1. Fresh MVLH. SG 150/62, Cat. £425 (13)
1932/34 ½d to £1 "undated" birds mixed MUH/MVLH. Attractive group. SG 177/89, Cat. £300+ (15)
1932/34 2/- dull lake in full sheet of 30. Fine MUH with odd minor perf separation in lower selvedge otherwise
impressive. SG 186, Cat. £195 + MUH premium.
1932 ½d orange BOP undated with bottom margin. Issued without the Airmail ovpt. Evenly toned MUH.
SG footnote after SG 189 quotes £110.
1932 ½d orange BOP without the "AIR MAIL" ovpt in John Ash imprint block of 4 with ovptd single for comparison.
Fine MUH. Incls printed explanation. SG Cat. £440 + premium for MUH & Ash imprint.
1932 1d to 5d undated birds (excl 2½d & 3½d) with faults & 1939 Bulolo Goldfields set to 6d (excl 4d). Odd minor
hingeing fault. (Cat. £130) plus Papua 1917 surcharges set of 6 MLH (SG 106/11, Cat. £25) & 1941 1/6d Air MVLH
(Cat. £30). Reserve allows for faults. (20)
1932 ½ to £1 set of 16 undated Airmails. Fine MUH. SG 190/203, Cat. £250++ (16)
1932/34 ½d to £1 BOP ovptd "AIR MAIL" set of 16. Mixed MUH/MLH with £1 MUH. SG 190/203, Cat. £250+ (16)
1932/34 2d vermilion & 3d undated Airmails in full MUH sheets of 30. Very fine. SG 193/94, Cat. £150 + premium
for MUH in full sheets.
1932/34 5d deep blue-green Undated Airmail in full MUH sheet of 30. Staining/toning affecting 5 stamps & upper
selvedge with some vertical perf separation reflected in reserve. SG 196, Cat. £240+
1932/34 6d bistre-brown & 9d violet undated Airmails in full MUH sheets of 30. Some slight toning in places but
frontally fresh & striking especially the 9d. SG 197/98, Cat. £315 + premium for MUH sheets.
1935 £2 violet & £5 emerald-green Bulolo Goldfields Airmails. F/U pair with upright cds's. SG 204/05, Cat. £590 (2)
1935 £2 violet & £5 emerald-green Bulolo Goldfields Airmails. Both frontally fresh & fine MVLH/MLH.
SG 204/05, Cat. £1100 (2)
1935 £5 emerald-green Bulolo Goldfields Airmail. MLH with a dealers stamp, very light gum aging but frontally fresh &
fine. SG 205, Cat. £750
1939 ½d to £1 set of 14 Bulolo Goldfields Airmails. Fresh MUH lower left marginal singles. SG 212/25, Cat £1100 (14)
1939 Bulolo Airmails complete set of 14 to £1. Fine MUH. SG 212/35, Cat. £1100+ (14)
1939 £1 Bulolo Goldfields Airmail in unissued yellow-olive shade. Not a colour changeling. MUH. SG 225var
Pre-adhesive period cancels on Qld stamps with barred obliterator "N.G." on 2d blue, "B.N.G." on block of 1d red &
"B.N.G." closer setting on 6d green Stamp Duty. (3 items)
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NEW GUINEA - NWPI
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1913 £1 brown & ultramarine kangaroo, 1st wmk. MLH, centred slightly right with very light horiz bend.
SG 85, Cat. £550
1915 2d grey kangaroo in vertical "a, b, c" strip with the top stamp showing "scratch under "P" of "POSTAGE" variety
(ACSC 5(2)g, Cat. $225). MUH/MLH. SG 73, Cat. £80 for strip + variety
1915/16 10/- grey & pink fine used with "socked on the nose" Rabaul cds. Superb & well centered.
SG 84 (type B ovpt), Cat. £190
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PAPUA
1893
1894
1895

1896
1897

1901 "British New Guinea" ½d to 2/6d set (excl 4d) horiz wmk. F/U with 1/- in vert pair. SG 1/8, excl 5, Cat. £685 (8)
1901 "British New Guinea" ½d with horiz wmk in left margin block of 6, 1d in right margin block of 4 both MUH but with
print adherences plus 2½d single with "unshaded leaves at right" variety, MNG. SG 1, 2 & 4, Cat. £260+
1901 "British New Guinea" 1d black & carmine, wmk Mult Rosettes horizontal full sheet of 30 folded along centre
horizontal perfs with minor perf separation on selvedge only with odd marks in lower selvedge & one stamp with tone
spots otherwise fine MUH & rarely seen. SG 2, Cat. £20 x 30 plus premium.
1901 2/6d black & brown on thin paper with horiz wmk. F/U & well centered. SG 8, Cat. £550
1901 "British New Guinea" ½d to 1/- set with vertical wmk. MLH, 2d & 1/- with hinge remnants. Fresh appearance.
SG 9/15, Cat. £270 as thick or medium paper (7)
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1906 Large "Papua" ovpt 4d to 2/6d with horiz wmk. Fine used. SG 17/20, Cat. £450+ (4)
1906 Large "Papua" ovpt on 6d black & myrtle green with horiz wmk in MVLH/MLH block of 4. SG 18, Cat. £240+
1906 Large "Papua" ovpt with horiz wmk on 6d, 1/- & 2/6d plus 4d left marginal on thick paper with vertical wmk.
SG 18/20 & 25, Cat. £490 (4)
1906 Large "Papua" ovpt on 1/- black & orange block of 4. Fine MUH. SG 19, Cat. £130 + premium
1906 Large "Papua" ovpt on 2/6d black & brown marginal with horiz wmk. MLH. SG 20, Cat. £170
1907 Small "Papua" ovpt on 2/6d black & brown line perf. Fine used. SG 37, Cat. £75
1907 Small "Papua" ovpt on 2/6d black & brown, line perf with horiz wmk in MVLH/MUH block of 4. SG 37, Cat. £200+
1907 ½d black & yellow-green with small "Papua" ovpt on vertical wmkd thin paper in full sheet of 30. MUH with light
vert crease affecting 6 stamps & a further 5 with staining. Incls "white leaf", "inverted d for p" & "raised Pa in Papua"
varieties. SG 38, Cat. £690 for normals plus premium for MUH & varieties.
1907 Small "Papua" ovpt ½d to 2/6d set with vertical wmk in MUH/MLH blocks with upper units MLH, lower all MUH.
SG 38/45a, Cat. £900 + premium for MUH.
1907 1d black & carmine with small "Papua" ovpt on thin paper with vertical wmk in full sheet of 30. Stamps all MUH
with some selvedge hinge marks & soiling otherwise fine. SG 39, Cat. £330 + premiums for MUH & full sheet.
1907 2d black & violet with small "Papua" ovpt on thin paper with vertical wmk vertical in full sheet of 30. Fresh MUH &
fault free apart from couple of selvedge bends. Constant varieties incl "white leaf", "inverted d for p" & "raised Pa in
Papua". SG 40, Cat. £225 + premiums for MUH & varieties.
1907 2½d black & ultramarine with small "Papua" ovpt on vertical wmkd thick paper in full sheet of 30. Hinge mark &
minor selvedge thins at base but remains an attractive sheet with accompanying annotation drawing attention to the
"white leaf", "inverted d for p" & "raised Pa in Papua" varieties. SG 41, Cat. £690 for normals + premium for MUH vars.
1907 Small "Papua" ovpt ½d to 2/6d set with vertical wmk with 2½d black & ultramarine horiz wmk (SG 35). Trivial
surface thin on 6d. SG 38/45a, with SG 35 in lieu of 41, Cat. £280+ (8)
1907 1/- black & orange with small "Papua" ovpt on thin paper with vertical wmk in complete sheet of 30. MUH
with odd trivial imperfection in selvedge but stamps all fine & fresh. Incls all constant varieties as mentioned above.
SG 46b, Cat. £1500 + premium for MUH & varieties.
1907/10 2/6d black & brown "large Papua" perf. 11. MUH/MLH block of 4. SG 48, Cat. £300+
1907/10 1d black & rose, small "Papua", wmk upright inverted & perf 11 in full sheet of 30. MUH with tissue overlay
positioning varieties on every line. SG 49, Cat. £225 + premium for MUH & flaws.
1907/10 2d black & purple, small "Papua", wmk upright & perf 11 in full sheet of 30. MUH with hinge marks in
selvedge. Rich, fresh colour. SG 50, Cat. £1600 + MUH premium
1907/10 2½d black & pale ultramarine small "Papua", wmk upright inverted & perf 11 in full sheet of 30. MUH with
hinge marks in selvedge only. Fresh & attractive. SG 51a, Cat. £510 + MUH premium
1907/10 6d black & myrtle-green small "Papua", wmk upright & perf 11 in full sheet of 30. MUH with very light even
gum toning. SG 53, Cat. £540
1931/32 ½d to 2/6d Lakatois ovptd "OS" set of 12. MLH, the 2/6d with even toned gum. SG O55/O66, Cat. £130 (12)
1907/10 ½d black & yellow-green small "Papua", wmk sideways & perf 11 in full sheet of 30 with constant flaws
annotated below the sheet plus 1d black & carmine also in full sheet with similar annotation. Both MUH with evenly
toned gum & hinge marks in selvedges. SG 59 & 60, Cat. £420 + MUH premium. (2 sheets)
1907/10 2½d black & dull blue small "Papua", wmk sideways & perf 11 in complete sheet of 30. MUH & fresh with
annotations above block listing flaws. SG 62, Cat. £195 + MUH premium.
1907/10 4d black & sepia small "Papua", wmk sideways & perf 11 in full sheet of 30. Stamps MUH with selvedge MLH
& one selvedge thinned from hinge removal. SG 63, Cat. £180 + MUH premium
1907/10 6d black & myrtle-green small "Papua" with wmk sideways & perf 11 in complete sheet of 30. MUH, but hinge
marks in selvedge & minor adherence to lower right stamp. Annotated below sheet with positions of constant flaws.
SG 64, Cat. £360 + MUH premium
1907/10 1/- black & orange small "Papua", wmk sideways & perf 11 in complete sheet of 30. MUH/MLH, hinged in
selvedges & 10 stamps. Fresh colour. SG 65, Cat. £1650
1910 ½d black & green large "Papua" with upright inverted wmk & perf. 12½ in complete sheet of 30. 75% of right side
selvedge separate from sheet. Mounted on top selvedge only with all stamps MUH. SG 75, Cat. £310 + MUH premium
1910 1d black & carmine large "Papua" with upright wmk & perf 12½ in full sheet of 30. Small stain spot top left corner
selvedge with a couple other spots otherwise MUH. SG 76, Cat. £450 + MUH premium
1910 2d black & dull purple large "Papua" with upright inverted wmk, perf 12½ in full sheet of 30. MUH with varieties at
positions 16 & 18, the latter being "C" for "O" on "POSTAGE" at right. (SG 77a, Cat. £160). Cat. £350 + MUH premium
1910/11 2d black & dull purple in lower left marginal block of 9, the top right unit with "PCSTAGE" flaw at right. Fresh
MUH. SG 77a, Cat. £210 + premium
1910 2½d black & blue-violet large "Papua" with upright inverted wmk & perf 12½ in full sheet of 30. MUH but 4 hinge
marks on selvedge & minor perf foxing in left selvedge. Otherwise fine & fresh with pencil annotation in left selvedge
identifying "cut sail" variety at position 16. SG 78, Cat. £570 + MUH premium
1910 4d black & sepia large "Papua" with upright inverted wmk & perf 12½. Complete sheet of 30, damage to left
selvedge at row 4. Incls "deformed "d" at left" at position 18 (SG 79a, Cat. £225). Several hinge marks in selvedge
including 2 encroaching onto two stamps each with another reinforcing positions 11/12 & 16/17 otherwise MUH incl
SG 79a. Total Cat. £660+
1910 6d black & myrtle green large "Papua" with upright wmk & perf 12½ in full sheet of 30.Odd small tone spot &
MLH in selvedges only otherwise all MUH. SG 80, Cat. £300 + MUH premium
1910 2/6d black & brown with upright wmk & perf 12½, type "B" value tablet. Full sheet of 30 with all stamps MUH.
Gum disturbed in selvedge which also has two stain spots at upper right & hinge marks in all corners.
SG 82, Cat. £1800 + MUH premium
1911/15 1/- yellow in lower left CA monogram block of 4 with the lowest horizontal perforations double. MLH with
2 stamps MUH. SG 90var.
1916/31 ½d to 10/- simplified bicolours set of 13. Fine MLH plus extra 3d in deep bright blue green (aniline).
SG 93/105 (plus extra), Cat. £250+ (14)
1916/31 1½d ovptd "TWO PENCE" in A.J. Mullett imprint strip of 3 plus & block of 4 (Ash) plus Mullett imprint block
of 10 unovptd & a John Ash strip of 3 all MLH. Also 1½d Mullett used with "POSTACE" variety (SG 95d, Cat. £50).
Interesting group for shade comparisons. (block of 10, 4 & strips of 3 MLH, used single)
1916/31 6d Harrison pair with "POSTACE" variety on left stamp (SG 101c, Cat. £95) & "TWO PENCE" on 1½d
marginal pair (Ash) also with "POSTACE" variety on right unit. (SG 122a, Cat. £32). Both MUH. Total cat. £135
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1916/31 Imprint MLH blocks of 6 comprising ½d (Harrison), 2d (Harrison & 2 shades of John Ash), used 2½d (frame
faded) block of 6 & 4d & 5d in John Ash imprint MLH strips of 3 plus both 6d Harrison & Ash. Cat. £530+ (9 multiples)
1927 2/6d Lakatoi in John Ash imprint strip of 3. MLH. SG 103a, Cat. £60 + premium
1927/31 1d, 1½d with "POSTACE" flaw at right of 1st unit, 2d, 3d, 4d & 6d in John Ash upper left marginal pairs. All
MUH but tone spots on all except 1d. Cat. £160
1916/31 10/- green & pale ultramarine in lower right marginal corner block of 4. Tiny spot in selvedge otherwise
MUH/MLH with lower pair. SG 105, Cat. £720 + premium
1917 "ONE PENNY" surcharges on ½d to 2/6d set of 6 in lower blocks of 10, each with 2 monograms in bottom
selvedge. Odd tone spot but majority MUH & frontally fresh. Striking! SG 106/11, Cat. £290 + large premium (6 blocks)
1929/30 3d Ash, Cooke & Harrison printings of the "AIR MAIL" ovpts in MUH blocks of 4 plus fine used singles for Ash
& Harrison with a monogram MUH single of the Cooke for shade comparison. SG 112/14, Cat. £340 (6 items)
1930 6d & 1/- "AIR MAIL" ovpts on Harrison imprint blocks of 6. MUH/MLH with lower strips MUH. SG 116/17, Cat.
£80 plus premium for MUH & imprints. (2)
1930 1/- sepia & olive ovptd "AIR MAIL" with TS Harrison imprint at base of this full sheet of 40. MUH with only 2 very
light hinge marks on selvedge. A couple of very mild gum bends not detract from a stunning sheet. SG 117, Cat. £360
+ MUH premium
1931 5d on 1/- (Ash), 9d on 2/6d (Harrison & Ash) & 1/3d on 5/- (JBC monogram) surcharges in imprint strips of 3.
MLH & attractive.SG 123/26, Cat. £90 + premium for imprints (4 strips)
1932 9d & 1/3d Lakatois CofA wmk in MLH Ash imprint strips of 3. SG 127/28, Cat. £90 + imprint premium. (2 strips)
1932 9d & 1/3d Lakatois ovptd "SPECIMEN". Mint without gum. Cat. £750 (2)
1932 ½d to £1 Pictorials set of 16 in matching upper right MUH corner blocks of 4. Sensational! SG 130/45, Cat. £550
hinged, so £2200 for blocks plus large premium for positional blocks.
1932 ½d to 1/3d Pictorials bar 4d, 5d & 6d vals in matching John Ash imprint blocks. MVLH on top units. SG 130/34 &
138/40, Cat. £300 (8 blocks)
1932 ½d to 1/3d Pictorials in matching John Ash imprint blocks. MUH. Superb. SG 130/40, Cat. £400++ (11 blocks)
1932 Pictorials set of 16 to £1. MUH but with "2 tone" gum from stockbook storage. Frontally fresh & well centered.
SG 130/45, Cat. £550+ (16)
1932 Pictorials to £1. MVLH with normal brownish gum with trivial cracking on some. Well above average with top
values especially fine. SG 130/45, Cat. £550 (16)
1932/40 ½d black & buff with WCG McCracken imprint confirming shade on this full sheet of 40. Fine MUH & rarely
seen so fine. SG 130a, Cat. £880
1932 2/-, 2/6d & 5/- Pictorials in matching John Ash imprint blocks of 4. Fresh MLH. SG 141/43, Cat. £440 + premium
for imprints. (3 blocks)
1934 50th Anniv set of 4 in top left marginal blocks. Fine MUH. SG 146/19, Cat. £70++
1934 British Protectorate Anniv set of 4 in MUH corner blocks of 4. Light tan lines but frontally fresh. SG 146/49
1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 in complete MUH sheets of 40 with "Accent" varieties. Rarely offered in complete sheets.
SG 150/33, Cat. £760 for 40 sets & £248 for "Accent" flaws plus premiums for MUH & John Ash imprints.
1938 50th Anniv British Possession set of 5 in MUH blocks of 4. SG 158/62, Cat. £140 (see front cover)
1939/41 KGVI Airmails set of 6 in MUH blocks of 4, 5 being right marginal. SG 163/68, Cat. £240
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NAURU
1958

1959

1960
1961

1908/14 Postcards from when part of the Marshall Is was under German administration similar to lot 1959 but group of
5 colour-tinted & 4 sepia/white cards featuring local scenes & residents. A couple with insect damage & one with
damaged corner and some light overall soiling but part of the scarce "W. Storch Photo" series. (9)
1908/14 Postcards from when part of the Marshall Is was under German administration. Unused b&w featuring local
people in traditional dress x 4 & 2 waterforest edge scenes plus a "Rose" series Australia card featuring "Road at
Yangor, Nauru". Some light soiling but a seldom seen group. (7)
1916/23 Seahorses set of 3 with 2/6d pale brown from BW printing (SG 24), 5/- bright carmine (SG22) & 10/- deep
bright blue DLR printing (SG 23d), the latter very well centred, others fair to reasonable. Total cat. £690 (3)
1924/48 SS "Century" set of 14 to 10/- on shiny surfaced paper. MLH SG 26B/39B, Cat. £200 (14)
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NORFOLK ISLAND
1962

1947 (10th June) Ball Bay set of 12 on plain FDC with "Air Mail" cachet plus 1959 (6th July) 3d & 2/- new colours
on Official NI cover. Stamps alone Cat. £28. (2 covers)
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PAPUA NEW GUINEA
1963
1964
1965
1966

1967
1968

1969

1952 10/- Map & £1 Fisherman in MUH blocks of 4. SG 14/15, Retail $820 (2 blocks)
1960 6d on 7½d Yam Hut "Postal Charges" Postage Due. MUH with feint toning on perfs to S.E. SG D1, Cat. £800
1962 5/- Patrol. MUH with slight offset/ink on gummed side. Retails at $750 with a similar selling in Ace Auctions Sale
No. 21 for $400+BP (see front cover)
1962 5/- Patrol in bottom left corner block of 4. Minor colour offset on gum of bottom two stamps. This was the first
Australian printed multicoloured stamp prepared for release in 1962 but withdrawn before public issue because the
design showed rifles being carried & this might cause a backlash considering past conflicts. A similar block sold in Ace
Stamp Auctions Sale No. 29 sale sold for $1200+BP
1966 $1 & $2 butterflies in MUH full sheets of 50 from Plate I. SG 91 & 92, Cat. £300
1980 (11th Nov) National Parliament Invitation to the afternoon sitting addressed to Mrs K Lightpoot with K2 stamp
tied by Boroko pmk & signed by several Ministers incl "Works & Supply", "Health", "Finance", "Commerce" &
"Decentralisation". Also signed on reverse by the first Speaker of the House. An unusual addition to a PNG collection.
1981 x 8 & 1997 x 6 Annual Stamp packs, the latter retailing at $65 each. Fresh & clean MUH. (14)

1970

1985 Ceremonial Structures Trial stamps in MUH set of 4 with a normal set for comparison. These unissued
stamps are smaller than the actual issue & were printed by Leigh Marden in Melbourne while the issued stamps
were printed by the Spanish firm Heraclio Fournier. The issued set had a 15t value while the trial stamp was for
10t & none had the "t" after the face value. Further info in SG cat footnote. Retail at $500+

1971

1985 Ceremonial Structures set of 4 trial stamps as above in MUH blocks of 4, 3 bottom marginal & with a normal set
for comparison also in blocks. Retail at $2000+
1993 K6 PNG Endangered Parrots "Research & Conservation Foundation" M/S's x 100. Fine MUH. These were never
officially released & were intended to be the annual subscription fee to be a financial member of the PNGRCF & hence
be sent to members as a receipt. For mainly political reasons, the stamps were originally never issued by the PO
because none of the four birds featured were under threat of imminent extinction. However in later months some were
offered for sale over the counter at the major Post Offices. (100)
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1994 Emergency ovpts set of 11 fine MUH. SG 730/40, retails $425. (11)
2002 K1.45 Lakatoi in complete sheets of 30 x 40. Fresh MUH. SG 923, Cat. £1200, FV 1740 Kina (A$620)
2007 K3.35 Orchid with Butterfly tab (PNG's First Personalised Stamps) in sheetlets of 20 x 20, 2007 K5.35 Orchid
with "Motuan Hiri Trading double log canoe" tab in sheetlets of 20 x 10 & 2007 K5.35 Orchid with "Seasons Greetings"
& PO Staff photo tab also in sheetlets of 20 x 10. All fine MUH. Total cat. £3900 & a total FV of Kina 3480 ($1300+)
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1810 Durham to Darlington entire with "DURHAM 263" 2 line h/s, 1824 Newcastle to Hexham handstamped "TOO
LATE" & 1839 Gateshead (cds on reverse) to N. Shields, the last mentioned item without enclosed correspondence.
Interesting group of pre-stamp covers in exc cond. (3)
1840 1d black Mulready Letter Sheet with clear upright Maltese Cross struck top centre. Printed contents, "REPORT
OF THE DIRECTORS of the Clerical, Medical and General LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY........Held March 5th 1840.
Good cond with wax seal intact. Addressed to Nottingham, Berks with red Bagshot SE 20 1841 cds on reverse. A
couple of contemporary wax/grease spots add to its character. Most attractive early use. SG ME1, Cat. £550 used
1840 (13th May) Mulready envelope centrally tied by smudged red Maltese Cross & addressed to "The Editor of the
Railway Magazine", London. "EX 13 MY 1849" b/s in red with neighbouring PD MY 13 1840 rectangular boxed red &
another red cds with complete wax seal. Worn cond but nice early usage. SG ME2, Cat. £550
1840 (2nd June) 1d intense black with 4 clear margins tied to entire by red Maltese Cross. Lettered EB. Maltese Cross
framed "LS 2 JU 2 1840" b/s plus receival cds in red. Superb early use. SG 1, Cat. £750+
1840 (6th Aug) 1d intense black on Liverpool to Litchfield cover with 3 margins, one with part adjoining stamp & tied
by red Maltese Cross. Incls a printed "translation" of the script letter. Full "LIVERPOOL K" AU 6 1840" b/s in red.
SG 1, Cat. £750 + premium for intense black
1840 (28th Sept) 1d intense black on small cover from Peterborough to Camden Town. 3½ margin example tied by
red Maltese Cross cancel. Posted SE 28 1840 & delivered the following day with both marks in red on reverse.
SG1, Cat. £750 on cover + premium for shade.
1840 1d black attractively used with central crisp red Maltese Cross. 4 large even margins & lettered TK.
SG 2, min Cat. £375
1840 1d black fine used by light, neat red Maltese Cross. 4 clear even margins, lettered SF. SG 2, Cat. £375
1840 1d black used by red Maltese Cross. 3 clear margins, touching across base. Lettered QE. SG 2, Cat. £375
1840 1d black, Plate 3 used by red Maltese Cross. 4 clear margins & lettered TK. Cat. £500
1840 1d black, Plate 6 tied by black Maltese Cross cancel on Feckenham addressed cover with Birmingham JU 11
1841 b/s. 4 clear margins lettered OA. SG 2, Cat. £750
1840 1d blacks fine used selection from vendors "investment" portfolio. Incls 11 x 1d blacks having a combination of
red & black Maltese Cross cancels with the majority being three or four margin examples clearly chosen for their
appearance. Incls Plate 3, Plate 6 & Plate 8 plus a grey-blacks from the worn plate. A great opportunity to buy a group
of these first world issued stamps in VG cond. Reserve close to his purchase prices. Total cat. £4,700+ (12)
1840 1d blacks from Plates 1a, 1b & 2 to 11 set of 12. All fine used & 4 margin examples. Red Maltese Cross
cancels on 1a & 2-8 with black on others. A remarkable group seldom offered as a plate set, especially in such
fine cond. Cat. £9850 (12) (see front cover)
1840 1d black with black Maltese Cross & 2d blue with red MC cancel. Both with 3 clear margins. Min SG Cat. £1350
1840 1d black & 2d blue QV, 2d die proof & cover on written up page titled "Black & Blue". Comprises 1d black with 4
margins & used by indistinct black Maltese Cross plus one on cover with touching to close margins with crisp black
MC pmk & neighbouring "TP Moorgate St" h/s - this being the "Two Pence Paid" instruction mark which was being
experimented at the time. Also an 1840 2d blue horizontal pair with light black MC & clear margins all round just
touching at lower left. A 2d blue die proof with the 1841 - white line added & the corner letter panels blank. The latter
being SG DP50b, Cat. "from £600" & seldom seen. A useful group with a cat. of close to £3000. (4 items)
1841 (12th Sept) 1d black on entire tied by red Maltese Cross with neighbouring Towcester cds & addressed to
London. Incls a partly decipherable "translation" of contents. 4 margins & lettered AH. SG 2, Cat. £750 on cover.
1841 (26th Feb) 1d black (4 margins) on cover tied by crisp black M/C & addressed to Camden Town, London. Neat
neighbouring Lynn cds at lower left in black. Wax seal & red 27 FE 1841 receival on reverse. Unusually small cover
(100mm x 60mm) but most attractive. SG 2, Cat. £750 on cover.
1840 2d blue fine used by neat partial Maltese Cross in black. 4 clear to close margins. Lettered IJ. SG 5, Cat. £975
1840 2d blue in the 3 distinct shades - deep full blue, blue & pale blue. All 4 margin examples with black Maltese
cancels. SG 4/6, Cat. £3175 (1)
1840 2d deep full blue fine used by light Maltese Cross cancel with 4 clear even margins. Light crease & tone spotting
reflected in conservative reserve. SG 4, Cat. £1200
1840 2d pale blue tied by red indistinct Maltese Cross with 4 clear margins. Lettered "HI". Superb example of this
scarcer shade. SG 6, Cat. £1000
1841 cover with 2d blue (SG 14) pair lettered TH/TI, cut into at base but showing re-entry "O" on left hand stamp.
Indistinct Maltese Cross in black with clear "Dumfries MR 30 1842" boxed receival mark on reverse. Cover is soiled &
frayed at edges thus reflected in reserve against an SG Cat. £350 for single on cover + premium for pair.
1843 entire handstamped "Loughton" in red & addressed to Salisbury with 1841 1d red on blued paper tied by bold
black Maltese Cross numbered "2". Folded through centre of cover. SG 8m, Cat. £180 + premium on cover.
1843 entire with 1d red on blued paper tied to Salisbury addressed cover similar to above but tied by bold Maltese
Cross with number "10" in centre. Neat Salisbury b/s dated DE 19 1843. SG 8m, Cat. £320 + premium on cover.
QV covers x 3 with 1870 "MORE TO PAY" & "2d" in circle cancels with 1d red tied by London WC12 duplex, a 1860
"via Marseilles" to India with 4d bright rose carmine pair & 1d red single tied by London SW15 duplex (Cat. £225+ on
cover) & 1863 letter Glasgow to Canada with 1862/64 4d pale red pair tied by "159" duplex (Cat. £300 on cover).
All items in excellent cond. (3)
1847 10d brown embossed cut square with 4 neat clear even margins. Fine used by light duplex cancel with rich
colour. SG 57, Cat. £1500
1847 10d brown embossed neatly cut square with huge left margin & tied to piece by neat barred lozenge. Most
attractive. SG 57, Cat. £1500
1852 (March) 10d brown embossed cut square on cover to St Servan, France tied by "852" BN in black. French Angl
Calais transit for 21 MARS 52 in red with ringed "PD". Backstamped 19 March Welshpool in black with another transit
of 20/3 in red. St Servan arrival on 22/3 in black. Two hinge marks on rear of cover & some soiling. Very small cursive
message (11 lines) at right angles on left of cover suggesting that 10d rate included this "privilege". Remarkable. SG
57, Cat. £3200 on cover
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1854 (20th April) 10d brown embossed (cut to shape) tied by bold barred numeral "18" on cover addressed to "Sydney
N.S. Wales" & endorsed "1st Ship" top left. "BT AP-20 1854" departure cds's on reverse with neighbouring "SHIP
LETTER SYDNEY AU 4 1854" crown strike also on reverse. SG 57, Cat. £3200 on cover (if cut square)
1847/54 1/- pale green embossed. Very fine used with "242" barred numeral. Huge lower margin from base of sheet
just touching at top & clear at sides. One of the finest we have seen. SG 54, Cat. £1000+
1847 1/- green cut square with neat "466" (Liverpool) barred numeral. Large to touching margins. SG 55, Cat. £1000
1854 (3rd Aug) 1/- green embossed (partially cut to shape) vertical pair on mourning env addressed to Sydney, "New
S Wales" with annotated date in m/s. Bold "SHIP LETTER SYDNEY OC 19 1854" crown arrival b/s with neighbouring
AF AUG 1854 departure cds. Black wax seal remains on reverse. A wonderful example of GB Embossed overseas
usage & incoming NSW mail. Good cond & a remarkable survivor. SG 55, Cat. £1900+
1854 cover bearing 1/- pale green embossed cut to shape with indistinct cancel & addressed to George St, Sydney.
"per "Calcutta" steamer" in m/s top left with crowned "SHIP LETTER SYDNEY" receival for OC 19 1854 on back flap.
No outward markings other than large handstamped "3" over address. SG Cat. £1900 for cut square examples on
cover, nevertheless, good value at reserve as apart from partially torn flap, cover is in excellent cond.
1858 (8th May) QV 1d PSE used from London to Paris with "PD" in oval (red) & French "Ambulant" strike & Paris on
reverse. Uprated with 1856/58 1d red perf 14 "paper no longer blued" type x 3 with all tied by barred numeral "26"
incl pair lettered DG/OH. Small round "HM London MY-7 58 " in blue on flap. Most attractive.
1862/64 9d bistre QV ovptd "SPECIMEN" MH with 40% o.g. & light corner bend (SG 86s, Cat. £750) plus other
"SPECIMEN" ovpts incl 1883 2d lilac (SG 189c, Cat. £85), 1887/92 Jubilee vals for 1½d, 3d (trimmed at right), 6d &
9d, the latter with trimmed perfs at top. These 4 MH/MLH are cat. £250. Also a KEVII imperf 9d no wmk proof. (7)
1867 (25th Nov) Registered entire addressed to Shropshire with pair of QV 2d blue pl.9 & 2 singles of 1d red plates
76 & 100. Crisp & clear oval Birmingham Reg in red. Shrewsbury b/s. Most attractive.
1867/80 2/- brown used with partial duplex cancel. Blunt top right corner otherwise sound with strong colour. A scarce
stamp missing from many GB collections. SG 121, Cat. £4250
1867/83 10/- greenish-grey QV, Maltese Cross wmk. Used by light "105" numeral cancel. Small grease spot &
centred right but useful at this reserve. SG 128, Cat. £3200
1867/83 £1 brown-lilac with Maltese Cross wmk. Used by heavy obliterator with light corner crease but good perfs &
a sound stamp. SG 129, Cat. £4500
1867/83 5/- rose, Plate 4 on white paper. A couple of shortish perfs top left otherwise good to fine used with late use
(June 1883) duplex. A perfectly centred example of this scarce stamp with lovely colour. SG 134, Cat. £3800
1875 (2nd July) incoming cover from Malta bearing 1873/80 2½d rosy mauve on blued paper tied by bold & complete
"A25" duplex for Malta with Liverpool receival of 12 JY on flap. SG 235, Plate 1
1882 £5 orange on white paper. Superb used by crisp, central upright "MANCHESTER ACCOUNTS 18 SEPR 1893"
cds. Lettered CC. Well centred, full perfs & strong colour. A stunning stamp in all respects. Brandon Cert. (2007).
SG 137, Cat. £8300+ with premium. Similar sold in Ace Stamp Auctions No. 29 for $3800+BP.(see front cover)
1883/84 2/6d lilac QV. MLH with a few black album page fibres but frontally fresh. SG 178, Cat. £600
1883 5/- rose on white paper. Superb used with central "UPPER THAMES ST" FE 15 94" cds. Rich colour with
excellent perfs. Stunning. SG 180, Cat. £375
1883/84 10/- ultramarine. MLH with some minor gum disturbance. Good centering & fresh colour. SG 183, Cat. £2250
1883 9d dull green in true colour. Fine used with "bullseye" Swindon 1886 cds. A lovely stamp. SG 195, Cat. £480
1884 £1 brown purple, wmk 3 crowns, bold "R" (registration) in circle. Comes with 1979 Stolow (The Philatelic
Foundation, New York) certificate. Free of creasing, tone spots, tears or thins. SG 185, Cat. £3000
1884 £1 brown-lilac QV, Three Crown wmk. Fine used with neat central London 31 JA 90 cds. Lettered NC. Good
centering & perfs with strong colour resulting in a beautiful stamp. SG 185, Cat. £4500 with premium (see front cover)
1891 £1 green QV. Lettered GD, well centered & superb used with single, central London cds. SG 212, Cat. £1200
with premium.
1896 (22nd Feb) Indenture on vellum. Beautifully hand written with 2 wax seals & five lead frankings for £3 x2, £1 &
10/- plus the "Commissioners of Inland Revenue" with Coat of Arms each with VR crown seals on reverse. Refers to
the will of Elizabeth Needham Sheffield of Anerley, Surrey. Excellent cond.
1902 10/- ultramarine KEVII fine used with JA 6 11 corner cds. Rounded lower right corner perf does not detract.
SG 265, Cat. £500
1902/10 £1 dull blue green KEVII with centrally struck upright "East Street AU 4 04" cds. Well centered with lovely
colour. Excellent example. SG 266, Cat. £1200+ with premium.
1911/13 5/- carmine KEVII. MVLH verging on MUH with part bottom selvedge. SG 318, Cat. £425
1911-13 £1 deep green KEVII fine mint. SG 320, Cat. £2000 (see front cover)
1913 £1 green Seahorse. Light indistinct parcel cancel leaving KGV profile clear. A couple of small stain spots on
reverse but well centred with good perfs. SG 413, Cat. £1400
1913 Sir Isaac Pitman Centenary Year cinderella. Unused without gum. Sir Isaac Pitman was a teacher of the English
language who developed the most widely used system of shorthand
1915 2/6d grey brown De La Rue Seahorse MLH (SG 407) & 2/6d choc brown Bradbury Wilkinson also MLH
(SG 414). One slightly nibbled perf on base of the former & latter with aged gum. Cat. £560 (2)
1920 2½d dull Prussian blue KGV. MVLH verging on MUH. RPS (London) Cert. (1977) with SG No. as N21(13)
in the day. SG 373a, Cat. £1200
1929 ½d, 1d & 1½d PUC with sideways wmks. MLH. SG 434a/ba, Cat. £210 (3)
1929 £1 PUC. Mint without gum, slight staining not apparent from front. Well centred. SG 438, Cat. £750 as MLH.
1929 £1 PUC. Fine used with centrally applied violet cancels. Attractive genuinely used example. SG 438, Cat. £550
1934 2/6d to 10/- set of 3 Re-engraved Seahorses. MLH & well centered. SG 450/52, Cat. £575 (3)
1939/48 KGVI high vals set of 6 with both shades of 10/-. Light toning around edges but MUH. SG 476/78c Cat. £425
1939/48 KGVI high vals set of 6 with both shades of 10/-. Fine MUH. SG 476/78c Cat. £425
1940 (April) London to Perth Airmail Express Delivery covers to "West Australian" newspaper x 2. Both with boxed
"PASSED FOR PUBLICATION INTLD GENERAL SECTION PRESS & CENSORSHIP BUREAU" dated h/s's in blue &
sealed with tape "EXAMINED BY CENSOR" in yellow. Flaps of each cover read "If undelivered, return to Sydney
Morning Herald, Reuter Building, 85 Fleet St, E.C.4". First cover bears 2/6d brown & 6d KGVI franking tied by 11 AP
40 London cds's while second uses 2/6d, 1/-, 10d x 3, 5d x 3, 6d & 1½d x 2 KGVI defins & tied by London 16 AP 40
rubber cds. Both covers have Press Photos printed at top left & it is assumed the difference in rates is reflective of
differing weights/numbers of photos. Rare survivors! (2)
1948 (26th Apr) Silver Wedding FDC with pair tied by Freshwater Bay, Isle of Wight with provisional "FRESHWATER
BAY" Registration label completed in m/s on Airmail cover addressed to WA. Exc cond. SG 493/94, Cat £425
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1948 Silver Wedding pair MLH & 1951 High vals set of 4 fresh MUH. SG 493/94 & SG 509/12, retail $160 (6)
1954/55 2/6d purple on yellow PD, Tudor Crown wmk. MLH. SG D45, Cat. £150
1955/58 Castles set of 4 from Waterlow printing. MUH right marginal set of 4. SG 536/39, Cat. £250 (4)
1958/61 ½d to 4½d QEII Wildings with both Graphite Lined & Phosphor Graphite sets. Fresh MUH. SG 587/94 &
599/609, Cat. £210 (16)
1961 3d Post Office Saving Bank with "orange brown omitted". MUH with normal for comparison. SG 624Aa, Cat £600
1965 1/6d ITU with "light pink omitted" with normal for comparison. Fresh MUH. SG 684a, Cat. £4000 (see front cover)
1967 9d EFTA with "black (Queen's head etc), brown, new blue & yellow omitted". Much scarcer than single missing
colour varieties. Fine MUH with right margin. SG 715a, Cat. £1300
1968 5d royal blue Machin imperforate horiz pair. Fine MUH. SG 735c, Cat. £275
1969 5d Christmas with QEII head embossing omitted incl normal for comparison plus 1970 5d Christmas with 4mm
perf shift left highlighted further by right margin. All MUH. SG 813f, Cat. £25 & SG 835var. (3)
1977/87 £1 to £5 QEII high vals set of 6 in MUH gutter pairs. SG 1026/29, Cat. £125
1983 "Middlesex Philatelic Federation Annual Convention" booklet produced by The Finchley & District Philatelic
Society" on their 40th Anniv. It is numbered "408" & contains 5p & 10p Guernsey Coinage blocks of 4. No record of
this found but if it is similar to Australian privately produced booklets it could be a "sleeper" waiting to be discovered!
1990 "The Penny Black Anniversary Book" produced by the Royal Mail with an original 1840 1d black used by light
black Maltese Cross cancel. 4 clear margins, just touching bottom left. Lettered OC. (SG 2, Cat. £375) Attractive
publication in slipcase incl the 1990 MUH issues & M/S.
1997 Princess Diana Presentation Pack in Welsh. Exc cond. SG 2021/25, Cat. £60
1998 Commonwealth Games set of 36 Benham silk covers with a selection of Malaysian Games commems tied by
pictorial pmks. Apart from the Opening & Closing Ceremony covers, all are signed by various England athletes incl
John Pearce & Audley Harrison (Boxing), Chaloner & Johnson (Squash), Judy Oakes (Shot), Joanne Wise (Athletics),
Katy Sexton & Mark Foster (Swimming), Lisa Mason & Annika Reeder (Gymnastics) & Susan Rolph & James
Hickman (Swimming) plus the whole teams for Badminton & 4x100m Relay. Most attractive (36)
2012 (5th Jan) London Olympic & Paralympic Games £5 commem coin with 1st & Worldwide stamps x 4 tied by
Stratford London pmks. Exc cond. Retails $70
2016 1st class orange & 2nd class blue Machin S/A forgery booklets with normals for comparison. Very realistic
considering these are the security type with codes in design!! MUH SG U2981 & U2997 var. (4)
Great Britain Guernsey 1858 (30th Nov) entire pre-paid with 4d rose-carmine QV in Guernsey & tied by neat, upright
duplex "324". "Via London: endorsement top left & transit marks for London & Calais (2/12), Paris (3/12) & arrival in St
Brieue (4/12). "INSUFFICIENTLY PRE-PAID." h/s above address. SG 66, Cat. £225 on cover.
2000 (15th Sept) 60th Anniv Battle of Britain FDC's incorporating reproduction medals with BOB clasp in the covers x
2. Excellent condition & most attractive. (2)
Great Britain Jersey 1851 (20th Mar) stampless cover to Bordeaux with "Iles-C St Malo" transit in red (29/3) &
Bordeaux receival (30/3) plus 1840 (26th Oct) cover with 1d black tied by indistinct Maltese Cross cancels in red
addressed to Edinburgh with Jersey b/s. Also a page of "409" (Jersey) obliterators on 7 x QV consisting 1d red x 4, 4d
orange, 6d violet x 2 & undated "Jersey" on KEVII 2/6d. Rarely seen Channel Islands group. (11 items)
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Antigua 1903/07 Arms/KEVII set to 5/-, Crown CC wmk. 2d with hinge remnant, other vals varying from very light to
moderate hingeing. 6d has "2 tone" gum & 3d & 5/- with light staining. All frontally fresh. SG 31/40, Cat. £325
1921/27 KGV defins to of 7 to £1 with MCA wmk. MLH (2/- MUH). SG 55/61, Cat. £300 (7)
Ascension 1922 "ASCENSION" ovpts on St Helena Pictorials to 3/-. MLH with varying gum varies. 8d has overall
even toning with others fresh. SG 1/9, Cat. £325 (9)
Austria 1850 2k black with 4 large margins. MNG. Scott US$450 for MLH.
Bahamas 1863/77 4d dull rose QV, Crown CC wmk, perf. 12½. Mint without gum. SG 27, Cat. £400 as MLH.
1883 4d surcharge on 6d violet, Crown CC wmk, perf. 12½. Mint with part o.g.. Minor surface indentation.
BPA Cert. (2002). SG 45, Cat. £550
1884/90 £1 Venetian red QV. Fine MLH. SG 57, Cat. £275
1902/07 £1 green & black KEVII. Superb MVLH. SG 70, Cat. £300
1912/19 £1 dull green & black with neat clear 1913 cds. SG 89, Cat. £350
1938/52 KGVI defins to £1. Fine used incl 3 shades of 5/- & 2 of 1½d. Min cat. £140 (23)
Barbados 1873 3d brown-purple, wmk small star, perf. 14 MLH. SG 63, Cat. £375
Basutoland 1886 (1st Apr) Receipt for Registered letter signed by postmaster & bearing clear Maseru Basutoland
AP 1 86 cds & 1932 (3rd Nov) OHMS stampless cover to Johannesburg from P.O. Morija with oval "Post Office Morija,
Basutoland" in violet. Typewritten address in violet. Attractive pair. (2)
1896 (29th Apr) Cape of Good Hope QV 1d Post Card addressed to London tied by Mafeking duplex with Aliwal North
C.G.H. transit cds for May 1 & Cape Town Cape Colony May 4 cds on reverse. Pencilled address & message. Some
faults but sold Harmers London in Nov 1996 for £180!
1933 KGV Defins to 10/-. MLH with aged gum, 4d with small frontal stain. SG 1/10, Cat. £325
Bechuanaland 1885/87 "British Bechuanaland" ovpts on CGH Hope Seated with Anchor wmk. Set of 5 good to F/U.
SG 4/8, Cat. £280 (5)
1888 "One Half-Penny" surcharge on 3d pale reddish lilac & black. Part gum with approx. 50% o.g.. SG 29, Cat. £275
1932 KGV set to 10/-. MLH with odd very light tan line. SG 99/110, Cat. £500 (12)
Belgium 1933 (30th April) 20th Anniv illust flight cards with one is inscribed in French with 85¢ in franking tied by Gent
cds & addressed to England. The other is unused with bilingual French & Flemish inscription. The stamped card has
diagonal crease & pencilled indication on reverse that "194 carried". Both cards show on reverse that profit from sale
of these was for the national Anti-TB campaign. (2)
1946 War Victims Relief Fund set of 6 MUH (Cat. £25) & 1947 set of 5 MLH (Cat. £75 as MUH) plus 1948 Anti-TB
MUH (Cat. £65), 1949 Anti-TB MLH (Cat. £60) & Bermuda1960 Int Railway Congress set of 4 MLH (SG P1722/5,
Cat. £225). All fine. Cat. £450+ (29)
Bermuda 1874 3d on 1/- green QV surcharged "THREE PENCE" in black. Used by light barred numeral obliterator.
BPA (1988) cert states… "genuine, repaired & tear at foot, but this is far from obvious". SG 13, Cat. £850
1874 3d on 1/- green QV surcharged "THREE PENCE" in black. F/U by light barred numeral obliterator. Dealers
authenticity mark on reverse. SG 13, Cat. £850
1875 "One Penny." surcharge on 3d yellow buff. Fresh MLH. SG 16, Cat. £450
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1918/22 £1 purple & black on red KGV. MVLH. Purchased for $355 from Status auction in Dec 2006.
SG 55, Cat. £250
1922/34 12/6d grey & orange KGV. Fine used. SG 93, Cat. £375
1922/34 12/6d grey & orange with "damaged leaf" variety. MH & surface scuff to right of crown through top margin
reflected in reserve. SG 93f, Cat. £800
1937 12/6d "Revenue" KGV postally used with part St George's cds, probably CTO. Authorised for postal use from
Feb to Apr 1937 after issue in 1936 for fiscal purposes. SG F1, Cat. £1500
1938/53 12/6d grey & yellow, perf. 14. Fresh MLH. SG 120d, Cat. £600
1938/53 £1 black & bright violet on scarlet, perf 13. Fine MLH. SG 121e, Cat. £180
1938/53 KGVI 10/- yellow green & carmine on green KGVI, line perf. 14¼. MLH. SG 119b, Cat. £500 as MUH.
1938/53 KGVI set MLH to £1 with key types comprising 2/- (SG 116e), 2/6d (SG 177, 117c & d), 5/- (SG 118 & 118a),
10/- (SG 119) & 12/6d (SG 120b & e) plus £1 (SG 121d). Minor stain on 3d black & red otherwise fine & fresh. Also
used 1d shade & 2/- (SG 116c). Total Cat. £1500+ (23)
KGVI Key Plates group consisting (a) perf. 14 with 2/- x 2 used & 2 MLH shades, 2/6d MLH & used, 5/- MLH, 10/-,
12/6d & £1 MLH with one of each, (b) perf. 13 with 2/-, 2/6d x 2, 5/-, 10/- x 2 shades, 12/6d & £1. All fine MLH.
Cat. £1500 as MUH (18)
British Occupation of Italian Colonies (Cyrenaica) 1950 "Mounted Warrior" complete set of 13. Fresh MUH.
SG 136/48, Cat. £200
Brazil 1843 30r "bull's eye" used with slightly oily 1844 cds that has come through the stamps. 4 clear margins,
wide at sides. SG 4, Cat. £375
British Antarctic Territory 1963 QEII Pictorials ½d to 1/- in MUH/MLH vert pairs, 1971 New Currency surcharges set
to 50p MLH, 1966 Churchill & 1969 Scientific Work sets, the latter 2 sets MUH. Cat. £150 as MUH. (42)
British East Africa 1890 "4 ANNAS" on GB 5d QV Jubilee & ovptd "BRITISH EAST AFRICA COMPANY". Used
by May 1895 Mombasa part cds's. SG 3, Cat. £350
1891 "½ Anna" Mombasa Provisional handstamped surcharge on 2a vermilion. Initials "AD" in black m/s. BPA Cert.
(2006) notes "genuine, has a repaired tear at left". Fine used. SG 20, Cat. £1100
1895 5a black on grey blue with 3 line "British East Africa" h/s. MLH h small tone spot, frontally fine. SG 40, Cat. £300
1895 3r slate purple with 3 line "British East Africa" h/s. Neat Lamu cds. SG 45, Cat. £180
1895 5r grey green with 3 line "British East Africa" h/s. Centered left with neat squared circle cancel. SG 47, Cat. £300
1895/96 "British East Africa" ovpt on 2r India. Attractively used by Mombasa squared circle cancel. SG 61, Cat. £225
1895/96 "British East Africa" ovpt on 5r India. Small thin but beautiful "socked on the nose" light cds. SG 63, Cat. £250
1897 ½a to 7½a "British East Africa "ovpts on Zanzibar defins. MH. SG 80/85, Cat. £375 (6)
1897/1903 3r deep violet QV. Fine MLH. SG 94, Cat. £190
1897/1903 4r carmine QV. MLH, 3 bottom perfs with light staining barely frontally noticeable. SG 95, Cat. £500
1897/1903 4r carmine QV. Fine MLH. SG 95, Cat. £500
British Guiana 1853/55 4¢ pale blue with 4 clear even margins. Fine used with bullseye Demerara 1859 cds.
Seldom seen so fine. SG 20, Cat. £700
1862 1¢ black on rose. Used & signed in central panel. SG type 10 frame with broad clear margins but no trace of
roulette. SG 116, Cat. £850
1881 2¢ on 12¢ pale violet Official (O11). MH with remnant hinge. SG 156, Cat. £700
1881 2¢ on 24¢ emerald-green (previously ovptd Official as in SG O12). MLH, one pulled perf at right.
SG 157, Cat. £100
1888/89 "Inland Revenue 3 Dollars" green with partial squared circle registered postal cancel. Blunt corner lower right.
SG 187, Cat. £325
1905 $2.40 green & violet ovptd "POSTAGE AND REVENUE". Fine used & fresh. SG 251, Cat. £450
British Honduras 1865 1d blue, no wmk & 1872/79 1d pale blue, perf 12½, wmk crown CC. Both mint without gum.
SG 2 & 5, Cat. £190 as MLH. (2)
1891/1901 1c to $5 QV complete. MVLH. SG 51/65, Cat. £700 (15)
1904/07 KEVII complete set of 9 to $5. MVLH. SG 84a/93, Cat. £600
1913/21 KGV complete set of 10 to $5 plus extra 25¢. MLH. SG 101/10, Cat. £400 (11)
1922/33 KGV script wmk to $2 plus MCA 25¢ & $5. All extremely fine MVLH verging on MUH. SG 134/47, Cat. £350
British Solomon Islands 1940 1d WWII Red Cross Appeal coloured cinderella showing canoe with natives paddling
towards an island with "BRITISH SOLOMON ISLANDS" in red at base. Perforated on 2 sides. Diagonal crease &
some wear but remains presentable. Originally issued in sheetlet of 6 but rarely seen.
Cameroons - British Occupation 1919 "Buea British Kamerun" provisional labelled registered cover to Switzerland
with marginal strip of ½d on 5pf x 3 plus singles of 1d on 10pf & 2d on 20pf. B/s's incl Victoria (Cameroons 12 AP 19),
transit Liverpool (9 MY 19) & arrival in Bern (13.V.19). Mild soiling but otherwise fine & desirable. Stamps Cat. £60 but
SG indicates "rare on cover" & does not provide usual "multiple" guide for those on cover.
Canada 1852/57 3d red beaver on wove paper with 4 generous margins. Partial triple ring cancel. SG 5, Cat. £225
1897 $3 bistre Jubilee used with Toronto roller cancel. Sound fault free example of this scarce stamp & attractive as
the roller is clear & crisp. SG 138, Cat. £800
1897 $4 violet Jubilee well centred with light "smudgy" machine cancel. SG 139, Cat. £700
1897 $5 olive-green Jubilee sound used with smudgy cancel. SG 140, Cat. £700
1908 Quebec Tercentenary set of 8. MH with part o.g. & large hinge remnants & odd toning but facially attractive.
centering varies. SG 188/95, Cat. £550 (8)
1937 Defins set of 11 to $1 MLH. Light to moderate hinge remnants. SG 357/67, Cat. £180 (11)
1939/43 Special Delivery issues on album page with both 1939 & 1942 10¢ plus 1942 16¢ & 1943 17¢. All MUH with
"OHMS" perfins, the 1939 10¢ being inverted. SG OS12, 17/19, Cat. £77 (4)
Canton China 1908 (10th Feb) "S.M. Kanonenboot Tiger" b&w postcard addressed to China & franked by Indo China
"Tablet" of Indo-China ovptd "CHINE" plus 1¢, 2¢ & 5¢ Grasset type all tied by "CANTON-CHINE" cds's. 1/3/08 St
Andreasberg receival cds next to address. VG cond. Purchased for $110 at SG Aust 2007 auction.
Cayman Islands 1907 KEVII set of 4 plus ½d surcharge on 1d carmine. 6d is MUH but with vert crease at left.
Other vals fine MLH. SG 13/17, Cat. £360 (5)
1907 "½D" & "1D" handstamped surcharges on KEVII 5/- salmon & green. Both MVLH. SG 18/19, Cat. £575 (2)
1907/09 KEVII set of 10 to 10/- plus extra 1/-. 6d toned & 5/- with toned perf otherwise fine MLH. SG 25/34, Cat. £350
1912/20 KGV set of 13 to 10/- (white back). 1d with even gum toning), others MLH while the shilling vals are MVLH.
SG 40/52b, Cat. £225 (13)
1935 KGV Pictorials to 10/- set of 12. Fine used. SG 96/107, Cat. £200 (12)
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China 1898 $1 Bean Goose with wmk. Fresh MLH. SG 117, Cat. £500
1900 Boxer Rebellion Postcard with 2 photos in blue on front showing "Peking China. Summer Palace of the Emperor
after the French invasion". Addressed in Czech to Jilemnice (Starkenbach in German) with 1¢ x 3 defins tied by
Tangku cds's plus pair "Chine" ovptd 5¢ France with Shang-Hai cds for 4 Nov 00 & the receival mark of Jilmnice
12/7/00. Good cond & highly collectable.
1909 (19th Oct) Postcard showing e a hand-drawn action shot celebrating "The Russian Defeat at Yalu" with message
written above while address side has "4 CENTS" on 10¢ China (French 10c ovpt in Chinese character) tied by HanKeou-China Poste Francaise cds. Addressed to Paris with "via Manchuria & Iberia" in m/s. Couple of small tone spots,
otherwise fine.
1941 Thrift Movement M/S ovptd in Russian & French for 1943 Russian Philatelic Exhibition in Shanghai. Hinge marks
on all corners & some light staining in places but under catalogued with only 5000 were printed. Cat. (2015) £750
1944 War Refugees Relief Fund M/S. Fine CTO. SG MS730, Cat. £160
1944 War Refugees Relief Fund M/S. Neatly CTO. SG MS730, Cat. £160
1949 2¢ on $300,000 apple green Currency Revaluation in vertical pair. Used with lower Chinese character at right
broken on upper stamp & upper right characters (2) broken on lower stamp. SG 1318var., Cat. (2015) £600 pair + var.
1952 Gymnastics set of 10 blocks of 4 CTO by neat bold Peking cds's/ Good centering. SG 1543/52, Cat. £120
1960 8f "The Words of Mao Tse-tung". MUH with left selvedge. SG 2406, Cat. £70
1963 Children set of 12 imperforate as per SG footnote. 2 x 8f vals with sheet margin imprints Fresh MUH.
SG 2092/103, Cat. £375 (12)
1964 Chinese Peonies set of 15 to 52f. Fine MUH. SG 2185/99, Cat. £375 (15)
1968 8f "Revolutionary Literature & Art - The White Haired Girl". Fresh MUH. SG 2394, Cat. £150 plus 1969 8f "Snow
Patrol" MUH SG 2423, Cat. £25 (2)
1972 Chinese Merchant Shipping. Mint without gum as issued. SG 2485/888, Cat. £180 (4)
1973 Giant Pandas set of 6 to 43f. Fresh MUH. SG 2498/503, Cat. £120 (6)
1974 Industrial Production set of 4. Fine MUH. SG 2593/96, Cat. £275 (4)
1978 2y Arts & Crafts - "Flying Fairies" M/S. MUH. Similar sold Ace Auctions Sale 29 $220+BP SG 2815, Cat. £225
1978 2y Arts & Crafts 2y "Flying Fairies" M/S as above. SG MS2815, Cat. £225
1978 Galloping Horses M/S. Fresh MUH. SG MS 2781, Cat. £300
1978 Galloping Horses M/S as above. SG MS 2781, Cat. £300
1978 Hsingkiang Bridge M/S. Fine MUH SG MS2834, Cat. £225
1978 Hsingkiang Bridge M/S. As above SG MS2834, Cat. £225
1978 National Science Conference M/S. MUH, very light corner bend. SG MS2765a, Cat. £325
1978 National Science Conference M/S. Fine MUH. SG MS2765a, Cat. £325
1979 2y Camellias of Yunnan - "Red Jewellery" M/S. Fresh MUH. Cat. £110
1979 2y Childhood Science - Girl with book & space M/S. Superb MUH. Similar sold in Ace Auctions Sale 29 for
$800+BP. SG MS2900, Cat. £1200
1979 2y Childhood Science M/S as above. SG MS2900, Cat. £1200ea
1979 2y Paintings of Qi Baishi M/S. Fresh MUH. SG MS MS2955, Cat. £225
1979 2y The Great Wall M/S. Fine MUH. SG MS2865, Cat. £110
1980 1y Lotus Painting - "Fresh Lotus on Rippling Waters". Fine MUH. SG MS3002, Cat. £200
1980 1y Lotus Painting as above. SG MS3002, Cat. £200
1984 Tang Dynasty Painting M/S. Fresh MUH. SG MS3003, Cat. £85
1988 3y Guan Yu M/S's x 5. Fine MUH. SG MS3588, Cat. £195 (5)
1995 (14th Sept) Sweet Osmanthus imperforate M/S as sold at the Peking Int Stamp & Coin Exhib. MUH See notes in
SG China Cat. SG MS4023 var, Cat. £225
1995 Sweet Osmanthus M/S's as issued at the Int Stamp & Coin Exhib, Peking x 100. Light corner crease on each
from outer package damage but stamps not affected. MUH. Popular thematic for Ebay etc. MUH. SG MS4023, Cat.
£1050 (100)
1999 Ethnic Groups sheet of 56 different x 10 MUH sheets. Cat. £400 (10)
2000 Flowers M/S (Sold at 8y) x 47. All fresh MUH. SG 4556, Cat. £650+
2000 Year of the Dragon pair in complete unfolded sheets of 32 plus an additional of 80f value in consecutive sheet
number order to the first. Fresh MUH. SG 4466/67, Cat. £2720 (3 sheets of 32)
2003 Lillies set of 4 Greetings Stamps in sheetlets of 10. Fresh MUH. SG 4789/92, Cat. £110
2006 Yearbook in outer box slipcase with 90 stamps & 5 M/S's. All fresh MUH. SG Cat. £215
2008 "One World One Dream - The Emblem & Mascots of the Games of the XXIX Olympiad" pres album containing
MUH issues incl the S/A sheetlet, FDC's & Postcards. Beautiful presentation.
2009 Yearbook published by Bedfond Philately with 78 stamps & 8 M/S's. All issues MUH. SG Cat. £217
2013 Yearbooks with 97 stamps & 7 M/S's. MUH & most attractive. SG Cat. £240+
China - German post offices 1901 (3rd May) & (15th June) b&w stampless postcards with "TONGKU DEUTSCHE
POST" cds's with both addressed to Hanover. The former card shows a Chinese girl in festival costume, the latter the
grave of Van Kettler in Peking. Some minor soiling. Sold at SG Aust for $120 in 2001.
1902 (1st May) "Greetings" cartoon Postcard of Chinese man wearing costume adorned with military figures & cannon
bearing China/Reichspost 5pf x 2 tied by Tschinkiang Deutsche Post cds's. Coloured address in Gothic script &
receival mark Rudolstadt for 02.8.9V. Light soiling but a rare survivor.
China Japanese Post offices 1908 (1st Jan) Stampless Military Postcard with b&w "Battle-ship Akgi in Dock, Incow"
struck with violet naval commemorative cachet. Address side in Japanese with Newchann cds in black together with
boxed horiz red marking in Japanese. Another rarely seen postally used card.
China - Yunan Province1933/34 Martyrs ovptd issue. Set of 12 MLH, 13c with small thin reflected in reserve along
with other odd small fault. SG 56/67, Cat. £300
Cook Islands 1892 1d black with paper hinge remnant MH & 1½d mauve & 10d carmine used, the latter centred right.
The 1½d is well centred with 1910 late use cds with double circle Cook Islands Rarotonga. Cat. £200+ (3)
Cook Islands-Aitutaki 1903 1/- orange-red with "Tai Tiringi" surcharge with no “s” after Tiringi variety. Used with cds
clear of variety. SG 7ba, Cat. £1100
Cyprus 1894/95 QV set of 10 to 45pi. All fine MLH, the 1pi aniline. SG 40/49, Cat. £250 (10)
1955 QEII Defins set of 15 to £1. MUH. SG 173/87, Cat. £110 (15)
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1960 Republic ovpts to £1 incl 15m shade. Fine used. SG 188/202, Cat. £100 (16)
Denmark 1920 (Apr & Nov) 2 covers to Singapore, one registered Aalborg with cds tying 15¢ monocolour & 30¢
bicolour defins, the other with pairs of 8ö & 12ö defins tied by Helsingor cds. Latter with foxing around adhesives.
Former with Singapore b/s. Unusual destination. (2)
Dominica 1903/07 KEVII to 5/-, wmk CC set of 10. Hingeing light to moderate with odd tone spot/small stain reflected
in reserve. SG 27/36, Cat. £225
Egypt 1900 (11th Dec) "Chameaux du Desert" (camels with riders) b&w postcard with 1m & 3m tied by fine Bulkeley
cds with neighbouring Colombo & Suez transit cancels. Sydney & North Sydney arrival cds's for JA 8 01. Good cond.
Falkland Islands 1912/20 £1 black on red KGV. MLH & well centred. SG 69, Cat. £550
1928 2½d Provisional South Georgia h/s on 2d KGV. Superb used on piece with upright South Georgia 19 FE 28 cds.
BPA Cert. (1998) & background notes from "London Philatelist" detailing reasons for issue, numbers printed etc.
Purchased from Eastern States auction for $1600 in 2007. SG 115, Cat. £1400
1938/50 ½d to £1 KGVI Pictorials with thick & thin papers of 9d & 2 shades each of 2/6d, 5/- & 10/- (one with split
perfs at top). Fresh MLH with rich colours. Min SG Cat. £950 (28)
1914 5/- reddish maroon KGV. Bottom margin example with hinge mark in selvedge only with stamp well-centred &
MUH. SG 67a, Cat. £300 + MUH
Fiji 1875 "2d." in black on "Six Cents" on 3d green. Part o.g. with odd stained perf. Ceremuga Cert. (2004) noting
"previously signed Stanley Gibbons". SG 24, Cat. £1900
1878/99 "Four Pence" 14mm surcharge on 2d dull purple perf. 10. Fine used with light cds. Centred to right, vg perfs.
SG 43, Cat. £140
1881/99 1/- deep brown perf. 10 MLH (toned), pale brown perf. 11 & perf. 11x10 used & perf. 11¾x11 MLH (Cat. £70)
plus 1882 5/- used remainder with Dec cds. (5)
1891 2½d (type 14) surcharge on 2d green MLH, 1892 ½d on 1d (small thin) & 5d on 4d (SG 72/73) plus "FIVE
PENCE" 3mm spaced surcharge on 6d in 2 shades, one with pulled perf. Total cat. £320 (5)
1903 KEVII set to 1/- MLH (1d used), 1904/09 1d MLH & used & 1/- MLH plus 1908/12 ½d to 1/- MLH (1d used). All
fine. Total cat. £160 (17)
1915/19 "WAR STAMP" ovpts on ½d in 2 shades plus inverted (vert crease & toning) & 1d deep rose & inverted on
bright scarlet (rounded corner & toning). MLH. Total cat. £1360 (5)
1938/55 2d KGVI map Die I used x 3 all with "extra line" variety (SG 253a, Cat. £95 ea), Die II (SG 254) MLH x 2 &
used x 5 & 2½d "extra island" variety x 3 (SG 256a, Cat. £60 ea) plus 2 with scratch above Tavenai Island not listed
in SG. Total cat. £600+ (15)
Finland 1866/67 8p black on green, serpentine roulette type III. Right corner perf very weak (please view with care)
while others all present & well above average. F/U with part cds at top. SG 46, Cat. £225
France 1862 40c orange Napoleon, perf. 14x13½ . MLH, corner pulled perf & at base but rich fresh colour. Useful
spacefiller at this reserve. SG 96, Cat. £1,800
1870 Balloon Mail - Ballon Monte from the siege of Paris. Entire "LETTRE-JOURNAL DE PARIS Gazette des
Absents" for 30th November 1870 No. 12 with 20c Napoleon tied by "Paris Pl De La Bourse 6E 30 NOV 70" cds.
Rennes arrival cds of 3E 2 DEC 70. Better than average cond & highly collectable postal history.
1875 cover with 25¢ Ceres pair tied by star "11" large figures obliterators & addressed to a cadet at West Point Military
Academy, New York. Interesting cds of Paris Pl. Au Theatre Francais with neighbouring boxed "PD". Edge & back
faults reflected in low reserve. Stamps fine.
France Somali Coast 1901 (20th Feb) Postcard titled "Vue de la rade. Palais du gouverneur -Djibouti" & addressed to
Germany bearing 25¢ "Obock" tablet & Djibouti 15¢ imperf pictorial tied by indistinct blue cds cancels. Bold Hamburg
14.3.01 arrival on front. Fine & scarce costing vendor $160 in 2007 SG Aust Auction.
French Polynesia 1967 Ancient Art of the Marquesas Islands in 10f, 15f x 2, 20f, 30f & 35f imperf colour trial pairs.
Fine MUH SG 73/79 var. (6 pairs)
French Somali Coast1902 & 1909 short sets to 25¢ MLH plus 1903 5f black & yellow-buff MLH with inverted centre.
Cat. £130 (excl 5f, not priced with inverted centre & believed to be of clandestine origin! (17)
FSAT 1977 (15th Dec) & 1978 (4th Jan) Regd covers addressed to Thornlie WA from Dumont D'Urville with an
attractive array of contemporary stamps with a totalSG Gambia Cat. £220 while second registered at Port Aux
Francais with another SG Cat. £120 of different issues to the 1977 cover. Useful for F/U if you don't value the covers!
Total cat. £340 (2)
Gambia1880/81 6d deep blue with wmk CC upright MH (SG 17B, Cat. £130) & 1/- green used (SG 19B, Cat. £150)
1912 1/- black on green KGV with "split at top of "A" of POSTAGE at right" variety. Fine used. SG 97b, Cat. £350
Germany 1912 Rhein am Main Airmail cards franked with 5pf Germania, one card with 11.6.12 Frankfurt cds tying
"Gelber Hund" 20pf brown-red while 2 others with 22.6.12 Darmstadt locally addressed & tying "Gelber Hund" 20pf on
one & 30pf green x 3 on the other, the latter card with 3 strikes of the cds. Interesting. Mi Cat. €360 as 3 used singles.
Post-WWI "Lost Colonies" cinderella set of 10. Mixed MUH/MLH/MNG with fresh frontal appearance. (10)
1927 Hindenburg's 80th B'day MLH, 1934 Airs to 3dm used & 1939 ovpts on Danzig complete set of 12 MLH. All fine.
Cat. £220 (29)
1936 Brown Ribbon of Germany M/S, 1937 Hitler's Culture Fund M/S (perfd) & 1937 Brown Ribbon ovptd M/S.
All MUH with odd minor imperfections. Cat. £350 (3)
1943 mourning letters with enclosed sympathy cards to young wife on the death of her soldier husband. All franked
with Hitler 3pf defins tied by Florsheim cds. All with black borders, one roughly opened, others fine.
1939 "Nürburgring Roman" ovpts set of 3. Fine used with pictorial cds's. SG 683/85, Cat. £130 (3)
Germany-Berlin 1949 Relief Fund set of 3. Fine used. SG B68/70, Cat. £800 (3)
Germany-North German Confederation 1868 to 5g (6 vals), Southern District to 18k (5 vals) & 1870 ¼g to 2g
Officials (perf faults). Mostly good used with some perf faults on latter reflected in reserve. Cat. £400 (16)
Germany-Third Reich 1942 (27th Mar) German Occ Registered cover from Fellin to Riga with 3 Hitler heads ovptd
"OSTLAND" & 3 Estland defins tied by Fellin cds's. Roga machine cancel b/s. VG cond.
1945 (20th Apr) Libau to Kiel cover with mixed franking incl 3 Hitler heads ovptd "KURLAND" with vals blocked out.
Tied by Libau Deutsche Dienstpost Ostland cds's. Attractive commercial usage in good cond.
Germany-West 1949 Relief Fund set of 4 fine used. SG 1039/42, Cat. £200
Gilbert & Ellice Islands 1912/24 £1 purple & black on red. Superb MLH. SG 24, Cat. £550
Greece 10d red "Victorious Eagle over Mt Olympus". Fine used. SG 266a, Cat. £450
1956 Royal Family 10l to 10d set of 14. 30l, 70l, 2d & 3d vals with small tone spot on each but high vals fresh MUH.
SG 747/60, Cat. £150
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Grenada 1906/11 Defins set to 10/- incl both wmks of 1/-. MLH, low vals with some toning but others fine & 10/- is
MUH. SG 77/88, Cat. £350 (11)
Hong Kong 1874/1902 $3 dull violet perf. 15½ x15 Stamp Duty postal fiscal. MLH with part adhesion from another
stamp. Centred right. SG F2, Cat. £400
1879 "3 CENTS." on 16¢ yellow Postcard Stamp. Unused without gum off card. SG P1, Cat. £350 on card
1891 10¢ purple on red QV Postal Fiscal ovptd "SO" in Roman & Chinese characters. Fine used by superb, crisp 1891
postal cds. SG S3, Cat. £450
1985 Dragon Boat Festival & Native Flowers in sheet number & colour plate number MUH blocks of 4 plus bottom
selvedge MUH pairs of each. SG 488/91 & 497/502, Cat. £150+
Hungary 1871 3k green & 15k brown Engraved on separate covers with pencilled selling prices totalling €425.
Damage to flap on 3k cover but 15k has fine intact sealing wax. Both adhesives off-centre as usual & tied by cds's, the
15k with clear Pest-Alanlott cds. (2)
1871 25k pale lilac, lithographed. Fine used with 1873 cds on top half of stamp. Shortish top right corner but stamp is
line perfd, so fault is minor. Lovely example. SG 7, Cat. £475
1871 Engraved sets of 6 to 25k x 2 plus 2 additional of all vals to 15k showing a range of distinct shades. All are good
to fine used. A rare opportunity to obtain range of shades in such fine cond in one lot. Cat. £1500+ (22)
1951 60f 80th Anniv of Hungarian stamps reddish-lilac M/S in reddish lilac. Imperforate & fine used with commem date
stamp. Mi 1261B, Cat. Huf325,000 (A$1600)
India 1852 Scinde Dawk 2¢ blue embossed used & cut square. Originates from the contemporary collection (see the
India 1854-1948 collection in this sale) & although not with certificate, looks very plausible. SG 2, Cat. £11,000
1854 ½a blue & 1a red imperf Specimen strips of 4, the ½a with wide spaced "SPEC" on reverse & the 1a with "IMEN"
all in black lettering. "Phila India 2008" guide book prices these at 1000r each as single stamps with one letter on back
thus worth a premium as strip of 8. These are half strips with a min Cat. 8000r in 2008 (Gandhi 10r priced 7000r MUH
as base for comparison, SG 2021, Cat. £400)
1854 4a deep blue & red imperf. Cut square with 4 clear margins. Used by barred lozenge "1". SG 22, Cat. £750
1901 (11th May) "Peking" b&w postcard addressed to the Director of an Artillery School in France with "C.E.F." ovptd
3p, ½a & 1a QV tied by "F.P.O. No. 4" cds's used at Tientsin. "BASE OFFICE" 24 MY 01 transit cds applied in Hong
Kong with "Couches-Les-Mines Saone Et Loire" arrival cds. Minor staining. Previously sold on auction in 2001 for
$210.
1902 2r, 10r, 15r, "ONE RUPEE" on 15r & "TWO RUPEES" on 10r KEVII Officials all ovptd "On H.M.S.". 15r is
MNG with others used. Cat. £90 (5)
1929 8a Airmail with "missing tree top" variety. Good to fine used. SG 224a, Cat. £250
1948 Gandhi set of 4 to 10r. Fresh MLH. SG 305/8, Cat. £425 as MUH
1954 used & 1907 MLH ovpts for International Commission in Indo-China, the 1957 Cambodia set missing 13np plus
UN Force in Congo 1962 set used (50np MLH) & 1968 ICC ovpts (SG N50/N57) MLH. Also Jap Occ of Burma 15¢,
20¢, 30¢ ploughman, Hong Kong (on 2y Nogi) & Brunei handstamped 5¢ & 8¢ in both grey & red. Cat. £900 incl 8¢
grey at £850. (50)
Indo China 1932 (7th Oct) Cover franked by 1c & 4c Junk tied by "Post Rurale Province Cahtho Bihahuy" double
ringed cds's in blue. Addressed to Mata Utu in Wallis Islands & endorsed "via Sydney" "Noumea" with large "T" h/s.
Wallis and Futuna 1F PD tied by "Protectorat Francais Wallis cds. An attractive cover in good cond. Vendor purchased
from SG Aust Auctions in 1999 for $250.
Indochina - Mongtseu 1914 (31st Aug) Paris, France addressed cover endorsed "Via Siberie" top left with 10¢ 2 &
15¢ tied by Mong-Tseu 31 Aout 14 cds with neighbouring boxed "R" for registration. Scarce postal usage on cover.
Italy 1942 War Propaganda with tabs added to 50¢, 1 & 2 lire Airs of 1930 MLH. Sassone €750 (3)
1945 30l blue Torch & 100l red Justice, both MLH. SG 667 & 669, Cat. £1150 as MUH (2)
1949-1951 MUH selection incl 1949 ERP set of 3, 1950 55l UNESCO, ditto Holy Year, 1949 Volta pair, 1950 55l
UNESCO, 1950 55l Radio & 1951 Milan Fair pair. Cat. £1000+ (9)
Kiribati 1980 Moths set of 4 trial proof on ungummed paper. Imperf & with the face values. MUH. A popular thematic.
With normals for comparison. SG 117/20var.
2015 40c on 90c Phalarope bird with inverted Singapore Exhib ovpt in black. Only 1 sheet recorded. MUH. SG 911var.
Korea 1908 (30th Jan) Postcard with b&w mountain scene titled "San-je-san of Kaiyo" with Japanese 4s defin on
address side tied by violet Chemulpo Corea 30.1.08 & Kobe Japan 21.2.08 cds. Addressed to USA with Harrisburg
PA FEB 26 1908 machine cancel across stamp. Cost vendor $80
1913 (17th July) "Monument of Kogo, Wajodai, Keijo" Postcard with 1899 ½sen Japan tied by "Keijo (Seoul) Chosen"
cds on picture side while the address side is unused with printed stamp design from "Tokyo Design Printing Trade
Mark Kanda Tokyo". Sold at 1999 SG Aust auction for $185. VG cond.
Korea-North 1996 Birds Miniature Sheet in progressive colour proofs on 5 bigger imperf sheets. Usual light bends
from such printers waste. Attractive thematic. Seen on Ebay at £100+. SG MSN3610var.
KUT 1912/21 20r purple & blue KGV on blue fine used by light Mombasa cds. Pale colours. SG 60, Cat. £850
1935 £1 black & red KGVI. Superb used. SG 123, Cat. £425
Leeward Island 1897 5/- green & blue "Sexagenary". MH with RPS Cert. (1960). SG 16, Cat. £450
1938 10/- bluish green & deep red on green. MLH with light tropicalisation as expected on this issue.
SG 113, Cat. £200
Malaya - Kedah 1912 1c to $5 Pictorials. MLH with some adherences on mid vals. SG 1/15, Cat. £375 (14)
Malaya - Kelantan 1922 1c to $5 with "MALAYA BORNEO EXHIBITION" ovpts. MLH, the $5 with pink tissue
adherence, $1 with light horiz crease. Frontal fine with fresh colours. SG 30/8, Cat. £425 (9)
Malaya - Straits Settlements 1879 "Five Cents." on 8¢ & "Seven Cents." on 32¢. Both unused without gum.
SG 20/21, Cat. £350 as MLH (2)
1882 "5 cents." on 4¢ rose. Used with part cds & company h/s. Rarely seen stamp. SG 47, Cat. £500
1884 "8" in red, surcharged 8¢ on 12¢ purple. Used with RPS (London) Cert. (2002). SG 80, Cat. £500
1916-1922 selection of 6 postcards with 5 b&w & a colour "Malay Village, Singapore" re-addressed from Maryland to
Washington. All with KGV frankings tied by various Singapore cds's. Three addressed to USA, another to South Aust
& 2 to Japan. Titles on cards incl "The Crocodile & Malay boy, Singapore", "Elephants Procession", "Tanjong, Katon"
& "Botanical Garden, Singapore". Good cond. & a useful assembly. (6)
1921/33 $25 purple & blue on blue KGV. Postally used with 1935 Singapore cds. SG 240b, Cat. £200
Malaya - Terengganu 1922 2c to $5 set of 11 with "MALAYA BORNEO EXHIBITION" ovpts. MLH, some pink tissue
adherence on 25¢ & light tropicalisation of gum on $5. SG 48/58, Cat. £600 (11)
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Malaya-Johore 1884/91 2¢ pale rose QV ovptd "JOHOR" with narrow "J", type 10. MLH with light even gum toning.
SG 10a, Cat. £300
Malaya-Negri Sembilan 1935/41, 1949/55 & 1957/63 Defin sets to $5. All MLH. Cat. £350 (50)
Maldive Islands1906 2c to 25c KEVII "MALDIVES" ovpts on Ceylon. Fine used with Maldive Island cds on 5¢
on piece. SG 1/6, Cat. £500 (6)
Malta 1904 (23rd May) "Promenade Sliema - GHAR-ID-DUD" hand drawn view bearing Malta ½d green KEVII tied by
oval Valletta, Malta cancel & with neighbouring double-ring oval "DISINFECTED LAZARETTO MALTA" in black. "T" &
"1D" due to underpayment for Cornwall, England destination. A desirable item.
1905 (15th Aug) "Malta - Sliema" C. Bernacini published sepia postcard with message on front & addressed to Paris.
½d KEVII tied by Valletta oval cancel but "5c" in blue crayon with neighbouring French 10c PD & "T" cachet. Good
cond. Purchased in auction for $71.50.
1915 (21st Oct) "Strada Reale - Valletta - Malta" John Critien published postcard addressed to Ireland Cancelled by
double circle Valletta cds & endorsed "On Active Service" at top. Sold in Auction for $55 in 2002.
Mauritius 1848/59 1d bright vermilion. Intermediate impression with 3 margins & slight thin. Centrally used &
Expertised Buhler. SG 10, Cat. £3000
1859 1d red from latest worn impression, type E. Fine & fault-free with clear margins all sides. Sismondo Cert. (2006).
SG 23, Cat. £800
1859 2d blue Lapirot, intermediate impression with 4 clear margins. Neatly cancelled with void grid. SG 38, Cat. £1400
1859 2d blue Lapirot, worn impression on bluish paper with large margins & cancelled with void grid. RPSL Cert.
(1978) noting "thinned" & identifying it as SG 29 but now catalogued 39. Purchaser paid $235 in 2007 at Eastern
States auction. SG 39, Cat. £950
1859 2d blue Dardenne, with 4 clear even margins & cancelled with deferential void obliterator. Purchased for $280 at
Eastern States auction in 2001. SG 43a, Cat. £1000
1887 "2 CENTS" on 13¢ slate QV with surcharged in red inverted. F/U. SG 117a, Cat. £300
1891 "TWO CENTS" on 4¢ surcharge inverted pair on piece tied with B53 obliterator. Most attractive. SG 118a
Muscat & Oman 1970 ¼r Nizwa Fort, ½r Matrah Fort & 1r Mirani Fort. Fresh MUH. SG 119/21, Cat. £200+ (3)
Netherlands Indies-Japanese Occupation 1943 General issue plus Java to 1r & Sumatra to 10s all MLH/MNG plus
used general issue, Java & "Voting" (Hatter also MLH). Java set missing 5s MLH & 80s used. Odd fault but mainly
fine. Total cat. £350+ (34)
Nevis 1980's 1c to $2.50 set of 8 Birds from the Leaders of the World series in complete sheets of 50 & 1986 $2.50
50th Anniv of the Spitfire x 8 imperf gummed sheets of 25 by Format Printers. "Nevis" not printed in design so
"cinderellas" by definition. Attractive thematics. Fine MUH.
New Hebrides 1921 Weapons x 3, script wmk (SG 36/39), 1938 to 10f (12) & French New Hebrides PD's (SG
FD65/FD69) in mixed MVLH & MUH. Light tropicalisation but well above average for these issues. Cat. £495 (20)
1938 Postage Due set of 5 to 1fr. MVLH. SG D6/D10, Cat. £190 (5)
1938 Postage Dues set of 5 MLH (SG D6/D10, Cat. £190 as MUH & 1953 to 5f MLH (Cat. £27 as MUH) plus 1957
to 5f MUH (Cat. £15). (27)
1953 "POSTAGE DUE" ovpts set of 5 fine used plus 40¢ & 1f MVLH (SG D11/D15) plus 1977 new currency
surcharges to 500f MUH. Total Cat. £185 (20)
New Hebrides-French 1938 Outrigger Canoe set of 12. MUH with varying degrees of tropicalisation but top 2 vals
fresh MUH. F53/F64, Cat. £300 (12)
New Zealand 1855/58 1/- green without wmk on blue paper. 3½ margins with part adjoining stamp at left, touching at
upper right. Fine used by light barred "2" cancel. A stunning example with strong colour. SG 6, Cat. £3,750
1857/63 2d pale blue, no wmk. 4 close but clear margins & fine used by light barred obliterator. An attractive example.
SG 9, Cat. £180
1859/63 6d bistre-brown, no wmk on soft white paper. Large margin at left, close but clear on others. Used by "60"
barred obliterator. SG 12, Cat. £500
1857/63 1/- blue-green. 3 good margins, touching at top. Fine used with couple of minor faults. SG 17, Cat. £1800
1862/64 1d orange-vermilion, wmk large star. 3 margins, close at top & touching at right. Lightly cancelled with rich
colour. SG 33, Cat. £300
1862/64 3d brown lilac, wmk large star with 3½ margins touching bottom at base. Neatly used with light barred
obliterator. SG 40, Cat. £200
1862/64 6d black-brown, wmk large star. Clear margins margins all round, huge at right. Used with barred obliterator.
SG 41, Cat. £140
1862/64 6d red-brown, wmkd large star. 4 clear margins & fine used with light barred numeral obliterator. Lovely rich
colour. SG 43, Cat. £120
1862/64 1/- yellow-green, wmk large star. 3 wide margins & just touching at base. Used by light barred obliterator.
SG 45, Cat. £350
1862/64 1/- deep green used with BN "1" obliterator. 4 margins (close at right) with Sismondo Cert (2008) stating
"genuine postally used … very shallow thinning in the hinge area. No other faults". Purchased from JPS (ACT) for
$180 in 2007. SG 46, Cat. £375
1862/64 1/- green rouletted on 3 sides, cut into at base. Odenweller Cert (2005) states is genuine but noting "thinned
at bottom left and with vertical tear at top centre margin". Campbell Peterson A6d(z) SG 56, Cat. £900
1862/64 1d carmine vermilion, wmk large star. perf 13. Centred right & F/U by light barred obliterator SG 69, Cat. £350
1862/63 6d black-brown on no wmk Pelure paper. Clear margins & F/U by light barred "1" obliterator SG 85, Cat. £300
1864 1d carmine vermilion, wmk NZ with broad margins top & bottom, clear most of left side, touching at top & at right.
Fine used by light barred obliterator. SG 97, Cat. £350
1892 ½d bright rose newspaper stamp, wmk NZ & star spaced 7mm block of 4 MLH (2 MUH) (SG 151, Cat. £60 +
premium for MUH) plus album leaves with 1935 & 1936/42 Pictorials with duplicated used & sorted by perf incl
Official ovpts. with values to 2/-. (total 450+)
1878 5/- grey QV postally used. Perfs touching frame at left. SG 186, Cat. £300
1878 5/- grey. Postally used with Dunedin 20 DEC 84 cds. Rounded top left corner. SG 186, Cat. £300
1891/1906 "O.P.S.O." (On Public Service Only) Official ovpt in rose magenta diagonally upwards on ½d black QV
SSF block of 4. Water disturbed patchy gum. These ovpts were generally considered to be reprints or uncancelled
as they were not available in that cond. SG O3
1898 6d green kiwi perf. 12-16 (SG 254) & 1899/1903 deep green & yellow green, perf. 11 (SG 264/a) & 1/- dull
brown-red pair. All fine MUH & reasonably centred. Cat. £375, plus premium for MUH. (5)
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1898 Pictorials perf. 12-16 (2½d "Wakatipu" is perf 11). Variable centering but 4d, 6d, 8d, 1/- & 5/- are excellent & all
superb MUH. Cat. £850 plus substantial premium as MUH.
1898 Pictorials similar to the above lot but 5d & 2/- are perf 11. 2½d Wakatipu MLH & 9d with a couple of toned perfs
but again the 5/- has perfect centering. (14)
1899 ½d to 2/- Postage Dues. 8d & 3d with "Large D". Unused set with 8d onwards having no gum. Frontally fresh.
SG D2/12 & D16 Cat £500+ as MLH
1899 Postage Dues MLH with usual mixed centering & heavy hingeing. "Large D" on ½d, 1d, 3d, 8d, other values to
10d "small D", plus 1/-, 2/-. 3d has no gum. Gum stains on most. SG D1/16 range, min cat. £410 (11)
1899 Postage Dues to 2/-. MLH with hingeing & centering varying as usual with this issue. Retail $1100 (11)
1898 5/- vermilion with no wmk, clean cut perf. 12-16. Light gum disturbance but well centered. SG 259, Cat. £300
1902 5/- vermilion Mt Cook, perf 14 with sideways wmk. Fine used with squared circle cancel. Fluffy perfs, very well
centred. SG 317, Cat. £375
1901 Christmas advertising brochure of the "D.I.C. Dunedin, Christchurch & Wellington" on folded A4 size hand
painted & illustrated material. Some tone spots but a rare survivor & most attractive.
1902 5/- deep red Mt Cook with sideways wmk, perf 13. MLH with fluffy perfs & rich colour. SG 329, Cat. £225
1906 Christchurch Exhib set of 4. ½d & 3d MLH, others with hinge remnants. SG 370/73, Cat. £275 (4)
1907/08 3d "reduced size" perf. 13½ & perf. 13½x14 MLH & 6d perf. 14x15 pair plus line perf 14 single. All fine MUH.
SG 378/a, 384 (pair) & 376. Total cat. £255 + premium for MUH (5)
1907/10 5/- deep red Mt Cook ovptd "OFFICIAL.". MUH with some gum bends but well centred & frontally attractive.
SG O67, Cat. £170
1908 1d Universal block of 4 with " King Edward VII Land" ovpts in green. CTO by crisp "BRIT. ANTARCTIC EXPD.
NZ FE 27 08" cds. SG A1, Cat. £200
1913 Auckland Exhib set of 4. MLH with a couple of shortish perfs at left of 3d, otherwise fine. SG 412/15, Cat. £300
1913/25 £1 pink Stamp Duty with vertical "OFFICIAL." ovpt. Used with Wellington roller cancel. SG O84, Cat. £550
1913/25 £1 pink Stamp Duty. MLH with moderate hinge remnant. SG O84, Cat. £650
1925 Dunedin Exhibition set of 3. The 4d val with an unlisted variety at right showing the "E" in "POSTAGE" with top
serif joined to middle bar of "E" creating the impression of a "P" with a feint lower bar intact, so not the usual
"POSTAGF" variety. The "E" on the left "POSTAGE" has slight bend in lower bar but not assessed as "damage to E"
flaw listed by CP as S17c(Y). MLH. (3)
1927/33 5/- green Arms ovptd "OFFICIAL." vertically. MVLH. SG O113, Cat. £325
1930-1932 "Wages & Overtime Book" with 14/8/31 to 1/7/32 record of Employees, handstamped at start of record with
boxed & signed "Unemployment Act, 1930, Examined re Emergency Unemployment Charge" in violet.
"Unemployment Relief" fiscals affixed alongside each entry, overlapping & signed by the beneficiary with each one's
name accompanied by occupation (e.g. browser assistant, garage assistant, motor mechanic). Face values of labels
largely multiples of 1d, 3d, 6d, 1/- & 2/- plus 5/- x 2. A rare example of record keeping during the depression years.
1931 "Smiling Boys" pairs in both MVLH (verging on MUH) & F/U examples. SG 546/47, retail $700 (4)
1938/44 ½d green & 1d scarlet KGVI strips of 3 MUH with wmk inverted from booklets. SG 603w, 605w, Cat. £160+
1944/45 "Worker's Holiday Card" x 2 with columns for Date of Employment handstamped "Waterfront Control
Commission" & signed with third column for amount of holiday pay @ 1/25th of the gross normal pay for that period
while last column is titled "Employer to affix below uncancelled POSTAGE STAMPS to the value shown in column 3".
The 1944 card has adhesives covering pay amounts from 5d to 5/11d on 12 rows. while the later 1945 card ranges
from 5d to 3/- on 7 rows. Minor fraying as expected for cards from this period & for this use. Not seen by us before. (2)
1950's Cinderella set of 8 using the basic 1946 Health stamps ovptd "Independent Rakiura" (Stewart Island) with new
face vals of 1d, 2d, 3d, 1/-, 2/6d, 5/-, 10/- & £1 with original face vals obliterated by black circles. The ovpt is in serifed
capitals & is certainly not a handstamp. Incls background notes. (8)
1958 2d on 1½d "stars" error of surcharge. MLH. SG 763b, Cat. £130 as MUH
1958 "2d" on 1½d provisional ovpt in both settings & ovpt on 1½d 1953 "stars" in error. All MLH. Cat. £130 (3)
1958 2d on 1½d "stars" error of surcharge in horiz pair with bottom selvedge. Fresh MUH with light hinge mark on
front of selvedge. SG 763b, Cat. £260+
1958 2d on 1½ QEII error of surcharge on piece tied by slogan cancel & accompanied by BPA Cert. (2000). Seldom
seen postally used. SG 763b, Cat. £170
1967 (20th Jan) "Commemorating the 10th Anniversary of the Official Opening of Scott Base in 1957" Arthur Bergen
overprinted WCS cover with 3d Ross Dep RMS Erebus tied by matching Anniv cds. Self addressed & signed by
Bergen on reverse. First one we have seen. VG cond.
1975 18¢ Kaweka Forest Park with dark blue omitted. MUH with normal for comparison. CP SS 19a (z), Cat. NZ$400
1977 (16th May) Everest Expedition cover with Nepal 3 x 30p orchids tied by indistinct cancel with "ATTEMPT
ABANONED AT 26,000FT. MAY 16th 1977" boxed cachet in red. Signed by all 10 expedition members above
Kathmandu address. Good cond.
1985 25¢ QEII with missing "Family Order" on sash & 1985 18¢ & 50¢ "CRISTMAS" errors. Campbell Paterson does
not list vals for these as they were not issued to the public officially while SG indicates that they were unlawfully
removed when sent for the destruction process. (3)
1986 30c Music imperforate horizontal pair. Fresh MUH. SG 1407a, Cat. £275, CP 341a, Cat. $NZ600
1996 40¢ + 5¢ Teddy Bear Health Stamp error with normal for comparison. This stamp was immediately withdrawn as
the design caused an outcry because the baby should have been facing the rear of the car to comply with NZ safety
regulations. S.G. 2000a, Cat. £800 Ace Stamp Auctions sold the M/S with same error in Sale 29 for $3200+BP!
1996-2007 complete Prestige Booklets plus 2009 "Comrades in Arms", 2013 Anzacs "Serving Abroad & 2014 "WWII
Poster Art". All in exc cond with total retails of $540 & FV NZ$215 ($200) (15)
1998 $4.50 "Te Kainga Whaiora" Children's Health Camp Gisborne privately produced booklet with 10 x 40c Health
stamps plus another from the "Downtown Post Shop" & numbered 762. Also 2 more $7.50 & $9.00 privately produced
for Christmas also from "NZ Post Downtown" containing Christmas strips of 5. Not seen before. (4)
2000 40¢ Rowing & $1.10 Cycling Olympics with each showing the error of "country name & value at base" due to the
misperforating. Incls normals with the country name at top for comparison. Pair sold on Ebay for $480. (4)
2001-2016 Lord of the Rings "A Journey Through Middle Earth" leather bound NZ Post book/collection containing all
38 M/S's incl the $10 Gold Ring embossed in 22 carat gold foil. Each ovptd & numbered "0645". A most attractive
presentation. Sold for $150.
2002-2004 Lord of the Rings set of 3 pres packs for "The Two Towers", "The Return of the King" & "Home of Middle
Earth" each containing the S/A panes & sheetlets sets of 6 plus matching FDC's. Opening at less than cost & retailing
at NZ$210 ($200)
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2006 45c "Māori Performing Arts" self adhesive single. The set was withdrawn three days before the due issue date of
7th June 2006 after consultation with a range of Māori arts & culture communities when concerns about the design
and style of the stamps were raised. Only a few sets were sent to NZ Post Philatelic Bureau customs in advance
hence they appear occasionally but still a rarity.
2010-2015 Rugby World Cup - All Blacks SES Personalised sheets, sheetlets, M/S & FDC all in original packaging.
Most attractive group. FV NZ$67 (7 items)
2012-2014 The Hobbit set of 3 pres packs for "An Unexpected Journey", "The Desolation of Smaug" & "The Battle of
the Five Armies" each containing the S/A strips & sheetlets sets of 6 plus matching FDC's. Opening at less than cost &
retailing at NZ$75ea ($215)
2014 "For King & Empire" & 2014 "The Spirit of Anzac" Prestige Booklets. Exc cond. Retail $160 (2)
2014-2018 "The First World War - 100 Years Lest We Forget" Prestige Booklet collection in pres box containing all 5
booklets containing the unique M/S's. Retails $375
New Zealand - Ross Dependency 1965 (16th Nov) "FIRST GNATMAIL ROYDS-SCOTT 14-15 NOV.65" hand made
cachet carved from a bar of soap on a small cover with 3d Erebus tied by Scott Base, Ross Dependency cds & NZ
Antarctic Research map illust cachet in red. VG cond. Mentioned in Jurisich's Postal History of Ross Dep on page 7.
Sold in Eastern States auction for $250+BP.
New Zealand-Victoria Land 1911/13 ½d & 1d with "VICTORIA LAND" ovpts. Latter MLH with 1d unused without
gum. (SG A3). SG A2 Cat. £750
1892 ½d, 1d, 2d MLH & 5d F/U Oil Rivers, Northern Nigeria 1902 2d, 5d, 6d, 1/- & 10/- Cr/CA wmk MLH (hinge
remnants) plus odd low val used (MCA wmk). Also Nigeria 1965/66 to £1 used (faults) & Northern Rhodesia 1925 to
3/- MLH & 5/- used. Also Nyasaland 1913 £1 MLH with perf faults at top & not counted in the total cat. of £275 (39)
Nigeria 1894 Niger Coast Provisional with "ONE HALF PENNY" surcharge & bars on 2½d blue. Used with squared
circle cancel in black & partial cds in red at lower right. SG 65, Cat. £250
Nigeria - Southern 1904/09 ½d to £1 KEVII (excl 3d). MLH, most with moderate hinge remnants. SG 21/32ab
(excl 25), Cat. £540 (11)
1907/11 KEVII MCA wmk set to £1 incl both 1d shades. MLH/MH with hingeing heavy to light. Fresh colours.
SG 33/44, Cat. £400 (13)
North Borneo 1889 $5 bright purple. Well centred MLH with moderate hinge remnant. SG 49, Cat. £375
1922 "MALAYA-BORNEO EXHIBITION 1922" set of 15 to 50c incl both blue & red ovpts on 20¢ on 18¢. Fine MUH.
SG 253/75, Cat. £250++ (15)
Norway 1855 4sk blue "lion" with 4 jumbo margins & neat 10 bar "grid iron" obliterator. SG 1, Cat. £200
Nyasa 1924 Pictorial triangulars set of 9 MLH (SG Cat. £40) plus Peru Pre-1900 PD's inscribed or ovptd "DEFICIT"
with mixed mint & used. (29)
Nyasaland 1891/95 "B.C.A." ovpts to 10/- excl 1d, 6d ultramarine, 2/6d & 5/-. MLH with odd perf fault mainly on 2/val. SG 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11 & 13, Cat. £560+ (9)
1892/95 "B.C.A." surcharges. Couple of shortish perfs on 1d & 4/- vals otherwise fine MLH. SG 18/20, Cat. £530 (3)
1895 £1 black & yellow orange fine used with complete upright "TSHIROMO B.C.A." cds. Stunning! SG 29, Cat. £600
1895 Arms no wmk set to 5/-. centering varies but 5/- very well centred. All F/U with cds's. SG 21/28, Cat. £850 (8)
1897/1900 3/- black & sea-green fine used with partial Zomba B.C.A. cds. A superb example. SG 49, Cat. £375
1908/11 10/- green & red on green KEVII. MLH. SG 80, Cat. £225
Oman 1971 50b to 1r "SULTANATE OF OMAN" ovpts. MUH & well centered. SG 128/33, Cat. £260+ (6)
Peru 1948 Olympic Games perf. 12½ plus set from M/S perf. 13 all overprinted "MELBOURNE 1956". These were
only valid for postage on one day. Fresh MUH. SG 714/17 footnote.
Pitcairn Island 2004-2007 "The Bounty Story" Pres Pack with MUH complete sets for the Bounty replica. Attractive
presentation. SG 669/72, M/S 673, 689/92, M/S 693 & 737/48, Cat. £75 (20 & 3 M/S's)
Poland 1965 Olympic Games set of 8 Polish Medal Winners in complete sheetlets of 8. Fresh MUH.
SG 1599/1606, Cat. £60
Rhodesia 1892/93 £10 brown. MLH with BPA Cert. (2006) stating "unused, regummed, is genuine".
SG 13, Cat. £2750
1910/13 5d lake brown & olive, perf. 15. Water stained perfs on lower corners with patchy gum reflected in reserve .
SG 175, Cat. £800
1910/13 £1 red & black, perf 15. Fine used, well centered & a superior example of this scarce stamp.
SG 179, Cat. £3250 (see front cover)
Russia 1858 10k blue & brown imperf with 4 large even margins & used with manuscript cross. SG 16, Cat. £650 for
pen cancelled example.
1955 Savitsky (SG 1883a/b), Lomonosov University (SG 1913b/c) & Venetsianov (SG 1914a) M/S's. Apart from
diagonal bends on the Savitsky, all fresh MUH. Also 1r Polar M/S (SG 1926a) fresh MLH. Total cat. £240 (6)
Russia - Wenden1902 (14th Oct) 2k brown & green Wenden Castle tied by usual pen cancel with picture side
showing a vase of flowers annotated "14. oktobr. 1902g" with four line poem "Kluh es to nowebraju …" etc. Baltic
origin. Purchased in 2002 from Premier Auctions for $220.
Samoa 1917/24 "SAMOA" ovptd Postal Fiscals perf. 14½x14 set to £1. 5/- is fine used with others MLH, the 2/6d
(Cat. £425) with faint tone spots & 10/- with slight adherence on 2 perfs at right for accuracy. SG 127/32, Cat. £650 (6)
1945/53 2/6d & 5/- Arms with "WESTERN SAMOA" ovpts (Cat. £46) plus the 1955 wider setting of ovpt on £1 (CTO) &
£2 MLH. SG 234/35 (4)
Sarawak1938 group of 3 b&w postcards each showing groups of natives in traditional dress & addressed to Coonoor,
India. Each with a dealers selling price of £70 pencilled top left & confirmed by vendors notes! Various Calcutta GPO
& Coonoor transit/arrival cds's. Good cond. (3)
1945 1c to $10 "BMA" ovpts complete set of 20. MLH with slight overall ageing of gum reflected in reserve.
SG 126/45, Cat. £550
Sierra Leone 1896/97 QV Defin set to £1. Fresh MLH. SG 41/53, Cat. £450
1912/21 £1 black & purple on red. Superb MLH. SG 128, Cat. £250
1933 pictorials MLH to £1, fresh to 5/-, light even ageing on top 2 values. SG 168/80, Cat. £1100
Slovenia 1945 "Provinz Laibach" Pictorials to 30l complete fine used but with Laibach Ljubljana cds's all appearing as
Dec 1944, so before the official issue dates of March to May 1945 & therefore assumed to be attractive forgeries using
the correct type of bilingual cds. Genuine used Cat. £2000+, Mi €1700 (2010) but only €300 for MUH. (16)
Solomon Islands 1907 "Large canoes". Fine used set of 7 to 1/-. SG 1/7, Cat. £300 (7)
1908 "Small canoes" set to 5/-. MLH with gum varying from moderate to heavy tropical toning on 2d, 2½d & 2/6d.
SG 8/17, Cat. £200 (11)
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1939/51 ½d to 10/- KGVI Pictorials. MLH with tropicalised gum on 3d & 2/6d & tiny stain on 5/- otherwise fine.
SG 60/72, Cat. £90 (13)
Somaliland Protectorate 1921 ½d to 5r KGV, script wmk set of 13. Fresh MLH. SG 73/85, Cat. £180 (13)
South Africa 1899/1902 1d, 2d, 3d, 6d & 1/- GB defins tied by octagonal Army Post Office Volksrust Jul 13 1900
cancels. Each on individual pieces. SG Z1, Z5, Z7, Z11 & Z14, Cat. £220 (5)
1900 OFS "VRI" ovptd 1d mauve on taxed cover to England with "3D 723" h/s in black & Southampton Packet Letter
receival cds for 15 JU 00. Light stains & roughly opened but good cond for this period cover. Dorchester Ju 16 00 b/s.
1913/24 £1 green & red. Small scuff line from neck to right border otherwise fine used with attractive corner cds.
SG 17, Cat. £250
South Africa-Boer War 1900 covers x 3 to The Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd & all re-sealed with V crown R
"Opened Under Martial Law" labels. The earliest (excl Lyttelton NZ 27 FEB) with damaged NZ 2½d SSF, the second a
27 JUL cover bearing VRI ovptd 2d Transvaal & the last on AUG 24 "VRI 1d" ovptd on 1d mauve Orange Free State.
The ex-NZ cover is addressed to Lourenco Marques with 11 APR receival stamp in blue & redirected to Durban,
corresponding with address on the other covers. Some soiling as expected but useful group. (3)
1901 (3rd Oct) Censored cover from Winburg - England bearing CGH ½d strip of 5 ovptd "ORANGE RIVER COLONY"
& signed by censor in mauve triangular "PASSED" h/s. Bloemfontein 7 OC 01 & arrival Newport - Ragnall NO 2 01
b/s's. Light soiling but otherwise sound.
South Africa - Cape of Good Hope 1863/64 1d deep carmine-red & 4d blue each with large clear margins & fine
used. SG 18 & 19a, Cat. £465 (2)
1863/64 1/- bright emerald green with 3 excellent margins. Lightly used with rich colour - exhibition quality!
SG 21, Cat. £750
South Africa - Mafeking Siege 1900 1d on ½d & 6d on 3d CGH with "MAFEKING BESIEGED" ovpts. Both used with
clear Mafeking cds's. SG 1, Cat. £95 & SG 4, Cat. £350, the latter with RPSL Cert (1998) certificate noting "stained at
right" & "is genuine". (2)
1900 1/- on 4d sage-green CGH with "MAFEKING BESIEGED" ovpts. Superb used. Ceremuga Cert. (2002) states
"genuine in all respects" & "without any faults". SG 5, Cat. £425
1900 1d on ½d, 3d on 1d & 2x 6d on 2d but "MAFEKING BESIEGED" ovpts all on GB with "BECHUANALAND
PROTECTORATE" ovpts. All used with clear cds's. SG 6/8, Cat. £470 (4)
1900 3d GB QV ovptd "BECHUANALAND PROTECTORATE" & MAFEKING 6d. BESEIGED". Fine used with almost
complete Mafeking C.G.H. 2 AP 1900 cds. Ceremuga cert. (2008) SG 9, Cat. £425
1900 "1s" on 4d "MAFEKING BESIEGED" ovpt on GB with "BECHUANALAND PROTECTORATE" ovpts (SG 11,
Cat. £110) & local 3d lilac & black surcharged "6d" on piece (SG 10, Cat. £95). Both items with clear cds's.
1900 1d pale blue on blue Cadet Sgt Major Goodyear. Fine used on small piece. SG 17, Cat. £350
1900 1d deep blue on blue Cadet Sgt Major Goodyear. Also fine used on small piece. SG 18, Cat. £350
1900 3d pale blue on blue General Baden-Powell. Mint example with patchy disturbed gum & surface scuff at top left
reflected in reserve. SG 19, Cat. £1800
1900 3d deep blue on blue General Baden-Powell. Fine used with central Mafeking CGH cds. SG 20, Cat. £450
South Africa - Natal 1869 1/- green QV with "POSTAGE." ovpt doubled (SG type 7e). Lightly used with indistinct cds
& a barely noticeable m/s marking. Rarely seen let alone this fine. SG 56, Cat. £15,000 (see front cover)
1902 £5 mauve & black. Fine used. A premium example. SG 144, Cat. £1600
1902 £20 red & green ovptd "SPECIMEN". MLH with minor light print adherences on gum & one short perf at base.
SG 145b, Cat. £600
1904 ½d to 1/- "OFFICIAL" ovpts. Fresh MLH. SG O1/O6, Cat. £375
South Africa - Transvaal 1877/79 6d blue on green imperf with "V.R. Transvaal" ovpt inverted. F/U with 4 clear
margins. Small closed tear at left reflected in conservative reserve. SG 120f, Cat. £1400
1885/92 £5 deep green with clear upright 7 FEB 99 cds of Johannesburg. SG 189, Cat. £190
South Africa - Zululand 1894/96 £1 purple on red QV. Superb MVLH. SG 27, Cat. £600
South Georgia 1969 (30th Jan) ½d to £1 Blue Whale set of 15 used on large cover tied by crisp Falkland Islands
Dependency South Georgia cds's. Most attractive. SG 1/15, Cat. £80 as F/U.
Spain 2021 "Equality Stamps" set of 4 in pres pack. These were issued by the Spanish Post Office to promote
the concept of equality as the Black Lives Matter protests have played out globally plus the endeavours of
various sporting personalities & politicians to bring this matter to the forefront. In the process Spain issued 4
stamps in different skin tones with 0,70€, 0,80€, 1,50€ & 1,60€ values in a bid to promote the cause. However
in making the lowest value black & the highest value white they created a massive storm of protest resulting
in an instant withdrawal of the issue as news channels and social media took up the "fight"!! These have been
highly sought after but virtually impossible to obtain. One of our vendors happened to be in the right place at
the right time hence this opportunity to source an example & essential if you want your Spanish collection
complete. We understand that SG will be listing it in their next catalogue. Exc condition complete with
matching outer pack envelope. (see front cover)
St Helena 1908/11 KEVII set of 4 to 10/- plus 4d & 6d on ordinary paper. MLH with 10/- MVLH. Tiny tone speck on
one 6d. SG 64/70, Cat. £290+ (6)
1922/27 £1 grey & purple on red. MLH light crease reflected in reserve. SG 96, Cat. £450
1922/27 7/6d grey-brown & yellow orange with light proving cds of 1935. SG 111, Cat. £225
1922/27 KGV Badges with script wmk set to 10/-. MLH, 7/6d tropicalised gum. SG 97/112, Cat. £425 (15)
1922/37 15/- grey & purple on blue ovptd "SPECIMEN". Light tropical gum streaking, MVLH. SG 113s, Cat. £1100+
1934 ½d to 10/- Centenary. Fresh MLH. SG 114/23, Cat. £425 10)
St Kitts Nevis 1920/22 £1 purple & black on red. Right marginal & MVLH. SG 36, Cat. £300
St Lucia 1904 (31st Mar) 1d KEVII tied by Georgetown cds on "The two Pitons of Soufriere 3700 feet high" J.
LeGrand published postcard. Addressed to Paramaribo, West Indies. VG cond. Sold for $104.50 in auction.
1904/10 KEVII, MCA wmk complete set of 14 to 5/-. MLH. SG 64/77, Cat. £300 (14)
St Vincent 1904/11 KEVII mult CA wmk set of 8 to £1. Fine MLH. SG 85/93, Cat. £350 (8)
Sudan 1936/46 Camel Postman ovpt "S.G." Official ovpts complete set of 15. 2p & 4p with tropicalised gum otherwise
fresh MLH. SG O32/O42 incl "a", "b", "c" numbers (15)
Switzerland 1852 15c vermilion imperf with close to touching margins. Used with indistinct cancel & small thin
mentioned in accompanying Brandon Cert. (1987). SG 22, Cat. £850
1919 30¢ Air with cds of 4/12/20. Superb. SG 302, Cat. £1900
1923/40 Airmails simplified set of 14. Fine used except the two 35¢ vals which are MLH. Min. cat. £480 (14)
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Tanganyika 1922/24 1/- to 5/- Giraffes with sideways wmk & £1 Giraffe with wmk upright plus 1925 5¢, 10¢ & 30¢.
All MLH. SG 83/86, 88a, 89/90 & 92, Cat. £680 (8)
Thailand 1927 Registered cover to USA with Bangkok cds tying 15s & 25s defins with New York 4-29 1927 & same
day Washington DC b/s's with vignette on reverse reading "STAMP VALUES are bound to appreciate with the coming
of normalcy therefore it will pay you to BUY NOW! Regularly & Generously" tied by the NY b/s's. Roughly opened at
top but unusual. Also a fine 1935 Registered Airmail cover to Denmark with GPO Bangkok label & similar cancel as for
1927 item tying pair of bicolour 25s with neat Kjobenhavn Warnemunde 2.1.35 receival on reverse. Both covers have
typed addresses. (2)
Tobago 1879 5/- slate QV. MH with pulled perf at right reflected in conservative reserve. SG 5, Cat. £900
1882/84 6d stone QV, wmk Cr/CA. Fresh MH. SG 19, Cat. £550
Tonga 1899 Royal Wedding "T-L" ovptd horiz pair with one showing the "1889" for "1899" error. MLH/MH. SG 54/54a,
Cat. £290 + se-tenant premium.
Trinidad 1852/60 1d bluish grey Britannia imperf Provisional from fifth issue showing hardly any background lines.
Used with illegible part cds. SG 19, Cat. £400
1859 6d deep green imperf with 4 huge margins. Used with light indistinct cancel lower right. SG 28, Cat. £425
1859 1/- indigo. Imperf with 4 clear even margins. MLH SG 29, Cat. £110
1896/1906 10/- green & ultramarine. Fresh MLH. SG 123, Cat. £325
Trinidad & Tobago 1916 1d scarlet with "19-10-16." & Red Cross ovpt with "Red shading on cross omitted" variety.
MLH. SG 175c& unpriced in SG.
Uganda 1898/1902 1a to 5r QV set of 7. Well centered MH. SG 84/91, Cat. £225 (7)
USA 1847 5¢ "New York" Washington imperf on grey wove paper signed ACM in magenta ink. Four large even
margins. Superb example. Scott #9X3, Cat. US$2250 (see front cover)
1865 Newspaper 5¢ Washington deep blue & pale blue shades with white borders, the former repaired at top right.
Both unused without gum on thin yellowish paper. Scott # PR4a, 46, Cat. US$700 ea. (2)
1873 "Navy Department" Officials set of 10 to 90¢ (excl 7¢). Variable centering & shades with old hinge remnant on
most but free of toning & with o.g. Scott #O35/O45 (excl O39), Cat. US$3220 (10)
1888 A much-travelled envelope to US Consulate London & returned to sender in Massachusetts. Amongst the
crossing out/redirection & cds's of Boston, Charlestown, Newcastle & London is a violet handstamp "Insufficiently
Prepaid Boston" overstruck with blue asterisk. The reverse side is equally filled with handstamps & cds's! Also 1928
"US Naval Training Station San Diego, California" reg'd cover to Chief of Bureau of Navigation Navy Department
Washington, numbered 131475 & bearing 15¢ & 3¢ defins tied by Training Station cds in purple. Washington Reg.
Sec. b/s. (2)
1893 $1 Columbus salmon. Good to fine used, centred low. Scott #241, Cat. US$600
1893 $1 Columbus dark salmon. F/I with vert partial duplex. $280 paid at 2010 Status Auction. SG 246, Cat. £700
1893 $4 bright carmine Isabella & Columbus. Centred low, otherwise fine & fault-free with attractive Boston "poached
egg" dateless cancel. SG 249, Cat. £1300
1898 $1 black Trans-Mississippi "Cattle in a storm". Good used with a barely perceptible repair at top left. Vendor paid
$245 at Status Auction in 2010. SG 298, Cat. £750
1934 1c Yosemite Trans-Mississippi Philatelic Exhibition Souvenir Sheet on Original Uncut Press Sheet of 20. The
Post Office Department issued souvenir sheets of the 1c Yosemite stamp for the 1934 stamp show in Omaha,
Nebraska. These were know as "Farley’s Follies" after Postmaster General James Farley frequently bought
imperforate, ungummed, printed sheets of stamps right off the press. Farley presented the first sheet off the press to
FDR & frequently saved the second for his own family. Farley often presented other sheets as souvenirs or political
favours to friends. He did this twenty times during his tenure. The practice angered the philatelic community & political
opponents when exposed. Feeling deprived of access to these unique & invaluable sheets, critics lobbied Congress,
demanding justice. To quell the mounting tension, Farley ordered all twenty sheets reprinted in a special printing
without gum or perforations & offered for sale to every American who desired the sheets. The reprintings began on
March 15, 1935. This example has edge wear & some creasing however remains highly collectable.
1998/2000 "Celebrate the Century" set of 10 post office sheetlets each with 15 commem stamps. Fine MUH.
Cat. £150, FV US$50 ($70) (10 sheetlets)
Vatican 1985 Pope John Paul II's Journey complete booklet. SG SB2 containing pane No.815a (2013), Cat. £3250
(We suspect a pricing error!!)
Vietnam 2005 "Community of Ethnic Groups" sheets of 54 in PO pres pack x 20 packs. MUH. Useful re-seller for
Ebay. SG 2631/84, Cat. £320+
Vietnam - North 1980 Soviet-Vietnamese Space Flight set of 6 original hand painted artwork with text & value
overlays complete with accompanying b&w photographic proofs. Each block mounted & signed off & dated
with neighbouring CCCP cachet in mauve authorising the design from the Russian side. Incls the large A4
Miniature Sheet painted artwork also with overlay plus a CTO sheet of 20 of each design in the final issue.
Fantastic display items that would suit a Space thematic exhibit. Rarely seen & gifted to a former Australian
Embassy staff member. SG 342/47 & MS348 (13 items)
Yugoslavia 1953 15d green 10th Anniversary Istria/ Slovak Coast single. MUH but light tan line from stockbook.
Frontally fresh. SG 759, Cat. £225
Zanzibar 1904 ½a to 5r Arms set of 15. Fresh MLH. SG 210/24, Cat. £325 (15)
1908/09 20r black & yellow green Dhow. Fine used. SG 240, Cat. £850
1908/09 50r black & mauve unused. Trimmed perfs at lower right. SG 243, Cat. £900 as MLH
1913 Sultan, Canoe & Dhow with mult rosette wmk set of 15 to 10R. MLH/MH with hinge remnants on 1¢, 3¢, 50¢ & 4r
with others MLH. 10r centred to right. SG 246/60, Cat. £350 (15)
1921/29 20r black & green Dhow with script wmk. MUH. DG 296, Cat. £425 plus premium for MUH.
Zimbabwe 1970 (4th June) Rhodesia 2½¢ & 5¢ defins on cover to Jersey with boxed green tax cachet (1/9 & 1/- plus
3 x 3d Jersey PD's) from the period of Postal Sanctions on Southern Rhodesia for its unilateral declaration of
independence from the UK. Instructional label in red on reverse reads "The Government has announced that stamps
issued in Rhodesia of the kind used on this postal packet have no legal basis. This packet is accordingly surcharged".
Such covers to England are relatively common but not so common to the Channel Islands.
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